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THE MISSION OF AGARD

The mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO hations in the fields of
science and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes:

- ExchanZing of scientific and technical information;

- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengther.ing the commnan defence
posture;

- h'-proving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development;

- Providing scientific and technical advice and aiiistance to the North Atlantic Military Committee in the
field of aerospace research -nd developi tent;

- Rendering scientific and technical assist: ncc, as requested, to other NATO bodies and to member nations
in connection with research and develoi ment problems in the aerospace field.

- Providing assistance to member nations tor the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential;

- Recommending effective ways for the member nations to use their research and devcic-,raent capabilities
"for the common benefit of the NAIO community.

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior
reprcsentatives from each Member Nation. The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are
composed for experts appointed by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Excnange Program and the Aerospace
Appiications Studies Program. The results of AGARD work are reported to the Member Wations and the NATO
Authorities through the AGARD series of publications of which this is one.

Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to cit-zens of the NATO naticns.
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directly front copy supplied by AGARD or the author.
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FOREWORD

It is the exchange of information which is one of the fundamental mi6sions

of AGARD, and towards which our Annual Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Panel

is specifically dirocted.

In this instance we have, throuvh the hospitality of the French National

Delegates, had the op"ortunity of holding our Autumn Meeting of 1971 in Luchon

in the Pyiinees. One of the advantages of a meeting in a small town is that

the delegates are kept in close touch with one another, which makes the

exchange of information on an unprogrammed basis even more effective.

The programme itself, with its three themes: disorientation, simplified

methods for clinical examination of aircrew, and biophysical problems in

aerospece medicine, reflects the wide range of expertise available in our Panel -

an expertise which is directed towards the problems of the operators in both

the military and the civil environments, since the same type of problem is

frequently encountered in the two fields.

The quality of the presentations was comnented upon most favourably, and

I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the authors on b2nalf of the

Panel. I wish also to thank the editors of the Technical Evaluations, which

provide an expert review of each phase of the meeting, so chat the salient

points and broad conclitsions reached in discuq-ion may be permanently recorded.

Group Captain T C D Whiteside, RAF
Chairman AS'P
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PREFACE

One -I the principle objectives of AGARD is to promote the exchange of

scieptific and technical information within the NATO countries. The pages

%hich follow are a permanent record of the proceedings of a meeting, organised

by the Aerospace Medical Panel of AGARD, which was devoted to the problem of

spatial disorientation. The limitations of mans' ability to sense aircraft

attitude and motion are one of the main causes of the sensory illusions

embraced by the term 'disorientation in flight'. These have been recognised

for over fifty years and are well described in aeromedical text books. However,

the operational consequences of upatial disorientation, in particular tie loss

of life and aircraft in orientation-error accidents and the ways in which

disorientation may be ameliorated, are less clearly under4tood. The papers

presented at the 28th Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Panel make good this

deficiency and provide a convenient digest of currer: opinion and research into

the more practical aspects of the problem of spatial disorientation in flight.

It is considered that these Proceedings will be of value, not only to

aeromedical specialists, but also to those engaged in the training of aircrew

and in opirational duties.

The value of published proceedings is enhanced by the inclusion of the

informal exchange between participants, for such discussion underlines impor-

tant findings or exposes weaknesses in argument and technique. It is an

importaix part of the editor's task to produce an intelligible text of such

discussion from recorded commentary and from forms which participants were

asked to complete. In my limited experience, only tbout a third of the actual

discussion is reflected in these 'discussion forms' and the editor must rely

heavily upon the tape recording if an accurate account is to appear in the

printed proceedings. On this occasion my task was made the more difficult

because only about 40% of the discussion was recorded due to an intermittent

fault which was not discovered until some time after the meeting. For a few

papers the recorded discussion was complete, but for the others I have had to

rely on written corents and hazy recollection, so the discussion as printed

is incomplete. This deficiency is ouch regretted. To those authors and

speakers who are not adequately represented 1 extend the apologies of the

recording engineers. To those who are misrepresented, I alone bear responsi-

bility.

A J BENSON
Technical Progra.-e Organiset

and Editor
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SU•MORY

This volume conteins the text of 16 papers, related :o the problem of spatial disorientation in

flight, which were presented during the first part of the 28th Meeting of the Aerospace Medical Panel,

held at Luchon, France, 28-30 September 1971. The papers covered the following topics: 1. description

an-I analysis of disorientation incidents, 2. o~ientation error accidents, 3. training procedures,

4. 1ahoratoi-y ctudies. The principal findings and recommendations are sumarised in a Technical

Evaluation Rept'.-.
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OPENING CEREMONY

The civil and military dignitaries who took part in the opening ceremony

of the 20th Meeting of the AGARD Aerospace Medical F .ne! were introduce by

the Chairman of the Panel, Group Captain T C D Whiteside.

The Co-ordinator for the host country, HMdecin GCniral R Grandpierre,

extended greetingsto delegates and distinguished guests, in particular to the

Director Gerneral of Medical Services of the French Armed Forces, Midecin

GCn6ral P G Lenoir, and to the Mayor of Luchon, Dr A Castaigne. Cu behalf of

the French National Delegate, Gfndral Grandpierre expressed pleasure that the

20th Meeting of the Aerospac& Medical Panel was being held in France. He

emphasised the importance which the National Delegates attach to the exchange of

information withia the NATO countries and in particular their aspirations for

the success of the meeting in Luchon. He had no doubt that this objective

would be fulfilled since thL civil authorities of Luchonx had, by their generous

hospitality provided a most favourable milieu for a meeting which had attracted

contributions of a high techrical standard.

G ndral Lenoir in his address, expressed appreciaticn to GCniral Grandpierre

and to the Chairman of the Aerospace Medical Panel f.r inviting hiu to attend

the opening ceremony and for the welcome which he had received since his arrival

in Luchon.

GCiniral Lencir said that his interest in AGARD and in particular the work

of ASH! was two fold. As an ormy man, in charge of the combined Medical Services

of the French Armed Forces, it was important that the found out more about the

activities of Specialists in the field of Aviation Medicine. The other reason

for his presence in Luchon, G4n~ral Lenoir explained, was more personal and

stemned from a meeting with the Chairman of AWHP. He was deeply impressed with

the sincerity with which Group Captain WhitesidL had explained to him the

objectives of AGARD and the activities of the Panel he represented. The General

was pleased to have the opportunity to express publicly his gratitude to the

Chairman of ASHI for his work in promoting international co-operation,

GCinral Lenoir recognised the complexity of the aeromedical problems posed

by modern military aviation and considered that as the operat.onal requirements

become more exacting., it was essential that there should be close co-operation

in research and development in the discipline of aerospace =edicine. The

success of such international co-operation was dependant upon mutual trust :Md

an attitude of 'fair play'.

In ccncluding Geniral Lenoir, reaffirmed the welcome to the delegates from

the NATO countries who had assezbled in Luchon and wished then every Auccess in

the technical sessions which would follow.

- ~Vii -
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DISORIENTATION INCIDENTS REPORTED BY MILITARY PILOTS ACROSS 14 N EARS OF FLIGIIT*

Brant Clark
San Jose State College, San Jose, California, U.S.A. 95114

SUMMARY

Recent incidents involving disorientation in flight reported by 336 U. S. Air Force. Army.
and Navy pilots were compared with incidents reported by 137 pilots in 1956. The incidents
were strikingly similar for various typcs of aircraft and even for combat and noncombat
situations. These findings and those of other investigators st.ggest that disorientation is currently
experienced in a wide variety of flight ope."ations throughout the world and will continue to be
experienced by military aircraft pilots.

INTRODUCTION

The pi~ot's task in orientation to the horizon and to gravitational and gravitoinertial force has been one of the constant problems
in aerospace medicine. Indeed, volume i (1930) of Aerospace Medicine (then the Journal of Ariation Medicine) reported on "Blind
Flying," a symposium about orientation and disorientation in flight.' Since then many papers have been written on the topic, but no
attempt will be made here to review this literature cince it has been done recently by several others.2

-" It is worth noting, however, that
while materiel failure as a cause of aircraft accidents has dec.-eased during the past decade. the relative importance of "pitot error" as a
cause has increased.' Consequently, factors important in causing disorientation in flight also become increasingly important.

Disorientation is used in this discussion simpl) to refer to situations in flight in which the pilot's perception of the attitude.
position, or mo:ion of his aircraft or other objects in space ii nonveridical (i.e., perception differs from physical events). Thus,
disoricntation encompasses a wide variety of perceptions that may deviate only slightly front veridicality, or may result in grosspercvptual errors leading to inappropriate control movements or to accidents. fthxsup, Nivcr, and Spezia- have defined such

"orientation-error accidents' as those "... said to occur whenever an accident results front a pilot's incorrect perception of his true
motion and attitude in space."

Disorientation of one type ot another is ubiquitous in military flight operations.' 7v- Recent reports have described disorientation
in many different aircraft and many countries. e.g., Canada,'* Czechoslovakia.' I Japan,Q -2 Russia,",5 the United Kingdom.3 and the
United States.S,23t.4 Consequently, there is a continuing interest in the topic, and many investigations have been 4nd..2t.'. *2

understand the many, complex factors that contribute ta orientation and disorientation. Of these studies, a significant number have
involved the vestibular system. which contributes in important ways to disorientation in flight, because of its special characteristics
during the passive rotation i9f the pilot during flight.) '

In spi:e of the increase in knowledge of the topic in the past 40 years, however, reports of disorientation experienced by pilots
continue, so.netimes as critical incidents and sometimes involving accidents.,' "' " -3.6 This is not surprising because both orientation
and disorientation are a result of complex perceptual systems interacting in complex ways. 2 ' 4 "4 s Furthermore. extrapolation from the
laboratory to flight with its owvn unique, complex environment must be underta'en with caution. Consequently. pcrioaic investigatio.ns
of critical incidents involving disorientation during flight are of value since flight operations may be expected to vary over time. This
report describes the variou; kinds of disorientation and related experiences repoted by a group of pilots flying Ntveral types of aircraft
and compares these events with those reported by a group of pilots in 1956." 1

METHOD

91ots Reporting Disorientation

The reports of critical incidents involving disorientation were obtained from 336 pilots in the U. S. Air Force. Army, and Navy, all
in active flight status. They were arbitrarily classified into five categories in terms of the aircraft they were flying at the time (Table I).
The majority had rown within the 5 days prior to responding to the questionnaire: only 12 had not flown within the past month. Their
median age was 31: their mcdian flight tin-, in the current aircraft was 600 hours: and their median total flight hour, were
2,000.

"hThe data cofiection for this study was accompli.hed at Ames Rcewa-cc Center. NASA. vwith the assistance of John D. Stewart and
Crurles C. Xubjkawa and wa supported by NASA Grant NGL 054-4O-002 to San Jose State College
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Table 1. ThC per ell Uge arr 321 pImots IIIaran isatrt~r.i a ve types4 if current jiirrafs ConhtpalC-J witl] file
pc!icoulgl t&f 137 pilots repoiliug threse cxperiences iii 1956.-

hIghe single
Transport Training altitude placejefs Ifelicopter 1956

N -65 N- 1CS N r39 Na 3 F ý99 .4-137

I . Altitougla tile w'Args Were really level. I Pcr! raaoirg sell' one of thre
other~ ofi life wings wis down. 71 67 41 85 52 67

2. While observniig a 113ir oil J.u k flight. I thought it wn dic course,
butit was really floating sitwight down. 18 15 3 31 33 23

3. Oit a dill, flight. I was confused ;about tire stars and surface lights. Consequerntly.
I became uncerta3in about 111C position of tire frornlon. 48 30 49 92 -19 ..

4. Wien I came out of a thick ovcrLast, tife hodi~on seemed~ severely tilted,
although I was straightt aid lesel. 25 19 38 46 9 20

~.Follow~ng a IoM Of altitude while msaintiaining a constant headirng. miy carsI
Cleated and I felt I was ill a turn. 9 12 2043

6. Althrought I was fin complete control of the plane. I lost nry ser'st of direction. I
thought I was. flying east, but I Was aCH1ually heading north. 23 S1 28 54 53 1

7. All at once. at seemed as if I was straight and level. although. in reality 1 was fin a
turn. 40 _;1 .34 46 34 66

8. 1 was wery anrent oil tire target and didn't check my altimetero. Suddenrly I
realized that I was too low. arid abruptly pulled out withr only ;I few feet to
spare. 14 11 3 23 15S

9. 1 becanme confilsed in attemnptinlg to mix contact and instsrument flight cues fur
orientation. 37 31 44 38 31 31

10. When I levelled Off after a bank. I had a tendency to over bank fin the oppositz
directions. 42 40 46 92 414 67

If. I had a full view of the bay with the lighrts ail around it. It seemed like a totall1Y
strange place, althoughi normially it was quite familiar. 23 25 Is 31 3. 27

12. The sunlight coming througgh the propellers caused flicker, and a crew member
becae" COnffused arid %ery uncomfortable. 14 10 3 0 26 ...

13. iFollowing a climb on a conStant heading, I felt I was in a bailk. The irmtrumntMs
indicatedi Straight and level. 26 29 I8 15 21 ...

14. Onl a routine patrol flight.lI had -feelirngof not knowing whrerelI was. ofgttfinrg
turned miound in direction nrome itarihy. 34 4S :6 311 Ai5 39

IS. During instrumenst flisht:. I found msyself leaning to the right in tire cockpit to
keep myself vertical. 219 36 31 46 -9 45

16. During straight and level flighlt, I felt that I wa: it, a bank. (10 56 _;9 SS 4: 7
17. Oil a crowswiiid landing, I noticed that I was drifting badly across thre runway.

but I fasted to make any correction for it. I5 22 S 0 11 12
I8. Followia'.g a steep. combing turn. I felt I was turning in the opposite direction.

but the iriatrumnrens indtcated Straight and level. 32 26 2-- 46 31 ;
29. As we flew theour.hs the fog. I becanme confused by the rotating beacon on the

aircraft because it caused a flickering light in the cockpit. 42 23 _2S 16 22
20. As I clinrtwd to hNO altitude. I had a feeling of isohlicri ad of being 2eparated_;

from the ea-tl. 23 22 is 8 :4 J.

flight Ei.rxpriences Questionrotire

All of the reports of disorientation experiences were ob:ained fron a three-part questionnaire thit mnt-uiled (1) a dcs.;riptiý)n of
lift purpo~se of bth; study and four demographic items. (2) a request for a written. description of an csrericncuv with disorktFitatit~n ats
the aircraft they wcr - currently flying. ind (3) a check list of flight experiences in fthe, airc.-aft they were Lurtertal) tlyirr-. The zheck list.
which was derived from pilots' descriptions of vertigo (Table 1). was an abr-idgment and moditacazior. of a1 cied:- list lased in an catfrlm
study of disoricrntation in jet piloWs Tire pilots were asked to check those items in tire list if they hace had tire samre or a situ-ht
experiereev in thre aircraft they were flying. Tire questionnaires were distributled in vanouis squastron and returne %rithorut iderinfacat totil
of the responthent.

RESULTS

The ubiquitous nature atid varier, -haracter of these reports of clisorientation is esadent from e-ven a ca.'-' eca.1nination of the-
reports. lire data indicate tirat nmost pilots experience these effects at one time or another. This is cenrainly not *ir-isVs siner
di--rientation is z result of thre interaction of ceseral normal per. epwral procwse. ,t.

IiN~rieirtatton Rqsortr-J oir thre Chec4 Litt

The data from tire check list (Table I I show mutch variation from pilot to pilc-t. 01 the 20 itcems on the check !ist. ind.c",'.aa~ pilots
checked fi ns. ts 1' 16 with a nmedian of f6. Only 22 pilots chrecked no itemrs sshilc 64 checked 10 or more (i.e.. 931v ehecc,:d at least one
item). Tire check lt%* included I5 items from an earlier study." A striking feature of the resutils is the similarity- of the responses of thts
group to those of tire jet pilots in 0Q56. Whent thes IS 1 statements -Acre ranked in order of frequency of response for the two groups.
the rank order correlation turned osit to be +0.86 shor.ing! that the frequency of reports of disorientatiorn has changed little in the Insas
14 years It as evident; from the itenms checked by one or more pilots tnat :hrere is much similarity across the t% sx-s of aircraft flown and
that thewe pilots e'sperience a widec variety of types of disorie.,titiort.

Disorientation is; typieal~y a complex perceptual process henice classifying the items a-s a difficult taskl." Nnvertheless the data
confirm earlier rimults' in showing that the most freqaicirily reported 1% pc of d&-orientation invol-vs uncertainty regarding the attitude
and motion of the aircraft (item- 1. 7, 10). Visual disorientation (i.e.. confoiton or uncertainty- regardtng objects tn the pilot's viersal
field) was nruch less frequently reported (Items 2.3.4). hlowever. 92% of the 13 pilots flying alone in jet airctaft repirted confusion of
stars ssitli surface lighting.

'5J
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L~ight flickering at appropriate fr-quendeit'S I has een kitolo ta, muany ye..'rs to prouduce annoyance. Iow-.red ;ikrtness. various types,
of confrusion,. and even convulsions.' 1.1316.1 Furthermiore, 1t~rry and liastuood'"" and others" have reported disorientation
among helicopter pilots associated with flicker from lthe rotafino't wi'ng. This studv confirmns their findings (Itemt 12). bilt indicates more
frequeijt disorientation (Itemi 19) related to lthe flicker -:a,:wed by file antito~Hsion ligtht (see also tile report of pilot 3"' below).
iExpvrinlental evidence inl a Simtilmied cockpit " has shown that tlheker in thle range found Iin anticollision lights does no~t produce
significant changes fin EFG and nystaginus nor does it appear to cause changes Iin Nisibilit) . Howe'ver, lthe duration of MicKer was short.
and fihe pilot was not engaged in a denianding task. ConsequentI) . a Substantial number of military pilots ma) be expected to

P ~~experience discornifrt, drowsiness. conftision. and ev-:n disorientiation associated w!,lti flicker fromn thle anticolhis,'j light

Geographical disortevittation. itir~reci orientation to comnpass points or places (Itemns 6. 14). was frequently feported b)ý all groups
on the%. check list Another problem related to geographical dhisorientatioin IS thle difficuilt) pilots SOM'.t.ineCS haVe In recognizing farmiilar
landmaurks (lItem I I) At-out 25", of tlit pilots reported thil, expe-ieiice (knosso by the techm I name of janmais %it. -never seen").

A mu~ch less commonly reported i% tie ei disorientawigc,n i" preisure %ertigo" associzied with pressure cli.inges Iin tile car du-ing
chage inalittde~ ~Joes' Iindngthat about 1 011 of his pilot, report this esperience is confirmed b\ the results of tile check :

(Itemn 5) althoug-h Lundgren and Mahn: 0 found I S' of a grom,p) of pilots reporting **pressure vertigo."

Conifirmuing the results of an earlier s~tud%,-.bout 33', of tile jaz pilots reported experientinj tile "break-oft phecnomnenon." feeling,

of isolation aiid separation from lthe eairth dtiring flighit. thiat leads somectimles to exhilar~tiun and somectimes to fear or
uneasinevc 1.1 3.i 7 Althioughi jet pilots teport tile Csperience more frequentl) thar other,. it is; also reported b) all of fihe other groups
including the l'eticoptcr pilots (Table I1). It is; cjar that lthe effect is not simply a function of liig~i alt ittilde flight .'

A finual leetor that may contritiute to disorientation ii the waý the pilot directs lis attention to the a'..ilatle informtation regarding
orientation (Items 8. .17).-3 This is at, old probleni in Instrument flight and is illustrated Iin the extreme case by a pilot directing his
attention to one nistrunincit to tile ecxiusion of all other sources of inforniation. A% ssould 'w espected from the type of operations
involved, such restriction of atiteimion wvas reported most frequeiitll b) pilots of sinigle platc jets. To countei ftins effect some pilots and
copilots in transport type aircraft hai worked out a procedurt using conversalit i between themo to rcdtu-c uindue concentratio-i on thce
fliyght diiector during final approacn Xs in earlier sttudies, a third or more of these pilot% reported problems when tiley- attenmpted to
ntix VFR and IFR -souirces of infori, .,tion (Itemn 9). Proponents of liead*.ip diqplj~s liase suggecsted that such arrangemenrts make it
easier 0~ alternate between visuial aitd instrument fhligt Whether this ssould leal ito less disorientation remuainms to be demnonstraw~d.

Reporls (if Lytiral hIncidns laroioinig D)isorientaio~n

Thc pilots were asked to describe anl experience insolvingi orientation Ill space that was Iin some sense unusual or critical and muightt
!cad to some diffikulty in flight, Of the 336 pilots who responded. 18' reported a tcntital invuident before completing the check last
1Table I) The written description of the, incident and a check, list of descriptive terms related to the incident were used inl ail Itentl
'analysis of each n.-rrative One difficu~lt) in collecting tile, data through the squadrons rather thtan ir Personal inter'miws was that lthe
narratives sometimes lacked descriptive dectails that Lould hase beeit obtained in anl intersies. lose. it was possible to identify 40
incidents that occurred during operations in Vietnanm, Consequently, a separate anal) sins Isas inidertaken for these invidents to idenriti1
ai~y unique experiences tinder these flight iL-id*itioiis.

It should be emphasited that these written narratives %%e.re inerel) a sample of occutrrences recalled bl the pilotv in responsc ito an
opcr-ended request and therefore mu.st he c altataco in thlese- terms. Furthermore. lthe associated fatrsere tiuniorr!y comphes Mie
pilots cited many associated factors that in their minds contributed to thle experieceic such as incorrect or inadequate %smsuaI
saforination. fatigue and inadcqtiate planning (parthiciarl) in tile Vietnam group). lack of familarit) with thn' aircraft. fantut
imiitrurnents, emergency conditions, carelessnecss,. and inadequate attention. The descriptions made it clear that in muail% .j!,N a series oh
dis.orientation events occurred. but in evaltuating lthe inddent. it 'sas classitied Iin the c.itegor} judged to be pfredominant (see l-2
below) Some I Y' of ?lie incidents were impossible to catcgoriic because of inadequate informat'~on (e.gz . the pilot mcrel) ,tated -I
experienced -icrtigo-)

Open-enxded techniques of thle sort tased here' hale one imlportan., potential wirtue that is nmissing front a ;heck list. The%
-soiretin.es; reveal tunusual. new I) pes of phienomenta thiat pilot- experience i.- flight:. hlo\seer. this %%a% nio: thle jase with these repmorts of
critical mcneidets in flight All 'fat included adequi.aie descriptive data were rcadil% classified into one of the tesen atcgonie% ilentified
ont the check list. Nor w~ere there unmqu'c types of disorienitation reported an Vietnam

The miost commonly reported ty pe of experience insolsed dctso-ientation u'ith regard to the attilt-de amid mnotion of the aircraft
(Gener-al. 52;. Vietnamn.45`ý). Forexamnple

Pilot 36 (P-36) (Vietnam). -I switched off 01) bacion. bilt developed %errigo. I felt that I wais %traight anid lze!el hut thle
'nstrumients s;aid I was ehimbing to thle left I could look tip and see the stars, but had no nor'zontal -ismhmlit) .-

P-206 (General). " conducting a Itimoug rendcz7Aous. lead rolled out after bleaktip and passed through a thin ctnas clotid As I
pawsd through Same clotid and then exitqd. !felt as though lead and myself were inverted.-

P-222 (Vietnan!). "it was a low !esel flignt in vet) bad vx .... 'xperieriued inadierterit irR. A.C was rolled to 9(f .sngl', of
bank Copilot reaction was fait eniough to right AIC before hitting the water. After righting the As,t copilot becanie disoriented
3rdJ raise-d the nowe of the A'C Wo eccsisNc ang*.c The pilot halting h) th-s hccrnic be oriented on instrurcitts a~zin took A"Cand
flew it orit of the IFR condition,.-

As with thle check list. lthe nest ntost "lotrmoni) reported t% pC of disorienitation ssas, judged to be tircdonunaitl) 1sua , -S ofI

both proups reported vis.ual dicoricntatioti. for example:

P-3 (General) ,nl)rIng 1-elow broken overcast , no moon .. Was tinable to di-migtns betsseen lights ont the ground and the
lrigts of other possible aircraft - Each of tis at one timie or another during thle flight aticniptedl to take eiasve action from lights on
thl: grotind or miniisnerp.-eed 0'irectrio or altitude of other traffic,"
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1P-13 (Vietnam). In a 1)11.1- "We were dtifting far back and to the right of the forivation. I could not detect the horizon nor tell
tMe difference between ground lights and stars ... . I couldn't tell how far away the next aircraft was. But judging how long it took to
gV:t repositioned, it ms.st have been 100-400 meters."

P-277 (General). In clouds, "Commenced right turn to avoid high hills. Started climbing turn. Broke out and attempted VFR
Ilight. Bright stars above cauised feeling of being inverted . .. there were ... bright lights in the area of the home base."

Geographical disorientation wes reported both in Vietnam and clses~hcre. but it was reported miuch more frequently for those
incidents in Vietnan' Only 7% of lthe general incidents were judged to be geographical disorientation whereas 0%- of the incidents
occurring in %. iet'saiu v ere pla-ced in this category. This is not surprising, in the light of operating conditions in Vietnam. and the results
support the eniphisis pl'aced on cer tain aspects of this prob!em. 2 I For example:

1P-12 (Gene-at). "I called tile tower on final arproach and turned on my landing lights. Thle tower told me hie did not has's. 'ni' in
,ight. I reali/ed that I was approaching to lanat at a~aoher airport ...

P-31 (Vietnam). During a GCA. "Twice I felt like I was flying north when was flying south.*'

P-l08 (Vietnam). -. .. I could not see my) compass. After making the, assault and coming out of tac L7. I turned thle wrong
direction (1800 out) and felt I wus right. It took my (copilot) quite a while to c.~nvince toe we were going the wrong direction.-

Incidents insolllng thle direction of the pilots' attention were much les comymonly reporced fGencral,7%: Vietnam,5%) thait tile
three categories just described. For example:

P'-1 (General). In a heclicoptvr. "I observed the rotating beacon of anothcr aircraft and coild no? determine what directior tic was
flying. I unconsciously devoted all my attention to that one beacon and ended uip in a 30IK (36 knot) climbing turn .... I was
momentarily disoriented when I realized what wvas happening.-

P-42 (Vietnam). "We were sent out to check a stream for possible sainpans. Weather: ground fog and haze, light rain .... We wete
flying at IOD- ISO searching a streamline with our szarch light ... Suddenly lthe aircraft. was in a left descending turn."

Critical incidents involving flicker vertigo, pressure veitigo. anid lthe brecsk'off Phenomenon we-re recalled less frequently than thleA
reports indlicited on the check list. These were described only in six reports b% lthe general group and not at all by the Viet nam group.
An illustration of each is given below:

P-327 Wcener.4l). "Anticollision lights flashing around on cloads made mtc want to believe aircraft in turn but instruments
indicated not so, I c.-oss checked copilot's intruments and they wen.- the eaine as pilot's. I then disregairded sensations and stayed on
instruments"

P-182 (General). "Left ear difficult to clear ...as copilot during takeoff ... Pilot went into a climbing turn in clouds. The
sensation of rolling inverted wvi% isocontiollable,"

P-F4 (Generai). Ulf-lI. "it was my first solo flight. After I pulled the AIC to a hover, I suddenly realized the AIC was drifting t;
the right. Zonective action was taken .... I had the feeling that I was completely separated fromt the surrounding area, as in 'limbo."

DISCUSSION

The incidents reported by the pilots in this study as well as those from othezr stud~es over several decades make it iClar that
disorientation involving confusion with regard to the attitude and inotion of the a-ircr,-ft is the most commonly reported type ofW
disorientation. Furthermiore. the vesitibular system is the primary sensory mechanisat in'olved in th-tp fdsretto. C91 1.
Three characteristics of the semicircular canals predispose the pilot to this type of disorientation, and these characterissies contribsite to
a cenfiict of sensory information with iiiformation from other sensory systcmsý3 -1 First, the :,emiec~ru!ar canals respond to angular
acceleration rather tl'jn to tl-'e velocity of rotation, which is the characteristic. subjective response- to rotary stimulation. 'he cariats
may signal no iota;on during a constant high velocity of rotation during -- prolonged turn, or they% may 'ignail rotation in one d.-ectlion5
during a deceleration while lthe actual rotation is inthe opposite direction. Second. the 2fteraffects of rotation may zontinue for a

-proloisged period after the rotary acedleration has 5een reduced to zcro (e.g.. whten the pilot turns to straight and level flight after a
prolonged, constant rate ttirr. Third, if the pilot moves his hevad dtnng a turnriit? maneuver Coriolis COUPles Stimulate the semicircular
canals and produce strong. bizarre. nonertidical iniformation that mai' result in improper aclion.3 *J 4

A recent -;tt'dy of 1he senstisiity of airline pilots to angularacceleration has furnished addition~al %'tdcnce of the importanice of the
semicircular canals :n disorientation. Clark anid Stewart: using the ocuilogyral illusion as lthe indicator found that the thresholds for
angular acceleration for 36 ai-.line ptlIots range from 0.04 to 0.32*1sec., with ;.median of 0. 1 lolsec'. These data show th-3; pilots"
sen-itivity tix angular acceleration is far below the angular aceatospresent in -nany mineuvers in military aircraft. Whetn such
information is nonsecdical. disorientation mazy result even fot %_)~ low levels of angular acceleration. It has been %~el established that
although rclts, amc taught to ignore motion information. th.-y do in faact use such informationi in *he operation of flight sumulators, and

4complain when such informvation i,. missing because th: simulation is then not realistic.a) Undoubtedly, such motion information is also !
tused in flight to alert the pilot to motion of the aircraft and improve his efficiencey itt control tasks. The fait that such motion
intortiation may help in the control of an aircraft itnder certain circumnstances wshile it may leid to disorientztion under other flight
conditions niakes the confusion resulting from nonveridical informatihon all the morm difficult to control.

Sritiaii orientation and disorientation in fligh.. are major 'uistortcal, znd current problems in aerosspac medicinc.*~ii
Althouth~ there is -.ome variation in the types of 'Jisorientaior5 reported for different tyr,.s of aircraft (Tatle' 1). there is 3 ssificing
sin.ilarfty among them across some 14 s's.'rs of flight exsperience. Furtherm.ore. strikingly similer experiences hareC bN" repeoted by a
number of ini-cstigator arsirril the worhld!' 3"* 'J. ThisRi well illustrated by' a comparison of the data reported here with those of
Kato, and her a-.iociate at the Acrom.-dicil Laboratory of the Japanese Air Self'9ecfen--Fcrs' They h've carried out
comrsr-heri'ltv %tudies of facorN . 'oaa'es with stisorientaitioss in fliffht that ro (ar beycrid the purposes of this report, For exampke.
they report nol wignifitant relation betiseen ses.tibular function tests. anxiety scale scores. ind dtsorsentatton althoitgh some rositivc



trends were found. Kato lists the following factors that contributc in important ways to disorientation: instrument flight. flying alone
.n forma:ion behind a leader, Gl) ing in clouds (cither day or night), head movements, and banking maneuvers. But more important for
this study was the great similarity of her pilots' experiences to those reported above. Reports of confusion of motion and attitude of
the aircraft were the most common in both studies. Furthermore, the description of the events showed much similarity. Some examples
from Kato's studies follow. These have been translated into English. 11cr reports cre in quotation marks. the numbers in parentheses
refer to specific incidents cited in Table- I or by particular pilots above

1. "Ani illusion of level flight while makirg a turn." (Cf. number 37. P-36)

2. "An illu.sion of tilting while flying aq a wi, -inan in a formation ahlithogh the leader's pl.4ne was in level flight.." (Cf. number.; I
and 16, P-296)

3. '. after recovening a turn, feeling of over-bank in the opposite direction." (Cf. number 10. P-222)

Similarities between [fie studies in which visua: factors were primari~y involved ate illustrated by the following incidents:

1. "Lo.s of the sense of the vertical (5 cases): while actually maintaining a normnal position (4 casecs) and while actually on his
back (I case). T'his is 'Iuc to the subject's failure to distinguisti between the stars andi the lights of fishing boats in the scj or

ligh'.s on the ground." (Cf. num~ber 3. P-277)

2. "Autokintsis (Cf. number 2. P-3)

Sitnilaely, Kato fround thit 29¶% of hcr pilots reported geographical disorientation, but shte 'lid not rive .i specific description of
.vich incidents. In this study. 23 to 54% of ti'e pilots checked such. 'tcms on the check list. (Cf. numbers 6 and 14. 11-12. P-3 I. and
P-; 08)

I t is worth noting that the p~urposes of this study andi Kato's were differenit in important respects; different methods were used
and the nature of the intcrrcgation was different in many ways. For example. Kato specifically inquired about C'oriolis effects,
subth'reshiold effects, and illusory pitching motions whilc this study did not. Similarly, this study was concerned ssitli flicker "vertigo."
presssirc "vertigo," and the direction t4f the pilot's attention while Kato was not. In spite of this, there was substantial similarity amiong
the studies and even with the 1957 report. Certainly no gros; differences were found in the .iature of the disorientation rer )rted. and
the results suggest that the relative importance of disorientatie-n like "pilot error" accidents in general' has probably incieased iii thr.
past decade. It is not -urprising that this is so. No attempt will be made to describe the complex, perceptual processes involved in
orientation in flight since that has been done by many others.2" Nevertheless it is evident from the rcpor~s that the pilot is f. part of a
hig;hly complex' masn-machine systcrn in which variolis types of information are available with respect it) onientation to the earth and to
nther objects in -;pac-e. Information from the pilot's visual and force environments (linear and angular accelcrat~on) lead to normal
perceptual process--, that may be at s'erunce with information from the instruments. Consequently. the information from his own
perceptual systems. which is correct and used effectively during his life on the ground, may be either correct and usetul or illusory and
degrade flight performance. depending on the nature of the flight. Training devices of various types have been found to be useful in
lamiliaizing the pilot with these effects.' 'libjs. -vision beyond sight- through the aircraft instruments must be used, and the pilot
must learn to discipline himself to dirc.~t hi! attention to the inproprizte instr~,inctits and consider his own perceptual infrormation as
untrustworthy. That this is no simple task- is evident fr-m these fiilot reports --5 well as mnan' other

Disorientation in flight is not only a current problenm in flight: it prornhies to be a continuing problemi. Routine flight orerations
create orientation cues that result in "normal- perceptual processes thiat may 1e either corfect or illusory. If the pilot direts his
attenitiorn to incorrect or misleading ir~formition. lie uill psobsbly hec',mec disoriented, The information displays related to orientation
have changed little in the past decade. Although such informatiun has made flight possible under a wide range of conditions. it has not
eliminated ditorientation. Certain typMs of disorientation will be reduced only if instrament ditpla~s arc developed that for alt pilots
have the force. if not the substanix, of infonnzution .,vaitable during %VFR flight. The illusory perception wit! still1 be there. but !Is %%cight
ii determining spatial orientation wilt be much iess important.
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DISCUSSION

GUEDRY. The basic rioblem of disorientation in flight does not appear to have changed aver the years.
Yet wouldn't you agree that things are being done to reduce disorientation, in the field of
training and improved instrument displays?

CLARK. I cannot really agree; instruments nave changed little over the post decade, the basic flight
instruments are still there and do little to provide what might be called 'vision beyond
sight'. Improved displays are required to providd orientation cues whizh have the force
of 'visual experience'. This is where training becomes important.

EENSON. One of the diff:fulties lies in the symbolic nature of the orientational cues provided by
aircraft instruments; this is one reason why the aviator cannot accept such cues without
qualification.

GUEDR¥. I recently ;aw a pilot who felt that when he had two gyro attitv~e displays, disorientation

was halved. If voth instruments gave the tame informatioi, sie believed them, rather than his
on sensations.

CLARK. Yes. I have cone across this type of situation. A comparable incident is described in my
paper where the pilot reported cross checking his own instruments with those of his ro-pilot
to make sure that it vas his own sensations which were in error.

ALLFN. Have you identified the problem of disorientation associated with catapult take-off at night?

CI.RK. I have no data of these incidents, but I believe we will Lear from Dr Cohen, later in the
zeeting, about work w!ich is relevant.

ALLEN. I suspect that there may not be zurvivors of that type of incident.

BL0SON. The last comtnt raises a point that has always uorried ze. The disorientation accident ck
occur, perhaps frequently does occur; when the pilot does not realise that he is disorien-
tated. The disorientation incidents we hear about are commonly those in which there was
sensory conflict; the pilot uas aware of his disorientation. We know that aircrew all suffer
from disorientation at some time or other during their flying career, but in what proportion
of flights do they have this disability? Have you any ideas of how we can get reliable data
about the frequency of disorientation?

CLA•K. I don't know how one could do this. Attempts have been made of course, as in the US Navy
where flyers were asked to make a report every time they had an incident. But aviators can
be reluctant to talk about unusua. sensations, they think that they may be a little bit odd
and do not wish to brohdcast the fact.

HALCOLM. I would like to raise again the role of the unnaturalness of flight instruments in the
aetiology of disorientation. Do you have any recommendations to make about the development
of instrumentswthich provide either a more natural presentation of information or a display
which can be used in a more natural way?

CLARK. I am convinced that improved displays would reduce the incidence of disorientation and we have
e lready mentioned how redundant information can strengthen the avictor's acceptance of
instrument cues. Yet I do not think that instruments, no matter how good, will ever
completely prevent disorientation. I have no suggestion to make concerning the way instrument
displays could be improved.

DOBIE. You have shown that disorientation happens in many types of aircraft and operational roles and
is hence an ubiquitous phenomenon. Most aircrew have had experience of disorientation - it
has been demonstrateJ to them in the flight cnvironment. Do you not think that our task is to
teaCh them how to live with disorientation rather to demonstrate disorientation to them on th2
ground?

CLARK. Your point is a valid one and I agree with you that the place to learn about how to cope with
disorientation is in the air. Nevertheless I feel that stu:dent aviators and perhaps ma.y
experienced pilots benefit from the demonstration, an Lhe ground, of illusory vestibular
sensations. It reminds them of the atrength of thest illusious rnd provides a justification
for the eft repeated instruction - believe the initru=entu.

CILSON. Do you think that the proLlem of disori..ntation has been changed either in magnitu412 or
frequency of occurence by the developments of higher perfor-mance aircraft with *heir greater
accelerative forces and consequently greater sti=ulation ef the vest:bular system?

CLAM. The incidents reported in the recent survey were much the same as those reported by jet pilots
in 1256. It would seem that pilots of high performance aircraft suffer the same type of
d-sorientating experiences as pilots of other aircraft. One =ight expect the incidence -nd
intensity of incidents was higher but the questionnaire provided no direct evidence of this.
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BiTRODUCTICN AND AM

1. This paper is based on the Royal Air Force Directorate of Fli1lht Safety records of invest;ation into
flying accidents where disorientation was a confirmed or probable cause. The period of review is 'he

decade 1960-1970. Prior to this period, and in fact extending back into World Vi&r 2, disorientation re-
ceived little if any mention in thp accident records despite there having been many accidents in the 194Cs
and the 1950s which today's invogtifation boards -ould certainly ascribe to this cause. The raucity of
early records of the phenomenon stea±ed from a lack of understendine- on the part cf the pilots who expunr-
ienced it and survived and, probably to an even greater degree, from the pilots' fears that Pn attack 4.f

"the leans" - or whatever name they chose to give to their discomforting experience - Indicated a lack of
fitness for their duties if formally reported. However, the advance of aercmedical trauning rrvided
pilots with a greater understanding and awareness of the problem and during the 1960C an attack of dis-
orientation gradually ceased to be a rather shameful secret to be whispered, if as all, no further than asquadron coffee-bar.

2. The ami of th2 paper Is to present an analysis of the RAF/Army disorientation occurrences and, frm"
the findings, to seek any areas where research on aeromodical lines =iht be profitable. Vhe author is
conscious of treading the fringes of the aeromedieal fief5 in which he is not competent and, whilst attemp-
ting to restrict any comments and conclusions to the operational and flirlit safety fields, arologises for
any occasion on which he may have transgresued the boundary.

DISORfI2TATIOU STATISTICS

3. Figure A shows the overall RAF/Army record of disorientation accidents -r4 Incidents for the period
of review-- Incidents are occurrences where minor or no airczfi dacmage was susteined, most of which ae
straightforwara pilot reports of a disorientation experience; accidents art. occurrences where serious or
write-off damage was sustained and include a high proportion of fatalities. A fatal accident is only
included as a disorientation case if the investigation board clearly found this to be the probable cause.
Annual flying hours decreased by a small amount over the whole period wnd, with one exception, there is no
special niganificanze in the way the disorientation figures vary throt-hout t..e period; the exception is the
peaking cf the incidents in the second quinquennium which is almost certainly due to a publicity campai& A
in the niddle period which Pcnowledgtd the existence of the problem and encouraged pilots to report their
disorientation experiences. The campaign nay also have led investigation boards to establish, with a high
degree of probability, disorienitaticn as a cause of certain fatal accidents in the second half of the
period, producing the ircrease apparent in the figures. In other wo-rds the hIgher figures for the second
half Rre considered to be nearer to the true level than those for the earrlier years.

AIRhCPJ.T TSIMS 7MOLVED I DISCRIMATION OCCUM CEH'SC

4- The first step in. the anal3sis of the statistics was to classify the record broadly by aircraft types
involved; the table at Figure B gives the result. To establish any sigaificant predominnce of one aircraft,
or group of aircraft, it is necessary of course to determine the proportion of flyine effort by the type or
types in the organisation providing the totai sazm•le. T'ne figures javen rhow that 5 uircraft incurred .i•n-
ificantly =ore dicorientation occurrences than. the rest of the aircraft in the records, n~-ely, producing

813 of the total disorientaticn occurrences whilst providing only 31," of the total flying. This group
comprised the Canberra, employed =ainly cn reccrmaiscance and low-level strike; the Hunter, reccnnaissa:.:e
and close air support; the Lightning, air defence; the Jet Provost, basic pilot training; and the Sioux
helicopter, Army observation.

5. The presence of the Sioux in the group In explained by the foct that until very recently the aircraft
was not fitted with a complete instrcment fly.ing panel and flying in Instrument Ueteorclogical Conditions
(fc) -was not permitted; however, Sioux pilots in the nature of their role inadvertently entered B1C on
several occasions and were then inadequately e,.qipped to withstand and overcse disorientation effects. Cf

the remaining 4 aircraft, the Jet Provost is flo a considcrable amcunt b•. vern inerxrite•ced solo student
pilots and It could be expected that the risks of disorientation are rarticularly high with this class of
pilot; the Canberra, Hnter and lightning are all aircraft wi.cse role dezands =ore extrene ajsnoeu,-e0s than
any other aircraft, togother with high rates cf climb and descent which bring rapid change&: in flight
conditions. It seems therefore that there are satisfactory explanations for the appearance of these air-
craft in the "hitgher rtk" disorientation group. A corollary of this aircraft Grouping, izpliclt in the
table, is that Dilots of the heavier and slower aircraft, i4. roler where cnly .oederte =rmooeuvrre and less
ranpid changer oi" flight co.-ndticns cire involved, are less iiroced to dIcrientution - a c..clusIon hic..
co-id be regarded as a ctatement of the cbvious, but w.hich statistical ccnf-r-.ation is never'theless

oelcome.

CLAusIc-WICA OF DpSOPM2TATION ACCIZEflS

6. The next atop was to analyse an classify !;he discrientatim-i accieents in1 order to Zetezrmine any s2&n-
ificant pattern and to identify any particular cir-cuztence wh-ch -ight be pred -miat. The results . cover-
Inc the total of 29 accidents in the period, are tabulated at Figure C. In IS of the .-cidents the pilot
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Fig.C CLASSIFIATUION OF DISORI2;TATIOQI ACCMENTS RAF 19604-970

ISerial Disorientation Cause Accidenti Aircraft and Relevant Detail

5 Canberra - day; 3 low level, 2 high level1 ,os• (if control after 9. ..
entering IMC during
Manoeuwre 4 Hunter - day; 3 low level, 1 high; 3 inexperienced

3 Jet Provost - 2 night; 3 inexperienced
Loss of control in 33ZC, 6

2 level or descending 2 Scout - 1 niht; 1 inexperienced _ _

1 Hunter - day; low level navex

2 Hunter - day; 2 low level, brQtjt haze; 1 inexpericnced
1 Hunter - night; aaesrv.ding in ooonless haze

1 Canberra - day; sun glare on landing
Flying 'contact' by

3 misleading external 1 Jet Provost - right; shortly after tahe off; InexpL-r.encei
references. Disorient-
ation unrecognized by 1 Scout - night; moonless conditions after searllight
pilot exercise; inexperienced

Losa of control after
losing fors•tion leader 3 3 Hunter - day; 2 inexperienced
in ]lYC

Less of control in D=C 5 Sioux - 3 night; 2 inexperienced; aircraft now fitted
5 idue to 32ak of aircraft 5 with I/F panel

1F facilities

was killed and the cause coull not be conclusively established. but these 18 accidents .ere included in
view of the investigation board's formal findir.g•, in each case, of disorientation as a probable or possible
cause; in fact, in almost all of .ese cases the fining was very-near to certainty.

7. The following points either emerge from Figure C or should be borne in mind when considering what !
conclusions can be dcrawn frc t•he analysis it provides:

a. With the exception of the Ligh.tning all the aircraft which p--edc=inate In the total record of
.lsoriertation (PICure 3) also predoninate in the accidents. Hoever, the 5 Sioux helicopters in
Serial 5 may be regarded as of little sinificance for this study. For th- whole of the review
period this aircraft was unequipped, and not cleared, for instr-ment flying; it was to be expected
therefore that on the occasions where instrument conditions where inadvertently entered disorients-
tion would be likely to follow rapidly.

b. The most frequent cause of disorientation accidents, Serial 1, is revealed as the sudden enter-
ing of 1ZC in conditions of high "g1 and large angles of bnl: and pitch. These xccidcnts clearly
highlight the flyinG skill, together with rapid physical and mental readjustment, required of a
pilot in such conditions.

c. 'he cause under Serial 4 is a modified form of Serial 1 but merits separate treatsent not ,czxt
for the reason that any ren-.%Ual measures would be of a vexy specialised nature, The disori mtatlen
situation on losinG formatlon in ,.,,-l-;-d Is compounded, an the author kicws from experience ani from
many conversations with pilots, by the pilot suffering rolline or ba-nked sernsations - often quite
severe - up to the moment of losing ztCht of the formation leader: his problez- then, of rapid transferer
to accurate instrument flight is signIficantly increased.

d. The accidents under Serial 2 ccnfir• what is probably a generally accepted fact, that even in
conditions of little stress and no sudden co3frontaticn with =1, pilots, especially if inexper-fe.ced.
may not possess or exercise sufficient skill to withstnd disorientation and fly correctly on
instruments.
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e. 7Le -.co" ents unCer Serial 3, all but one of which were fatal, have been classed under disorient-

ation al houji they differ markedly from tall the other accidents in that the pilots did not ap!.zar to
lose cost-l of tLe aircruft on instrumerws, but cuntinued to fly by mis•eading external references,

invariat!) izcludinL an indistinct horizon, until the aircraft hit the surface. If tnis behaviour
is acceptt e s s a fd u of s-ersentation !.. dtffers from all other forms in remaining undetected by
tLe Oi lots. tho coi,tlnued t fle in what e hey appear to have been convinced a as a safe and correct
attitude up to the moment of the crash.

f. The tabhi also records the niGht flyiv e accidents and those ynvolving experienced puloti. The
trrcortien of n~dht accide cs and achide.hs ocr inexderaenced oilots are both approximately double
the frere to bld expected from the rial of be af f r tyin i carried out and the experlence-speetrum
of the squadrocc. This serves to cf two geneporiy-held opinions, that nsdht flying and inex-
perience are factors predisdoscnreto icedanentation.

g.Of all the I!ilots involved in thie ace dents only one is recorded as having had any slinficazt

medical histoe such as .revioun disorierftation or recdit ar/thoat infecTaon. Thr s pilot had been
receiving treatment, not under IA medica1 sae.avceailbl.ch ince5d the use of the drug belladto na.

h. It is yerhmes notevyrnhy that there have been no accidents caused by disorientation suing land-Th

an. approach, a type of accident w,ich tabs occurred a numCer of times to other operaoseac. The
Canberra lundinG accudent in Serial 3 barely .ualifees for tLss categry PLen "he details are exam-
ined, o ers L occasioned 1w a !o4 of ctio ad a at t oe point of touch-doan caused by a cobination of
ori int su om on a sat-obscurewed an Sgine alfunction.

CLASSIFICATg!. OF i SiR IT ICM TIO2 CCCM, SCO1.-O

e. -,e fir~al talle, --rigure D, slhows t:.e -:lass-fication of disorientation causes fwr a12 occurrences,
that ic acci.2e;.ts ýnd inc-derAts, f,.r -.. ch deta-ils are available. The 5 Sioux saccde,,ts, due to ins "e-
quate aircraft instru-ment flying facillt~es. I•,,. been omitted, as have 3 similar Sioux incidents. TheP

followding paints s-hould be noted:

e. r erial 1-4 re.,eat those of the Accident table Figure C, and it can be seen that these accident
causes also fl,,ure !ortely as causes c." ircidents.

b. - erials 5-ý refrsez.t 5 further causes of disorientation definable from a study of the incident
reports. The Lhi flc~res fAr ear infectioi and head movement cases are particularly notesor.hy;
furtL~emore, these 2 causes, tog. ether with reaction to aircraft liGhts (Serial 0), mwy wenl have
operated in some of the accidents categcris•d In Serial 1-4 althou~h the fact co-14 not Ve deter-
mined from the evidence available.

Fig.D cLAsszrICAT O . To oF psc•._- ,L-,,..,1- ," Oc~c'JF:mm cý W 1960..1970

Serial DICi•'CL;CUSE ACCID!T: m-Mrn_

Reaction to manoeuvre in •ZC 9

sheaction to entering LC level or descending 6 11

3 4-sleadinL external references (undetected) 6 6

4 Foa--ation in MKC 1 3 3

5 Lar infection or other p1'siclc predisrosition - 14

6 Larning Apprach, in ZX - ( 3

7 illot's head mcv-eent -.

S crcti•e to external aircraft li.2L's in MC 3
9 eation to manoeuvr, in WC 0 4

*See text jars b1

N -
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c. Although not shown in the tn'ble the proportion of nigt accidents confirmed what was deduced
from the accident records, that nicht flying can predispose to disorientation. However, a similar
confirmation was not obtained for inexperienced-pilot cases. The proportion of inexperienced pilots
in the incidents tabulated was considerably lower than in the accidents and did not support the
inference drawn from the accidents that inexperience can predispose to disorientation. It may be
that in spite cf the increased understanding of disorientation in flying units some inexperienced
pilots overcome the occasional disorientation problem but prefer not to report it.

RELEVA, AIICRAWT DESIC1 FFAT'UR

9. The possibility that some characteristic of cockpit structure or configuration might have a bearing
on disor!ý,ntation was considered, the 2 most likely factors being pilot's seat position in relation to the
aircraft centre line, and canopy structure. Analysis of the aircraft types in all the occurrences failed
to reveal any statistical link be-ween off-szt pilot seating and disorientation. Analysis of canopy
structures revealed that the 5 aircraft in the group incurring the highest disorientaticn rate have
cockpit canopies which are either completely clear and f:ameless or have mir.imal framework, thus pro-
ducing a bubble effect within the cockpit in certain conditions. It is not suggested that this reveals a
design defect in these aircraft; because of their roles, referred to in pars 5, they require the provision
of maximum clear field of view for the pilot. However, this feature, possessed by virtually all militpry
aircraft desi@ned for these roles, undoubtedly denies the pilot visual reference lines present in more
enclosed cockpits.

CONCLUSICN

10. lWhilst emphasising that any coements under this heao-ing are offered as a layman's view in the acre-
medical context, the author would draw attention to the main points arising from zhis survey:

a. Of the classified causes of disorientation the various factors listed in Serials 5-9 of Figlure D
are ones which shcuid be reducible by effective supervision and indoctrination, and by high standards
of flying training.

b. To remedy those disorientation causes responsible for serious accidents as well as inc.-dents,
Serial 1-4, additions or modifications to instrument flying training could be worth seeking. It
might be possible to devise methodz of simulating the sudden entry of D=C either in ground simulators

or airborne training which would arm pilot3 against this hazardous situation, although this would not
recessarily essist in the problem of undetected disorientation, Serial 3.

c. The need for the modified training tecnniques suggested above anpears to be rTeater in those air-
,raft employed in rapid-manceure roles and fitted with clear or relatively unobstructed canopies.

11. Thilz paper ha4 attempted to identify, from the RAF/Army records, the sinificant factors end hazard-
oun situatiozs in the disorientation problem from a military point of view; the outhor hopes that it may
provide some point, from which could be developed an aercomedical contributicn to flying traini.g, partic-
ularly ;t. the sennitive roles ar.i -ircumstances described, that will save lives ald circraft which continue
to be lost from knonn disorlentation zauses.

DISCUSSION

WOLBAPSHT. Is there a possibility that the pilot, after losing the lead aircraft when flying in formation,
is not iediately able to gather information from the instrument panel? If he currently
flies several type, of aircraft, a momentary confusion as to vhich panel arrangement is
presently appropri .e could be the basis of a shortir=, and perhaps fatal disorientation.

I'FTING. in our 'loss of leader' accidents, none of the piloti were currently flying more aircraft
than the subject aircraft and its training variant. I can therefore do no more than agree
with the questioner's suggestion; we have no facts to support or contradict it.

DOBIE. In your review of RAP disorientation accidcnts you found a high inciden-e when visibility
conditions were of he 'fish-bowl' type, but none during descent and landing. Could it be
that in the former situation there was a tendency to look-out even though reliable visual
cues were minimal, whereas in the latter the pilot tended to use instruments and hence have
reliable visusi cues? The situation described would appear to be explicable on this basis,

LOFTING. If the pilot looks outside in conditions of poor VFC, as he will be forced to do in tactical/
combat situations, he will be vulnerable to disorientation. On an LMC approach to land the
pilot, flying on instruments, will be well provided with visual (instrument) inputs, but if
he looks outside, as he must eventually do at his minimum oprroach heigh~t, he may then face
an external visual situation similar to the pilot in the tactical situation. RAF experience
siggests that our pilots have somehow (as a result of training techniques) largely avoided
being misled by illusions on !FC approaches, though accidents of this nature have been
reported by other operator3.

During this discussion the possible benefit of the use of Head Up Displays (HUiD) was raised.

It was suggested that this type of instru=ent makes it easier fir the pilot to transfer from
external references to Instrument reference. The time taken to re-establish aircraft
orientation should be reduced, so the opportunity for the pilot to become disorientated should
aldo be less than with conventional instruments. However, at least one speaker pointed out
that the cues provided by the HUD were still symbolic and though a lot o! information was
presented within a small visupl angleoeo.nng ofattortion had been reported with this type of
dis,

It was agreed that information about the relative incidence of disorientation in aircraft wxth
a Head Up Display aid in these with conven ional instru-ents vould be valuable.
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ORIENTATION-ERROR ACCIDENT. IN ARMY AVIATION AIRCRAFT

by

W. Carroll Hixson and Jorma I. Niven
Naval Aerospace Medical Research laboratory

Pensacola, Florida 32512

and

Emil Spezia
U. S. Army Board for Aviation Accident Research

Fort Rucker, Alabama 36360

To initiate the action necessary to establish the magnitude of the orientation-error problem in Am:-,,
uviation, an interservice research program was organized under the joint sponsorship of the U. S. Army

Aeromedicol Research Laboratory, the U. S. Army Board for Aviation Accident Research, and the Naval
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. The first step was the construction of an operational defin-ticn
of an or'entation-erro. occiden.. The assimilation of data pertaining to the incidencq ant :'j.e of such
accidents and their actual and relbtive costs in terms of fatalities, injuries, and aircraft damage was then
set as the working object -of the program. Accordingly, the decision was made to implement a five-
year longitudinal study of oil mc" -r and minor orientation-error accidents involving Army Aviation fltght
operations beginning with July o6.

Incidence and cost data are presented for allArmy Aviationmojor and minor )rientation-error acci-
dents detected in the search• of the accident files for the period July 1966 to July 1967. Separate and
totalized statistical data are provided for fixed wing aod rotary wing aircraft as well as for accidents
occurring in Vietnamr and those occurring elsewhere. i~_6

Orientation-error accidents arising from a pilot's erroneous perception of the true spatial motion or trije spatial atti-
tude of his aircraft have been long recognized as a significant aviation safety problem. In the flight environment man finds
little difficulty in coarectly perceiving his spatial orientation when clarly defined geographical landmarks ore available S
without illusory artifact. When these visual references are not present, as is often the case during bad weather or night
flight missions, man's vestibular mechonisms and other re:oted nonvisual sensory processes become the predominant source of
internally derived spatial orientation information. Though these systems function well in the normal terrestrial environment,
this is not the caee in the flight situation. Here man can be exposed to simple and complex combinations or forces and
torques that elicit sensations of movement and perceptions of orientation which may be in complete conflict with the actual
motion or attitude of the aircraft. Even with clear visibility, the same form of erroneous sensations and perceptions cn.
result if the pattern of the external environment is conducive to 'he elicitation of visual illusion!. For example, pilct errors
can arise in the perception of aircraft motion during hovering flight over fast moving water or w!thin wind Jriven smoke or
dust clouds; in the perception of aircraft cttitude when sloped terrain is interpreted as being level, or a tilted clo'.d border
or slanted tree line is peoceived as representing the horizon; or ia the perception of altitude during flight over Voater or
similar planar terrain without clearly defined landmarks.

When such errors in spatial perception occur, the result may merely be a mild confusion of the pilot as to some motion,
attitude, or altitude parameter. If the erro, is quiclely r-c-gnized, tho pilot con take action to establishi his true perspective
in space by using same other orientotion reference whether it be a specific instrument or a different so? of exterior landmarks.7
At the other extreme, the pilot may suffer intense vertigo that seriously degrades his control ability. Equally dangerous is the
situation where the pilot unknowingly experiences disorientation and controls his aircraft in accordance with his erronreous
concept of its true motion. In all cases, there exists the potential for an orientation-error type accident, with the level of
probability of occurrence keyed to such factors cs the type of aircraft being flown, the type if mission being undertaken,
and the phase of flight where the disorientation event is monifestsd.

Though such disorientation experiences have received considerable research attention from both the aviation soafety
and aviation medicine personnel in the past, the advent of moro demanding cosi-ef~ectiveness programs will greatly int t uence
the extent of the support to be given to such research projects in the futuro. In broad terms, the research man-hours and
dollars to be expended on a given operational ;)roblem will be scaled in accordance with the actual magnitude cr cost of the
problem. For the case of pilot disorien:ation research in military aviation, the extent of support to be mode available will
be keyed to the exact magnitude of the orientation-error ace.ident problem. In effect, research support will, directly or
indirectly, be based on the over-all cost of orientation-error accidents in terms of personnel, airc'oft damage, end degraded
mission performance. Unfortunately, though spatial orientation difficulties are known to contribute to Army aircraft acci-
dents (1-4), few quantitative data are available to adequately describe the actual magnitude c i the orientation-error acci-
dent o'obie.n either in terms of the incde•r•,e and cost of such accidents in relationship to themselves or in their proportion-
oae .eitionship to the over-all occident problem.

L
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With the objective of gaining such data for orientation-error accidents occurring in Army aviation, the outhors argon-

izera an interse.-vct. r.search program under the joint sponsorship of the U. S. Army Aeramedical Research Laboratory
(USA ARL',, U. S. Army Board for Aviation Accident Re..arch (USABAAR), and the Naval Aerospace Medical Research
Laboratory (NAMRL). The basic plan of the program is to conduct a five-year longitudinal study of the USABAAR accident
records so as to identify oil major and minor orientation-error accidents that occurred in Army Aviation flight operations
beginning with July 1966. In this report, a summary is made of the incidence and cost of all orientation-arror accidents
detected in the sears.h of the accident files for the period July 1966 to July 1967. The data cover all Army Aviation flight
operations involving oil fixed wing aircraft and all rotary wing aircraft. Separate and totalized statistical data are pro-
vided for both form; of aircrcft as well as for accidents occurring in Vietnam and those occurring elsewhere.

To initiate the program it w,: necessary to establish a workable definition of the class of accidents to be identified
as orientation-error accidents. Ii will be recognized by investigators actively engaged "n aot;aron safety research that the
cliche "easier said than done" is most appropriate for this task. There would be little difficulty in identifying accidents
involving pilot disorientation if the latter always manifested itself in the extreme where a pilot calls out that he is experi-
cncing severe vertigo and is having difficulty controlling his aircraft. Similarly, when visibility is poor or the visual en-
vironment conducive to illusions, the task of identifying an accident as being reiated to difficulty in mointain~ng spatial
orientation is not too difficult. However, when the factors surrounding a given accident become borderline as to whether
or not a pilot made an orieniation error, it is of the essence that the accident classifier be given some appropriate crileria
to help him make the classification decision. Although any definition of orientation error will be compromised at times by
one or more unique features of a given accident, it was felt that a workable classifying system could be developed for the
majority of the accident types to be encountered in our review.

DEFINITION OF ORIENTATION-ERROR ACCIDENTS

First, the term orientation is consideed to involve the cor;ect determination of the dynamic position and attitude of
an airc'aft In three-dimensional space. The key word here is dynamic, which implies thai full knowledge of the motion as
well as static attitude or position of an aircraft is required to define it; instantoneuus spatial orientation. For a pilot to
have a full comprehension of his orientation, it is essential, for example, that he be able to describe the static pitch and
roll attitude of his aircraft relative to some external reference such a, the Earth-vertical defined by the gravitational vec-
tor; his yaw attitude relative to some geograp:iical heading; the linear velocity of the aircraft, with or without attendantlinear aozceleratlon, in terms of forward, left-rlght, and up-down motions; and the anguiar velocity of th•e aircraft, with or

without attendant angular acceleration, in terms of roll, pitch, and yaw rotary motions of the aircraft. Thus, for a fully
oriented fixed-wing aircraft pilot, typical information inputs would include knowledge of the forward speed of the aircraft,
the vertical speed ir. terms of either climb or descent rates, sideward drift velocity, pitch and roll attitude, as well as bank
angles, angle of attack, et cetera. In landing or rendezvous operations, recognition of the effects of these aircraft motions
on absolute distance must be made to ensure that the aircraft does not undershoot or overshoot a prese!ected touchJown or
rendezvous point.

The rotary-wing aircraft pilot requires similar information. However, during low-level hovering conditions, addi-
tionc.I information is required in the form of linear velocity in the backward as well as forward direction. Unfortunately,
the majority of the currently operational helicop.ers do not '=Ve instrume:ats that provide this backward velocity or, for
that matter, sideward drift velocity, information. The usual lack of short-range radar altimeters in helicopters is another
problem confronting the rotary-wing carcraft pilot during low-level operations performed with poor ground visibility.

By this definition of the word orientation, it follows that a pilot wil be considered to have made an orientntion error
whenever his perception of the motion and attitude cf his aircraft differs from the true motion and attitude; i.e.. the true
orientation of the airzraft. The exact magnitude of en urientat'on error will obvious!y vary o0,r n wide range. In the cose
where a pilot suffcrs severe vertigo and completely loses oil perception of either oi'.rraft |.rotion c.- aircraft attitude, the
probability of a large-scale orientation error is high, as is the probability of an accident if the di~orientoaticn is prolongedi or es experienced at a critical control phase within the flight. In another csthe pilot mysense or feel that the aircraftMt

is climbing or turning when in actuality it may be flying straight and level, If during !nis disorientation experience the 4
pilot accepts that his sensations define the orientation of the aircraft, then an orientation trror is present. However, if
hn realizes that his sensation: awe in conflict with ono:her input, say the aircraft instruments, and intellectually arrives at
the correct judgment of the true motion and attitude, then though the pilot is experiencing disorientation, on orientation
error does not result.

Initially, then, an orientation-error accident can be defined as one that occurs as a result of an incorrect control or
power action taken by a pilot due to his incorrect perception of the true motion and attitude of his aircraft. Us•'g this
definition, an accident classifier can place primary empnasis on determining whether or not the accident involved an erro-
neous judgment of orientation on the port of the pilot. It follo',s that questions pertaining to the causes of the orientation
error, or its manifestation to the pilot, need not be immedioteio answered during the initial classification.

There must, however, be several qurlifications to this definition. For instance, the accident situation must be one
in which the demands :n pilot skill ore reasonable. To illustrate, consider a helicopter pilot who has a main rotor strike as
a resuit of landing from a hover in a nonlevel attitude, say with an excessive roll angle. This is nn orientation-error acci-
dent involving incorrect perception of aircraft attitude. The causes of the orientation error could be much varied, ranging
from inottention to instruments, a tiltld horizon line, visual illusions produced by a nearby moving aircraft, or distraction.
A simple, but essential, assumption is that the pilot did not deliberately fly hh aircraft into the ground. However, if in a
similar landing from a hover situation, a nearby helicopter flies over the gov:n jirr-oft and produces severe rotor downwash
or turbulence, and the end result is a Vimilar -otor strike, the accide'it would not be classified as an oriental ion-eror acci-
deni. It is not reasonable to expect the pilot to maintain both perception and co,ttrol of aircraft orientation under these
conditions. In like manner, a tail rotor strike resulting from excessive flare applieo by the pilot in a lending formation to
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avoiJ striking another aircraft making an unauthorized takeoff would not be classified as an orientation .rror accident.
But again, if th~s wil rotor strike occurred during a routine uninterrupted Ioridiaig, it would fall into our classification since
the pilot's perception of closing rote or pitch angle was incorrect.

"A further qualification involves accidents associated with navigation errors. Though knowledge of heading is perti-
nent to orientation, oc:.idents involving navigation mistakes, ana only navigation mistakes, are not classified as orientation-
error accidents. That is, if a piiot strikes a hiliside as a result of flying a course of 100 degrees instead of 200 degrees, the
error is one of novigatio.u, not oientation. In this jespeci, the word misoaentation has received some usage to account for
navigation errors. However, if in addition to being on the .wrong course or heading, a pilot is having difficulty controlling
his aircraft and an accident results because at this difficulty, an orientation-error accident closs;fication woula generally
result.

Accidents resulting from collision with unseen objects, e.g., a w:re strike, are also not included if the cofllsion

occurs during normal controlled flight. However, if u hovering pilot allows his aircraft to drift backward, witho-t detec-

tion, and finally to impact against an unseen object, an orientotion-error classification would result. That is, collisions
of this sort are inciuded only when they derive from an orientation error.

As qualified by all of the above, an orientation-error accident is thus said to occur whenever an accident results
from a pilot's incorrect perception of his true motion and attitude in space. The orientation error may range from a com-
plete los: of all knowledge of orienttition 'a simple confusion as to only one of the many motion and ottitude parameters
required to be recognized by the pilot. Or, as mentioned previously, the pilot may never realize that the motion or attl-
tude of his aircraft is gradually changing so as te, be soon unfavorable to safe flight.

ACCIDENT-FILE SEARCH PROCEDURES

With this definition of orientation-error accidents serving as a ciassification reference, a comprehensive search was
.nade of the USA3AAR accident fil.s to determine all major and minor accidents (as defined in refs. 5,6) that occurred in

Army Aviationflight operations from July 1966 to July 1967. This search involved having a classifier, with previous cxperi-
ence in detecting disorientation/vertigo accidents, read each and every accident H-oief in the master files, These briefs
covered all types of accidents in all types of aircraft, fixed wing cnd rotary wing, and included accidents occ,.rring in
Vietnam as well as those occurring in all other locations.

For redundance, the entire accident file was ah;o searched by means of the coded summaries that USABAAR prepares
for each accident. These summaries, in punched card form, list the essential 6ackground data of a given accident as well
as the primary causal factors. The objective was to obtain the accident identification number of all acciJents involving
vertigo, dsorientarion, pour visibility, bad weather, obstructed vision, night flight difficulties, visual illusions, and the
like.

Upon completion uf these two searches, the authors reviewed the accident briefs independently for the parpose of
establishing whether or not en crientation-error accident classification would result. In addltion, the comprehensive master
file on each suspect accident was obtained and reviewed. Whenever there was se-ious question as to the contributisn of
orientation error to the accident, or where equally weighted alternative causal factors existed, then the accident was not
included in the classification. The net effect of this policy is to give a conserv,tive estimate of the magnitude of the
orientation-error ,uccident problem.

An analysis was then made of the cost of each of these accidents in terms of personnel and dollars. In addition, the
statistical section of USABAAR was asked to compile equivalent incidence and cost data pertaining to 1) accidents of oll
forms, and 2) accidents considered to involve pliot-e, ir factors. Those data are used to establish a baseline reference ;or
evaluation of the relative magnitude of the orientatic. error accident problem.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before the operational significance of orientation-error accidents can be placed in proper perspective, it i4 necessary
to have at least a cursory understanding of the incidence and costs of aircraft accidents in general. To provide this back-
ground, the first sect'on to follow is devoted to describing the over-all cost of all Army Aviation aircraft accidents, regard-
less of type or location, that occurred during the year beginning July 1966,. In a second section, equivalent data in a near
identical format are present-d to separately identify those accidents in the first section that were classified by USABAAR as
.nvolving one or more pilot-error factors. Cost statitics pertaining to only orientation-error accidents are then presented
in a third section. By using these three sets of data as independent references, it then becomes possible to establish sorme
quantitative insight intu the relative, as well as actual, cost of erientation-error accidents in Army Aviation f!ight operations.
Selected comparative relotionship3 of this type are presented in the lost section of the report.

ALL TYPES OF AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

The data presented in this section describe the incidence and cost of all major and minor aire:oft accidents involving
all Army Aviation flight operations. Separate data groupings are provided for accidents involving only fixed wving (FW%) oir-
craft, only -otory wing (RW) aircraft, and their combined total. In addition, for each of these three statist'co groupings,
the data are divided into those accidents that occurred in Vietnam, those accidents that occurred elsewhere, and their com-
binnd total. S'nce the vast majority of the accidents that do not occur in Vietnarm (VN) take place within the contine'ital
limits of the United States, the abbreviation US is arbitrarily used to denote oll accidents that do not occur in Vietnam.
It should he realized then that the US data grouping will include a small numober of accidents that may have occurred, for
example, in Europe, Africa, or elsewhere. A swcond paint to be stressed is thet the VN date pertoin strictly to accidents,
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not losses due to enemy action.

In the interpretation of the accident statistics to follow, it becomes possiblu to cam, and RW accident inci-
dence or VN and US accident incidence only when some common measures of oircrai. utilizatmii are selec'ed ns weighting
factors. To establish such comparative references, percent aircraft inventory, total flying hoars, and total aircraft landings
are used as basic weighting data in this reprt. These data, as well as the incidence and cost statistics prc:?nted in this
section, are summorizer, -n Table I.

TABLE I

ACCIDEN1 SUMMARY-ALL. ACCIDENT TYPES
JULY 1966 TO JULY 1967

ALL AIRCRAFT FIXED WING ROTARY WING
AIRCRAFT ONLY AIRCRAFT ONLY

Accidenrb Accidents Accidents

XU.S. VLetna All U.S. Vietnam1  All U.S. Vietnam AllII iMajor Accidents - Number 8205 531 36 48 86i j34 445 602

Minor Accidents - Number 23 43 66 5 4 9 18 39 57

Total Accidents - Number 228 574 802 53 90 143 175 484 659

Aircraft Inventory - Percent Total 66.69 33.31 100.00 25.75 6.38 32.13 40.94 26.93 67.87

Total Flying Hours (in 000's) 1,944 1,681 __625 459 358 816' 1,48' 1,323 2,608

Total Landings (in 000's) 4.7,078 4,318 11,396 830 348 1,1781 6,248 3,971 10,218

Major Accidents per 100,000 Hours 10.55 31.59 20.31 10.4• 24.05 16.42 10.57 33.63 21.43

Minor Accidents per 100,000 Houis 1.18 2.56 1.82 1.09 1.12 1.10 1.21 :.95 2.0?

Total Accidents per 100,000 Hours 11.73 34.15 22.13 11.56 25.17 17.52 11.78 36.58 23.46

Major Accidents per 100 000 Landings 2.90 12.30 6.46 5.78 24.73 11.38 2.51 11.21 5.89234

Minor Accidents per 100,000 Landings 0.32 1.00 0.58 G.60 1.15 0.76 0.291 0.98 0.36

Total Acciden,'s per 100,000 Lanzlings 3.22 13.29 7.04 6.38 25.88 12.14 2.80 12.19 6.45

Total Doller Cost (in 000's) 14,349 81,38V 95,Y38 2.88 11,8601 14,148 12,062 69,528 81.590

Average Dollar Cost per Accident 2,936 141,792 119,374 43LI6 5 131,777 98,935 68,923 143,654 12-,83 9

Total Fatalities 68. 294 362 13 34 47 55 260 315

Average Fatalities per Accident 0.301 0.51 0.45 0.25 0.38 0.33 0.31 10.54 0.48
Fatal Accidents - Number 27 97 124 6 14 20 21 83 104

Fatal Accidents - Percent 11.84 16.90 15.46 11.32' 15.56 13.99 12.00 17.15 15.78

Average Fatalities per Fatal Accidents 2.52 3.03 2.92 2.17 2.43 2.35 2.62 3.13 3.03

STotal Injuries (Nonfatal) 124 629 753 20 72 92 1041 557 661

Average Injuries per Accident L 0.54 '.10 0.94 0.38 0.801 0.64 0.59 1.15 1.00

When the airorft inentory data listed in Tab'e I are examined, two Points become obvious. First, the aerage num-
ber of aircoof, -•,erating out of VN during the survey period was much less than the number of aircraft operating el-ewheie.
In relati, e:erms, only 33.31 percent of the total inventory were stationed in VN as compared to 66.69 percent stationed
else-,',re tesulting in a VN "US inventory ratio of 0.50 to I for at! aircraft types. The second P•oint to be gained is tnat
W.' aircraft were 'he predominant aircraft in the Army Aviation "nvento;y. Of the total number of aircraft, 67.87 percent
were of the RW type and 32.13 peicent of the FW type. For each type of aircraft, the VN ..JS inventory ratio was less
than unity, i.e., 0.25 to 1 for FW and 0.66 to 1 for RW. Accordingly, in terms of oaerege airc.•."t inventory, the majorlity
of the aircraft operated in US and the majority of ?he aircraft was of the RW type.
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A similar, though smallerUS predominance results whe i total aircraft flight hours are used as a weighting foctnr.
The data of Teble I shows that Army aircraft were flown a total of 3,625,000 hours during the year beginning July 1966 of
whlch 1,681,000 hours were flown in VN and 1,944,000 hours elsewhero. Th's total is compoted of 816,000 hours in FW
aircraft (see column 7) and 2,808,000 hours in RW aircraft (see column 10). It. all cases, the US hours vwere more than
the VN hours. It should be observed 'ilso that the total hours flown In RW aircraft rmuch exceeded those in FW aircraft,
even allowing for the fact that the RW inventory was greate, than the FW inventory. That is, the over-all RW/FW flying
hour ratio was approximately 3.44 to 1 while the RW/FW aircraft inventory ratio was only 2.11 to 1. Similarly, in terms
of landings, the utilization of both FW n-.d RW aircraft was greater in the US. As would oe expected due to the short-
range, multiple-hop missions of helicopters, the total lancings of RW aurcroft exceeded those of FW airceoft, with the raw
RW/FW landing ratio being about 8.67 to 1.

With these b-cckground data as reference, it becomes possible to make a weighted Interpretation of the raw accident
data presented in Table I. Selected excerpts from these data are plotted in Figures 1 and 2. The numerical incidence of
all major and minor aircraft accident5, regardless of type or causal factor, is plotted in Figure 1. The cost of these acci-
dents as measured by the number of fatal accidents, number of fatalities, number of nonfatal injuries, and aircraft dollar
damage, is outlined in Figures 2A through 2D, respectively.

Figure 1
list sit 91131u ,11lM All Accident Types. Total number of major and minor air-

fill INCIOENCE OF MA OAND MINOR craft accidents of oil types that occurred in Army Aviation
ACCIDEqTS flight operations from July 1966 .. July 1967. Total number of 3

FW accidents is shown by the center bar at the left, with
If&$ the adjacent VN 7,d US bars indicating location of the

accidents. Data for RW accidents or: at extreme right, "
sit with total accidents of both aircraft types summarized in

Z "the center. The VN data oresented throughout this reportpertain to aircraft accidents. not losses due to enemy

action, that occurred in Vietnam. Note that though the
Table I weiehting factor data indicate a greater aircraft
utilization in the US, the greater number of accidents
occurred in Vietnam.

LN |II EUl
iahe111 I llll aisglill

In terms of the over-all aircraft accident problem, there were a total of 802 accidents, 124 of which w-re fatal;
there resulted 362 fatalities, 753 nonfatal injuries, and a total aircraft damage cost of 95.7 .million dollars. The MW air-
craft contribution to these totals was 143 accidents (20 of which were fatal), resulting n 47 fatalities, 92 nornotal injuries,
and a total aircraft damage cost of 14.1 million dollars. The RW data show 659 accidents (104 r.f which were total), ,eselt-
ing in 315 fatalities, 661 nonfatal injuries, and a total aircraft damage cost of 81.6 million dollars.

To facilitate the comparison of these date with accider.t incidence data to be nresented for subsequent years, the
data sets in Figure 1 have been normalized relative to the total number of flying hours flown by each type of aircraft in
both locaoes and plotted in Figure 3A as the average number of accidents occu:ring every 100,000 hours. The sam. nor-
malizotion with total landings as reference was accomplished for Figure 3B which shows the accident rate for every 100,000
landings. The externt to which the VN occidanr rate exceeded that occurring elsewhere is shown in Figures 4A and 48
which plot the VN/US accident r't;o Fcr the diffnrenl types of aircraft with equal flyir.g hours and equal landings, respec-
tively, as weighting factors. When an equal number of flying hours was used -s reference, the incidence of accidents in
VN was 2.18 times greater than the incidence in US for FW aircraft, 3.11 times gre-vtor for Z / aircraft, and 2.91 times
"greater for their combined total. For the equal landings data of Figure 4B, the VN/US accident ratio climbed to 4.06 to
1 for FW aircraft, 4.35 to I for RW aircraft, and 4.13 to I for their total. Thus, without exception, these data show that
the magnitude of tl'.e accident problem in VN far exceeded that existing elsewhere. This despite the fact that the aircraft
inventory, total flight hours, cnd total Ic-idings data indicate that aircraft utiliz..tion was greater in the US. The greater
uccident potential associated with the stresses of a combat-oriented enironment ;s .A,;te obvious.

To show thz relationship between accident incidence in RW aircraft and that in FW aircraft, thr- RW,'F accioent
ratio for the two locations is plotted in Figures 5A and 58, witl ,,gain total houis and total landings, respectively, as nor-
malization factors. In Figure 5A, the RW/PV n-ccident ratio of 1 .02 to I for accidents occurring in US indicates that the
hazard here was about equal for both aircraft types. In VN, however, the incidence of accidents in RW aircraft was about
1 .45 times as great es that in F'W aircraft with equal 'lying hours as reference. However, when equo! landings were used
os reference, as is done in Figure 5B, these data showed c, RW/FW accident ratio less than unity. indicating a higher inci-
d-"ce for FW accidents. it may aiso be observed froa-n the data of Figire 5B that the RW/FW accident ratio was about the
same for accidents Occurring in VN as for those occurring elcewhere.

PILOT-ERROR ACCIDENTS

In this section, incidence and cost data are presented for all accidents that were classified by USASAAR as ;nvolv.ng
one or more pilot-error causal factors. It should be obsorved that this classification does not imply that pilot ermo, ws fhe

S• ! ; • % .; : .• , .: ,• , • • •., r _ .; ., • -• , • • ': • • -" -• • I• . • ** • . .. .; • , :1.. .L• , • ... . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
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A l Accident Types: Normtalzed incidence date showing average number of accidtnies r 100,000 ftoting nourf (A) and aver-.

age number of accidents p.r 100,000 landings (B). In ocl cases the VN accident rote exceeed f the US rate. With iotnl ha. u

as rc krfnce (A), the RW occident rate was greater than that of F " a"icraft. When total l ondnci were used ( f), the RW occi- "

dent rate fell as would be expected from the-short-range, multl-hop missions typically performed by helicopters.
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Figure 4 i

All Accident Types.: NornMaized ratio of accidents o-curring in VN to accidents occuring in US based on eulflyingA

hoaurs (A) end equal landings (8) for both types of,•ircraff. When hours served c~s the normalization reference (A) the prob'-

ability of a IV/accident occurring in VN was over twice as great as accidents occuff ing elsewhere. A similar but larger _

probability was present for RW accidents that occurred in VN. The notmolized fondiolg dot= (k.) indicate that the probability 7

of either a PYV or RW accident occumrr ng in VN was at least four times as great as the probability of an accddent elsewhere.
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Figure 5 t

All Accident Types: Normalized ratio of accidents occurring in RW aircraft to accidents occurring in FS airaft based on

equal flying hours (A) and equal landings (B) for both tofationsr W.ten equal hours served as a reference (A), the probobl-

ity of an accident occurring in the US was about the some for both aircraft types. In VN, the RW accident rste was almost

1.5 times as great as the FW accident raote. When equal landings were used as a reference (8) theh probabilitl of an accil

dent occurring in a ciW aircraft was less than that for fouV aircmt. This ratio is thbout the same whether the accident

occurred in VN or elsewhere.

ooly, or even the nrEmary, accidcnt causal factor. That is, this grouping includes o il accidents in olving one or more plot

errors even though, for example, material failure, mmintenonce shortcomings, or poor facilities may also hove controlbuted

to the cause of .'he accident. A ftirther point, by definition, is that these pilo.t-eror accidirnt, oro, a subcroup of thte all-
accident statistics discusted ;% the previous section.

Incidence and co-.t data for pilot-error accidents ;n this period are presented in Table. If and Figures 6 an~d 7. The

incidence data of Figure 6 show that there was a ,tothl of 552 major and mir,,r accidents involving pilot error; of this total,

75 were fatal accidents. The eve•r-oil cost wvas )89 fatolities, 525 nonfatal injuries, and $60,386,000 aircraft damage.

Tlhe FW# contribution to this total was 106 occident*. (13 of which were fatal), resulting i.n 35 iatolities, 69 nonfatal i;ý;uries,

andl S9,393,000 airc.GP.' damage. For RW aircraft, there were 446t accidents (6) of which we.-G firlle), resulting in 1544

fatalitie*s, 4S6 no•nfatal injuriles, ond SS0, 993,000 aircraft damage.

As with the all-accldent data, normalized pilot-error accident rate for FW aircraft as well as for RW aircraft was

i ~ ~great'er in VN, whether one used total flying] hours or totel lon.dlngs as reference. ind~eed, for RW' aircraft, the VN-based

rate of 23.58 ace;dents per 100,0')0 hours was 2.61 times greater than. the US-bcesd rote of 9.02 accidents per 100,0%V hours.
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Lkewims for landings, the VN rate ao" 7.86 accidents per 100,000 accidents was, compared to the 7. !4 'V3 rate, 3.67

times greater.

"TABLE II
ACCIDENT SUMMARY - PILOT ERROR ACCIDENTS ONLY

JULY 1966 TO JULY 1967

JUL Y AI9C6T J FIXED WING ROTARY WING
ALL AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT

ACCIDENT INDEX Accidents Azccdents - Accidents

U.S. .!vitnM All I, U.S. Vietnam All U.S. Vietnam All

M~a~o, Accidents 1661 3441 510 45 56 101 121 288 409

Minor Accidnnms 17 25 42 4 1 5 133 24 37

Total Acc;cents 183 36Y 552 49 57 106 )34 M 446

Total Dollar Cost (in 000'.) 10,546 49,540 60,386 2,199 7,194 9,3931 8,647 42,346 50,993
Avercge Dollar Cost 'Accident 59,268 134,256 109,396 44,870 126,217 88,613 64,533 135,724 114,335

Total Fatalities 35 154 189 13 22 35 22 132 1.54

Average Fatalities/Accident 0.19 0.42 0.14 _0.7 0.39 0.33 0.16 G.42 0.35

Fatal Accidents - Number 18 57 75 6j 7 13 11 510 61

Falul Accidents - Percent 9.84 15.45 13.59 12.24 12.28 12.26 8.21 16.03 13.68

A ,eqeFateoolitiesFatal Accid,.-t 1.94 2.70 2.12 2.17 ".14 2.69 2.00 2.6 25 2.40

Total Injuries (Nonfatal) 102 423 525 19 50 69 831 373 56

,Average InjuriesAccien j .1:11:09:03;:p~ I l Z
0.__ ___ 1.151_ 0.95 0.3T_ 0 : 06:: .6-211 12

Dm3 lfees$ M14TI 111f Figure 6
Pil,'t-Errt,r Accident Types: Total number of major and

tm IttiMl UN AT1 110 HBO, minor accidents that were classified by USAWAAR as
!CLNSinvolving one or more pilot-error factors, As with the

:isure I "All Accident Type' incidence dote, the nuin-
ber of pilot-erro! accidents occ-urring in RW atrcreaf

all operating out of VN considerably exceeded thos- occut-
ring el.ewhere. Ho'.ever, for FWV oi;craft, the number

- of pilot-error accidents that occurred in VN anly
sightly exceeded those that cccu'red in US.

ORIENIATION-ERROR %CCIDEN:TS ON1

Th;i section summnri:es the irncidence and cost of all orieation-,'rror type acciaents detectcd in oa--; rev,,w of 1h6

USAPAAR accident fil. ;. A• detailed with selected qualifications in lrn procedure sectiun of ti;s report, thi% -isti:,g in- .
cudcs all accidents arising from an incorrect control or power action token by a pilot due to his incorrect pexcepteg of
thc true motion or atti^ude of his aircraft. The recder should ecoagrize that the o:i;enlation-cror accider'ts di•cwsed here-

an ore a subgroup cf the pilot-error accident statistics presented in the previous section.

Thel main el-ments of the orientation-enor statistics are summarized in Table I1M. The Fertinent ;,iidence and Cos?
dotz are outlined in Figures S and 9.
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Pilot-Error Accdent Type: Totl number oi Fo•! cccideAts (A) tolta r ltts (48,, total n*.-,ber of nMnul tal

injud•s (C), and total dollar cost ot resulting oarcraft 6an'or.e (D) fcr beth aircraft types 7ne for both locat;ions.

*.ABIM III

r ~AMCMENT SUMMARY - ORIENTATION ERROR ACCIDENTS ONLY
JULY 1966 TO JULY 1967

FIXED WING ROTARY WING
_ __ ALL AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT

"ACCIDENT INDEX Accidents Accidents A Acc;dentsA C D N N F J U.S. viwtraom All U.S. l•Wetno m All U.S. Vietna All

W.Mnor Accidents 0 7 7 0 1 1 0 6 4

Total Accidents 0 48 57 2 2 9 46 55

Average MelOW Cost/Ac'cident | 61.1094 183,004 177,966! --- 13,594] 13.,574 151!,094 1,ý0,370 193, 943,

ITotal Fatalitifu 3 42 45 0 1, 3 41 AN4

-ba ciet o,,e1.! 3.0 31.33--- 500 00 111 69 27

jAverage Fatalities/Foa Accident 3.00 2.33 2.37 --- 1.00 1.00 . 2.4 2.4

fTotal Injuries (-N.nftaIo) 13 92 105 1 1 13 91 104
Averag Fotltfies/Accident 1.44 .92 1.8 4 0.79 -- 0.50 0.50 1 0441 -_ .

-'Av.. -,, -.-o, • ; .-. o • • .; -- .-- i-~--- •----*--. -3.--- e... l -•.
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1"AC:IctI ,Figure 8ACIV T Orientation-Error Accident Types: Total number of

major and minor orientation-erro: accidents located" 1 in the tearch of the USABAAR master accident files
for thý period July 1966 to July 1967. Note that
o+.hiy two FYI accidents, both of which occurred in

'ii VN, were detected in this search.
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Figure 9

Orientution-Error Accident Types- Total number of fatal accidents (A), aotcl number of fatalities (6), total number of non-

fatal injuries (C), and total dolia, cost of resulting aircraft damiage (D) for both aircraft types and ior both locations.

Note that there was only one fatal AV accident (A).
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These data show that there were a total of 57 major and minor orientation-error accidents (19 of which were fatal),
resulting in 45 fatalities, 105 nonfatal injuries, and an airo'raft damage cost of 510, 144,000. The FW contribution was
extremely small with only orie minor accident and one major fatal accident occurring; the ove!-all cost here was one fatal-
ity, one nonfatal injury, and a total dollar damage of $27,000. It is obvious that with such a low incidence (n) for FW
orientation-error accidents, conclusions to be drown as to PRW/FW or US/VN accident incidence and cost mst await the
acquisition of further FW data in this longitudinal study. We have attempted to alert the reader to this low incidence in
the various related graphs by listing the stiall n value next to the FW data. For RW a-rcraft, there were a total of 55
major and minor orientatioi-error acciaents (18 of which were fatal), resulting in 44 fataoities, 104 nonfatal injuries, and
a total aircraft dollar damage of $10, 117,000. Thus the majority of the orientation-error accidents involving Army Avia-
tion aircraft occurred in RW aircraft during this period. As indicated ay the RW data, ihe incidence and cost of accidents
occurring in VN were bat1% considerably greater than for accidents occurring elsewhere. This is particularly noticeable in
the 17.*0 to I VNiUS fatal accident ratio, the 13.67 to I VN/US total fatality ratio, the 7.00 to 1 VN/US total injury
roeio, and the 6.44 to I VN/US total dollar cost ratio.

The normalized rates for hoyjrs of e.,p',ure were 3.48 and 0.61 accidents per 100,000 hours fer VN- and US-based
aircraft, respectively. !n terim of landings, the rates were 1.16 and 0.14 accidents per 100,000 landings for VN- and US-
based aircraft, respectively. Thus fao orientation-error accidents ihe VN-to-US ratios become 5.70 and 8.26 for hours and
landings, respectively, a substantially more adverse rating for the combat environment.

For general reference, a breakdown of tIh 50 major and 7 minor orie.tation-eiror accidents by aircraft types is as
follows. The FY accidents included one minor accident in an 01-D and one major accident in on OI-E. Bad weather
d&,ring a night landing was involved in the 01-D accident. The O1-E accidenit involved c daytime flight :n good visibility
when a loss of depth perception resulted during a diving, low-level gunnery run over water. The UH-1 aircraft accounted
for 44 of the 49 major RW accidents and 6 of the minor accic;-,ts. The remainder of the major RW accidents wcre accounted
for by two type CH-47A aircraft, one type CH-21 a;;craft, one type ON-13S aircraft, and one type TH-55 aircraft. Of
these five accidents, .1ll resulted in aircraft strikes except for the 17-55 accident. One CH-47A accident occurred at
night when the ai;croft f-ew into a low-leve! cloud bank during a 180-degree left turn while making a landing go-around.
The second CH-47A accident involved a medical evacuation mission requiring v night takeoff hito IFR weather, with spatial
orientation difficulites arising when aircraft searchlights reflected on low cloud cover. The CH-21 accident occurred
durirg an IFR takeoff through thick ground smoke. In the come of the OH-13S accident, groun I haze and mist during a
night flight through a mountain pass resulted in aircraft control problems. The TH-55A accident resulted when the pilot
assumed the sloped surface of a mountain was horizontal and controlled his aircraft accordingly.

It is quite apporent that the majority of the RW accidents involved the Auny vworkhorie, the UH- 1 "Huey. ' The high
Incidence here is due only to the UH-I being the p, edominant RW aircraft in the Armny inventory. 8--cause of the many W
adventnges to be gained from a study involving only one basic aircraft type, orientation-error accidents that occu;red in
f.-c UH-: =;.- undergoing detailed aeview relative to the various pilot, aircraft, and envi-onmental factors involved in such
accidents and will be reported separately.

COMPARATIVE INCIDENCE AND COST OF ORIENTATION--ERROR ACCIDENTS

The aorrngement of the data presente,' in the pre-,ous sections was selected to di;ferentiate the actual incidence and
cost of all accidents, pilot-error accidents, and orientation-error accidents. In this section, selected incidence and co;t
data are exprossed in percentage figures with the objective of gaining some insight into the relative contribution of
orientation-error accidents to the over-all accident problem.

In Figure 10 thet. percent incidence of fatal accidents is described for all accident types, pilot-error accident types,
end or~entati.n-erro, accident types. The Figure ICA data show that for FW oircraft 13.99 percent of all ,W cccideNts,
regardles of occid•.nt cause or type, were fatal, w*th the incidencc in VN being about 1.37 times greater than in US.
The RW data indicate that 15.78 percent of all RW accidents were fatal, with the VN incidence 1..42 thrmes greater than
the US incidm..rce. In effect, considering all accidents, little difference exists in RV and RW fatal accident incidence
within a given location. Considering both aircraft types together, the totalizea data of Figure 10A indicate 15.46 percent
of all accidents were fataj.

When one evaluates only those accidents of the above group that involved pilot error, the relative incidence of fatal
accidents is less, as indicated in Figure 108. Here, the fetal Gccident incidence was 12.26 percent for FV aircraft, 13.68
percert for RW aircraft, and 13.59 percent for the combined sum of FV ande RW pilot-error accidents. The VN US fatal
occideni incidence ratio for RW aircraft was 1.95 to 1. For FW aircraft, however, the VN and US incidence ratio was
about the some. A comnparison of Figure IDA and 108 would indicate that durin; the July 1966 to July 1967 period, the
probability of a fatal occident occurring when pilot error was involved was slightly less then the probability of a fatal occi-
dent occurring when pilot error was not involv-d.

For orientation-error accidents, however, the probability of a fatal accident was mucl, higher, as showfý in Figure 10C.
Again, the reader is cautioned to remember the low incidence of FV accidents for this periou. The total number of FV'' acci-
dents, nz2, of which one was fatal, accounts for the 50 perceni fatal accident incidence data of this figure. (The F'' data
of Figure 10C are drown in dached outline to cnsure recognition of this low incidence.) Thus in these dota. the relative
incidence and c, it of orientation-efror accidents derivvd almost ex×rusive'y from RW occide.,ts. In the remaining orientation-
"error figures then, the "All Aircraft" data will, in essence, be identical to the "RW Aircraft" data. The percent incidence
of fatal accidents when oriereto:ion error wavs involved rae to .?3.33 percent with the !ncidence in VN being considerably
greater than that in U.S, in fact, 3.38 times as ire.t.
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I FATAL ACCIDENTS Accident Type" (A), 'P'lot-Error Accident Type" (8), and

"Orientation-Error Accident Type" (C) classifications that
S41 aesulted in one or more fatalities. Comparison of the total-

i:td RW and FW data of (A) with their (B) counterpart,
sit indicates that the probability of a fatal accident occurring

3 Iwhen pilot-error was involved was slightly less than when
pilot-error was not present. Note that orit-ntatior.n-errar

*" accidents, a specific subgroup of pilot-error accidents, hrdl
21 a significantly higher percentage of fatal accidents. InSI (C) the FW data are dr.im in da•sed outline to caution the

I I, reader of the very few cases involved; i.e., two FW acci-

I ~ F1  -- dents with one being fatal.
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Similar comparisons for the three closses of accidents are made in Figure I I far the overage number of fatalities per
fatal occident. Again the cost of pilot-error accident types was less than the cost of all accident types, with the VN cost
zxceed'ng the US cost. However, far orientation-error accidents the average number of fatalities per fatal accidetit was
slightly less than that of the pilot-error accident types while the US cost, in this case, exceeded the VN cost. The same
format is used in Figure 12 which depicts the average number of nonfatal injuries that occurred per accidcnt. The olIl-
accident type and the pilot-error accident type data were about the some. For the orientation-error accident data, how-
ever, the average number of injuries pur acc;den, was considerably higher. The higher average aircraft dollar cost of
orientation-error accidents also exceedpd the avL:rage cost of the other accident types, as illustrated in Figure 13.

Figures 14 througi 17 illustrate the relative contribution of orientation-error accidents in all aircraft types to selected
incidence and cost data as a given percentuge of corresponding statistics far both "all accident types" end "p:lot-error
accident types." In Figure 14, orientation-errcr accidents can be seen to represent 7.11 percent of all cr:cidents that
occurred during this yec:r and 10.33 percent of all pilot-,rror accidents. When one considers the n%,bner of fiaal accidents
that occurred in the two accident groups, as is done in Figure 15, orientation-error fatal occideonts represznt 15.32 percent
of all fatal accidents and 25.33 percent of all fatal piiot-error acciderts. In terms of fatalfies, orientation-error accidents
resulted "n 12.43 percent of the total number and 23.81 percent of rh,.se Accurring in pilot-error accidents, as indiccted in
Figure 16. Lastly, orientation-error accidents accounted for over 10.59 percent of the total cost of all uccidents and 16.80
percent of the cos! of all pilot-error accidents, as shown in Figure 17. The percentage. coni.bution of orientaoion-error
accidents to tho "oal accident" cost was about the some far VN as elsewhere. However. for 11 c,. .er data presented in
Figures 14 through 17, the magnitude of the orientati"n-error problem in VN was considerably greater than the magnitude
of the problem elsewhere.

At this time, ro attempt will be mode to discuss further these findings or to draw any conclusions as to their over-all
significance. S:nce corresponding date are under preparation for subseqe:ent years, the full si;qnificonce of the present dato
will depend upon whether t*is longitudinal crairsis does or does not establish the p.ee-nce of ccnsixtencis or trends in the
accident experiences. Moreover, it ik the function of this element of the longitudinal study only to provide quantitative
data; the actual evaluation of the accident data i;' terms of effect on the militar), mission must remain with those responsible
for the direction of military aviation opemtions.
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DISCUSSION

CLARK. Your principal concern has been with accidents caused by disorientation, but would you care
to comment on the reduction of operational efficiency which might be produced by
disoricatation?

NIVEN. We have indications from deta, yet to be reported, that disorientation interferes with mission
effectiveness because a disorientation error accident occurs before the mission objective is
achieved.

BENSON. Both you and Wing Commander Lotting have been concerned with analysing accident reports. To
what extent do you regard the information, gathered by otherx, reliable? Do you consider that
the real cause or causes of the accident are adequately described in the do7cuments upon which
your analysia is based?

NIVEN. To use Dr Clark's phrase - the data are noisy. Our initial approach was one of confidence but
as the investigation progressed it was apparent that the information we required had not
always been obtained because orientation error had not been in the mind of the investigators.
As a result of our enquiry codification to the accident investigation questionnaire will be
made.

BAILEY. Army helicopters are co-pletely fitted with flight instruments and qualified for instrument
flight rule control. Some of the trainers eg H-1; and TH-55 are not completely instrumented,
but the UH-I aircraft in this study are fully instrumented with flight instruments for both
pilot and co-pilot. It is important to know that all helicopter instrumentation i WmerAly
antiquated fixed-wing instruments transferred to rotary winged aircraft. This makes the task
of instrument flight in a more unstable aircraft considerably more difficult and hazardous
than in fixed-wing aircraft.

NIVEN. Thank you for qualifying this point.

GILSON. Would you attribute the greater accident rate in helicopters to the basic instability of
rotary-wing versus fixed-winged aircraft where dangerous attitudes are attained with briefer
periods of inattention?

NIVEN. This is undoubtedly one of the factors, i=ongst many, contributing to orientation error
accidents in helicopters.

CLARK. were accidents in which the aircraft ca=e to a hover in dust, with resultant loss of control,
included in the presented statistics?

NIMN. Yes.

Nt

V
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SUMMARY

The results of a survey of 2,000 naval aviators concerning their experience witit disorientation during
various flight conditions is presented. An analysis of all naval flight accidents for cAlendar year 1969,
in which a disorientation incident contributeo to the accident is presented.

It is shown that the majority af acetidents coded "D)isorientation" as a causal factor, were, in fact,
erroneously coded. Of the h8 accidents so coded, -nly seven provided adequate evidence that disorientation
was a factor in the accident.

Major conclusions drawn in this report include: (1) 96% of all aviators experience d-sorientation at
zome tine during their flying career (2) the majority of accidents listing disorientation -.s a factor either
are erroneously coded or the reports fail to provide sufficient evidence to validate a diagnosis of
disorientation (3) the probability of the true incidence of aisorientation caused accidents is very small
(0.9%) for calendar year 1969 (hi) m~ost incidents of pilot disorientation occur during periods. of reduced
visibility.

While vestibular inputs may play a part ir producing disorientation, many disorientatitn incident.'$
take place when the vestibular system is rdatively unperturbed. It is rare to f'ind disorientat~ion with-
out reduced visnial conditions. Thus, the hypothesis is put forth that the riraary sensory system
responsible for disorientation is the visual syzstem.

The need for further research in the visual syste.m is stressed, along witn the need for new emphasis
in pilot indoctrination concerning the effects ef reduced visibility.

INTRI)DUCTION

Disorientation and vertigo are terns that ha~a been used to recognize a s-yndrome which affec~t mort.
pilots at somne tine4 datring their flying career. Further, disorientation and vertigo are probably two of
the least. understood and the most misused terns used tdaay. to describe causes of aviation accidents.

The three terms disorientation, vertigo and dizziness are fraj.,ntly used interchangeably to des,ýribe
a wide variety of symptoms such as false sensations of angular acceleration, of lincar acceleration or of
a tilt sensation.

Medically the word vertigo is used to describe the sensation of the world revolving around the
patient (objective vertigo) or of the patient himself revolving in space (subjeactive vertigo). The Dorland
Medical Dictionary goes on to state that the tern is sometimes ei-roneously used as a synonym for dizziness.

Since true vertigo rarely if evar occurs in aviation without anotier disease procezs present, it is
reco--enled that this term net be used as a descriptive tern to describe accidents, unless true ob.4ective
or subjective dizziness is present.

Disorientation on the other hiand nas several -me-anings. The first. one relates to tine, pýIaoe or
identity. V.1hilo this dei~in',tion may apply, to many peoole. both on the ground and in the air, -,' Is
generally reserved for those with either a p ~chiatric disorder oNr orgaunic br-ain damage which interferes

wihtheir thought processes. The second generally a'!ceptad usage -.f the tern- disorientat~on denotes: t),e
loss of proper geographical bearings. Again this does not apply uxL.:tly to the aviation situation, since
the connotation could mean something more than !;eing "lost." In avia~ion one may not znly lose his senseA
of direction but also hie sence of spatiall relationship with resp-,,t to zheý earth. Presentl~y there have -
been reports published which use the tern "orientation-error," to des2: .be pe~z in which the piiot was
considered to perceive a notion and attitude of nis aircraft vhich differed from the true notion an.!
attitude. This mrn sinmply be referred to as "',patial disorientati on. 1

Havin'g defined spatial discirientation as per-cepti.onn of motion and 3ttitude which differs from tn'.e
true; just ho-d often does it exist i.n naval aviation today, to what degree has it been a hazard (i.e.,
cause of accident~s) and if !t is significant hazard, how can it be- prevented. These cuest-..ns- hav.e bean

asked -.Ly tin-es and continue to be asked --ren today.I

PROCEDJRE

In 197U the Bureau of Xedizina and Lurger.. had a prolect 1-1 identify mek~reseazch needed 1z sudppokrt
naval aviation. Two of the methods used to identify- this requirement we;re- a r~i~of ac-ident data Afrom
the, Naval Safety Ceniter for the calendar ,-ear 1969 and a u-stirnir.Ai-C sent to 3,XC-) active duty navali
aviators. Of these 3,00-9 questionnaires iver 2,003Z ha-.. b~eeu rdui t.o vhe Bureau off Medicine and
Surgery. The questionnaire was divided into two seztionr, -.ne :on-erruing 7patial disorientation ani -ne
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concerning general medical problems. Only the former section will be discussed in this paper.

The spatial disorientation questionnaire was divided into five parts. The first part contained
general inf•:.mation questions as to rank, designator, number of flighet hours, types of aircraft flown and
the questions:

(1) Have you ever experienced dis9rientat~on while piloting U. S. Navy aircraft?

2never once occasionally_ frequently_

(2) If the answer to the above question is ':yes" did the disorientation incident hazard you or your
aircraft?

yes no

The second part consi4ered the various flight conditions which contributed to the disorientation incidents
reported in the first part, such as IFR conditions, VFR (day and night), turbulence and broken clouds. The
third pirt related to the pilot's subjective physical condition at the time of disorientation such as
illness, fatigue, hangover, headache, hypoxia, drug reactions, etc. The fourth part concerned visible
phenomena such as starlight, surface lights, passing aircraft lights, flicker phenomenon, etc. The fifth
and last part inquired about aircraft maneuvers and spatial orientation of the aircraft at the time of
the disorientation incident. These inclided: catapult take off, leve) flight, climb, glide, dive, rolls,
high G (two or more) turns less than 200 of bank or more than 200 of bank and formation flying (lOad or
wingman).

To simplifrf answering by each pilot, all questions (except for information concerning rank, flight

hours and type of aircraft flown) could be completed by checking an appropriate box.

RESULTS

The results of the questionnaire are tabulated below. The first two questions (Table 1) concerned
the total experience with disorientition and whether or not the pilot considered it to be a hazard.

TAMLE 1

1. Have :ou ever experienced disorientation while piloting a Navy aircraft?

Never 68 3.L% q
Once 120 6.0%
Occasinnally 158h 79.2%
FrequL.,.ly 2114 10.7%
No response l1

TOTAL 2000 100%

2. If tho answer to the above question is "yes" did the disorientation co:ndition hazard you or your
airc -aft?

Yes 752 37.6%
No 1126 56.h%
No response 52 2.6%
Not applicable 68 .

TOTAL 2000 100%

Table 2 lists the various flight conditions which contributed to disorientation incidents as well as

the pilot's subject condition at the tine.

TABLE 2

FLIGfl CODIONT S 1ra o-M CO1'.7MUTED TO THE DI0SRIM-TATION ZNCIDEWTS

(1) (2) (3) (4 (5) Total of
No anýwer Never Cnce OccasionalIy Frequently () & (5)

%# % % #%%

IFR 13L 6 7 i18 7.M 202 10.1 12 G . 262 12.1 7•.5
"VFR Day 226 11.3 1530 76.5 65 3.h h1 b.7 L. 0.7 .L.

VPR Night 268 13.4 1208 60.4 188 9.h 2h2 12.1 26 1.3 13.-

Turbulence
liht 296 14.6 "3'2 67.1 9' h,7 17h F.7 26 1.3 i1.0

I r'bulerce
' vere 296 IM.8  9656 h5.3 3A5 17.h 202 10.1 120 .0 z e.1.

- ..-- , - ,-
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TABLE 2 (CON'T)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Total of
No answer Never Once Occasionally Frequently (4) & (5)
# % # % % # % # %

Severe 212 10.7 1034 51.7 21h 10.7 h30 21.5 40 2.0 23.5

Lack of 188 9.4 818 hO.9 236 12.C 644 32.2 26 1.3 33.5
sleep

Heat stress 2A4 10.7 1328 66.4 108 5.4 264 13.4 1h 0.7 14.1

Disconfort ofIiscoero ei 228 11.11 !046 52.3 134 6.7 430 21.5 94 4.7 26.2
per,. equip.

Headache 214 In.7 3.342 67.1 174 8.7 202 10.1 0 - 10.i

;Iypoxia 228 11.4 1h76 73.8 188 9.4 40 2.0 0 - 2.0

Drugs 2W2 12.1 1624 81.2 ho 2.0 26 1.3 0 - 1.3

Hangover 228 11.h 1074 43.h 268 13.4 322 16.1 ho 2.0 18.1

Single light 226 11.3 832 41.6 282 lh.1 h84 24.2 108 5.4 29.8
,:n surface

Y'ngle star 242 12.1 1020 51.0 242 12.3 402 20.1 26 1.3 21.4

General stars 186 9.3 95h 47.7 256 32.8 496 24.1 40 2.0 26.1
Carrier dock

C i.r dhs 228 11.4 1262 63.1 134 6.7 308 15.4 0 - 15.4

*.IS lights 228 11.4 1478 73.9 J,08 5.4 120 6.0 0 - 6.0

Passing air- 160 8.0 106 50.3 268 13.4 48L 24.2 14 0.7 24.9
craft lights

Reflections
from ltindshild 174 8.7 8,06 40.3 214 10.7 630 31.5 108 5.4 36.9
ftrob indhgl
Strobing 214 10.7 1h90 74.5 94 4.7 1J4 6.7 0 -- 6.7

field lights

Tracers paszing 252 12.6 1370 68.5 W4• 7.4 362 8.1 0 - 8.1

Flicker
phenez.on 270 13.5 118 66.4 .0 h.O 228 U.4 26 1.3 12.7
Take o~f
(catapult) 2"8 13.h 966 48.3 214 10.7 416 20.8 68 3-h 24.2

Take off 218 10.8 1234 ,1.7 134 6.7 322 16.1 26 1.3 17.h
(fie!--)

Level flight 106 5.3 832 41.6 228 11.4 698 34.9 68 3.4 38.3

Climb 200 10.0 712 35.6 242 12.1 724 36.4 514 2.7 39.1

Glide 242 12.1 912 45.6 a08 5.4 5Q, 29.5 80 4.0 33.5

Dive 134 6.7 954 47.7 228 1l.h 536 26.8 80 4.0 30.8

Roll "i2 12.1 846 42.3 374 8.7 550 27.5 120 6.0 33.5

High G's E2) 2C? 10.1 1182 59.1 h48  7.4 308 15.h 80 4.0 19.4
T'irn>20o

bank 120 6.0 618 30.9 228 11.4 858 .2-. 108 5.4 48.3

Turn<200 190 9.5 h56  22.8 228 11.4 978 h8.9 80 ..1 52.9bank

Foramteion lead 256 12.8 1074 53.7 188 9.4 376 18.8 40 2.0 20.8

SFormai on wing 134 6.7 %46 17.4 228 i.4 886 44.3 136 16.8 61,1

•ML5 - Mirror Landing System

f4



Table 3 presents data a.quired fron the Naval Safety Center for the calendar year 1969. A computer
print out was analyzed for all accidents listed as having vertigo/disorientation as a causal or contributing
factor. Of the 48 accidents only seven were identified in which a definite, positive statement was made
as to the occurrence of disorientation. In the remainder, either there was absolutely no evidence to
indicate cisorientation as a possible factor or it was theorized that disorientation was involved.

TABLE 3

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS - CAimErAR YEAR 69

Total Accidents 712

Disorientation/Vertigo
coded accidents h8 6.75%

Accidents with adequate data
to indicate disorientation 7 0.98%

In evaluating the 2,000 questionnaires returned to the Bureau, it was noted that many pilots did not
answer q,,estions as to flight conditions under which disorientation occurred. This is due possibly to the
fact that their answer to question na;uber I in Table I was "never." These omissions were not tabulated
as "never" replies to tne question of flight conditions which contributed to disorientation. They were
tabulated as "no response" even though it can be assumed to be a "never" answer in accordance with the
instruction given with each questionnaire.

In 1056 Clark and Graybiel 2 interviewed 137 jet pilots.ad found that 96% of the pilots had experienced
vertigo in jets and that the nature of vertigo was essentially the same as found in propeller aircraft.
In our survey of 2,000 aviators 95.9% stated that they had experienced spatial disorientation at least
once--a remarkable agreement between these two btudiss which indicates that flying today apparently has not
changed rruch in the last 15 years. In this case, the term vertigo and spatial disorientation are being
used synonymously.

While 96% of the population had experienced spatial disorientation in our sample of 2,000 only 37.6%
considered it to have been a hazard. To simplify the discussion of the flight conditions associated with
spatial disorientation the percentages for occasi5:al asd frequent experiences are combined in the last
colu:-= of Table 2. The most frequent factor noted was poor visibility. 72.5% of the pilots experienced
bouts if spatial disorientation under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) while only 5.h% experienced this
condition u .er Visual Flight Rules (VFR) during the day. Other frequent flight conditions included:
flying uinp' formation-61.1%; banking greater than 20 degrees-52.9%; banking less than 20 degrees-48.3c;
Alimbing-39.1%; straight and level flight-38.3%; airplane in a glide-33.5%; doing a roll-33.5% and lacyc of
sleep-33.5%; reflections from one's windshield-36.9%.

Table 2 shows that every one of the factors listed was associated with the onset of spatial
disorientation on more than one occasion and in a number of individuals. These results suggest that many
factors must be involved in producing any porticular case of disorientation. Azother conclusion is that
spatial disorientation is a relatively com-on experience with 96% of all pilots experivncing !t at least
once in his flying carreer.

With a large number of pilots exper~encing the syndrome and 37% feeling that it had endangered their
flights on one or more occasions one would expect that spatial disorientation would be a significant
factor in aircraft accidents. With this in mind, accident data from the Naval Safety Center for the
calendar year 1969 was evaluated for accidents in which disorientation and/or vertigo was listed as a
causal or contributing factor.

During 1c69 there were 71? accidents (Table 3). Forty-eight (6.75%)of these accidents were coded for
vertigo/disorientation as having contributed or caused the accident. Upon analysis of these 48 accidents
i'.ttas found that only seven (O.98%) had positive evidence that spatial disorientation plcayed a part in
causing the accident. Thirteen accidents were presumably erroneously coded as there was no evidence to
indicate disorientation/vertigo. In the remaining 28 cases vertigo/disorientation was listed as a possible
caurp. B1t, the presented evidence was either not sufficient to validate disoriantatior, or sufficient to
exclude it as a cause of he accident. The following extracts fro- the case histories are classic examples
of accidents coded for disorientat.on/vertigo which are considered to be completely erroneous in that
disorientation or vertigo are not even mentioned:

Case 1

"While altenpting an in-flight refueling, the receiving aircr-ift was sprayed with fuel which leaked from
a ,aulty drojue. A fire developed and the pilot ejected...

Zase 2

"while att npting a night landing without runway l!Shts, with a fogged windshield and attemting to
avoid an aircraft which had ast l.Aed, the pilot allowod the PMM to drop causin• a hand landing. The
air:raft rolled on its side.

:Zase a

he Dn.:rlng a spin recovery training flight the rtudent induced a stall spin attitude. After each ..-eoverv

the aircraft returned t:) a spin. The instructor took control but was unable to effect a complete recovery.
SInve.•ciga-i.n revealed tat failure of the in.truacor to apply proper spin recovery tech.nique was tne cause
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of mishap...

CaseaIi

The Medical Officer's Report indicates most probable cause of the accident was the instructotr pilot
performing an unauthorized low level maneuver, which investigation revealed he had performed on previous
flights with other students...

Aircraft was taken by crew chief on unauthorized flight and flown for 45 minutes. The aircraft
crashed when he attempted to la.d...Clinical examination revuasled the stan was intoxicated envd had been
drinking heavily for three days prior to the incident.

Case 6

Aircraft experienced a tail rotor malfunction which resulted in a crash landing. On impact tt.o ..

aircraft ourst into flames. The crew escaped the burning aircraft...

The following case is a classic example of geographic disortontat.on which should nzot, be confused with
or coded as spatial disorientation.

Case 7

Aircraft was on night cross country. An alternate Air Borce ease was selected for landing due to
woathar at planned landing field. Pilot indicated he had field in sight and disclosed an emergency due t-
low fuel and requested an arrested landing. The pilot made his approach and landed but he hbd the wrong
field...

Case 8

This case is a good example of pilot disorientation but the disorientation had no relationship to the

cause of the acciden~t.
Aircraft experienced compressor stalls and after relight procedure failed, the pilot ejected. He was

recovered without injury. The Medical Officer's Report notes the pilot experienced sone degree of
disorientation prior to ejection while passing through thunderstorms.

Case 9

This case is an example where the cause may have been spatial disorientation but there is not enough
evidence presentad to conclude that disorientation was, in fact, present and a contritraing factor to the
accident.

Pilot returning from his first night bombing nission, with very marginal weather apparcntly be,-ne
disoriented or distracted and flew the aircraft into the water approximately seven miles from end of
runway. Th6 Medical Officer's Report indicates fatigue (induced by stressful flight in marginal -weather and
self induced diet), plus failure of supervisory personnel to ;ar;ael flight fcr inexperienced pilot, due to
weather conditions, ccntributed to the accident.

Case 10

This case i) •ne , the few examples where there was adecqaate evidence to classify thi a,..-cent as to
the pilot's disorientation.

".''hile att.•.ptrn- a night 'ontrillcd 3arrier Appioach the pilot expcrienced vertigo nud disorientation.
His disorien atlion and confusion increased with each pass. On the third pass the aircraft struck the ra-p...

Of the VP accidonts attriLbuted to dis'rientation, ?7 occurred either at night or under LFR condition:,.
The one case zh occurred during the Uay was in a plane performing aerial combat .- neuvers with another
aircraft. A-. of the seven acidents Judged to have been caused by the pilot's disorientatior occurred under
conditions ,f reduced visibility,

In riviewing these accid~nt: and fron -_e results of the 2,:OO aviator survey, several conz-usion: man
be drawn.

(W• opatial Aisorientatio= is a co.-mon experie-'e, with 9% or all pilots experiencing it at least once.

(7) The ni.he-t incidents of disorientation zccur eithhr at right or under 7F-R conditions.

(3) The incident of di.orientAtion occars just as frequently with straight and level flight as 11 'oes
with %-aneuvers.

`14) the next high3st incident of Aisorlentation occurs "4hen flying wing formation.

( T) The naJori~ y of accidents listing disorientation as a factor either are erroneously coded or the 4
reprt.. fail to proide sufficient evidence to validate a diagnosis of d.norientation.

S.aing the a-xnv' c-nclusioni into asrou. it is apptrent tat in &L-4ost all cases where disorientation
is present the vinual -cmponent is the m.jor senso 7,syton effected.
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While it has been accepted by many that the vestibular system is the ma-jor System involved in
producinig disorientation in ihe aviator, with millions of dollarr spoat on vest-Lbular resear.:hl, the
incidence of disorientat~ion has not been reduced in t~he *nast. 15 yoar-s. It is also evident that the
diagnosis of disorientation is misused and applied to many accidents without any real evilernce that the
pilot wlas, in fact, disoriented.

From the evidence presented it appears that the prximaryv Lause of disorientation is rad=c.d vision and
not abnormal stimulatiors of the vestibular system.

While, at - -. st. for calendar year 1969, it does not appear that disorienta~ion is a major cause of
accidents; it's nigh prdvalence among aviators avid the feeling byf a third of these pilots that it ha-- been
a ha7-ard to their flying, supports the necessity f-or a strong researc~h program iLn spatial disorio'itation.

It is recommiended that a renewed research trffort be started to delineate the visual aspects uf
disorientation and establish methods to 4nffset the reduction of visual Stimulation dutring periods of' IFFR
arid might flying.

New effo~rts should be made to reevaluate the use of' the word 'disc:-ientation" in determining the cause
of aircraft accidents. This effort should include better training of Fli'ht Surgeons in investigating and
evaluatin.! accidents. Finally, a better program for training pilots as to the -roblims of disorienitation
resulting from reduced visual inputs is needed. -

1. Hixson, W., Nivan, J., Spezia, h.., "Orientation Error Accidents in Regular Army IMI-l Aircraft During
Fiscal Year 1967: hlglative Incidence and Cost" Army-Navy Joint %enorr J3SAA!1 and 11AMPL Rep~rt
#NAML 1108, Aug 1970, p. 2-ý5.

2. Clark, B. and 3raybiel, A. "Vertigo, as a Cause of Pilot Error in Jet Aircraft" Researcn Report !1
HAVSCI1AVMED Dec 1956, p 2.

Opinions oi conclusions conrtained in this report are those of suthors anid do not necessarily
reflect the views o,, or endorsement 133; the United States Navy.

F DISCUSSION

GUEDRY. You have made a critical evaluation of the 48 accidents in which disorientation was coded,
but you have not applied the same analytic procedure to the other 650 accidents in which
dsorientation was not itemized.

FURR. Disoienttionwas coded if it occurred at any time during the accident, but in 20 cases the
disorientation could not be considered as either a primary c: contributory cause of the
accident. For !xacple the pilot might have reported that he was disorientated following
ejection due to a fire caused by spillage of fuel during in-flight rcfu.Aling. Disorientation/
vertigo was coded because it was mentiopz.d during the aceicvnt enquiry, but it was not in any
way a cause of the accident. In only 7 out of 4.8 incidents ýý2 ýbere a clpar indration,
usually given by the aviator, that djpirientation war a prime cause. Ir. t*.-e 650 -i&t
in wihich disorientation was not code? 1 ý'&fer to the Safety Center's an.,lyjis.

COLLINS. I believe that I might exprvss one of your conciusions more cautiously in that comparison of :
your data with those of Cla~k 6 Graybiel does not indicate that tý..rc has been no change in
the amount of discrior-ition experienced, but only that the percent ige of Navy pilots uha
have expericncc ji disovientation has not changed. It would of cou~se be difficult to
determine whether the frequency and intensity of di.sorientation has remained the same.

With regarJ to the aetiology of disorientation. it is rrobabiy the interaction of visual and
vestibulair input that is i~ortant. Fcr cxample, ai pilot almost always has some visual
reference in the form of the instrument pane!, if nothing else. But if that visual r.ýference
is not, fixed relative to the earth, the vi$ual inform-ation will be made to agree with
vestibular information. Thus, if as a result of aircraft motion a pilot senses by vestibular -

inputs that he is spiralling down and to the right. his cabin will also appear to spiral down
And to the right. The vestibular sensation is thereby visually reinforczd. However, if the
visual information is about objects fixed relative to the earth, the risual information 411l
predozinate.

PURR. In raference to your first co==ent - Yes, I agree; only the percentage of Faval aviaters who Z
experienced (or have experienced) disorientation seems to remain the same. I do not know,
and it would be of value to know, if there has been a quantitative change. Our p,-per gives
soze qualitative data.
Likewise, I can only agree wit!, your second cnoent. But, how often have Naval aviaocrs been
trout-Zed with the Coriolis effect? Not often. though they km.iw chat it is. The Point of thý
paper is that the disorientation incidents we set in naval aviation arise from rcduccZ visual
stimulus, not vestibulat stimulation ax a result of altered g forces, angular acceleretos
etc. M9y point is that we need a better artificial visual stimulus in the cockpit. Reseatch
is needed to give sound criteri4 for the design of cockpit instrumentation so that the pilot's
visual environment within the aircraft, is as good As that provided in day VFR flight.

COLLINS. Yet no ma't'tr how. Cood a visual displzy 1. provided. when th2 pilot has e powerful vestib'tlar
stimulus, the display (say a head-up display) can appear to move in the sa=m =maner as the
erroneous vestibular sensation and hense reinforcez the disorientation. I am not suggt..tits
that the head-up display is not a good idea, bu.: it will not answer all problems of in-flight
disorientation.

PURR. Nov therein lies the challenge to those w.ho design instrumentation systen-% for as.
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Ni.nibor of Occurrences

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

V'isibility restriction, weather, haze, darkness... 42

Limited total experience ...... ...... 4

Channelized attention .......................

- Distraction....................................... 15

Violation of nlight discipline......................... 14

Poor crew coordination............................ 1
Fatiue................................12

Panic.......................................... 10

Figure I
Thiese 12 factors accounted for 53% of Vhe towl citations of p!;ych(;physioogicaI and environmentail factors associ-

ated with disorientation. The first, visibilitv restriction--weather, haze. darkness itself accounted for 105~. Night
operations and flights Into marginal weather are a continual problem. particularly for inexperienced aviators. In one
aecident, a pi!ot attempting a night carrier controlled appraach became disoriented. His disorientation and confu zion
increased with each tnass until on the third pass the atrcraft struck the ramp. In an approach to a landing at night with
extremely -'oor visibility in rain and with a cross-wind, another pilot apparently mistook the white runway edge's
stripe for .he center line. lic touched down slightly to the left of the edge s:ripe. overran the merest bunker and con-
tinned down the runway. The pilot rvmained with the aircraft and !ortunately received only minor Injur~es. The Aledi-
cal Officer's Report indicated that an additional factor once again, fatigue, was also present.

As mentioned previously, it is not uncommon for more than one ps,.chophysiological or environmenta! factor to oe
present In an aircraft mishap. In a number of cases an accumulation of factors may collectively bring about, a mishap.
A training aircranft wtth an inexperienced instructor and student aboard crashed during a formation training flight.
The Miedical Officfrrs Report states that thne mishap may have been a result of an inexperienced inbtructir (factor 11
attempting a1 low altitude unarthorized maneuiver (actor 2). Inc], ic disorientation and we have three factors affect~ng
this mishap. This case, of course, Is only one of several. In fact, there were very 'c`W or the 102 disorientation mis-
hap:, in which no additional factor was coded. Only four of the 102 cases or a mere 4"7 tucre recorded a~one lFigure 21.
The remain~ing 9S cases had as Ifew as one or as many' as seven additional factors- listed.

35Z
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z Z ~i~itional Factors

Figure 2
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Seven is the maximum number of additional factors which can be zomputer recorded. In 31 of the 102 disorientation

cases, (33eA. the maximum of seven additional factors were coded.

An A-4 on a bombing and tactics mission, during a tactics run overshot, performed two acrobat maneuvers and
broke oif. The aircraft began a gent!e roll right while in a nose-up attitude with about 90 degrees angle of bank. ~The
pilot neutralized the controls but the aircraft continued to roll in a stalled condition. When ha found the aircraft would
not reepond to lateral st!ik movements he checked the turn a'-d bank indicator. Broth the needle and ball uere peggeJ
to the right. Assuming he was In an inverted spin he applied full left rudder and reduced the power. lie noticed no
aircraft response •-Ld because he was below 10.000 feet he ejected. The pilot apparently lost advantage during a tac-
tics light and in an attempt to keep the pursuing aircraft in s!ght became somewhat disoriented, failed to recognize a
developing situation and lost control of the aircraft. Seven psychophysiological and anvironmental factors (Figure 3)
were coded in this mishap In addition .o disorientation.

A-4 Psvche.nysiological and Environmental Factors

1. Limited total experience.
2. Failure to use accepted procedures.
3. Channelized attention.
4. Misjudged epecd or dista:ce.
5. Selected wrong course of action.
6. Excessive motivation to succeed.
7. Mlisinterpreted instrument reading.

Figure S

Note that the first five of the seven additional factors are Included among those 12 factors (Figure 1) which were con-
sidered to have the majority of effect upon disorientation occurrences.

One final disorientation mishap Is diacussed because it involved a naval flight surgeon/aviator in control of a jet
Saircraft, lie vwa attempting a night ground control approach with weather 200 feet and one mile visfibility, which ivs

oelow standard minimums. The pilot was high on the glide slope and was given a %%ave off. The aircraft continued
down the runway with gear and flaps down before attempting to turn. Approximately 40 seconds later the aircraft ira-

pactec' the ground, with no attempted ejection. It is suspected that disorientation may have occurred %hen the pilot
returned to instraments after attempting a \:FR fix. The pilot was also limited in actual night instrument time. Again,

there are seven psychophysiological and environmental factors (Figure .1) in addition to disorientation.

Flight Surgeon/Aiator-Psvchophvsiclogical
and Environmental Factors

1. Failure to use accepted procedures.
2. Visibility restriction - weather, haze. darkness.
3. Poor crew coordination.
4. Disorientation.
i. Violation of flight discipline.
6. Faulty preparation of personal equipment.
i. Inadequate weather analysis.

Figure 4

And, here agtdn, five of the reven additional factors recorded were among those which ranked highest as factors af-
fecting disorientation. These cases Illustrate that disorientation is seldom the result of a single factor, but rz'ther
occurs from the interaction of multiple factors operating together. One of the most important of these factors is the
e-<pericnce of the pilot. It is fairly well accepted that the more flight experience a pilot logs, and the more traicing
he receives, the greater his chances of overcoming disorientation.

In order to document the theory that the chronological experience is an asset to deterring or controlling dfsorien-
tatinn. the distribution of year. of experience of figh:er and attack pilots involved In disorlentation mishaps was corn-
pared to the population exposure distribution for this group. Details of the expos,re curve are given in an earlier
S•fety Center report.

-~ ~~~~ Ma~- * * ~.
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Figure 5

The broken line represents population exposure for attack and fighter pilots as a function of the number of years as
designated naval aviators (DNA's). while the solid line indicates the distribution of disorientation mishaps for the
fighter/attack group. The attack and fighter pilots were chosen for charting because of the larger numbers of dis-
orientation episodes occurring within that community. The authors believe this to be the first attempt within the U.
S. Navy to examine the effect of flight experienee on disorientation okcurrences with flight exposure controlled. The
comparison indicates a high potential risk for disorientation mishaps •%ithin the first two years of designation with a
decline as experience increases up to the fourth year. After the seventh ear of designation the curves appear to
stabi!ize, and additional experience produces no further reduction. Within 1,,iits, the greater the number of year's
of flight experience the pilot has, the lower hWs chances of a disorientation mishap. Experience does play a role in
control of disorientation.

In summary it appears that the 12 factors discussed are most significant in affecting disorientation occurrences
and their outcomes. One of these factors, experience, was shown to f ! of great importance in deterring disorienta-
tion with the first two yean-- of flying much more hazardous than the later years. It is a most complex problem and
in order to solve it we must attempt to elininate or reduce the impact of the factors which are critical in the genesis
of disorientation episodes and the control of these episodes once they occur. Such improve.mert will come only from

responsible flight scheduling which considers environmental and psychophysiological exposure as weil as training and
flight crew experience.

REFERENCES

1. Earl II. Ninoet, Norman E. Lmne and Gerald T. Eccles, Pilot Experience and Pilot Caused Carrier Landing
Accidents, Naval Safety Center.

2. Medical Officer's Report, Naval Safety Center, 1969-1970.

DISCUSSION

O'CO4NOR. I would like to point out the similarity between your last figure (Fig. 5) and the incidence
of psychiatric illness in aircrew. There is a high incidence in the first few years with
a second peak in later life perhaps due to the effects of many hours flying and the stresses
of life. Do you think this similarity is significant and if you Jo, what is the reason for
it?

NINOW. I agree. The second peak would appear to represent aviators of an age r-nJ experience in whom
the 'fear of flying' syndrome is most frequently seen, probably due to incteased family
responsibilities as well as the protracted demand& of the military career.

I "I
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DISORIENTING EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT CATAPULT LAUNXCHINGS

by

Malcolm H. Cohen, Richard J. Crosbie, and Laurence H. Blackburn _t

Crew Systems Department
Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974

SUMMARY

The Naval Air Development Center Human Centrifuge Facility was used to
simulate the acceleratinn profiles encountered in aircraft catapult launch-
ings, Twelve subjects attempted to keep a continuously moving target at
subjective eye leve1 before, during, and after exposure to simulated
catapult launch accelerations. Our resvlts demonstrated that subjective
eye level was changed by exposure to the accelerative forces. The change
in subjective eye level persisted, in some cases, for as long as three
minutes after the simalated launch sequence was completed. The results are
discussed in tenrs of the effects of rotated •cceleration vectors on human
spati'l orientation, and the data are related to certain types of aircraft
losses that have been reported following catapult launchings at night.

INTRODUCTION

When an aircraft is launched from the deck of a carrier, the pilot is exposed to a sudden
and dramatic ch'ange in the accelerative forces actino on his body. He is pushed sharply back into his
seat as the aircraft hurtles forward, accelerating rapidly to attain adequate airspeed. Although the
acceleration is of but brief duration, lasting for only two to four seconds, it is of sufficient inten-
sity that the pilot may be disoriented during its application and for some time thereafter.

The Gx (chest-to-spine) acceleration experienced by the pilot is vectored with gravity, and
the combined gravitational-inertial acceleration vector is increased in length and rotated as the catapult
forces are applied. At the end of the catapult stroke, the accelerative forces are removed, and the
vector resumes its natural Gz (head-to-foot) orientation. Thus, the combined gravitational-inertial
acceleration vector changes rapidly both in length and divection. For an acceleration of 4.0 Gx, the
resultant vector is rotated approximately 760 and increased in length by more than 4.12 times.

The illusions and perceptual-motor effects that aczompany changed acceleration vectors have
been dcscribed in the literature by several investigators (1-6), and certain of the mechanisms that under-
lie them have been well documented (7, 8). Further, the probable significance of the illusions in
so-called "dark night takeoff accidents" has been elucidated in detail (9).

For the most part, however, experimental research has been concerned with the effects of
small amplitude and long duration, rather than large amplitude and transient, ýccelerations. Because
quantitative information concerning the effects of suddenl, applied, short duration, accelerative forces
on illusions of spatial orientation is extremely limited, the current experiment was undertaken.

METHOD

Subjects

Twelve volunteer male subjects served in this experiment. Of the twelve men, six were U.S.
Navy pilots who had experienced aircraft catapult launchings in the preceeding six months period, and six
were enlisted men without catapult experience. The subjects rarnged in age from 21 to 39 years, with a
mean of 34 years; they ranged in height from 165 to 191 centimeters. with a mean of 179 centimeters; they
varied in weight from 62 to q7 kilograms, with a mean weight of 79 kilograms.

The subjects unlerwent a thorough medical examination before they Nvere selected for the
experiment; all were judged to L in excellent physical health and to be free of any visual, motoe, or
vestibular abnormalities.

Apparatus

The dta to be reported here wer. all collected at the Naval IVr Development Center Human
Centrifuge Facility. A detailed description of the facility may be found elsewnere (10, 11). The normal
orientation of the subject in the gondola of the centrifuge was modified in this study so that the pitch S
gimbal was used as a yaw gimbal. By cuntrolling the yaw angle, the tangential (GT) and radial (GR)
accelerative forces were vectored to provide a linea- acceleration in the Gx, or chest-to-spl:e direction.

Figure 1 illustrates the manner in wlirh the centrifuge was used to sim-late the accelera-
tive forces encountered in aircraft catapult launchings.

- -~-~ -- _=
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CENTRIFUGE ARM DECELERATING .CENTRIFUGE ARM ACCELERATING
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Figure I - Schematic representation of a catapult simulation on the human
centri fuge.

The subject is seated facing the direction of the open arrows. At T = 0
seconds, the centrif,'e arm begins to turn, leading to a rapid onset of
tangential acceleration (GT). As the velocity of the centrifuge arm
increases, radial accelerations (OR) are generated. The subject is rotated
counterclockwise by the yaw gimbal so that the chest-to-spine (Gx) accel-
erative forces always lie along the resolution of GT and GR. At T = 1.6
seconds, GT approaches zero, and Gx is identified by GR. At T = 3.2
seconds, the centrifuge arm. comes to rest. The subject is now facing in
the same direction as he was at the beginning of the simulation, having
been rotated through approximately 1800 by the centrifuge arm, and 1800 by
the yaw gimba,.

In a typicil catapult launch, the pilot is exposed to an impulse acceleration uf 2 to 4
seconds that peaks at 3 to 5 Gx. T7he centrifuge simulation approximates these values very closely, and
Figure 2 presents a simulataneous comparison of the centrifuge simulation with an actual catapult iaunch
acceleration profile.

5
--- CAJAPULT LAUNCH

4 , ------ CENTRIFUGE SIMULATION

!. - N.

02 vS3-l-'" "-,

-1 i i I ' I I I I i 1 I I

0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

TIME IN SECONDS

Figure 2 - Comparison of the Gx accelerations recorded in catapult launch
and centrifuge simulation.
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The apparatus used to present the test stimulus and to measure changes in its apparant
elevation is illustrated in Figure 3.

SCREEN-

TARGET

PkOJECTOR .. .

COMROL
SWITCH

Figure 3 - Anparatus used to measure changes in apoarent target elevat,u,

The apparatus consisted of a servo-driven image projector and a white s At a
radius of about 92 centimeters. The projector cast a 25-rrillimeter outer diameter anul
(target) on the screen at a distance of approximately 92 centimeters from tne subject's e, ;nly the
target was visible in the otherwise totally dLrkened gondola.

At the beginning of each data cullection session, the position of the subject's seat was
adjusted so that his eyes were in line with the axis of the projector. After this adjustment was com-
pleted, the subject sat in the darkened gondola for about 2 to 5 minutes while calibrations were
performed on the apparatus.

Following the calibration period, the t.,-rimenter activated t~e servo motor and image
proi(Atcr. The servo motor continuously drove the target =:ý"- up or down at a rate of 5 degrees per
second. The subject, who was provied with a control switch thkt reversed the direction in which the
target moved, continuously bracketed the position that he conside.-ed to be at his eye level.

All twelve subjects underwent four sessions in which data were collected. The sessions
lasted for five minutes each, and exactly 120 spconds into the session, the subject was exposed to the
simulated catapult launch accelerations depicted in Figure 2. In order to assure that the subjects were
net unduly startled or surprised by the rapi6 acceleration, a five-second count-down to the catapult
simulation was begun exactly 115 secones into each cesslon.

Data were cillected continuously throughout each session, and the output of the servo
followe- was monitored on strip chart and magnetic tape recorders. The output signal, which was analyzed
on line with the aid of an EAI analog computer (Mode! 231-R), was averaged over each ten-second period of
the session. The mean of each ten-second average was then computed across all four sessions for each
subject. The first ten of these ten-second means was avekaged to provide a baseline for each subject,
and all data were then evaluated as deviations from this mean b?,seline value.

RESULTS

Mean measures of the subjects' perfomance in se'ting the target to apparent eye level are
presented in Figure 4. The data are plotted to show the magni.ude of the illuslnn in degrees as a func-
tion of time into the experiment. Positive Illusioi values indicate that an inmobile target would
appear to be elevated, and negativE values 1ndicate that an ir.,.obile target would appear to be depressed.
Since the subject continuously adjusted the position of the terget to keep it at apparent eye level,
positive values were obtained when the target was lcwered below the subject's baseline, and negative
values here obtained when the tarqet wis raised above the basoline.
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figure 4 - Illusions of apparent target elevation due to simulated catapult
launches.

Initially, the subjects performed quite well, and there was very little variation in the
S, ttinqs of the tarqet to apparent eye level. The simulated catapult launch (shown by the top and down
arrows on the abscissa) led to a dramatic change in settings to apparent eye level. The illusion
appeared within the first few seconds following onset of the catapult simulation, and it persisted for
some tOwe thrreafter.

For purposes of statistical analysis, the data from each ses, on were sampled in three
fln-s'cond segmnents: the initial 30 seconds, the 30-second period immediately following the catapult
inmulition, and the final 30 seconds. The magnitude of the illusion was examined as a function of the

previous experience of the subjects (pilots vs. naive), and the particular data segment sampled.
Previous experience with catapult launches was not found to be statistical)1 significant (F<l.O0), nor
wans its interaction with the data segment sampled (fvl.00). The data segment sampled, however, was
highly siq.nificant (F - 8.40; d.f. - 2/102; p<0.00l).

Eleven of the twelve subjects tested demonstrated Illusions during the 30-second period
Iminidiately following the catapult simulation. The range of illusions obtained from individual subjects
across each 30-second data segment were: -1.830 to 42.2A' for the initial 30 seconds, .1.140 to 410.780
for the 30-second segment immediately following the catapullt simulation; and -3.300to +5.230 for the
final 30 seconds.

The results indrlrte, ruito unambiguously, that transient Gx accelerations lead to illusory
-hangcs in apparent eye ,cnit can persist long after the G, accelerations are terminated.

DISCUSSION

The illusions demonstrated in this experimient may very well have great functional signifi-
cance under conditions in which the pilot does not properly monitor his flight instruments. Consider a
pilot who has Just completed a night catapult launch from the deck of a carrier. In the absence of
external visual cues, the pilot normally is unable to differentiate the catapult launch forces into their
inertial and gravitational components. Thus, the Filot may experience an illusory pitch-up attitude.
Fven if his aircraft were in straight and level flight, his entire array of cockpit instruments would
appear to rise before him. In fact, the aircraft would probably be climbing in a nose-up attitude, and
the illusion would be compounded with this, making the pilot believe that his angle of attack was exces-
sive. The natural "correction" would be to ease forward on the stick, reducing the "excessive" angle of
attack. At this point, the aircraft could be placed in a dive, but the pilot would still perceive himself
to be climbing.

Further complications would occur upon flap retraction. The resulting downward pitch and
subsequent increase in airspeed could lead to effects similar to those brought about by the catapult
launch accelerations. These effects probably could combine with the catapult launch effects, and result
in still greater Illusions, The momenta,'y distraction from flight Instruments due to flap retraction,
coupled with increased Illusions could make the situation still more hazardous. The result's could be
disastrous.
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A promising line of research, with a goal towards eliminatin3 these dangerous illusions
was receýntl) suggested by Cramer and Wolfe (12). They argue that ". . . the magnitude of the resultant
vector. . .depends upon conditions of acceleration. It should be possible to learn to make psyci~cphysi-
ologic determinatlnns of the length of this vector and to use this in conjunction with prior information
on the langtn or direction of the gravity vector in achieving appropriate pitch control under a number of
conditions. . ."

Whether or not a training program could eliminate hazards due to illusions of pitch under
transient high-amplitude accelerations as well as under long term low-amplitude accelerations is , matter
for emperical investigation. At present, however, it seems clear that there is no adequate substitute
for careful, conscientious, and accurate monitoring of flight instruments.
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DISCUSSION

WOLBARSIH. UTat was the scatter of the subjective estimates of target light position, and could any of
the ýiffereaces you found be attributed to the experience of the subjects?

COHF-N. The scatter was large; unfortunately I do not have the data with me so I cannot give precise
values. In the experiment we used both naive subjects and experienced pilots; the data
points from the two graphs overlapped, so we cau.-t say experience has a significant effect
or. the illusory perception.

BENSON. The vimulatior. vas not identical to the 'real life' situation in that, in the centrifuge,
the subject was exposed to an angular =ovemcnt in yaw of 180 . Do you think that this
motion influenced the percep:ion of target light position?

COHEN. Probably not. Although the simulation did noý identically reproduce the real life situation,
and although the subjects were rota,ed by 180 about the Z-axis, there is no a priori reason
that I know of why this should significoarly influence their perception of the target's
elevation. Also, when asked about the sehsations of the catapult simulation, none of the
subjects reported that they even felt the rotation about their yaw (Z) axis.

ENSON. I think it is most gratifying to see experimental evidence which accounts for an illusory
perceprion of pircih artitude after a brief exposure to a Gx acceleration, as the illusory
perception associated with lcngitudinal accelerations (eg o4 overshoot) has not been
explained adequately in the past on the basit of :1he 'oculogr•vic illusion'. What do you
think ig the reason for the long persistence of t0e illusion after the rel tively short
duration acceleration employed in your experimentsl h i
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COHEN. I don't really know, but transient overloading of a sensory Qystem often leads to effects
that have slow decay rates. Intense auditory, visual, or tactile stimulation can often
result in positive after-sensations long after the stimulation itself nas been removed. Vith
semi-circular canal stimulation, long term after effects have been well documented. With the
ocoliths, though, the picture is not so :lear-.cut. I think :hat, rather than the length
of stimulus application, the rise time and peak intensity are the more important in deter-
mining the persistence of the illusions. But I just don't have the data to determine the
specific basis for the persis'ence, except to say that it probably i3 at least partially
vestibuler in origin.

BENSON. In addition to the illusion in pitch attitude which you have demonstrated, in actual flight
correction for the illusory pitch attitude produces a curved flight path and an additional
change in the direction and magnituce of the acceleration vector, which may further accentuate
the illusion.

COHEN. Yes, I quite agree.

GUEDRY. I also found your paper most interesting. Is it possible to produce a real change in pitch,
involving angular acceleration about the Y-axis, during or j,,qt after Gx ezceleration? I
ask this because ther. are changes in pitch involving angular acceleratio:ns during catapult
launches, which act in the same direction as the rotation rf ths resultant linear acceleration
vector.

COHEN. Your point is well taken. The extra upward rotation about the y-a:is at the end of the
catapult stroke could contribute still further to the illusion. Al:o, under those conditions.
there would be no question about semi-circular canal stimulation. Unfortunately, we are not M

able to provide th• extra upward pitch on our centrifuge because our normal pitch gimbal is
used to yaw the subject during the acceleration. However, with some modifications, i. may be
possible to include the upwaii pitch, as you suggest. I. certainly is wort.h considering.

DOBIE. I have a small observation concerning the oculo-gyral illusion (0;I) and flying experience.
In studies carried out on RAF aircrew, no relationship could be shown between the cupulogram
characteristics of some 600 subjects and their flying experience - from 'naive' to rurrent
acrobatic pilots - when the OGI end point was uged in sensation cupulometry.

COHEN. Your comment is very interesting. At the physiological level, there is probably no difference
between the responses of experienced and naive subjects. Also, from my data, the illusions
do not differ significantly with the subjects' previous flight experience. Without specific
training to discriminate between Gx accelerations and changes in pitch attitude, the value of
experience will probably show up only in actual fligh.1 performance. The illusion is most
likely to he as strong in experienced pilots as in naive subjects, but the exper. ie:ed pilo's
gene. ally attend to, and believe in, their instruments. As long as the instruments are N
correct, and as long as the pilots respond as their instruments indicate, everything will be
OK. It is when the pilot gives in to hii illusory sensations, and disregards his instruments
thati he gets into trouble.

COLLINS. Y",.r findings of 'long-term' effects of vestibular stimulation is of particular interest to
,,.,:h I might add a supportive, if non-quantitative, observation. In many CAMI demonstrations
of Coriolis effects, in which the subject on the turntable was enclosed by an illumirited
cabin, a given head movement might give a sensation of 'climb' and the cabin would appear to
tilt upward.

After several seconds, the cabin woi'ld (visually) appear to reach an almost 'atraight-and-
level' attitude, though some subjects would report a slight but persistent 'nose-up'

attitude for a minute or more. Since these were only demonstrations, we went ahead with
another head movement, so we have no quantitative data regarding the persistence of the
effect. However, it does suppurt your results regarding long-term effects of relatively
'impulsive' vestibular stimulation. These phenomenon also appear to be associrted with a
visual environment that is not fixed relative to the earth.

COHEN. Thank you for your observations. I think that a good deal of research needs to be done ot, :he
illusions brought about by 'impulsive' vestibular stimulation. Alan, the persistence of
these illusions after the stimulus i3 terminated merits further study.

A
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EFFECTS OF ACOUSTIC STIMULI ON THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM

by
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SUMMARY

Several investigators have suggested that high intensity noise stimulates the vestibular system,
since numerous subjective ;aoorts of disorientatlon, nausea, and giddiness have been reported. In the
present study, nystagtography, vertical perception, and a rail test of human equilibrium were used to
measure the response of human s ibjects to acoustic stimuiation. No nystagmus was obtained and the percep-
tions of the vertical task yie1c-2 no consistent effects, however, the rail task was quite sensitive to
acoustic stimulation. Decrements on the task of 2U% to 35% were ebtained in higt. intensity noise of 140
dB even when subjects wore ear protectors. In other experiments, levels as low as 100 dB were found tc
produce an adverse effect oa the task. Tne results are discussed as a possible effeý.t of the action of
high intensity noise on the vestibular system.

INTRODUCTION

Ades (1) revi.-wed a number of studies concerning nan's ability to maintain his orientation during
exposure to high intensity acoustical energy. Many instances of equ;libratory and postural disturbances
were cited such as vertigo, nausea, nystagmus, visual field shifting, feeling of forced movement, and
staggering and falling. An asymmetrical noise condition, where there were unequal stimulus Intensities at
the two ears, produced the most disturbing effects. Ades further emphasized that future studies should
concentrate more on broadband noise environments that simulate the spectra of Jet engines, since this is
the pracZlcal operational problem. In the revicw a number of conclusions were drawn: "The first sensory
system after the auditory to be assaulted by intense noise is the vestibular.-- In the frequency range 300 -
3000 cps, thresholds for vestibular stimulation were approximately 135 - 150 JB for the unprotected ear.
The most sensitive range was 1000 to 1500 cycles." These levels seem very high. and the person exposed
to such intense levels for other than a short period of time is in serious danger of suf'.ring permanent

threshold shifts in hearing. There is the possibility that vestibular effects have been demonstrated at
much lower levels than those cited above. For examole, in a study by von "ekesy, head deviations, of tie
order of a millimeter, were obtained in response to noise levels as low as W00 dB. Further, von Bekesy
found that vertico was produced in his subjects by a two minute exposure to a tone of 100 Hz at 120 dB
pulsed three times a second. Ades accepts the validity of these findings, however, ne points out: "Our
own endpoints are relatively crude, but o,'r threshold values are probably closer to the sound levels at
which acoustic stimulation of the vestibutar apparatus may become practically significant." Of cuurse,
practical significance is difficult to define, and depends mainly on the task a man is required to perform,
not only during exposure to the noise but for" an undetermined amount of time after the exposure. Further,
even though a result may not be of immediate practical importarnce, it may have consideraule theoretical
significance if it gives some understanding of the manner in which acoustical energy stimulates the vestib-
ular system.

Dickson and Chadwick (2) have pointed out that it Is difficult to determine if the vestibular system
is being stimulated from subjective comments. They cor:ducted interviews with individuals working in the
vicinity of operating jet engines to obtain their subjective experiences when standing in certain critical
ncise locations. They found that "descriptions varied and were vague," but were best described by "one of
the engineers who said hc experienced a momentary sensatio,, of imbalance accompinied by a lack of power to
think." Most studies up to the present time have used subjective measures with a very small sample of
experimental subjects. It seems particularly important to dse objective measures in future studies since
a considerable decrement might occur in the ability of an individual to maintain his balance and orientation
before he becomes conscinusly tware of dizziness, nausea, incoordination, etc. Particularly valuable v,14lo
be a measure of nystagmus whicr would give a direct indication of the involvement of the vestibular systLm.
The major obstacle to this appioach, when suojects with normal hearing are used, is the elicitation of
nystagmus at noise level;- that do not produce a hazard to the hearing of the subjects. Ades et al (3)
avoided this problem by using deaf subjects, and presented acoustic stimuli ;,, to 170 dB. ;he-dT-ficulty
wit. deaf subjects, of course, is that they may differ considerably from normals in their vestibular sensi-
tivity, since damage to the auditory system almost invariably affects the vestibular system. However. the
aut'ors •J) report that of the six subjects in their stody, two showed normal rystagmus to caloric stimula-
tion, and "The other fo,,r showed varying degrees of retention short of complete. All of these subjects aiso
reacted as normals with respect to the ocuiogyral and oculogravic illusion--" For the two normal subjects,
they found itystagmus thresholds of 120 dB - 135 d8 in the 250 Hiz to A00 Hz frequency range -.nd thresholds
approximately 20 dB higher in the 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz range. Nystagmus was also elicited by a band of jet
engine noise at a threshold level of approximately 135 di. Subjective reports of dizziness in the study
were not consistent, possibly due to a co.n-unication problem, ard dizziness was not repo-ted at all fre-
quencies where nystagnus was obtained. The results are puzzling, soretimes d.z.iness w~s reported before
nystagmus end sometimes not at all. Ades and coworkers were aware that the thresholds for nystagmus elici-
tation in deaf individuals might be atypical ,nd they recommend that studies with normal subjects be con-
ducted.

The present paper summarizes a large nLeber of studies ccnducted at the Aerospace medical Research
Laboratory. Several of these have been presented at scientific meetings or "ave been released as AMRL
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Technical Reports, and for these experiments detailed descriptions of experimental and statistical proct-
dures will not be given here.

NYSTAGMUS AND SUBJECTIVE JUDGEMENT EXP.RII(NTS

An attempt was made to duplicate the findings of Ades et al (3), using four laboratory workers who
volunteered to participate in the experiment. A pure tone o-6 NO Hz at !35 d8 with a 5 second exposure
period was presented to the subjects. This frequency seemed to be the most sensitive one for subjects in
Ades' study. A broadband jet engine type af noise of 140 dB (upper curve In Figure 1) was also presented.
Only a five second exposure was presented to each ear of a subject in a 24 hour period. Electronystagmog-
raphy was used to record both horizontal and vertical eyemovements. All subjects were tested in total
darkness and instructed to keen their eyes open. Darkness was used to eliminate visual fixation that might
obscure the nystagmus response. No nystaTaus wes produced by the pure tone or the broadband noise stimulus.
The noise was reported as subjectively unpleasant and highly arousing, however, there were no inaications
of vertigo or dizziness. After this experiment was completed, one of the subjects was exposed to 590 Hz at
135 dB for a ten second duration with the tone pulsed three times a Second. A vigorous defensive eyeblink
reflex in time with the stimulus was obtained but no nystagmus or vertigo. Our results, indeed, suggest
that the vestibular system of normal hearing subjects responds differently to acoustic stimulation than
does the vestibular system of deaf subjects. However, the elicitations of nystagmus may be related to the
duration of exposure. Although Ades also used a 5 second exposure duration he made repeated exposures
in his attempts to find thresholds, that is, he proceeded in progressive steps by gradually increasing the
noise intensity with a 5 second exposure period used at each intensity.

The stimulus for our next investigation was a 120 dB, 100 Hz tone, pulsed three times a second for a
duration of twc minutes. This is the condition whtich was reported to produce dizziness and nausea in
von Bekesy's subjects (1). The four subjects used in the previous experiment and 15 volunteer male college
students served as subjects. No nystarnus was cbtained fnd no symptoms of vertigo or nausea. At this
point, five college students with a history of motion sickness were compared with a group of five students
who had never been motion sickness. Again the results were negative; no nystagmus and no subjectiv reports
indicating vestibular stimulation. Next, we tested two laboratory workers, both in their late thirties,
who were susceptible to motion sickness to the point that th.y were sometimes troubled by car sickness.
Still there was no evidence of vestibular response. Finally. negative results were obtained with the four
laboratory personnel, used previously, hut this time a 1000 Hz tone was used instead of the 100 Hz tone,(von Bekesy (4), reports small reflexive head movements were obtained at 1.000 Hz). Thus our attempts to ;

obtain iystagmus and subjective vestibular symptomotology by exposing subjects to intense acoustic stimula-
tion have proven unsuccessful.

T
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EXPEPIflENTS USIWJ THE RAIL TASK

At tt'is point in our invesligtions w,: decided to use a rail batancing task developed by Graybiel 3nd
Fre.iey IS) for me,;uri,'- hwrnar eqd .br.,.n. These investigators have Presented some evidence that this
battery slws :,v- O;ivikt v) ,',bles that are primarily vestibular in nature. They have shown that indi-
viJ,:ols ,itn ,"itLie or no %-*.bular sensitivity performed on the rails at a level comparable with the
l1iett 4• .4 che la.-inthine normal population. Rail performaice of labyrinthine defectives was unaffected
b1y '.e .otsumption oil alcohol while that of normal subjects was adversely affected. They have also related
p,% z'.^,znce on the task to canal sickness susceptibility, to threshold caloric response, and to response
t, ",:-re sea conditions. The rail task consists of 6 rails, 8 feet in length, or. -hich the subject is
a;.f to perform three tasks. Rails were 2.7i, 2.25, 1.75, 1.25, .75, and .5 inches wide before being
covered with a 1/16 inch fiberglas materia! to prevent breaking and splitting of the rail edges. The three
tasks consisted of (a) standing in a hepl-to-toe manner on each of the six rails witin eyes open, %b) stand-
ing with eyes closed, and (c) walking heel-to-toe-to-heel on each of the six rails. In our research, we

have presented only part of the original task and made slight changes in. the procedure. In early experi-
ments (6) we found parts of the rail task to be insensitive to the effects of noise and for some parts of
the task to always yield perfect scores. Most subjects performed perfectly on the three larger rails when
standing with eyes open or when walking. Conversely, the two smallest rails were quite difficult for most
subjects, for both rail walking and standing with eyes closed. Parts of a task tt-" difficult or too easy
for most subjects usually produces a measure that is relatively insensitive to experimental variables.
For our version, we have dropped the rail walking part of the task because of suspected unreliability, and
measured standing eyes open and eyes closed performance on only two rails. On two rails, 2 1/4 in. wide
and 1 3/4 in. wide, the subjects were required to stand with their eyes closed, and on the other two rails,
1 1/4 in. wide and 3/4 in. wide, the subjects stood wit?' their eyes open. The score for both measures was
the time, to the nearest second, from when the subject ,ssumed :he correct position on the rail until ne
violated his position (lifted a foot) or fell off the rail. The maximum score for each trial was 60 seconds.
If the subject was still balanced on the rail at the end of this time, the trial was discortinued. Subjects
in most of our experiments were given five trials on each rail. The maximum score for each measure was 600
seconds, that is, five trials x two rails x the maximum possible score per trial of 60 seconds.

Five different groups of subjects were tested in a study on the effects of broadband, high intensity
noise on human equilibrium (7). Subjects were all tested in the same type of cnunterbalanced dvsign ind
four different ambient noise conditions were presented to each group: control (70 dE), 120 dB, 130 dB, and
140 dB (re. 0.0002 dyne/core). The first group of subjects tested wore e-.uffs and earplugs. the second
group wore earplugs, and the third group wore earplugs with one earmuff covering the right ear to produce
an asymmetrical exposure (see Figure 1). Only or.- experimental condition was presented to each subject in
a 24 hour period.

Analysis of variance revealed no significant effects for the eyes closed portion of the rail task.
This is surprising, since with vision excluded the !estibular system should play a larger role in maintain-
Ing equilibrium. The means for the 140 dB noise condition were smaller than the means for the control
cor.lition in every case, but because of the large variability of the scores no significant effects were
obtained. By using more subjects or by increasing the nurber of trials a more clearcut reactinn to noise
should be obtained. The eyes open measure was quite sensitive to the effects of noise. A significant
effect for noise intensity was obtained in the analysis of variance for four of the five groups In the
present experiment. The extent of the differences seeis to support previous observations that asywretrical
noise has a more detriment3l effect on human equilibrilm than symrmtrical noise. At the ,ower intensity
levels (120 dB and 130 4B), there was a small improvement in performance over the co,|trol for the syrnetri-
cal noise exposures and a significant decrement in performance for the asymmetrical exposure. At 140 dC
decrements were obtained with all three groups, and as expected, the results showed more decrement for
group 2 (earplugs) than for group I (earplugs and muffs), and more decrement for grout 3 (earplugs & I muff)
than group 2. In two additional groups, tested on the rail task immediately after termination of the noise.
detrimental effects were obtained only for an asymmetrical exposure group and no: for a syrnetrical exposure
group. These data are plotted in terms of percent change from the control in Figures 2 and 3.

"In the experiment just described (7) larile decrements were obtained in the length of time subjects
could remain balanced on the rails in the high noise exposure of 140 dD regardless of the type of ear
protection given the subjects. Ambient noise at this intensity stimulates the receptors of the skin,
muscles, joints and perhaps the vesti :lar as well as the auditory system. Thereiore, the decrements in
equilibrium could have resulted from auditory stimulation, from eytra-auditory stimulation, or from both
in ro•nbination. in order to evaluate these effezts separztely, an attempt was mde to reproduc the levels
and spectra of the noise in the ear canals that occurred during whole body exposure (8). Specifically, we
attempted to simulate through earphones the levels and spectra that occurred in the subjects' ear canals
during 140 dB ambient stimulation when they were wearing both earplugs and earm•uffs ,overall level of 100
dB), earplugs alone (Overall level of 115 d9), and earphngs with one earbiff covering the right ear (overall
level of 100 dB to the right ear and 115 dB to the left ear). This was not a ;traightforward procedure
since the levels and spectra in the ear canals in the previous studies were not physically measured.
Instead, the values were calculated by subtracting from the ambient noise levels the attenuation values %f
the ear protectors worn. Therefore, the actual noise in the ear canals was only approximated. Further,
there was undoubtedly some conduction of the acoustic energy to the inner ear by tissue and bone. No
attempt was made to add a bone conduction component to the simul~tion.

Sixteen subjects were tested in a counterbalanced design with -.ach sLbject receiving all four condi-
tions of control (apprnximately 60 dB). symmetrical (100 dB in both ears), symmietrical (115 d8 in both
ears), and asymitetrlcal (115 dB in the left ear and 100 dG in the right ear). Only the standing eves open
part of the rail task was presented to the subjects, and the mean trial performance for conditions was as
follows: control - 32.83 sec, syrrntrical (100 d8) - 29.65 ser.. synaetrical (115 dB) - 28.92 sec, and
asymmetrical - 30.07 sec. An analysie of variance conducted on the dlta reyealed a significant effect for
noise conditions (o <.05). The means for the three ioise conditions did not differ significantly, however,
all differed significantly from the control condition. The decrements in performance, expressed as percent
change from the control are plotted in Figure 2 along with the changes obtained in the previous experi=vnt.
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Subjects performed better in the control condition in the ;.tsant experiment (see Tab. 2) than they lid
in the previous experiment. This difference could have been due either to the difference. in the ability
of the respective groups or due to differences in experimental design. Nevertheless, the comparisons made
In terms of the percentage change from the control seem valid. Noise effects on the eyes open part of the
rail task were much less with only ear stimulation than with ambient noise. If acoustic energy in the ear
canal was the determining factor for producing degradation of performance, the results should have been
approximately the same. The two symmetrical exposures in the prior investigation produced approximately
twice as much decrement as the symmetrical exposures in the present experiment, and foe, the asymmetrical
exposures four times as much decrement was obtained. Therefore, there was a taitlure to replicate the
asymmetrical - symmetricil effect of the prior investigation as well as the absolute s~ze of the perform-
ance decrement. These results suggest that extra-auditory stimulation is not a simple additive factor to

the level of noise in the ear canal in producing performatce decrements, otherwise decrements with ear
canal stimulation alone should have been reduced proportionally for asyametrical and symmetrical exposures.
The conclusion seems justified that combined auditory, extra-audttory stimulation produces greater detri-
mental effects on huan equilibrium than auditory stimulation alone.
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- A demonstration that the rail task is maximally sensitive to 590 Hz would seem to be evidence that
the task is reflecting the direct effect of acoustic s irmilation on the vestibular system. Such results
would be in agreerenpt with the study of Adis et al (3) where 590 Hz produced nystagrmus in &eaf subjects
at a lows~r sound pressure level than the other f~requencies used in the study. However, the yestibular
System of deaf individuals :may be maximally sensitive to different flrequencies than the ve~tibular s~.stem
of subjects with normal hearing. In fact in an early study (9), nonnal hearing suhjects w'.re used in an
attempt to determine the threshold of vestibular stimulation at several pure tone frequencies. Subjects
showed the low~est thresholds at 1000 to 1500 Hz when a slight shift in the visual field was used as a
measure of vestibular stimulation. However, both of those studies were exploratory in nature and, evefi
for the small number of tub~jects ,ised, the respornse; were not consistent acrosss subjects. Therefore, these
results can only be considered a- suggestive. Nevertheless, if the rail test does reflect the effects of
ve:tibular stimulation then perliaps some evidence can be obtained tW indicate differential frequency sensi-
tivity. To investigate this possibility, both standing eyes open and standing eyes closed perforrance on
the rails were ceasured in normal hearing subjects during exposure to pure tone acoustic stimulation (IC).
Subjects were -sted during exposure to test frequencies of 100, 260, 590, 1500, and 2500 Hz, and a control
c.ondition. One group nf 24 subjects (male college 3ttdents) were presenteed the test stimuli at intensity
levels of 95 a1 In the left ear and 75 d3 in the right ear (asymmetrical exposure). Th? other group of 24
subjects were presented the tones at a level of 95 d8 in both ears (sycretriza1 exposure). The subjects %
c.ame to the laboratory on seven different occasions, the first tire was a practice period. and the last.
six times to perform the rail task while exposed to each of the stimulus frequency conditions used in the
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experiment. Each subject experienced all conditions according to a counterbalanced experimental design.
Separete analyses of varianre were performed on the eyes open and eyes closed scores on the rail task for
both groups. Again, as found in previous etperiments, the eyes closed measured showed no statistically
significant sensitivity to the acoustic stimulation either for synmetrical or asymmetrical exposure. Simi-
larly, no significant effects were obtained in t6e analyses of variance for the eyes open measare. However,
the effect for frequency 3f stimulation approached significance (p < .10) at the 51 level of confidence for
the asy•netrical exposure group. Although the value obtained did not reach a customary level of statisti-
cal acceptability, it was decided to test differences between frequencies of pure tone stimulation because
the greatest decrement occurred at Vie expected frequency of 1500 Hz (see Table 1). The effects of differ-
ent frequencies of pure tone stimila:ion were analyzed by use of a Sign Test (11). For asymmetrical expo-
sure, a significant decrement at 1500 Hz was obtained relative to the control group (p < .01), end 1500 Hz
also differed sign~ficantly from 100 and 590 Hz (p < .05). There was no significant difference between the
results obtained at 1500 0lz and thL. results obtained at 260 and 2500 Hz. The difference. however, was in
the expected direction with p < .10 and p < .20 obtained, respectively. It will be recognized that signifi-
cant differences between these means does not correspond to the size of the difference, that is, there was
a larger difference between the means at 1500 Hz and the mean at 260 Hz than between 1500 Hz anG 100 Hz.
however, in the former case the difference was noi significant while in the latter the difference was
significant. The Sign Test is a measure of the consistenCy of the difference; it tgkes into accounC only
the direction of the difference and not the size of the difference. The results seem to support the hypoth-
esis that the eyes open part of the rail task is sensitive to stimulus frequencies fot.-d in the von Gierke
et al (9) study to produce the most direct effects on the vestibular system. This result occurred within
We--requency range (1600 to 150G Hz) where individuals perceived a slighi shift in the visual field at
the lowest intensity level. However, these results should be viewed with caution since there was a rela-
tively large number of sbjects tested in the experiment and still only a borderline significance was
obtained.

TABLE 1

MEANS FOR STANDING EYES OPEN MEASURE

Broadband Noise (N - 52) Control 12_0 130 1._..3

Earplugs & Muffs 26.46 29.62 20.20 21.61Ea rpli ",gs 24.01 26. 54 25. 86 18.42

Earplugs & 1 Muff 25.41 21.74 23.21 17.04

Aftereffects

Earplugs 16.80 17.68 21.56 18.42
Earplugs A I Muff 19.36 20.86 16.90 16.75

Auditory Along Study (N * 16)
Plugs Plugs&

Control Muffs I  Muff

32.83 29.65 28.92 30.07

Pure Tone Study (N - 48)
Control 100 260 590 1500 2500

Asymmetrical 24.46 23.60 24.91 24.27 21.53 23.88
Symmetrir.al 23.35 23.62 23.50 21.96 24.46 24.60

PERCEPTI04 OF THE VERTICAL EXPERIMENTS

One hypothesis to explain the decrements we have obtained on the rails is that the noise effects the
subject's perception of the ",rtica, and makes it more difficult for them to maintain their equilibriuzm.
This hypothesis ste•ed promis.ng since reports of shifts In observers' visual fields during presentation
of extremely intense noise iaply an effect on the perception of the vertical (9). Also, Dickson &nd
Chadwick (2) suggest that high intensity jet noise may have its effects on the linear motion receptors
because of their failure to observe nystagmus in subjects exposed to high intensity jet noise.

In our research on the perception of the vertical, a total of 75 male college students were used at
subjects in five separate experiments. The same lure tones and broadband noise as previously used with
the rail task i•ere presented. There were four days of testing in all experiments, except for the pure tone
study criducted at 105 dB. On the first day the subjects were given preliminary training, and subsequently,
""hay c' v to the laboratory for three more days of testing. During the lait thtee days. they were given
a symemtrical exposure (equal inintnsity ef acoustic stimulation in each ear), an asymetrical left expcsure
(treater acoustic stimulation In left ear), and asyw-etrical right exposure (greater intensity in right
r.-). Both order of presentation of pure tone frequency or noise intensity, and symi~trical-asymmetrical
--.'ditlons were counterbalanced across st-jects. On the prelimInary training day su*jects were given 60

-ctlce trials on the perception of the vertica. task. On the three test days a control condItion of six
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trials was presented before each noise intensity condition or eikch pure tone fre4uency, and on,- block of
six trials was presented during each acoustic exposure. Di•ring the broadband noise experiment, ignoring
counterbalancing, a scbject received control - control, control - 120 dB, control - 130 dO, and control -
140 dB. During pure tone exposure, the subject received control - control, control - 100 Hz, control -
260 Hz, control - 590 Hz, control - 1500 Hz, and control - 2500 Hz. In the broadband noise experiment the
subjects were: earplugs (115 dB in each ear at amtient level of 140 dB) for the symtrical exposure; ear-
plugs with one muff covering the left ear (100 dB in left ear and 115 d8 in right ear at ambient level of
140 d8) for the asymmetrical right exposure, and earplugs and one muff covering the right ear for the
asymmetrical left c.posure. The pur- tone stimuli were presented through headphones with the tone directed
either to both ears or the left or right ear depending on condition. Four experiments were conducted with
the pure o.anes, a 95 dB level was presented in the first two experiments with the mnly difference between
experiments being the manner of presentation of the perception of the vertical task. In the next experi-
nrnt 100 d8 was used, and finally in the last experiment 105 dB was used. In the latter experiment onlyone day of testing was conducted and only one condition was given. The subjects were tested in the asynmet-

rical left condition at frequencies of 260 Hz, 1500 Hz, and the control (see Table 2).

In these experi•ents subjects were required to cdjust a line until it appeared to be vertical. In two
experiments (95 dB pure tone and the broadband noise experiment), the line consisteo of an altminum rod
which was 1/2 in. in diameter and 3 feet long, and painted with phosphorescent paint. The rod was mounted
on a circular piece of plywood, 4 feet in diameter, painted flat black. The only source of illumination
in.the experimental room (a reverberation chamber for broadband noise exposu.e) was a "black light" which
was located approximately four feet from and directed to shine on the aluminum bar. The reflector of the
black light was covered with black construction paper, and the light shone through a 1/2 in. x 1 in. aper-
ture cut In the paper. The subject sat in a straight back chair at a distance of twelve feet from the
apparatus, and the rod was presented with the center at approximately the eye level of the subject. The
vertical perception task was changed for the remaining experiments and a vertical line was presented inside
an 18 in. A 18 in. x 36 in. box painted a flat black. The experiments using this apparatus are indicated
in Table 2 by "Box". The vertical line inside the box ;.;as 16 in. long and consisted of a hollow tube
5/32 in. in dicametr. The tube was filled with phosphorescent material arnd the same black light, as used
in the previous experiments, was directed on it. The box was placed on a wooden platform, and the sub-
ject (S) sat on an adjustable stool. An adjustable bite bar mounted directly inside the box opening was
used to :ontrol for possible differences in head position. Regardless of which task was used for the per-
ception of the vertical, the same procedure was used. The rod was displayed by tihe experimenter (El either
30 degrees clockwise or 30 degrees counterclockw;:::. Once the rod was displaced by E, he then signaled the
S to make his Judgement. The subject made his setting by pressing a toggle switch which. via an electric
motor moved Lhe rod at a constant speed, with the direction of press of the toggle switch d.,termining the
direction of movement of the bar. Subjects were allowed to re-trace until satisfied with their setting.
Once the subject cospleted his setting he pressed a button, located on a small box with the toggle sw.itch,
which activated a light at E's station, and E made the reading, displaced the bar, signaled the subject,
and the cycle began over again. With the exception of the preliminary training period in which the subject
received 60 trials, testing was conducted in six trial intervals with the bar displaced an equal number of
times in the counterclockwise and clockwiie directions. The score used in the subsequent statistical
analysis for each subject was the algebraic difference between the mean of the six setting for the control
and the rean of the six settings during acoustic stimulation. Deviations from the vertical were measured
in degrees with those displacements to the subjects' right (clockwise) given a positive value, and those
to the subjects' left (counterclockwise) given a negative value. Recording accuracy was within 1/40.

Analyses of variance were performed on all the data obtained in the experiments on the perception of
the vertical. The only significant effect obtained was for the asymmetrical right condition using discrete
frequencies at 95 dB with the large perception of the vertical task. The effect was obtained for frequency
of sti.uulation. The noise exposure at 260 Hz was significantly different (based on diff'erence scares) from
control. 100 Hz, 1500 Hz, and 2500 Hz. The mean difference scores between 260 Hz and 590 Hz did not differ
significantly. In Table 2, it can be seen that the differences were due largely to differences in the pre-
stimulus control periods rather than due to differing settings in the noise. Therefore, it seems quite
unlikely that this is a geruine fin.ing and that there is actually a differential effect on the perception
of the vertical due to frequency of acoustical stint-lation. The fact that none of the other analyses of
variance yielded a significant effect for acoustical conditions argues against any interpretation of acous-
tical stimulation having an effect on the perception of the vertical.

In all studic using pure tone stimulation there was a constant error in the alignment of the bar to
the vertical. Subjects tended to displace the rod to the countercleckwise side of the vertical. There
are a nuiber of possible explanations for this, the most likely seem to be that the right hand was used
for all subject-s in setting the bar to the vertical. Nevertheless, the error was quite small under all
conditions, and the scores easily fall into Zhe range of error reported by previous investigators (12).
There was also a constant error for the broadband noise exoeriment but in the opposite direction to that
ootained for pure tone exposure. Again, as was the case fc:" pure tone exposure, the reason for this error
is not oovious. When the same testing apparatus was used with the 95 d3 pure tone group the constant error
was in the opposite direction. The fact that these experiments were conducted in different roo:s may
account for the difference in the direction of constant error. The broadband noise group, who had the
constant clockwise error, was tested in a reverberation cha.-ber. This charber contained three large acous-
tic horns which could be seen faintly In the subject's left field of vision. Therefore, previrus litera-
ture on the perception of' the vertical task (for a review see Howard and Teroleton, 1966) would suggest
that the asymnmtry of the charher or the knowledge the subjects had of the location of the srund source
ray have produced the constant error. Nevertheless, the perception of the vertical task used in the pres-
ent experiment did not show any consistent sensitivity to noise which was of primary interest.

- - -- - - - --~ - -5-



TABLF A.

WEAN ALGEBRAIC ERROR IN DEGREES FOR PERCEPTION OF VERTICAL EXPERIMENTS

Control 100 260 590 1500 2500

95 dB - Exp. (N- 1)

Symetrical
cuntrol -. 35 -. 25 -. 11 -. 17 -. 05 0

noise -. 17 -. 08 -. 07 -. 30 -. 07 +.06
difference +.18 +.17 +.04 -. 13 -. 02 +.06

Asymmetrical
Right

control -. 47 -. 54 -. 79 -,67 -. 43 -. 13
noise -. 58 -. 59 -. 39 -ý58 -. 49 -. 45

difference -. 11 -. 05 +.40 +.09 -. 06 -. 32

Asymetr'calLeft

control -. 32 -. 29 -. 36 -. 25 -. 18 -. 24
noise -. 27 -. 26 -. 36 -. 22 -. 15 -. 21

difference +.05 +.03 0 +.03 +.03 +.03

95 dB -Bcx (N- 18)

Syinetri cal
control -. 36 -. 38 -. 17 -. 44 -. 48 -. 45

noise -. 22 -. 28 -. 54 -. 53 -. 53 -. 72
difference 4.14 +.10 -. 37 -. 09 -. 05 -. 27

Asymetrical
Right

control -. 33 -. 39 -. 53 -. 55 -. 41 -. 58
noise -. 23 -. 38 -. 50 *.67 -. 77 -. 72

difference +.10 0 +.03 -. 12 -. 36 -. 14

Asyavuetrical
Left

control -. 31 -. 52 -. 53 -. 38 -. 53 -. 48 3
noise -. 34 -. 40 -. 78 -. 54 -. 52 -. 61

difference -. 03 +.12 -. 25 -. 16 +.01 -. 13

100 dB- Box (N -18)

SywetricalJ
controi -. 28 -. 27 -. 34 -. 37 -. 16 -. 38

noise -. 33 -. 12 -. 18 -. 15 -. 30 -. 47
difference -. 05 +.15 +.16 +.22 -. 14 -. 09

Asymetri cal

Right
control -. 38 -. 20 -. 35 -. 36 -. 35 -. 42

noise -. 37 -. 42 -. 59 -. 53 -. 35 -. 50
difference +.01 -. 22 -. 24 -. 17 0 -. 08

Asyuetri cal
Left

control -. 33 -. 38 -. 12 -. 08 -. 33 -. 20
noise -. 42 -. 31 -. 10 0 -. 20 -. 23

difference -. 09 +.07 +.02 +.08 +.13 -. 03

105 d8 - Box (N-9)

Asymetrtcal
I.eft

control -. 24 -. 65 -. 60
noise -. 53 -. 74 -. 73

difference -. 29 -,09 -. 13

(Continued)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Broadband Noise (N 12)

Control 120 130 140

Symmetrical
control 1.01 +1.32 +1.44 +1.04

noise '1.14 +1.40 +1.08 + .77
difference + .13 + .0a - .36 - .27

Asymmetri ca I
Right

control +1.10 +1.10 +1.20 + .74
noise +1.11 + .82 + .79 + .59

difference + .01 -. 28 - .41 -. 15

Asymmetrical
Left

control + .58 + .92 + .81 + .72
noise + .74 + .58 + .56 + .38

difference + .16 - .44 - .25 - .36

DISCUSSION

The direct effect of intense sound on the vestibular system as indexed by nystagmus or subjective
report has not been confirmed in our experiments. However, there seeps little doubt that under some cir-
cumstances noise does affect the vestibular system. There have been too many subjective reports in the
operational situation uf dizziness, blurred vision, and vertigo to doubt that. such effects do occur. Pos-
sibly, the greater complexity of the operational environment accounts for the difference. It is particu-
larly true that the auditory exposure for our subjects and for individuals working Around operating jet
eneines is greatly different. In many operational situations, a fe2, steps in any direction or even changes
in the position of the head relative to the noise source may trake a considerable difference in the noise
intensity and asymmetry of exposure that the man experie2nces. Also, working in close proximity to operating
jet engines is a hazardous task in itself. There is the constant pressure of getting the aircraft back
into commission quickly, while avoiding ingestion by intakes, and being burnt by contact with hot parts of
the engine. Davis (13) states: "In the military situation the very loud noise, which not only stimulates
the err very powerfully but also calls other sensory organs such as touch into action, certainly adds to
the total stress of what is already a difficult and perhaps dangerous overall situation. This is something
that rust be heard and felt to be appreciated." And indeed, Pven in tire labo,-atory, at levels of 140 dB
and h gher, it must be experienced to know what it is like.

Some of our subjects have reported a few of the symptoms that have been observed in the operational
situation, such as excessive fatigue after noise exposure, redaction of tactual sensitivity, and heat about
the earplt.gs. However, the most common subjective report was one of extreme arousal or alertness. Possibly
this intense arousal partly masks sensations arising from the sense organs. In a study on Lactual sensi-
tivity in noise, subjects, wearing earplugs, were tested in the same ambient levels of noise used previously
with the rail task. We were not able to demonstrate a difference between performance or. the task. identify-
ing sheets of sandpaper of different degrees of coarseness. in control and noise periods. Unfortunately,
for our results, as well as for two of our subjects, we neglected to control for the degree of pressure
exerted on the sandpaper. These two subjects, of the 8 tested, exerted such intense p.-ture during expo-
sure to the 140 dB noise that they scraped the skin off the tips of their fingers. Neither, subject noticed
that this was happening at the time. One subject noticed that his finger tips were bleeding after the
noise was turned off and his session was terminated for the day. The other individual did not notice it
until he was driving back to his residence, some 10 to 15 minutes after termination of the noise. Both
subjects left traces of blood on the sheets of sandpaper. This result is similar to numerous anecdotal
reports of the blunting of pain durino conditions of extreme excitability, as well as agreeing with results
on audioanalgesia.

An alternate possibility is that high intensity noise may affect the vestibular system and produce
nystagmus only when the system has been somehow bidsed so that it exhibits increased sens:tivity. For
example, a predispositton to respond may come about through the use of drugs, exposure to carbon monoxide,
ingestion of alcohol (i4), or whe- a bias has developed such that a subject exhibits directional preponder-
ance (DP) in hi. nystagmus. Somr. interesting relationships between hearing and DP of nystagmus have
recently been reported. Bruner and Norris (15) have correlated hearing threshold asymmetry, and DP of
caloric nystagmus. They state: "The greater the threshold difference between ears, the greater the OP,
with the DP biased toward the worse hearing ear. The correlation was most prominent at 8000 Hz where the
Pearson r was .30 (N = 49). This lateralization of hearing and preponderance became apparent only when a
difference of about 5 dB or more existed between the thresholds of the two ears, and since many of the
pilots did not exhibit interaural differences of this magnitude, the correlation coefficients are smaller
then if bilateraliy hearing subjects had been exc~uded." It would have been interesting if we had used
subjects with pronounced asym.etries of thresholds in our ezoeriments on exposure to high intensity somend.
However, we caiefully controlled for this variable, individuals with a threshold of hearing difference
between the rightt and left ears of greater than 5 dB were not used as subjects in the experirents. Such
experiments are planned for the future as well as studies incorporating other predispositional factors.
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A second important question concerns why we obtained results on nhe rail task at levels much lower
than those that produced no subjective vestibular effects or nystagmus. There are several reasons to expect
decrements in equilibrium in noise intensity fields of lAO dB even when ear protection is worn. In the
intense broadband norise exposure that we used there is no doubt that other sensory receptors are affected
besides the vestibular, if indeed, the vestibular recertors are affected at all. In fact, there is the
possibility that the results we obtained at the 140 dB level were due mainly to sticulation of the receptors
of the joints. Howard and Templeton (12) contend that, although vestibular stimulation can greatly affect
postural steadiness, the basic physiological mechanism of static upright posture is proprioceptive controe
from the hip joint rnd spine. A -elated finding is reported by Fredrickson & Sch%arz (16). These authors,
!n a study of single units in the vestibular nucleus of cats, found that: '14inety-nine percent of the units
responded to vestibular stinm.lation and 80 parcent tn joint movement. There were no responses to muscle
pressure, or to optic or aroustic stimuli." They point out further that: "Position information from the
joints and vestibular labyrinth %ppear to ascent together in the central nervous system. We have found
that the primary cortical vestibular receiving area in the Rhesus corresponds to that portion of the somato-
sensor'y cortex where Mountcastle noted such prominent joint input." It is a long :onceptual jump froa, human
performance on the rail task to the electrophysiological and anatomical characteristics of the joint and
vestibular receptors in eats and monkeys. Nevertheless, the receptors of the joints and labyrinth may be
more intimately related than previously thought, and can serve as one factor in explaining how noise
(vibration?) adversely affects equilibrium. xn agreement with this, one of the earliest studies (17) con-
ducted on the effects of highly intense sound (jet engine noise and pure tones from 130 to 157 dB), the
authors do not mention any effects on the vestioul•.r system. They do mention, along with other symptoms,
the vibration of various parts of the body. They state: 'Another phenomenon of interest is the subjective
sensation of vibration. At frequencies from about 1500 tps down to 700 cps there is a sensation of marked
vibration of the cranial bones. At certain frequencies in this range the sensation of vibratinn is so
strong from the lower jaw that one reflexly grits his teeth in in effort to stop the vibration." They also
mention that weakness in the knees was noticed v•ile standing clos. to operating Jet engines. They state:
"This sensation is not accompanied by faintness or vertigo and is probably not the result of a true rruscular
weakness. It would appear to result from an effect on the proprioceptive reflex mechanism since with czn-
scious effort one can maintain the normal erect position usually maintained by reflex mechanisms."

Of course. one must still explain why decrements were obtained on the rail task at lower ltevels of
stimulation v s- there was little or no stimulation of the joints (the noise was presented through ear-
phones). At .,ese lower levels, as well as the higher levels of course, it is possible that the vestibulaf
system is being stimulated but not indicating the fact in the :onsciousness of the subjects or manifested
by nystagmus. There may be a rather wide intensity range to which the vestibular system responds before
there are any subjective or nystagmic indications of vestibular stimulation. Consider the possibility that
acoustical stimulation, except at very high levels, just causes a diffuse reaction of the vestibular system
and does not yield a sensation of turning or one of directionality; the same type of response t0at occurs
to weak motion stimuli. (This, of course, would explain our failure to find a clearcut effect on the per-
ception of the vertical task.) For example, Jongkees (18) in discussing his extensive experimentation oi;
the oscillating parallel .wing states: "--the first thing you feel is a certain rhythm, but you do not
know what it is, whether it is a displacement or a rotation." Peeiaps the same thing is true for the acous-
tic stimuli we have used in our experiments. The effect is difficult to describe by the subjects because
of the oscillato-y nature of the stlmulus and of course, tne rate of this oscillation is out of the fre-
quency range normal for vestibiflar sensitivity. In an unpublished study we have applied negative pressure
in the earcanal of 10 subjects and have becii unable to demonstrate a clearcut effect on equilibrium. The
failure to demonstrate an effect was dup in large part to two subjects who adopted an unusual posture on
the rail. They tilted their han. appiiximately 30 degrees toward the side of stimulation and surprisingly,
they performed about as well on the rail task with their head tilted as they did in the control condition.
It seems quite unlikely that such results would have been obtained with a low frequency oscillating pressure.

Regardless of the hypothesis that is adopted about the particular sensory system ,nost affected by high
intensity noise, the results of the present study are important from both an applied and methodological
point of view. Important from an applied point of view, since noise levels have been found to adversely
affect human equilibrium at levels considerably below those that wot'ld be expected to damage hearing. And
important from a methodological point of view, because a measure, eyes open measure on the rails, has been
obtained which shows considerable sensitivity to noise. This is an important accomplishment, since it now
allows us to c-,plore the parameters of the noise stimulus to determine their relative effectiveness in pro-
ducing decrements in equilibriwm. The relative effects of different noise spectra, different frequencies,
different lengths of exposure, and intOrmlttent exposures can be explored.

Future studies should be extended to other ty-es of acoustic stimuli than those used in the present
study. In particular, the effects of static pressure, and ultra-low frequency sound should be examined.
Parker et al (19, 20) have examined both types of stimuli using guinea pigs. They presented stimuli in tVe
frequency range of 0.1 to 10 Hz, as well as static pressure and cbserved the eye movement response of guinea
pigs. They found that with the acoustic stimuli: "--approximately 2.0 - 2.5 in. Hg produced a movement anal-
ogous to that seen in normal counterroiling, and is some cases, nystagmus." And "--With static pressures
of 1.5 - 2.0 in. Hg, nystagnus was generally elicited following the counterrolling--." Control studies
using deaf guinea pigs and those with sectioned 8th nerves leave little doubt that the respocses are of a
vestibular nature. In interpreting these results with potential application to human subjects, these authors
state: "--disturbances of orientation and equilibrium would be expected following rapid pressure changes
if the pressure equalization in the middle ear were retarded ThiW situation would occur if a Eustachian
tube were lilocked.--" Mohr et a) (2) have studied effects of low frequency acoustic stimuli on human sub-
jects for the purpcse of detiinniing tolerance limits. From their experiments, they conclude: "The pres-
ently available data support the conclusios; that noise-experienced human subjects, wearing ear protectors,
can safely tolerate broad band and discrete frequency nvise in the I - 100 cps range for short durations at
sound pr-ssure levels as high as U.& dB. At least for the frequency range above 40 cps, however, such
exposures are undoubtedly appruaching the limiting range of subjective voluntary tolerance and of reliable
performance." The periv'd of testing in this experiment was usually only from .25 to two minutes at these
levels. In reviewing this investigation, Burns (22) states: "The results provide the necessary informa-
"tion for proper judgements of the effects of such sound to ,e made. Thus the great merit of this
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investigation is the ability i t confers to separate real and potential dangerous effects from the vague
suppositions and sinister implications which sometives appear in con-specialist accounts." There is cer-
tainly an element of truth in this statement, however, it goes too far. Just because people are willing
to tolerate such high level of noise for a couple of minutes, with no apparent damage does not mean that
there is no longer any need to be concerned with such levels of noise in terns of performance and physiolog-
ical changes.

Our studies certainly do not indicate that men cannot work in such high intensity noise since most
seem to be fairly efficient. The fact of the matter is that we have only scratched the surface, we do
not know what importance if any that our studies have. One study (23), conducted at the same intensities
used in the rail study, showed that a discrimination task, conbining short term memory and visual doscrimi-
nation, as well as a hand-tool dexterity test were adversely affected. On V',e discrimination tasks the
subjects made more errors than they did in the quiet, and on the tand-tool dexterity task the subjects took
10 to 15% longer to complete the task than during the control cor.dition. Also, the exposure to the noise
was only 10 to 15 minutes, and of course, this does nct tell us anything about situations where men go in
and out of such noise several (or ma•y) times in one day or are exposed for longer piriods of time. In fact
the conclusions of the exploratory studies contained in the Benox Report (I, 9) conducted many years ago
would apply to the results we have obtained with the discrimination task and the hind-tool de.terity task.
The authors of the report conclude: "(a) There was a tendency toward increased time necessary to accomplish
a relatively complex psychomotor task. (b, Subjects more frequently fcr-got or neglected to follow instruc-
tions. And (c) There was an urge to work hurriedly and get out of the noise situation.' Up to this point
in tice, we are not able to say very much about the effects of extremely intense noise beyond what was said
a number of years ago by the authors of the Benox Report. And over the years the urgency has somewhat goneout of the problem because ef a tendency of men in such noise levels to both wear ear orotection and to wear
more adequate ear protectio,. However, there is the necessity of taking a more analytical look at the
effects of such noise as well as loohing at higher levels. The very intense noise characteristic of many
military situations has been studied but little. Although there is much literature on the effects of lower
levcls of noise iup to n15 dB), tdere is little on the highly intense noise and it is particularly important
that the lat. "r be studied more intensively because we are only partly studying the same stimulus that is
discussed in the literature on the effects of noise on man.
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DISCUSSION

PERDRIEL. I think that we should not be surprised to note an influence of no .e on vestibular function
as this falls in the category of sensory interactions. Noise of the ievel of 1lOdB indeed
causes a decrease in vistial performance with the same characteristics as that which was
described. Concerning this interactior between noise and vision, it is believed that its
effect is situated at the thelaxic level. (an one formulate the same explanation for the
effect of noise on vestibular function?

HARRIS. In our studies with the high intensity broadband noise many sensor;; iystems are stimulated
through the action of airborne vibrations. Therefore, sensory interaction undoubtedly
occurred. Hovever, since -were able to produce an even larger decreent with a 1,000 lNz
intermittent tone, present.- asy=otrically through earphones, I am inclined to think that
the vestibular receptors were directly stimulated.

COHN. Hay it not be possible, as a control for auditory muscular reflexes, to use qubjecta wi:h
auditory damage but with their veacibular systems intact?

HARRIS. Yes, if one could find such subjects. Most individuals with auditory damage have damage to
their vestibular systems as wi.ell.

AI.COL'I. Is there any possibility that the effects you see are due to reflex response of sKeletal
muscles to the very high sound levels you use?

HARRIS. Yes, there can be no question about this. There may be reflexes produced both by action of
the noise on the auditory system and by a direct action on the skin, muscles and joints.
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ALCOHOL INDUCED POSTROTATORY FIXATIONAL NYSTAGMUS,
A TRAINING FILM ON A SIMPLE FETHOD OF DETECTING

cLIGHT ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATIONS IN PILOTS.

Lt.Col. G.FrUhlich, OAF, HC

Flugmedizinisches Institut der Luftwaffe
8080 Firstenfeldbruck, Fliegerhorst

Summary:

This film shows the practical procedure and its nystagoographical corrblates. with this test,
the flight surgeon has at his 6isposal a reliable and simple method to de~ect and thus eliminate
from flying pilots in an acute state of alcohol intoxication or with a marked hangover from the
night before.

In normal and h:ealthy subjects, postrotatory nystagmas is suppressed b) icular fixation. This
is due to the inhibitory effects of a c.'ntral regulatory system located in the Formatio reticu-
laris. An even slight alcohol intoxication decreases these inhibitory functions, and thi subject
is not able to suppress postrotatory ny3tagmus, which then is clearly visible to tne examiner.
This fact has first been described by MANZ in 1939. On this basis TASCHEN then developed a simple
test to detect alcohol intoxicatione especially for the use in forensic mf.dicine:

Shile standing, tne subject is turned round his vertical axis 5 times within 10 setonds with

his eyes open in a room with normal illumination. Then he is stepped abruptly and has to fixate
the examiner's finger held 25 cm away from his eyes. A marked nystagnus of more than 4-5 seconds
duration indicates an alcohol intoxication with blood alcohol concentrations of 0,5 - 0,8 o0.

ELBEL, HEIFER and PIOCH then investigated the significance of this test on a large saeple of
2800 alcohol intoxicated povrzns. Fig. 1 shows the increase of mean durations of poatrotatory
fixwticnn! nystagmus in rei.L.icn to blood &lcohol concentrations.

:iystagmogiraphic control tests in the resorption phase (Fig. 2) revealed, that the differentia-

begins at 0,3 6o. Above 0,5 9o every postrotatory alcohol nystagmus is clearly distinguishable
from every ENG tracing of normal subjecte. After a mean blood alcohol concentration of 1,16 %o
and 2-3 hours after the end of the alcohol ingestion the tests were still positive in the elimi-
nation phase with concentrations of 0,7 - 0,9 %ao
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DISCUSSION

LISSBERG. Just a suggestion: could not the sensitivity of the test be improved by using 10 rotations in
20 seconds instead of 5 rotations in 10 seconds? This would give the cupula time to returz,
to its zero position and respond to the full 180% sec stoppinTg impulse.

FROHLICH. This is undoubtedly true, but this test hat not been deve.loped for use by ENT specialist,.
Hill make this suggestion to Dr Heifer at the University of Bonn, who has made the mostI ~ extensive study on this problem.

_LB__SHT. Isn't the state of light (or dark) adaptation -mportant in determining the amplitude of E'G.
Subjects could falsely diminish EOG by controlling his state of adaptation.

FROHLICH. This test is only performed in a normally lighted room and the test person is always in a
state of adaptacion to the ambient illumination. Furthermore, in a clinical setting the
nystagmus response is assessed visually and not by eleccro-oculographic techniques.

BLOOM. Have you used your t-chnique to detect other drug abuse items such as marijua.:-. heroin,
B- tranquilizers or ant .histamines?

FROHLICH. No, we have used this technique only to evaluate the effects of Caffeine or Pervitin on
alcohol intoxicated persons. These two drugs did not improve postrotatory fixation;
postrotatory nystagmus was not decreased.

ANGIBOUST. During experimental alteration of the tatate of wakefulness, obtained either by pharmacological
agents or simply by sleep deprivation, one observes an important degradation in the form of
sacc3dic eye movements. When the subject was asked to fixate alternative'y, and Lt his own
rhythm on t~wo points with an angular separation of 7600, initially, the single saccadic eye
movement was rapiaccd by a n,=ber of smaller saccades, which later gave way to a smooth slow
eye movement, between the fixation points. This phenomenon would appear to be similar to
the described by Col Frohlich.

FROHLIM. I am ,,cry grateful for this remark. We found the same effec, in the elcctronystagmographie

records of subjects who fixated seq:uentially or. points with a 200 separation.

D
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ANALYSIS OF THE~ VESTIBULO-UCVTLAk COUNTERROLL. REFLE~X IN PRIMIATES*

A. M. Junker, Captain, USAF
C. R. Replogle, Ph.D.

K. A. Smiles, lst L~t, USAF
R. D. Brown, Captain. USAF

Ae'rospace Medical Research L~aboratory. Wright-Patterson Air Force Hase, Ohio 45433
and

R. If. Wheeler, Captain, USAF
Air Force Inst it tot of 'rechrology, Wright-l'at turson .4ir Force 11a0-, Ohio 45433

SUMMARY

The vi-ttibulo-ocular reflex -%anifest by counterri'll waki used to determine the response dynamics
(if the vetitibu ir system and alterations In these dynamics subt~equent to +Cx acceleration exposure. Six
r~itwMiN monkoyti were testted bilforr and aifter acce erut ion exposure to determine If slignificant chaniges had
occurred in the vest lbulo-oculsar counterrol I reflex. rhu tests consisted of constant speed rotation,
pendular oscillations and multiple sInei wave oscillations about the subject's cyclopean axis. Ocular
counterroil wits recorded using at linear resolver mechanically fixed to th'e monkey's eyeball. The data
Collected v'am analyzed by use Of the rnst Fourier Transform. This work demonstrates that there is no
significant decrenaL. In the system gain with Inputs up to I hiz; the observed phase lag csn be accounted
for by a time delay of aipproximatuly 0.2 secondis, and there is no significant response alteration caused
by akccelIera tion loading tip to 75 i<*x.

I N'ritofllcTioN

Recent emphasis oin the Interaction of vestibular function and hwilan operator performance has dem-
onstrated a critical need for a mathematical analysis of the vestitiular system. Thle primary purpose of
our work Is to define thle transfer function characteristics of the vestibular system in order to predict
ves~tihular influence on man/machine control performance.

Previoust ttudies have indicated that the ocular counterroll reflex in a measure of vestibular
furnctioni and that both the semicircular canals and otolith organo. are Involved, In order to assess the
ttnfluence of the semicircular canals and otolith organs on human operator performance, a quantitative
description of thesie systems to necessary. It has been postulated that otolith organs act as linear
acce~leration sensors and that the semicircular canals at' at, angular acceleration sensors. Their functions
may therefore be se~parated by correlating the smooth pursuit component vf ocular counterroll with the
Iliaar ak-elerat ion port ion of thu forcing function andi by correlating the rotary nystagmus portion with
the angular aucce lerat ion component of the forc ing function.

harkor, et- al, (1) have reported otolith organ damage in guinea pigs exposed to acceleration
ltevelsi is low III 1.1 ;(x. This suggests that commsonly usned extperimental acceleration levels might cauloe
functilonal otol ith organ damage.. Monkeys were ex~posed to +(;x accelerat ion (12.5 to 75 4Gx) in an attempt
to alter vestibular function. Using ocular counterroll as an Indicator of vestibular function (speciff-
cally otolith organ function), counterroll. measurements were made before and after 4-Gx acceleration.

ME;THODS

iExperimentts dcsigned to yield baseline data were conducted with t~rclvte rhesus monkeys. Direct
m,.klaturt-rnents8 of ,'yeha II counterro II relative to thle med ian sagi tta i plane were made by using a custom
fit ted contact Ivli.s coup led to a 1inear transformer.* To eliminate slippage, the lens was sutured to the

eyeball %tsing two sutures placed at Lthe medial andi lateral I imhus (Figure 1). During suture placement,
tht, monkey was under metered halothane anesthesia. Thle sutures are passed through holes drilled in Lthe
lens, the lens Is4 next inserted and Lthe sutures tied. Subjectst were Immobilized In a restraint chair
mokntitil d on a control led motion pin tforin * Tile contact lens was t hen coupled via a flexible shaft (FIgure 2
to a lI near t ransformer mounted on the mot ion plt form. Duir ng tile experiment. a% topical anesthetic wats
ad inininutered Lto minimize discomfort. [ruet other eye was covered andi the experiment conducted In near
darknucssu.

the subjects wore exposed ito three t vleu. ol 'motion Input about Lthe cyclIopean ax Ist constant speed,
pendular oscillait ions and mu titiplec mune wave osc ii lat tons. The position of thle subject's median sagitta 1
plant- relatilve to the local gravity vector wast measured by means of a potentiometer connected to thle drive
"shaft of the rota ting p latform.* We def ine the liitotnt iome ter out put as go . To facilitate viewing of the

lime traces for posit lye potentiometer va lues, cotinterrol I ouitput fromt tile linear transformer wats defined
as poatitlye , Constant speed rotat ions (0.0.5-1.0 liz) were used becauise they afford linear acceleration
Inputs with no anrgular acceleration component.* For this Input, the acce lerat ion, As, is gienb

As- galn0, * whuere g is 980. For constant speed Input., thu potentitome ter reads from + 18 t o +18 B'And
reset a at thi- nullI poin ti n tht, whindi1ng (Figure 1). P endo i r --ot ions (Ot9O'*. 0.*05-0-5 Iif ) were aliso used.

*Tii exer men a epotedheretin were, conduicted accordinog ito the "Cu ide for Laboratory A\nlmalb Fitc itlltes
and Carv,, 1965, prepared by the Comm i~tete kin thle Guide for lanhoruittory An imun 1 Resiources, National. Acad.'my
of Sc I unces - Natitonal Remea rchI Counc il.
Fur ther reproduc tion Is author ized to sut isf'v needs of tile I' * 5 Civernment.
The- research reported in this paper wast conduceted by perstonnel. of the Aerospac'e Medical Re,%carch Laboratory.
Aerospace Med icalI Divisilon * Air Force Systems Command, andi the Air Forve Institute of Technology, Wright -
IPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.
Thu it p~ipvr hins been identifird by Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory as AMIi.-Th-7 1-59.
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The linear acceleration component of this input is much like that for constant speed rotations with the
addition of a sinusoidal angular acceleration compcrent (0c). Since this input is a combination of linear
and angular acceierations, the response to btth can be separated, assuming linearity. The third input

was random appearing pendular motions designed to produce a nonpredictive inpat. The summation of five
sine waves (0.05-0.6 llz) was used as the nonpredictive forcing function to the :4otion platform. Input (ec)
and output (eye position) signals were recorded on analog tape and subsequently digitized and recorded on
aigital tape for analysis on an IBM 360 Model 40 graphics computer. The Fourier Transforms of the input
and output time records were approximated using the discrete Fourier Tra;asform implemented by the Cooley-
Tuckey Algorithm or Fsst Fourier Transfor.m. From the transform values, the )ower spectral densities (PSD)-
for the input and output signals were computed.

Six of the twelve rhesus monkeys tor which baseline data was collected were exposed to high +Gx
acceleration levels. Each monkey was anesthetized, placed in a restraint device and exposed to various
acceleration profiles (Table 1). Ocular counc.rroll response of all six subjects was measured at different
times ranging from one day to several months after acceleration exposure.

RLSULTS AND DISMUSSION

Normal counterroll re ponse to constent speed rotation consists of an initial nystaghus (input
onset) followed by a smooth sinusoidal eye movement and concludes with a post-rotary nystagmus (input
cebsation, Figure 3). Relating the smooth portion of the response to the linear acceleration inpur for
various speeds yields a dynamic modal of the linear actelerometers. The dynamic response of the angular
accelerometers can be derived by application of the Laplace transform to a comparison of the slow phase
component of the post-rotary nystagmus with the change in angular velocity of the chair.

Response to pendular motions 's similar to that caused by constant speed rotation with the
inclusion of a fast phase component throughout the trace (Figure 4). Portions of the response which
generally are in the direction of the stimulus are called slow phase components (SPC). Those components
which are either opposite in direction to the SPC or %hich have significantly greater slope than the SPC
are defined as fast phase compor.ents (FPC).

The FPC of the counterroll response is believed to be a resetting action caused by velocity and/or
contraction limits inherent in the ocular muscles. Removal of this resetting motion and cumulation of the
SPC yields the commanded eye motion. This motion• represents ocular response to vestibular output caused
by both angular and linear acceleration inputs. It is this cumulativr e7e motion which we wish to use to
study the dynamics of the vestibular system. Removal of the FPC and cumulatior of SPC for a response to
a pendular motion is shown in Figure 5. The mithod used to remove FPC is structured around an algorithm
suggested by Tole and Young (2). From Figure 5 it can be seen that cumulation of the slow phase position
results in ,ppr-cimately 80* of commanded eye motion. From thir cumulative slow phase position and 'he
information derived from constant hpeed rota-.ion, the response to linear acceleration can be cemoveJ to
yield the counterroll response to angular aci.eleration.

A time trace of the counterroll ret.ponse to the third input, multiple sine waves, is shown in
Figure 6. Though it is difficult to assesh the aegree of :orrelation between input and output signals
from this illustration, preliminary frequ,ncy analysis indicates that the fundamental frequency components
of the counterroll response (output) o,.ctz at the same freque zies as that of the ieput. This is also
true for constant speed rotation and pcnular motion (Figures 7, 8, and 9).

From the constant speed input i•n~d output transforms, phase and amplitude ratios can be computed
and a Bode diagram constructed for bastline data. This work is presently being carriad out and should
yield a model for the linear accelerw-eters. Some of the data analyzed thus far is plotted in Figure 10.
This data indicates that taere is no significant decrease in amplitude ratio with increasing frequency
up to 1 Hz. The observed phase laC shown in the lower portion of Figure 10 can be arcounted fcr by a
time delay of approximately 0.2 secnd .

The cumulated slow phase 'ounterroll due to pendular motion Input r," :cts a response to both
linear and angular acceleration. Using the model for the linear accelero-meters, tne response due to
linear acceleration can be removed. From the remaining counterroll response and the angular acceleration
input, another &de diagram car he constructed to give the dynamic characLeristics of the angula!
accelerometers about the cyclcptan axis.

The pre and post acrceleration counterroll respm.rses appear qualitatively the same and the Gx
exposure levels used seem Io have no demonstrable effecz on the functional cMracteristics of the
vestibular organs. Phase and amplitude ratios of the counterroll response to constant speed rotations
after acceleration exporure do not vary significantly from values before exposure. In addition, none of
the monkeys exposed to 4Gx acceleration exhibited behavioral dbnormalities symptomatic of vestibular end
oxian damage. Prelirinary temporal bone examination suggests that these levels of acceleration do not
result in gross diplacement of otoconia.
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Table 1. Tabl.e of G-Expusure Profiles

G

F

R
C
E

T I
U _ _ _: "
U
D
E 0

tI t 2  t T I
Monkey Date (Sec) .L~e) (Sac) (S~c) (G.)M76 6 Nov 70 26 61 70 35 50

M76 13 Nov 70 37 67 85 30 60

M76 30 Nov 70 49 94 117 45 70

N88 10 Dec 10 48 101 123 55 70

080 18 Mar 71 11 71 78 60 12.5

092 18 Mar 71 19 79 89 60 25 J

20 18 Mar 71 51 81 104 30 75

P;2 18 Mar 71 10 70 76 60 12.5
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DISCUSSION

BENSON. Your Bode plots, whizh presumably reflect the dynamics of the otolith/eye control system, show
only phase lag at the hiqher frequencies (0.1-1.0 Hz). Yet in experiments carried out on
human subjects exposed 1o a rotating specific force (as in your experiments) we have found
that over a wide range o: frequencies judgement of position was phase advanced. Can you
:econcile these subjective data with your objective findings.

JUNKER. Not really. But I would lke to say that other data collected by Kellogg, who used a photo-
graphic technique with human subjects, showed phase lag at frequencies above 0.1 rad/sec. In
addition I seem to remember subjective data collected by Heiry & Young, during linear
sinusoidal oscillation, also showed lag with increagins frequency.

MALCOLM. Is it possible that the lag tarm in your data could be due to the extra mass of the lens-stalk
transducer system? It would appear that these components are quite massive.

wo the remarks of Dr Benson, i can add that it is quite simple to fit the data obtained byLowenstein .1 Roberts for the gravity receptors in the Ray by postulating a phase advance model.

JUNKER. We have calculated that the torque required to operate the linear transformer is insignificant.
As you probably knowmeasu:ements of torsional eye movements are usually either very time
consuming (photographic technique) or very expensive (TV and computer analysis). Our technique
is neither expensive nor time consuming. Torsional eye movements were measured by Kellogg
and also Replogle 5 Kabrisse many yearo ego utilizing a photographic technique. They used
land-marks on thu iris so there was no inertial loading of the globe. Their results (though
fewer and limited) also indicated increasing phase shift as a function of time as does ours.
Let me add that at low frequercy (below 0.2 Hz) the stimulus is sich that the subject moves
around more and variability is inrreased. At low frequencies we found both lead and lag,
thus our model really holds only for the higher freo,,encies.
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Two Specific Kinds of Disorientation Incidents:
Jet Upset and Giant Hland

by
R. Malcolm and K.E. Money

"Abstract
In certain circumstances (instrument flying conditions and severe turbulence), an inappropriate

pilot input to aircraft controls leads to a dangerous nose down attitude of the aiicraft. There have
been something in excess of 26 of these "Jet Upsets". In similar circumstances, there have been a few
reports of what can be called the "Giant Hand" phenomenon, in which the pilot reports that the aircraft
controls are forcea into an extreme position and held there as if by a giant hand. Prlcipitating
circumstances and underlying mechanisms of these two kinds of incidents aie discussed. and some
unpublished experimental observations are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Several kinds of pilot disorientation in flight, such as the Coriolis disorientation, the "leans",
and the sensation of climbing which accompanies forward acceleration, are well known by scientists and
by pilots. Pilots are advised that when they become aware of any of these kinds of disorientation
they should f!y (as alwayf) by visual reference, usually by visual reference to the aircraft instruments.
The instruments should be cross checked and believed and made to indicate the desired attitude of
flight repardlesc of continuing or resulting sensations that the aircraft attitude is not what the pilot
wants. This advice has passed the test of time a-d 1t is a correct and vital part of a pilot's
instruction ;n awiation medicine. Nevertheless, this 'dvice as usually given is incomplete for dealing
wizh two less common and less well known kinds of disorient'tion which are described below.

DtE JET UPSET PHENOMENON

"On February 12, 1963, a Northwest Airlines Boeing 720B aircraft, after taking off from
Mliami Jnternational Airport in Florida, flew into thunderstorm turbulence at about 19,000 ft altitude
and crashed, killing all of the passengers and crew members on board" (Hlitchcock and Chambers 1965).
This accident is considered the first caused by turbule.:ce in a swept wing jet transport aircraft, and
probably it is also the first case of "Iet upset" in a transport aircraft. A jet upset involves a jet
aircraft which, without the pilot intending it and without structural failure, gets into a severe
nose down attitude and loses a lot of altitude. After upset, recovery to level flight is diffcult
and in many instances the aircraft crashes into the ground.

From flight recorder data, and from crew reports in those cases in which the aircraft was saved,
has been learned that the upset syndcm ofteit includes:

(1) instrument flight conditions (no visual horizon)
(2) severe turbulence
(3) pilot inability to read his flight instruments for a period of time
(4) a sensation in the pilot that the aircraft has pitched up dangerously, even to the

point of pitching up into a half loop (this sensation is erroneous)
(5) a pilot control input which causes the nose of the aircraft to be lowered dangerously
(6) difficulties in raising the nose of the aircraft back to level flight (these difficulties

can involve mistrim, "tucking", stalling of the he:izonta! stabilizer drive, and control
column forces of over 200 pounds).

In sore cases jet upset has been initiated by failure of the automatic pilot.

There are records (Bisgood and Burnham 1965, Bulcy 1967, Soderlind 1V64) of 26 jet upsets in
coamercial airliners in less than 10 years, and recoids of 12 similar upsets in propeller driven aircraft.
There zre probably additional (unpublici:ed) incidents involving commercial aircraft and further
additional incidents involving military aircraft. It seems clear that some of the upsets have occurred
without gross human malfunction (for example, 2 upsets which were initiated b) failure of the autopilot)
but in many other instances human malfunction is well documented. Pilots have reported that they were
disoriented and that they were unable to see the instruments.

In February of 1970 a commercial PCS air.craft was descending in cloud when severe turbulence
was encountered, including negative G forces. The captain of the aircraft reported later that after a
brief period of this turbulence the instrument panel became blank and he had the sensation that the
aircraft had done a half loop ane was on its back. lie reported pushing forward on the control column.
The feeling of being upside down was, he said, overpowering for what seemed like several minutes. lie
was about to give control to the first officer %hen the first officei said "Christ, we're upside do,n".
The captain then decided that there was nothing to be gained by hending over control to someone
equally d'soriented. The second officer meanwhile was aware of negative G, he saw that the captain
was holding the control column forward and he saw the artificial horizon which was indicating a nose
down attitude. When the first officer said "Christ, we're upside down" the concerned second officer
said "No we're nit. Pull it up, pull it up". It is not clear whether the captain was able to act
on the advice ilmediately or w;¢ethar he waited until he could see the attitude instruments. The
first officer was ipparently the first to start pulling on the control column, and then the captair
jointd him and together they pulled the nose up, with encouragement from the second officer who was
saying "A little mere, a little more". When the captain wa5 able to see the instruments again, the
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aircraft was in relatively smooth air, but still in cloud. This is perhaps a typical jet upset
incider.t, except that it can be considered unusual (Soderlind 1964) that recovery was effected
without the establishment of visual outside reference.

Aside from the engineering and procedural aspects of turbulence penetration and aside from
the mechanics of aircraft controls which are effective in pulling up from a .,iph speed dive (two
important parts of the problem) there are also several human factors parts of the problem which
require action. First, a study should be undertaken to design and build the best seat for permitting
vision during turbulence and vibration. This is clearly an importal, problem since pilots have reported
incidents even during clear air turbulence when the instruments %ere not readable. It is possible
that in the DC8 incident described above the second officer was able to read the artificial horizon
because his seat cushion or springs oscillated bim differently during the vibration, either because
his seat or his body weight was different. Second. the face of the artificial horizon should be
increised, perhaps doubled, in size to make it easier to see. There seems to be no compelling reason
for it to be only three inches in diameter. The colouring and lighting of this instrument could also
Le optimized for turbulence penetration. Third, pilocs should be given special instruction concerning
disorientation in the jet upset situation.

Pilots should be told that in turbulence, particularly when visibility is restricted by
clouds or by darkness, it occasionally happens that the pilot experiences an overpowering sensation
(initited by his body's inertial receptoi,) that the aircraft is pitching up, even up into a half loop.
If such a sensation is experienced the pilot must remember that it might be a false sensation and he
must not make any heroic control movements before checking the artificial horizon. The advice to the
pilot thus far is essentially the classic "believe your instruments" but for this situetion it goes
further. The pilot should be told that if he tries to check the artificial horizon but cannot read it,
the aircraft controls should be left neutral until the artificial horizon can be read and it should be
remembered that many pilots in thIs situation have pushed the nose down dangerously far. It is

exceedingly dangerous to use nose down trim in this situation. hMen the pilot can read the instrument!
he should believe them and use the aircr'ift controls to make them read corre!ctly regardless of
sensations concerning orientation. It should be remembered that in severe turbulcn~e the only
instrument which always gives correct attitude information (disregarding malfunctions) is the artificial
horizon (Soderlind 1964, Biley 1967, litchcock and Chambers 1965).

.lIE GIANT hAND PIIENOMENON

Three aircraft incidents have been brought to the attention of the authors wherein the pilot
has lost control because the control e .lumn has been apparently pulled forward or sideways despite all
efforts on the part of the pilot to re train it. The initial reaction has been to assume that some
control malfunction has precipitated t is event; however, further evidence reveals that this is not
the case. In one instance (King 1962) 'he pilot (a medical doctor) felt the control column being
pulled from him as though by a "giant hait.". lie tried to center the control c.,umn bj pulling on it
with both hands and both knees, but with no -uccess. Reali|€ng that lhe was disorientcd, he realeased
his grip on the stick, and watched while it fi,.ted back t, .he ccntral position by its0.f. For
several minutes thereafter he was able to control the aircraft only by grasping the control column
with t.umb and forefinger, lie was suffering from a subjective impression that the aircraft was in a
steep bank to the right, and whenever be closed his hhole hand over the stick it appeared to be thrown
forceably over towards the left".

In another instance, the a:ýsnred control malfunction caused the aircraft to drop its nose
uhile at very lou altitude, shortly alter thle pilot switched off the afterburner. After the pilot
ejected, the aircraft continued on for a considerable distance before impacting the ground at a
shallow angle.

The third case occurred during a uive toambing attack, ihcn the pilot founj that he could not
pull out of the dive even by using both hands and his leg. The stick uas being firmly held uell
forward and to the left, and so he pushed it further fomard and eventually recovered control by doing an
outside roll.

Conditions Leading to Onset

There are four conditions common to all of the above three ir idents hh.ch might be necessary
for the 'Giant Iland' effect to take place. A state of anxiety or mental arousýal seems to have been
prevalent for some ninutes prior :o th.e incident. The control of the aircraft has involved a motor task
of one or both hands. Immnediately prior to the event, the pilot has been distracted from the
immoediate ta-k of controlling the attitude or' the .:rzrtif*. The resultant gravity vector has been
rotated forard (as d.iring deceleration), or the pilot felt that ne was pitched forward, as when
diving or during s-ome types of coass-coupled head movements.

Experimental Evidence

A preliminary experiment to test these ¢or.ditions %as peiforned in a crude flight simulator
mounted on the back of a 21. ton trick. The Eimulator could be manua!. m•1ved to any po.Aition from 45°
nose dohn to -5° nose up and 450 of roll in either direct.on. The sultects sat in an aircraft seat,
fully harnessed, and enclooscd by black shrouds mounted on frames affixed to the seat. The scat
itself %as n-o:znted on gimbals to permit the lattitudes of tiotion descri|,ed above. The sabiect held
a pa .ve 'control' stick in his right hand, and the po.silion (fore/zft, lef't/right) of the stick has
indicated to the experi'-entor, on tuo scale, outside the shrouds. The attitude of the ';irulator Uaf
altered by an as~ihtan- -ing hmndle- affixed to the ginbals. in response to the indiz..ated po-ition
of the control stick.

The nublccth here instructed to fly the -iirulator .it Ohiat tbv\ perceiixed ,.- a 1.° nosp up
attitade, wings straiight and level, hhile the truck accelerated from 0 to 50 miles, per hour. Upon.
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reaching this speed, the subjects were told to fly straight and level, when they were surprised with
a sudden deccleration caused by a one second application of the truck's brakes.

Of the 20 subjects tested in this maa.ner, two exhibited wh.t could be classifind as a giant
hand effect. They both felt as though the stick were being wrested from their hands, ' .h became very
agitated and thought that they had tipped over. On,, man insisted that he had hit his head on the
floor of the truck, although this was obviously an imvossibility.

A Possible Mechanism

The condition of anxiety is known to increase the level of activity of the Reticular
Activating System in the mid-brain. The rotating gravity vector increases the activity in Deiter's
nucleus. The motor task of gripping the stick increases the level of activity in Sherrington's final
common pathway in the spinal column. A sudden distraction from the control task possibly releases
pyramidal tract control. All of these conditions are known to lead to or increase an existing state
of spasticity Brain (1927) found in hemiplegic patients whu are tipped forward from the upright
position, that tile paralyzed arm which is usually flexed becomes rigidly extended and supports the body
in anthropoid (quadruped) fashion.

It is proposed then, that the Giant IHant phenomenon described above is the result of a
postural reflex, an uncontrollable reflex response to the psychologic:al and physiological conditions
affecting the pilot prior to and during the incident. The pilot beli -s he is pulling back on the
control column, when in fact he is actually pushing it. The problem lb :mpounded by the fact that
a forward motion of the control column causes the nose of the aircraft to drop and tile aircraft to
enter a dive, causing the gravity vector to rotate further forward creating a condition of positive
feedback. It is not ciear whether an erroneo-r :-nsation of aircraft attitude as necessary for the
occurrence of thu Giant Hand phenomenon, and therefore disorientation as strictly defined ma, not be
involved.

Further experiments are being conducted by the authors in an attempt to better understand
this phenomenon. Until the problem is better understtod, pilots should be told that probably the
best way to cope with an occurrence of the Giant Hand "enomenon is zo cpen the control loops by either
letting go of the stick and switching to a thumb and forefinger grasp, or by pushing the control
column in the direction of the pull. Obviously the manner selected will depend on the particularcircumstances in which the pilot finds himself.
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DISCUSSION

VIOLETTE. I am in agreement with the explanation of the 'Giant Hand' phenomenon which you have suggested.However, another mechanism is also possible. Movement of the head with respect to the fleck

can bring abc'at chnnges in the distribution of muscle tonus and produce extensor moxements.
Thus fharp i.!v3tuntary movement of the head of the pilot may be an explanation of the
phenom.no-O, " dzbed; for example, turning the head to the left would engender contraction
of extel. aqcles or. t|| zight side of the body.

MALCOLM. The reflexes you describe can certainly be elicited from a 'spinal animal' ie an ani.al with
high tiansection of the spinal cord. However, everycay experience tells us that this eoes not
seem to occur in a normal, healthy, conscious humans. The mechanism I have postulated effect-
;vely producea this 'spinal condition' for a short period of time, enabling these low level
spinal reflexes to take over, and remain effectively beyond conscious control. In the three
cases discussed, it is unlikely that the pilot's head was turned away from straight ahead
position for any length of time because they all could see their hands. The other possibility
is that their heads were being thrown about by the violent manoeuvering of the aircraft, but
this would, by your explanation, produc a complex pattern of movement of the limbs and not
the steady, repeatable, cousistent push encountered by these subjects.

-'ODIE. There would appear to be little doubt that the 'giant hand' phenomenon was associated with a
panic state, but is it not possible that the limb movements were a manifestation of 'carpo-
pedal spasm' brough about by hyperventilation in this panic state?

.MALCOLM. This explanation is quite possible, and cannot be discounted. Howev,!r, in the incident
described by Wing Consander King he was able to let go of the stick, where upon it 'floated
back to centre' from its rather extrcme position. Upon grabbing the stick again, the reflex
reaction occurred again. This sequence may not be possible with such a spasm.

BENSON. The 'giant hand' phenomenon which you hav2 so graphically and clearly described is a motor
rather than perceptual phenomenon. Thus although associated with profound motion stimuli it
is not by definition 'spatial di3orientation', although it may be a concomitant of this
perceptual disturbance.

MALCOL.M. Yus I agree. The 'giant hand' is primarily a motor rather than a sensory phenomenon, thoughthere is, in part, illusory perception of mevemenc of the limbs and the forces responsible for

this motion.

---
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conditiojns obf'flight,ý co`p6 al r ~t thse -soxpciensad o`-oit high alttiTi Tnslcinp0eujiolded,238aiiiorw whose rorsothsnaioseoinodx lgt- had -'.he cazdiinal -f~atuea.Of
-the-. Iiiroi.-otf ph noneno- The moan ag~e -6f the group, rh owere allibtaz 33.-6 yr k~n~ t 2 1r 48 r2)

an h6can flying, experience- vtas- 2,892 1 (rnr~o4O-13OO hrv) i-

Altbough, by th auec -thiolcctiop pR!ocedure ccloe w-zt~ irores -studied had-
expe-rie-nced'-dihssociaitivei senfsatiojii, usually e'xpre' e a eliiofdtacliieit d-rotn srn

-i~titude,-or motion of the afrerafIt. An excam'-,le of '-~.nf isala~ yii atclrtype of
Jkjatial ioinatoiis vde by th a~s htory o c a 9y l anb~rra- pilot -wiith -2 -800 hr
flyiing expedrience.i

Thspi r~ssozted wiAth a -two year-hist 6i! or- e~ .no~lic f~eelinga of tunrea'Aty and-
dotichm~fit-whh-lixi at -high altitude. He -hzd- no sy -" ni eha ocar ucalibrition 1lihts -in' the -Canberra (B2)- iyhichi -itailed fljihg- at -heig;ht of approxifaitely

4000'ftonaOostit he~ngf' ~3~-0m-~Period-. dhb-h hnzn~ in1stinct
~I-nltfi6 ;0ound ob6r4b thuddor featui~les-6,as'enIligvrth-eahew-o

= etc ee'co~janieIý`by abprehe~iopz' an ak feir-tihat he -it -lobi-cofisciouU'rX31and
control of -the ircraft ideer h -anel able't =to'intaid '\dl ýcontro1 an! thdre -
Was z6io chaný in hIis a-~ito farrf 'a ain nit alzoo vranJe tas.
mus uar tension'anck s'o'tinjg.

Symotonas-conmaoiir continued% a.'ogish adt fystagn n l6evelon I

fi6d haidling and W ho ~newr'ne o9 no' occ'i.ionds thswu!' ýZ inW.. 4
;tp06.3jnori dita~pir a-soo G~ aii e-t def"aed ext arnal -v1 a - ofrenaec *as.

aailablo ovesl hn PI' 6,e' intok clou .'bh~tt I~ aeyb instruments.
Any trcio sc di~ t - italking-t&o '-m ~riat oi d~eainý c£ fight -ýpath-c~ould

alleviate ~ ~ P syoo.s nuh onlyý svhea s-uch-ai6 event ~pcur~di-i- spi',atanosy oiihl
atnzts-yhimý to -rdec -nYt~nin~r2~m'iidhssmta.

Ove~r-t'o-'t-i:o ye-ar uoerodi he -had ex6#akieiced- such -perccptual- di~turbarecds-on about
20 o ~a.~ons -0 30f~- mdca aic eauso' of ,ncreasingevntof-ypos.n-lit

izia 'the dv 1 -- ~ t -of niciAtory te~nsio~n &-a o.l eor fligh I hic~e-huh
-- sympteoms-rould occu-r.,

In thed reamainnt20 alncrow -ther-&was some- error in he -,OrcoptIon-o the -attitude or-mctioh-
-of theairczraft. 1'n asnythst~ h- oiof a feeliiig oý s~b~
balanced'-on-a k-nifO- edge!- r,6i Ithe i-br~ isneaddi~p~ tewito~ nn

utone -fthbi1ots2: this' -ciainatioh ~aeOiiidb app~eesio frqitlepre Oda- erta
!tl' akIrcr'aft r~ight -afillo- f thT~y' he nincijiai~ feazures- of -thii~sia 6f-opatet

- -~ntine-inMhefoflrciz a history.,

A -21. yr old 7hring Officer Zirst ex-berinchod -symt d ýoinoermrion :ri~i
the 'ka-i~ Tharingr-a-dayt -:flight -it-'-40,0 ft'o rcli&to fly- straight aid level
'for- 5 .na sycoz'ditiona -with; An initnthoioo-iva -,saddenly, vroeba -~

feeling of i lation and of-c-ing ' ou ' of. tou~ch Iwith---te aircarat. efudthth a
ari;ning -the 6:iroi -s-ti!ghtly` .nda beg-inning- to-ewen't. -re -uan- awOar* tha e a 'ia
heavily but-not. of paracsthosiac rayoodn fci.ooscs--r-sito hr a

f eeling th,` . =a so a - 'r' de az:6drln4%tat'theý aicat was 0bou ooI al ed-Of -

-yp'., es.ted for -th -,dui-ton 'o± th - eicj'C-at a tit

lhý the four oanon fS-ollcyine the -initial inoidant-h 1'exppnianced similar ptbisoh,
about Wp-cceaions. Teeoure-emfyirg- straigtsaivl-taliue necs
of-30,000--ft.ý- aoupleewith,,th-4o felng of 'inotabiliy-wan the -fear -th he i~x- becm
-diso-riontated- if he wore voquirci to Fl7y on- lnatr~scnts- -and-~ho-=as -;2xmicoue-abr f. hia
utility to6 deal with an ce-,rg~cy should--one occur. Yet on-no occaaioien-=as hF. taohtr~l, of

-- lra "di nvj#rn t, e&raOed a.zr -his-nvao notlie -a-jthngA-VntozaA:

- his--apprehension- about thq -_ecur-ronce -of incldonta -in flfight -progres'sively
increased. -He vordited be-forut talle-oiff ora--tim 60isors-n I~ bgnoacapol~le
bebane vezy anxi64s nnd-tenso--cia ~i 61inb t'zirhnoud to-30,000 ft; th %eno; asied
-up and the -hcrizon-harzyi - oeesmta td-o 0aMuti a- ciar h on- -wa
visible. O~n landiir,& hc rsported to hs qundrion Co noan~dor sit aspked to- be ;unspendoafrdm-

-Other airorewa doe;SbnIbea incideants in uwhidc -the derealimaticn sozans -or I'bronk-off' were
'eoupled zith nor-- spioific fnalse parsnOp I ns of- -the -orientation of the -Aircraft. 51hase vuld-aptezir to -
fall- into -two categories, one in whc h pcatcaof-aioe- f orientation' wac iAuiititiatively-faso,
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aind the ýAhor 'vhore it in qualitati~oV -false.' *Th' 'foijer~ of -these iTro -categorled wodid bpoi-a0 be
bat -Vr described-as an e Aigereatpedi eeption of the-attitud -or change -in &ittitud6,*f -the -airctaftu IThe

Sl~tteirpireoztS an,1llUscry pqrception, In- ihich" th6,ýporeaivoOi. oriontat ion, Of -tho -air'craft containsi
aenetnhiiar qaitilydfretfo'h corr0Ot. oqrietatlqon.- ' I't-of 'the6 co.ýmonly:
r 6oýi'ned--0xamples -of spatial disiorlntationviin flicht fall witlibithis caoj~ ~.'te'easo

falqe, enatins. o- angular motion, follbe MiTrcovery from proli'nicd ,roU1ingj aýnd oepinniiig nanobvire6.,

An xurilo-o'break-moff' associated *ith a qiiantitative error in -the perceptioz of'a'raft'-

motion- is6 illustralad by ".the inicident'r reported, byf a nothor C~inberra' pilot.

CXAS--HISTO.Yf 1, I 'Dd3LXK-OfF' = PIUMMJ~zITATrn. DIS0RMITATIMU.,
Overdr-a-- five -month- daiiol a 28 -yr-old' piliot ilith 1, 500 hr flyir4 eicperiechd had-felt

urnti ojie.fijight. when, flying at an nlti-tudo In bixcen.-s of 460WOft in a !Kf/ Ciinberraj lie,
-had a ,fceling of boinig fout of toueh' with -the- Aircraft. This se'Vzatibn Of detacýýAhet

Ywan accopnpioid by one' doer-I'mia an dzies-b' xenurg'ts'a nta'ru
Vertigo '(fee 4n~~lar motion) but1abe an -iag-ggciatcd perception- or the -notion ~ofth
ai~rciaft. ile had d3tf.Fcuty in-Cqoa'tLný his, senisations with- thb Aircraet inist iniits-

-and beg6nto -doubt, his '_ability to control the-aireirnft.'

'Sipondiniappe edý6--dur-ii~ddescdentI biit~hc i'sn acutel'y disturbed 14.- th6 Incident-
'whil, -a_ acorinlj ,eore 't-i - ioli *Icaical OficoCr.' '

A3ong4st_ the- sennorjy'disturban.-ei arsociated" with 'breiakoft', a 'Sirdt describod -by Clarrk
-Greybi 1 (5) 6n ment ion. ',aS, made -of false percoption ofarrf orottOt nd aa later pap~i' b

!ýuj7'it- was s'aec_ fac laMally statezd' thain-_ ro' fteaitr vt bekof a snatial disoriontam-
Lion'.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'hwvr ntepeet.e~ tsnf'n ht~vnplt ~recdan illusory pqrception

of~arrato'inttoni 'achts~ ia i' qualiative -error inteprevdaiue6nto~fthe-
ia'f~t, i et'e'eaný 'sntiaW dIizorientation'i hn~zia si l~hec"ol aope' eiO

!1výpical'I -the Lal0 e eensation~of aarrfaft, oriintatlion--ocdurdd- shei nthe Dilot~hAd 1eoiolcd,

0.-25- olIiilotýwith -516 hr- filing' 6ýien'Oce ibtat'he sncipAl ,featuýico~hz ofg't io~u-p of,

Thi niot ~ 4'll ca.pltel iiti ad cnvrsin ralning aut shortly,_

lielled o0-ut axt. crise aufitude, u-uail1  at-, -theight nin xcc f3,0 t~e'o~

),'an-bi''o 7ee ot, of tOuc'i .zith tVad 6ncr ift ndunoaj Conco.!itanitly, thverea
a anenJation tha't-the aircraft -.a.- banked ý3Q_400 I'ert- wing loV miichi 't -finns _-.

aso-atd it afao petccotcio -of a- low uri 'tho ~ et lhuatei~rnnO
indcatd lvelfli~it he'1 d d rfcrly In renolving-ths_ cnflict.i L ade' mall-

co'r_*6t!hs _(5-ý10O) %1 -roll attiude which interfeaid'-ith -.he maintohance -m An Accurate

heading, while accuracy- 'a_- -f~hrt dga i: by coweMov6 nso tecoirlcli

Anarche'nnivc Md' he- b&aganto doubtl isiiblib 't-m 6ia ontriol~ rTese _zy;ptoms
maaitd ll th t h as on icrum-~t am_4speae'ol hen, the -lidhts Af

cityA: ;unwair-tet~ hse e -- lea 6 1 i'visibleý

Over an 18 zsnth pearod ýie 'vIri sictilar Juleia hnv r h' law at- nighti.
Alth~ugh 'the -perceptial d.aztufaancd d~i not change notitcoablyi hebecame ore anpprhensive
aind l'rscon Oniaoint of- his ability- .o-fly s-feVj. fL,.-waz zusbhe .d~d'fr-om flin a1iic eilt
for maedl~a asse-=anat' beauý o -a abortel night take-off in -diich hfe bec.ame-confused
a 4 dAistracted' byterny liehs

-It-win found- that all' 7-pilot-switfi' qualitatively falid- perc6eption of aircraft orientation
'felt that' the aircraft wsa ban~kead a t zras h:i i.- -_ gdht and level 'flgh. uch :illusionhs 'are- of a
Aý-tyeoit 60onoiW 6xcisnd by "IF'torir 2 .ocrdpercept zionLciated %ith Be-nf
did -hot -Appear'1o e0ngender liluory soinations of a)i. .skt oii~ltlat~ionhich% dikfferedin any. distinctive
'aanor from those. experienced by- aviiators-'-withoat dissobitivo~enzatlohs.'

oerodtiecosio'fimze :atei- oLfthe 7 pilotdi with 'break-ofr' ana qualitati-vely- 3
£alce-zercetono fti iri -ft oreitto %it th -plota in mhom 'brak-di'f' was not- Associated wiith

13'satlia disorientation'l. in, other ren ct thsO tw --oups- -sra verc: iaTem~naeadf~n
~*ndr~nceof th ('ploto ith ss~tiX iorlonttationO -was 33.5' (S D. 719) :rt aaniV 34ý55 rg 1)

1300' rrnnciel;cmabe ~o' 'for the i6 Dilots without disorientattiicn ware 3.(S.D. 70f1)
-rand4 -736 rjg30 6,0)b.- '_'

Zfln"O'f',-- )'In h 6l0coer -Alots

AC6hOC=Qasohistorios- cO fAr presented' were al-Il pmroTidcd bY pilots of fixed wing-P-ircraft. 'Eow-
o~~er,. ý ^ehv en fo. _helicopter -pý'ota w~ho reported- dercalization symptoums zp eop ble to 'those-

exprS~ncd b piat ofc~ventonal aircraft; they pri~laipil differonce between -Xiied and rot ryinc
i""is t!=at the a~tte -ha '!)rcak-dffP duri.,9g flight at altitudes7"of less tl. _1l(30ft

- mhlcotrAilota experienced . -jpto=a during !*ng, stralsht I ýA, over tl c t f-
sho're drilling 17igs. 40e experiance 6f-a4 48 yýr ciiin ' "ptai pilot_-e .Abel %overle_,a ISi a'

at~s typiwal.

"LAL~b
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cA HIM !ST110 N 5 'EI COP.-.d PIULT WITH 1]ILiK-0?P

A helicopter pilot with over 3,000 hr flying experience frequently made aerrvice
flights to off-shore drkilling rigs in the Persian Gulf. On one such flight similar to
thos~e which ho had madle manyj times before during the preceding 3 years, ho had climbed

- to 500 fit and set course for the off-shore rig; the horizon was- poorly doflned
becausb -of haze and the sea below was calm and nearly featureless. After flying for
about 10 mini at constant hoad.Ing and altitude, he suddenly 6xperianced a 'light-.headed-
foeling', and that he was 'out of touch$ with his incediato environment. lie became
more aware than usual of small movements of the helicopte~r, but there was no qual ita-
t'ively false lerception of its orit~ntation. N~o other symptoms cha-ractexiistic of
hyperventilation were experienced, though he became tense and tecndedl to avereontrol.
The derealization =nd other symptoms persisted until he saw the off-chore rig and began !
to descend. 11-cause of this unusual sensory experience he returned -to the mainland
with a co-piloy, and had no symptoms.

He had no further trouble for 5 mninths when, in circumstances essentially idon-
tical to the first incident, he again had feelings of unreality. on this occasion heW
became more apprehensive and felt that ]-e would be unable to cope vith an energendy
should one &rise. Syrmptoms disappeared on landing, thoupgh he still felt somerhat ill
at ease. During the subsequent 2 days he made 5 fllights, ecah more disturoing than
the preceding one. By this tine he was agitated and seriousl.y doubted his ability to

fly with safety, so he reported the incidents to his !'edical Officer.

The other very experienced pilot also developal a feelirg of insecurity during flight overa
featureless sea -it a height of 800 ft with a cleaz? Cky and hazy horizon. "d w-as so alar1med by the son-
sation that the hellcopter was 'balanced- en a knife edge and Celt as if, mit ni topsic out of the sky'
that he reported the isolated inoident to his nedical. officer. An exnlanution of the underlying cause
of the altered ~perception probably prevented the devalopmcnt of a vicions cir-cle vith increaaing
anxiety, 'so clearly demonstrated by case histori 1-o 5.

The role of visual dues of orientation in the genesi.- of Acieralizatior -.- ?~to:ma In I] I-rs

trated. by the history of: a Squadron leader.

(Sycamores) for 10 years without incident. iowever, during conv~ars ian trmininý7 in the
Tlessex helicopter lie experi~ncd perceptual disturbance -.413n elyin5 at nig&ht.
Typically, the~ take-off and azcent to 500 ft on instruments .a wao.ithout incident, but ý
on looking at the dround and than at the flighlt inot- ,unentc these aupeard blurred --?d
he began to feel iuncertain about the orientation of the helicopter and of himself with
lmaspect to the machine. Hie felt as if he -vas 'sittingi or. something that e~oes rot
belong to met zand 'that t:se he).iopter was 'balanced over a knife edge from Wk~ch itV
might topple off'.* He became more aware of the notion and noise of the ai;rcraft,- but
there was no qualitatively false perception of its orlentiption. Ea grip~ped thle Con-
trols and movements were made more precipitously so that he tende:d to overcorrect. LIn
order to allay these disturbing sensa4-iona ho would descend as close to Ihe ýrouni as
possible in order to deriva adequate visual cues of' motion -nd attitude, but uncertain'ty
and apprehension persisted until hie landed.

S5.nilaxr symptoms occurred on fivý. sorti-2s at night an=d also on sav~ral 1--y.:tn
flight~s In which. ho hAd to 7-ix contactt nod instrument flying becanse of p>oor vt:sibility
On all these occasions he experienced u F ficulty in seeinS the instrumcnts clinrly or,
transferrinG bis gaze from outside tuj inside the hcelico~pter.

On examination he -ns found to be huffering from prazibyopia zand !,Allf occtacles
were 'Prescribed. 1:e resumed conversion traininG and -as free of - ,ny'v~to7-s '-hcn r~vierei

J an-year later.

&In contrast, the 4th helicopter plilot =Is relntively Lnexperlrcncd_ (475 hr, 3s15 hr on .I.:lico-.
tars) and first ea=riece feel-ngS of unreality an:! let i nnt Alurir, n f~l'ht ~t ngh atl 7rP ft in
hazy conryitionu. 5 -months later hie -%,x more seriously distureo.d by si~milar synr' o-s en ieogiunnin to4
descend from level flight at 3,5i03 ft, again at ni&ght wit h Wnustrial haze at th~e flight !-veL. )Ps;ý,ite
reassurance, thilee further i~ncidentn Occurred each nith increasins nit and I Orr .f confidence
before h-! wan grounded.

Relationshi~n between illusor-j osreenticn o.^ aircrnflt o-i-rstation andx v.intiIbur -,i~nction. zo a cerntribrz-
tion to the clinizal evaluation of airerov presenting aith Cyn-itoss of 'disorientation' in fligh¾, nnoecial
1.ests of semi-circu~lar canal function -zere carried out on1 a01 Ptticnts refc~rr',d to the loysl ;ir "'Orec
Institate of Aviation "Iidicine,. ;.one of 'die pat~ltnts in thu series hlere reeorzcd ro!ýe coasklcral to hnve
or-ganic disease. This opinion .tas bared on the fianzin• cf "--oin'- neur-o-otolo-7ical cxxannation, -.,,ich
included the 'ritzgerald -,' iLallpike M9 Calo0ric Tect,vhonG. the noraali'ty 0` vestibualar f-,nct!-3n vas in
question.

Becauce dis.irientatio)n is a perceptual disturba-nce, the tests vfr vetlaarjnction caýrrioi
Out Wror primariby concernad with thle senzaLL.ons evoked by ado -late radinulation of' th-e v0ZtIbur . ropIaa
The test proceture c Vl'e au t, t of' ronsatien cupulosetry i . tha -.chaimle rr'o~ ollovinge
closely that of Aschan et 421. 01f . The subigct sa's or i3y with eyes cl-ose. _r turntaýIe xich vsaIN
accelerated at 11/0 2 to a velocity of 6CO bee. ANfter 6C sec. at corstant ttui e emtablo --a
stop;ped by a mechanical brake and the subject asked to press a key :::en th2 sun-.7at,.~ 0.1 of tarL-.g
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disappeared. Following the first angular stimulus the test was repeated, but with the table rotating in the
opgositc direosion. Subsequent stopping stimuli were administered with -rotational speeds of 40 0 /sec,
20 /see, and 5 /see. The direction of rotation was alternated between each test stimulus. Finally the
60•/seo stimuli were repeated. Post-rotational lateral nystasmus was also recorded by means of a conven-
tional electro-oculographio technique.

The initial test procedure .ws first carried out with the subject seated on the turntable

with the head supported in a -ertical position. In this position the angular stimulus acts in the 2 axis
of the skmll and is equivalent to yawing motion in flight. The duration of after-sensations were also
determined when the subjects lay in the supine position on the turntable. This configuration allowed the
sensitivity of the sensory system to roll axis stimuli to be assessed.

The duration of the after-sensations were plotted against the logarithm of the intens:,iy of
thu stop velocity stimulvs, in the conventional form of a sensation cupulogram (?ig 2). From a straight
linG drawn through the poirts, measures of the time constant of the exponential decay of the after- T
eansations and of sensory threshold -ore obtained, both for the yaw and roll ax! stimuli , Comparison of
these values, for the 7 airorew with qualitatively false perception o! aircraft -Ientation with the 16
who did not experience ruch illusory sensations, failed to show a significant difference in -,V of the
measures. Likewise there was no significant difference in these measures of vestibuiar nensitivity
between the 5 aircrew. who experienced a heightened awareness of aircraft motion and those who did not
report this symptom.

Analysis of measures of the post-rotational nystagmus also failed to demonstrate ary sig-
nificant difference between the group of pilots with 'spatial disorientation' and the group in whom
'break-off' was not accompanied Iry such false perceptions. The measures stuaied were all obtained from
plots of nysta,--us slow phase velocity for the first 30 sea after stopping and included: the peak slow
phase velocity, the time constant of decay and roasures of directional prep.indorance derives from theve
two variables.

Althoagh the measures of 'slope' 'and 'threshold' of the sensation cu logram did not appear
to differentiate the group of pilots with 'spatial disorientation' from the group wizhout this perceptual
disturbance, measures of the difference between the duration of the after-sensations, for angular stimuli
to the right and to the left, were found to be of greater value, An individual cupulojram was considered
to show directioral prcponaiernce if the durations of the after-sensations produced by stimuli in one
direction were consistently longer, or shorter, than for the stimuli of equal magnitude in the opposite
direction. Thus in Fig.2 the roll axis cupulogram of the pilot with 'spatial disorientation' (case
history 4) was regarded as asyisetrical, as all the after-sensations followirg rotation to the left were
longer than the after-sensations produced by the same 3.ntensity stimuli to the right. Tne other 3 cupulo-
grams illustrated were not considered to demonstrate directional preponderance, because the difference
between the after-sonsations to the right and to the left was not consistent over thp. 5 turntable speeds
employed. "When this criterion was applied to the individual yaw and roll w1i2 cupulograms it was found
that an appreciably larger proportion of the aircrew with qualitatively false perception or aircraft
orientation exhibited directional preponderance than the other 16 withoat thiz type of disorientation.
Furthermore, in at least 4 of the 7 pilots 'he asiu-metry was in agreement with the false perception of
aircraft orientation experienced in flight.

As a specific example, consider the roll axis cupulo--an of Fig.2B obtained froz a pilot who,
when flying straight and level at high altitude felt that the aircraft was bankeo an=4 turning slowly to
the loft (case history 1io.4). The sensation cupulogram for roll awis stimrali shoss •onsistently longer
after-sensations follc-l:g rotation to the left than to the right. V'ow for a subject lying in the aupine
position on a turntable, rotation to the right (i.e. in a clockwise direction when viewed from above) is
equivalent (as far as angular motion is concerned) to rolling left wing low in an aircraft, ani on stopping
the evoked sensation is equivalent to rolling right wing low. Thus a cupulogram of the form shon.n in
Fig.2 implios a greater sensitivity to roll-left wing low than roll-right wing low.

I~ow it is suggCsted that in flight, if the pilot's a-areness of vestibular sensation is
beightoncq. 'hon relatively ninor degrees of vestibular asyrw-ntry can be the caase of disorientating- sen-
sation. ' 

1 2
J Thtus an a-ymmetry in roll, say to the left, mVy be perceived as angular Votion of the pilot

to the. left; a perciption ,hich is extended to eanbrace aircraft motion of roll vo the left because if the
close porceptnal li.kage betoeen pilot ani aircraft. Althouxg. the signals from the saml-circular canals
primarily carry infor-.ation about the velocity of angular motion tthose signals o-,. be irl&ated within the
central nervcus Wystom to give an accurate perception of the ohange in angalar pwskt0on. 1 5) Thei -lhson
engendered by- an asyrametrical canal response may thus be manifest as a false senration of either ax•_alar
velocity or angular position.

The illusory perception of aircraft orientation experienced h5 the pilo,. whose cupulog-ras are
shown in Fig.2B ..ws that the aircraft was ban•red and twrning to the left. This illusion asaords with
the laboratory demonstration nf a roll axis asymmetry in the sensation cuputlogram where there .was greater
vensitivity to angular notion in the loft wing low than in the risft wing low direction. Te demonstration
in one pilot of a vestibula.: asymictry which could account for the illusion experienced in f*Ih.t does not
establish a causal relationship. No-owover, in the 6 other pilots vWih false perception of aircraft orienta-
tion, vestibular a-n,=etry was denonstratel in all but one. Table I nurnarises the findings in the 7
pi?,rts. It may be seen that an asyrmotry ccz-patible with the in-flient illusion -was present in at 12azt.-A
4 pilots. Of the other 3, 1 pilot could not remember the direction of the illusory peerenstion of tank and
turn, and another had no directional specificity, Only in I pilot .-ms there a directional pro-ponderance of
the sensation ckpulogram .-which did not .acco-. =ith the false perception of aircraft orinntatilon (Pilot 7).

In contrast to the finding of minor degrees of vestibular asymmetry in 6 out of the 7
pilots with qu-.itatively falbe perceptions of aircraft crientation, o:.ly 2 aircrew out of the 16 without
'spat•al discrientation' were fond to have as.-metric responses. The difference between the 2 groups of
pati nts is better illustrated by Fig.3 .which show- the distribution of a neasure of asymmotrj obtained
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from the after-sensation durations. -Lhe measure employed, which makes no ansimptior about end organ
dynamics, represents tho modulus difference of the summed durations of the aitor'-ronsations to the right
at all 5 stimulus intensiti-a Fron the suwced durations of the after-senzations to the left. In order tao
minimize intor-subject vaxr:etion, the difference in the after-sensations attributable to the direction of
rotation is expressed for caah subject as a proportion of the total after-senzationi time, obtained by
averaging all right and left aftor-sonsations. Statistical analysis of the asymxetrl measures demon-
strated that; the group. of pilots with qualitatively false perception of aircraft orientati'rn had signifi-.
caxntly (P=0.01 - 0.05) greater asymmetry in both the yaw and roll axes than did the r.:oup of air-crew
who experienced coisarable symptoms of derealizatior. u without 'spatial disorientation,. Likewie h
distribution oi' the asymmotiry measure was alsoe foundl to differ significantly (P - 0.02 - 0.05) between
the t-wo g-roups, in both the yaw and the ro~ll axis. Although the numbelar of observations is small and does
not permit t'ho shape of the distribution citrve to be detcrmincd tifth accuracy the findings suggest that
in the Group without 'spatial disorientration' the aaeymxietry measure was norrmally distributed, whereas int
the group witha 'spatial disorientation' there vas a bimodal distribution of the mevsu3re. Theoe inferences
apply to thie measure of an-yrractry with attention given to the sign of the response and not to the -.odal
values depicted in ?'ia.3.

DIXCUS3102

In this paper an uttempt has been made tŽo exammine the dissociative symptomas characteristic of
-the '3reak-off' prononenon, as a feature of the broatler problem of disordered perception of orientation in 1
the MlGht envirdmiant. T7ic 2icture which cmergis is that the derealization of 'brcaic-off' may be coupiled
..ith a variety of illusorl perceptions of zircraft; ori,'ntation. In its least; structured and -most coawon

* .or thi~s illusory perception is prcsante-1 as a feeling3 of instability, though les* frequently there is a
heightened w.awrene-s of :ircraft niotion with an exaggrteprctino Ltderchgef
attitude uf t -a aircraft. In about a thirl of the a~irc-raz emamined, illusorr 's::.voz_1on of attitude and
motion occurre-d -whom the n-drcraft. was flying straight -and level, -;and ripre'ýent the type of illusion which
In conventionally describedl an 'spatial disorientation'.

It. in of intecr7t; hat in the studies of 'brcak-off' made by Clark !- Graybiel (5) and sours(7)
In the USAt an?, by lononaco 04) in Italy, illuno-ry perceoption of aircraft orientation rvas not associated

-:with 12rzaa4' 'Ionnatonia in any of the aivreww interevieed. Yet in t-o out of the five cwanes presented
by 6 rn e t t '~ pilots i -lt az if the airecrart was banko]l or turning. This difference in incidence can
probably na ;attidbutcl to the selection !proceaures employed In she various studies. Thec authors --ho
fo-mnl no ansoelatei 'sintial dinorientatIton' in' rviewd 4relatively unselected ai~rerw population,
aire-raw to seek nodical advice.

Trzaz the survays carried out it is apparen~t t hat dissoziative sensations area not infrequently
experienacn by airorear during mnootoncus phascp fli~ght at high i).litude, the incaidence ranging from

i3.57-4 (ref. 14 to-~i.Cak&Gabe' l series*- Zours I. also found tha-t 35r' (6 out of 17)
of aireraw wo-ere referredl for neuro-paychiatric asiessment an-d had flown at high altitudes, had personal A
exc ýrienac of the 'break-off! prenenonon. The majority of 'normal' airorow repart. that 'break-off' is
cnha-ri.terisca bxy a foeling of elntion, exhilaration and excitecment, but in a~bout a third (3S..', ref.5)
instead1 of -ale'-ura-bla sennations, dercaal;[Sýt.~an was accomnanlied by apprehension and anxiety. In contrazt,
only one of the pilots examined by Sours M.7 found 'break-off' to be entirely 1.leasurable, rhile in the
present -eries the :sensory disturbance was, without exception, associated with feelings of unearse and
ay'-rottension. This finding illustrates t Pe point made earli.or, mannely that the pilots described in this
report rere, like those stuilied by Sours '7 o ersnative of the nornal airrorw population, but weare
drawn from that thiri in whom I'break-off' ma; Y, disturbing rather than a jodeasum. ble exoecrience. Indeed,
in all of the 23 pilots studied, the -percetotal disturbance was associated with manifest anxiety. Such
anxiity reacttions were, in thea majority of aircrow, confined to the flight environment and in 10 individuals -

7ere sufficiently specific and repectitious to be labelled phobic anxiety. Sigeificant goneralisation cf
tno anxiety reaction had occurred in only 3 pilots. - 'Thus it would appear that the 'Break-off pheno~menon'
was, in nest cwass, the precipitant of a neurotic reaction, for other factors which could be regarded asV
being of' prim -ýaetiologia igniffiane were only apparent in 3 pilots. In this respect our finditigs =ae

in areeent with those of Sours ''~h osdrdta bekof ol ethe precipitant of nn anxiety
* reaction in susceptible individuals.

.he association of derealization and dep)ersonalization with phobic anxiety raises a rore diffi-
cult nosological problem. in the majority of (oases seen, the perceptual disturbance was clearly the
pracinitant of the sh'obic anxiety which, once establisned, potentiated the dissociative symptoms in the
_iannor of a conditione.1 response. On the other hand, 'ahere vere 2 patients in whom,'h a causality vras
not rso aotparant and the dia,"nosis- of a phob=. anxiety - "eperzonalization neurosis (U'~Jcouli be enatertaitxd

Ifnot f:irzly established.

Allart. from anxiety reactions, dissociative acnzationa also feature in =Man other clinical
entities kno-n to nmsychlatry. and can be produced by orGanic lesions and toxic states. In the group of
aircraew s-ul1iod, only pavniaimappears- as an aeti'blogical factor of ipportance. This condition

a.i zre'zalerl without nwieigity I% the anamnesis of one pilot, where the hyperventilation wazs ap-tarently
rcnl-vto the anprahonsion engendered lay the perceptual distuarbanceo.

.-ýa con3itipp _ctefih nirnetwihegnder 'break-off' nave been likened to thoso
of sennori deprivatio n' 17) A hre Initially the lack of -chmige in the sonsoiy onvir-ozment - tIh
restriatted sensory input la-:Lntgs about an alteration of the beha-vioural state. 7Thwa, pilots -when flying

rtIf~ht -ni level at a constant headiing with little stracture anl no apparent cha:1ge in the eAternal
visual, _tvironnont are. (to lice I!cbb s '-..concept of 34 'arousal continruum') likely to pass fro= a nornal
leyAl of arolisal into a behavioural. state in w-hich the level of arousal is low. .tthough -rich low arousal

no.ito- sy bo thft ml4,ieu in- -.hichlbreak-orf' occurs, it it apparent that the sensory experienze of
-''is asso-ciated more wxith a hir& than a low level of arousal. Certainly high arousal is a normal

concomitant of anxiety, but even in the ma-ority of aircrew whore there maa no apparent anxiety there W-s

!-; -n-
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a feeling of elation and exhiilaration (5) which was more In accord with a behavioural state where the
leve ofarosalwashigh than one in which it was low. It would appear likely that dissociative symptoms5

which occur in 'break-off' can be both a manifestation of a high level arousai and also, as a result of
the individual's awareness of an alteration in subjective state, the cause of heightened arousal. But
the mechanism by which the altered sensory e'irrionment brings abau. the perceptual disturbance remain:.
obseura.

There would appear to be two principal factors necessary for the induction of 'break.-offl.
One is the paucity of orientational cues in the pilots external visual environment and the other Is a
rdlatively constapt flight path. Altitude per se cannot be regarded as a prime aeticlogical feeator, for
&:3trood & Berry %'-'J have reported that. 'feelings of detarthment from one's surroundings' were experienced
by 'many' helicopter pilots -.hen flying at altitudes of 5,000 - 8,000 ft. Parthermore the case histortes
of helicopter pilots presented in this paper clcaxrly iraicate that comparable-dissociative sensations can
occur at altitudes of only 500 ft, providing external visual cues are sufficiently attenuated. %hare
would seem to be an inter-relationship betw~een altitude and aircraft type, for in fixed IWin aircraft

`:'-off' rarely occurs below 20,000 ft and conmonly an altitude in excess of 30,000 ft is required for
nduction of symptoms. The differences nay be due to the lo-ter air speed of h~elicopters, or the more

.mnivo view from the cockpit without substantial aLir frame -:eference. Or Is It that control of the
nelicopter, because it is an inherently unstablc vehicle, is a L'ore demandina taslk than piloting a fi~xed -
wing aircraft at constant height and heading?

vehicle, aps the fundamental cavoe of 'break-off' lies not so much with control of the flight
vehiletbutin %ce pilot's appreciation a-nd awarenes of his situation in a device whic's ztxpports bin,

as it were u.nnaturally, -many thousands of feet above the surface of the earth. As part '.f this cognitive
process, released by the relative constancy of the sensory environment, consideration of 'he stability of
the flieht vehicle and the performance envelope in which 'the pilot has to operate could .all play a signif i-
cant -role. Theo u~ncertainty generated by such free ranging thougýht proces-ses -would appear to be -resolved
,by visual cues of 'spatial orientation.' But if these arc inadequate, the uxwertainty is not resolved, the
level of arousal increases and the dissociati-,F sefisations of I'break-off' may- be engendered.

Although the precise mechanism underlying the

perceptual disturbances of the 'break-off' phenom-enon

Flight Environment is inadequately unders-tood, certain features and

(RistrvedSen-ry Inut) u~rjrizadin dagm-aticforn by Fic.4. 1iscn
conualschme s, ithutdoubt, an oversioplifica-

tiP.bti evst emphasise the inter-relationship
Low Arousal betw-een 'break-off'I rua and -%zxiety. -T1e1 vTresence

Phbco facoe op iiu cirecl raechanisn, in whlich

asth oclpoito 0oi nit or the precipitant
Cognithe~ of anxiety reactions. Mnovlelcge or such aetiologicali

Mechanisms richanism's mayr be of value to the nedical officer in
High Aousalthe diagnosis and treate.nt aor aifrern with fear ofJ
High Aousalflyina or other neurotic reactions. Yet it is of

gr.7ater importance to =ecognise that neurosis and
wansta~go of highly trained prersounel nay be prevented

Disrdeedby instrueting airecrew abou±t the perceptuml iistur- A
Perception Anxiety bances which can occur in *he flight environ-ment.

Today,, nearly all airerew =ve fam-iliar with the comxon
- illuaicns of aircraft orientation, but 1mowlcdge about

A~~aenes orateraionthe censory disturbances characteristic of the 'break-Awareess o alteationoff'phenosmenon is less ridespwread. T7he dissociative
:n sbjetis Stltesensations of 'break-off ' even -.han associatpd wgith

false verceptions of aircraft crienta-tion, do not

:iU.4 Conceptual scheme showing the inter.- appear to prezent a serious threat tu the safe'y olf
relationship of the flight enr-ironnent flying perjornnel. !Ievertheless there is a penalty.
to 'Break-off' and arxiety, for the percept-usl disturbance can be dintracting

and the pilot's attention nay be divertei from more
.rmnortant aspects of the flyinC task. Perfor-mancet may
also be dol-ralcd by anxciety, imartcularly twhen this is

manifewa as =ascular t(-rsion or hyperventilation. ilowvevr, from the aoromedleal vlonsoint, the nrincipal
feature of the 'break-off' p enononon, it that it may be either the procipitant or '-he- nanirfsta-' on oC an
anxiety neurosis.
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DISCU3SIO-

WOODWARD. Would you comment on the apparent discrepancy between (i) disorientation such-as 'break-off'
resulting from reduced information, and (ii) disorientation or 'vertigo' resulting from over-
load of information. Are they equivalent?

BENSON. The distinction which I attempted to make at the beginuing of my paper was between
dirorientation in which there was an erroneous perceptioin of the orientation of self (ie the
piloi) in relation to the aircraft and earth reference, and disorientatior in which the
erroneous perception was of aircraft orientation. In discussing pilot disorientation, or
aviators' vertigo-as * is commonly callcd inthe-US, we commonly refer to those incidents in
which the perception of aircraft -rientation was wrong - this after all is the most important
thing when talking about loss of control and aircraft accidents Jue to disorientation.

:.e disorder~d perception of orientation of pilot relative to the aircraft, which is a common
feature of the dissociative sensations characterised by the 'break-off phenomenon', may ho no
less disturbing to the aviator, though it rarely interferes with aircraft control other than
by the anxiety engendered in some individuals.

Equivalence between these two types of disorientation would appear to rely only on the fact
that they are both perceptual disturbances of spatial relationships. It is all a matter of
how one defines spatial disorientation in flight.

PERRY. I would just like to remark on the fact that dissociative sensations have been in the past a
fairly frequen& occurrence in trainee helicopter pilots, especially in the types of
helicopter where there is a large open visual area in front of him. We accepted the
phenomena as something which was likely to occur during flying zrainins and hence shculd be
explained to the student as well-as giving him some way of curing it4 whey it happened.

The commonest description was one of sitting on top of the canopy (outside the aircraft).
This was very frightening, even when only for a-fleeting-moment. We exdeavoured to cure the
fear, by suggesting that when finding oneself in this statý., remember you are not really
there, there is no 100 kt air flow, your head has not beew-struck by the main rotor, but above
all, you still have the controls in your hands, so you can ftT the machine no matter where you
feel you are.

This basic knowledge, given to the students in thcir first few days, has reduced the number of
reported incidents, probably by removing their a,'-iety about the situation.

BENSON, Thank you for that interesting observation. It is nowever surprising that 'break-off' like

symptoms in helicopter pilots is mentioned only in one published paper (as far as I know).
Yet from your own experiencc the paper of Dr Clark (Al), and from the six cases I have seen it
is as common, if not more so, in helicopter pilots as In pilots of fixed wing aircraft. The
occurrence of 'break-off' at lower altitudes in helicopters than conventional aircraft implies
to me that the 'constancy ofthe sensory environment' which is regarded as a prime aetiological
factor in this condition, is of less imporrance than the aviator's concept of the 'stability'
of the vehicle he is flying. I have discussed aetiological ,nechanisms in my paper, though I
admit that these are hypothetical. Perhaps some member of the audience can provide a better
explanation of the mechanism the 'break-off' phenomenon.

VIOLETTE. The 'break-off phenomenon' can b. a pleasurable experience, but 'outside the body' sensations
can also be unpleasant and accompanied by a state of anxiety and instability. This pheR,)menon
is generally observed in subjects with a tendency to anxiety with problems of either a
sentimental, social or career nature. I believe that they feel 'uncomfortable in the skin'
which they are 'trying to leave'.

I have also seen a type of 'break-off' in students who are making a great mental effort for
examinations. These students were not under the influence of any drug. but engaged in a
rhyth= of inteilectual work for 14-16 hr per day. They have reported - feeling that they were
leaving their body and floating in space outside themselves. This sort of hallunination is
dispelled very effectively by mild tranquilizers such as Mandrax.

BENSON. Thank you for these observations which serve to underline the fact, that the dissociative
setasations, which are a cardinal feature of the 'break-off phenomenon', also occur in a number

of psychiatric conditions and intoxications. Y°it it must be recogn•ised that the unusual
sensations of 'break-off' do occur in aviators whose mental health is not in question, although
in ethers these-symptoms may be the manifestation of & neurotic reaction. It must also be
recognised that in susceptible individuals dissociative sensations can precipitate an anxiety
neuri.sis.

- ~ - -,--. ~ , &~i.I
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VERTIGO IN DIVERS*

C.F.Gell, M.D., D.Sc (Med)
Scientific Director

US Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory
US Naval Submarine Medical Center, Groton, Ct. 06340

SUMMARY

Documenting; the surprising frequency of the c ',urrence of vertigo in hyperbaric
atmospheres and in divers, the author presents t .'J.;mary of his review of the literature and
the theories that have been advanced to explain tme etiology of vertigo under these
circumstances. These include barotra-,na, damage from the formation of bubbles, hyperemia
and hemorrhage, unusual displacement of the stapes, caloric stimulation, slow movement of
ear drum and ossicles causing eddy currents, performance of the valNalva maneuver, or the
suddeh clearing of' a blockage in one ear, and disturbed labrynthian fUfnction. The author
feels that vertigo is a grave menace occurringwith a high degree of frequency among divers,
and that this condition has rot been given adequate consid-ition and study. Itw•arrants
wider recognition and continued research by workers in the field of.diving medicii:e.

INTRODUCTION

Vertigo is surprisingly frequent in diving. Reviewing the existing literature relative to this symptom complex,
we must arrive at the conclusion that vertigo,,which can be life-endangering to a diver, h; . een viewed with a degree

of complacency in diving medir.-ne. With the increasing interest in underwater work in th%. Navy, industrial under-
water exploration, as well as the prolific SCUBA diving activities as a business and as sport, we are led to believe that
vertigo as a risk in diving shculd be more closely investigated.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURf-

Vertigo in caisson workerm has been a recognized complication for many years. In 1896, Alt' reviewed three
cases of iabyrinthitis and nine cases with Mcniere-!ike symptoms in caisson workers. In his discussion, the associated
vertigo was attributed to barotrauma. This is a generalization that establishes the scope of th, prt,'blcm, but is hardly
definitive-in pinpointing the specific etiological factor.

In 1896, Friedrich and Tauzk 2 reported a case of a caisson worker with vertigo lasting for 14 days. From 1900

:to 1907, Tomka3 , Heermann 4 , and Philips.6 all reported cases of caisson workers that involved vertigo or Menicre-like

symptoms. In these cases, the symptoms, ircluding the vertigo, were believed to be due to ischemic lesions in the
labrynthe. This etiological factor was especially espotised by Heermann.

In 1909, Keays7 reported on 3690 cases of caisson disease in which he reported 113 with symptoms of vertigo
and 14 with the classic Meniere's syndrome. His interprota.ion as to the etiology again was a non-specific barotraumr.
ThostO in 1921 described dizziness and disturbances of equilibrium in some caisson worker patients albe quoting
evidence of gas bubbles in the mastoid proces In 1929, Thost9 also discussed effects cn the middle zit inner ear in
caisson workers. He lists three etiological factors for pathology in 'hese areas; one being the effect of pressure ori the
vestibular apparatus witich may terminate in vertigo, among other sy, :ptoms.

In :)29. Vail' 0 reporting on caiqon disease with vertigo, concl,:ded that the vertigo was caused by damage to
the cochlea and vestibule by the formation of intravascular bubbles. Fields" in treating four cases of labyrinthitis
with vertigo in divers, postulated in 1958 but the vertigo was due to an unusual displacement of the stapes in the
oval window giving temporary symptoms of vertigo. Rowe"2 in the Australian Medical Journal in 1961, postulates A
that caloric stimulation is Ite most importon't nechanisti in the prod- orion of verligo in divers.

Popcr presented by Commznder J.D.Bloom, MC, USN.
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Melvill Jones" postulated a vertigo-producing mechanism in fliers in 1957. He stated that raoid changes in
altitude with inability to readily equalize middle ear pressure caused slow movements of the ear dram and the
ossicles. He believes that tiese slow movements produce eddy currents in the endolymph over the utricular andsaccular maculae and the ampullar cup~olae which probably cause the ve,-tigo syndrome. Lundgren"' in. the British

Medical Journal in 1965, reported on data accumulated on 354 members of the Swedish Association of Sport
Divers. 92 members, or 26%, reported that they had experienced true vertigo during SCUBA and free diving.
The largest number, 73, experienced their vertigo while SCUBA diving.

Of the total humber of divers who exrerienced vertigo, 95% experienced it occasionally, while 5% experienced
it in every dive. The vertigo episodes des.:ribed by Lundgren in the subjects who answered his questionnaire, ranged
from not troublesome to very troublesome. Since the very troublesome group comprised 18%, and included such
statements as the vertig, causing an inability to orient themselves in the water, difficulty in swimming, nausea and
vomiting, it appears that vertigo can be considered a dangerous affliction in diving.

Lundgren, in his discussion, points out that vertigo can be produced by applyifig the valsalva maneuver under-
water in an attempt to clear the ears. He also statei that vertigo may be produced by a pressure imbalance when one
ear is blocked and is suddenly cleared. Ltindgren postulates that the disturbed labyrinthine functioi during diving
is caused by differences in pressure in the middle ear cavity and the surrounding structures. As most of his subjects
had veriigo in the ascent or on reaching the surface, he thinks that relative overpressure in the middle ear is a
primary factor.

He observs that asymmetry in pressure fluctuations-in the two cars mnust also be a contributing facte,. 30% of
his divers who reported vertigo stated that they usually-had difficulties in-pressure.equilibration. The tileory of eddy
current production-in the enddlymph, as espoused by-Melvill-Jdnes in his-study in vertigo in aviators, undoubtedly is
applicab!e to the diier's situation. Lundgren states that if the intensity and magnitude of the stimulus is a factor in
the frequency of:vertig0, it would be much more ftequent indivers thain in aviators. He suggests the term of
iAternobaric vertigo as a useful'name for the syndrome.

Terry andDennison's -atthe US Naval Submaine Medical School, New London- Connecticut published a study•: • i'.i i966 on vertigo in divers who were attached to the Submarine Base Training Tank. Terry and Dennison's

finding• differ somewhat from those of Lundgrin.

Nap), Lundgren
Number of Subjects 37 354
Divers experiencing vertigo 40.5% 267z
Association with clearing one ear 20% 30%
Association with-pressure changes 40% 27%
Water temperature involven; ent 40% 0%

Terry and DNnnison conclude that vertigo is n occ. ,nal symptom among divers and that it has not been
given due con.ideration as a complicating factor. 'hey le-1 that the incidencf. of this symptom among divers
is consonant wid' the experience of the diver; although ir a man dives long enough, he will experience vcrtigo.
Vertigo, when it manifests itself by loss of balqnce, nausea and unconsciousness, must be-differentiated from the
severe forms of dysbarism. Pressure changes within the middle ear and caloric stimulation may play an important
role ii, its cause. Inequality of the caloric stimulation between right and left ears appe.t to play only a minor
role. The important factor seems to be the movement of endolymph. whether by movements of the stapes causing
eddy curr-tts, or convection caused by caloric stimulation. The high incidence of vertigo among divers is worthy of
further stt-dy.

In 1970, Vorosmarti36 and Bradley reported on the results of a questionnaire evaluation of 143 USNavy divers
relativv to the occurrence of vertigo whiie diving. Eliminating all the ancillary factors that may cause vertigo, the
authois reported that 11.9% of these men indicated that they had e.sperienced vertigo in diving. The authors state
Iha'. most of the reported incidents were of short duration and not troublesome.

As an exercise for this discussion, the writer reviewed 43 case historie of Navy divers requiring decompression
treatment. These histories were loaned to hlm by Dr H.W.Gillen of the Indiana State Medical Center. The fo'.awing
data were extracted:

No. of cases 43 All Navy
No. Experiencing Vertigo 23
Dizziness (true horizontal

rotational vertigo) 23
Blurring of vision and

ocular disturbances 20
Nystagmus 2
Nausea 20
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Tinnitus j0
Incoordination 10
Convulsions I

Most of these symptoms occurred in the ascent from a dive and were-most pronounced on surfacing, thus requiring
recompression. Three cases occurred on descent and at the bottom of the dive. In general, these findings relate to
the data acquired by Lundgren, Terry and Dennison, Vor:smarti and Bradley.

DISCUSSION

In recapitulation, then, the several mechanisms of vertigo production in caisson workers and divers as postulated
by various authors since 1896 are:I; (a) General references to barotrauma.

(b) Ischemic lesions in the labrynthe.

(c) Hyperemia and hemorrhage of the labyrinth.

(d) Formation of intravascular bubbles in the internal ear.

(e) Displacement of the stapes in the oval window. I
(f) Caloric stimulation of !he middle ear.

(g) Eddy currents produced in the endolymph by slow movements of the ear drum and ossicles due to
pressure changes in the middle ear.

(h) (Alternobaric vertigo) caused by pressure differences in the middle ear.

The theories of Melvill Jones aind Lundgren are admittedly similar in their basic dynafaics; that is, the changes-
of pressure int the middle ear affect the pressure loading of the endolyimiph. There is a subtle difference, however,
which in hydraulics may be of importance. Melvill Jones speC'fies, as does Lundgren, that the initiating factor is
fmiddle ear pressure changes, but he further defines the potential rilginous effects as resulting from eddy c~frrents
in the endolymph, while Lundgren merely speaks cf pressure cha:; "s of a full bore nature upon the labyrinthine
structures. He infers, as does Melvill Jones, upper respiratory inic.uon involvement affecting the ability to ventilate
the middle ear, in soame cases with unequal pressurization. On the basis ol titie more specific definitann as to cause as
stated by Velvill Jones, these two theories are present ed separately, aflthough fundam'r *ally they appear o be the
same.

It would appear that the eddy curre' ts of Nle dill Jones and the alternobaric vertil - of Lundgren should be
given the greatest consideration as poten.,al etiological factors, aithough a combination ,,f any or all postulates may
be cntributing factors. Extr vestibular components of the body related to spatial orien 'inn may also play a
critical role in disorientation a3rd vertigo in divers. The abnormal stimuli to the vis. Al apparatus, propioceptive
receptors, and unusual body pressures in a deep dive may cause disorientation when in the absence of light coupled
with the semi-weightless state ot the diver, he loses contact with the surface, and does not know which way is tip or

down. Several divers have been drowned in dark and dirty waters apparently for these reasonq. %,J.%hiteC7 -at
Comell University, New York, placed sub;zcis in a sub- -'ed gimballed chair. With their vision occluded, they could
never tell which way was up when exposed to the gin, .ed movement.

Obviously, serious vertigo is a grave nienacc to the diver. Vomiting into the breathing apparatus has fatal
connotations: while prolonged disorientation :oald lead to an exhaustion of oxygen and subsequent drowning.
Lundgren observes that vertigo is sufficiently common among divers and of such potential severity to deserve a wider

recognition among workers in the field of diving. medicine. We subscribe to this observation.
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DISCUSSION

DOBTE" I have not been impressed with 'pressure vertigo' as a comaon cause of disorientatiop in
aviators, as distinct frotc divers who tf course, experience much greater pres.ure changes.
Could the speaker comment on his-experience of the incidence of 'pressure vzrtigo' aasociated 74
with the Valsalva-manoeuvre since there would h< a more Jirect readover to the aviation
environment?

BLOOM. Although I agree that it is theoretically possible to postuilate an-asociation between the
V.hlsalva manoeuvre and vertigo,-in my "xperienc,ý with divers and dz,•ing operations I have
not seen examples of this association. In =any instances, divers who feel that they must
frequently and vig:rously e.aploy the Vl.alsalva manoeuvre -rc anxious to a higher degree than
normal, Commonly t ies2 individuals are predisposed to hyperventilatibn. a condition %mich
must •lso be consi, ered in attempting to expitin the associated vertigo.

KURSCMMER. Ca) you give me some details on ocular Jisturbances you noticed in divers requiring
deco-pres-ion treatment?

BLOCH. The classical and commonly described ocular disturbances associated with decopressi-n
sickness include visual field cuts,-scotomata and nystagous. These- are considered serious
signs of decompression sickness and are r:4ch mre co--,only seen in civilian divers who
con-pletely disregard-prorer deco.-presaion procedisre t1-n in Navy divers-on standard operations.

BNSON. In discussing vertigo produced by changes in ambient pressure in flight I think it is
important to differetntiatr, clearly between ':ressure' or alternobaric' vertigo and vertigo
which is a sym-tom of deccrpression sickness. Pressute vertigo is cu--only taused by the
sudden equilibration of middle car prr.1ure and a trarsient disturbance of the distribution
of endoly=ph within the macbrandas labyrinth. £he vertigo is Corcally of short duration and
reflect the return oi- a rupulae from a deflected to neutral rosition. Me vertigo of
decompression sickness is but a symptom, and the -ssocieted-nystag=us but a 4ign, of bubble
formation and itpairment of blood supply to the vectibulsr apparatus, vestibular nerve or brain
stem nuclei. it is esmentially a moTe sinister conditicn requiring earls diagnosis and
treatment.
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A-specuiative theory, dealinq with the development e-f reactieu-is to whale-body motion, is outlined. Func-
tionat a':jtcts .;f recctior'.- st mfeieal s'tages of mcsturatio -re considered in relation to conditioning mechanisms
which vre ;n turn, related to individual differences in development of motion reactivity, personality. and iog-
n'tivi firictizri. ~lnr -lurcd feedback resulting frorr passive moi%'n is discussed in relction to different control

4- tasks performed in di'scrent job assignments and in relation to individual differences in reactions to motion. A-
daptation tv tie unnactural whole-body movement of flialht is considered in this context and in relation to experi-
ments illustrating that substantial changes in reactions to motion can be accomplished through habituation. Avi-
ator selection te~ts, iu~h as the BVDT, pesenality tests, and flight aptitude tests, and several categories of
traininn are considered in relation to the theoretical constructs.

1. INTRODUC~iON

While observing i~ large number of indii'iduuls under unnntural conditions of motion, one cannot ovoid being im-
pressed by the range of individual differences in immediate. reactions. Some men enjoy, stimulus condlitions that litcerally
incapacitate other individu':ls. The unnatural contihilons of motion re-ferred tG here A a not necessarily involve hnigh magni-
tude accelerative i'urces )d this inquiry is not concerned with the disruption of beix vor or mental processes as a result
of overwhelminj inertia, forces. t,.vr, it is concerned wit; force ont; visual environments that introduce unnatural Pot-4
terns and sequernccs of iensory inficr-nation regarding, spatial oriertotion. Such situations arise in air, sea, and land trans-
portation.

In addition tco ind-i~dur' difference-i in immediatte reactions, there are also striking differences in long-term adjust-
ments to motion. For exomp' 67 me ;-nt~Merved in a db.:ýrnyzr Pscort squadron, 13 per cent were habitually seasick,
10 per cent were often sick, n38 pei cent were occc'sionally sie~k ()0. In the Pensacola naval oavition training program
about 202 per cent of the candirates bereoare aimick oi'otin the firm. ten fi;gnits lit dual-control training. Of these, about 3
per cent continue to experience t*hn ~r~lts ftrte;seto o h ~-in'. , nsase in which they have sole control
of the aircraft. Aside from sickness, reactin. tz unn'tural -totion can *nfl -jnce .hrimp-) Aant functions such as fine
sensory-motor coordination in flight (2, p. 11l'6- 1i20, J, 4) IT.e fact that 5.~robserotion of reactions to head
tilts during rotationa at 10 or 15 rpm can be used to cons~dterr--:y rmprove pre-,Ncfws cp- future flight attrit"ons strongit' sug-
gests that these immediate reactions to motion hov~k' far-.eocliing sigrnificance .5 z...-

In considering potential reason-. for these zwonounced individual dlif~erences in in~tial reaction! and in adaptability to
motion, it is necessary to contiu'er not only the dynamic response of the sensory detecto's of motion but also the ri n rl
functional significance of controlled natural rr.ýtion to the evolution and development of man. We are therefore faced with
the classic problem cf dealing with inborn character.'stics as well as developmental ccand~rioniing. Man and other animalls
kave lirce basic-risponses to imminent dangcr: 1) freezing, 2) running away, or 41 :unning toward (to attackl. Ecc;% of

M these requires control a- motion coupled with physiological preparation for action, :xnd it is likely that our imrnedliate reac-
tions to unnatural motions are to some extent builIt in. On the other hand, th~ere 4~ o a:od coie for deveicp-mental condi-
tioning of our reactions to mnotion, and it also seems likely that same of. our reactions to &-iotion as adults oar attributable to
early experiiences at various stages of development.

It is the purpose of this paper to introduce a highly speculative theory in ar. atterr,,.t so,;-coordinate and interrelate a
number of different lines of scientific inquiry which are relevant to or. understanding of the individual diffrernces in immedi-
are reactions tco motion and of differing abilities to adjust io unnatural motion. It is believed that on uwler.tondiog is nec-
essary in aviation medicine for such purposes as selectik- -Xiciiint training programs, predicting with a aegree of certainty
that a ground or even a flight-bosed conditioning progt.-', will be -2ffective in on operational ietting, presczitoi'ag mental
sets and conditioning which will afford protection ogair-' i.mndesirable motion effects without inducing undesirobt.: behavioral
side effects, maximizing selection of those who have prcrequis;te adoptive potential, and improving the effectiveness of
flight simulators and trainers. Perhaps of greater importance is the fact that an improvement of our understanding of indi-
vidual differences in emotional reactivity and in human adoptive mechanisms is relevant to most oi man's important activ-
ities.

11. DEVELOPMENT OF REACTIONS TO MOTIQN

A. Natural Passive Motion

Accurate voluntary motion is highly important to the survival of man end animals. Howevir, early in life, whole-
body motion is, for the most part, passive. Prenatal :nfluences on the deveslopment of reactioi-s to rnotfon ore diffficult to
assess because the peripheral caid cent.1j1 nervous systems are under development. Although the possibility for early im-
pr~nting exists because at the natural activityf cycles of the mother, the potential influence of early postnatal events is
more obvious.

Graee (7,8) has shown that there are -irderly vestibular sensory messages concerning the rate %A motion at birth. The
dynamic characteristics ef the.se sensory-motor reactions ch-ange during the first few potteoalo week: in on orc!er!y way,
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presumably as a result of the developing central nervous system and visual system which exert more control over vestibulur
afference and eye movements. Thus, infants moved early in life have sensory Information which con be associated with
other experiences related to the movement. According to Smith and Smith (9) postural movements comprise the most prim-
itive motion system in both phylogenetic and ontogenetic development. Controlled movement is one of several criteria for
differentiating plant and an;real life. "The older centers of the brain are organized principally for regu!ating postural
mechanisms and integrating it with respiration and other vital functions" (9, p. 6). Change in orientation relative to
gravity makes demands upon both cardiac output and the skeletal muscles. Changes in position and in the state of motion
influence respiration, pooling of blood, and temperature control. Different activity levels place varying demands on the
energy content of the blood (cf. Steele, in 10).

Coupled with these considerations is the fact that certain fears seem to be present at birth; that is, they are built in.
For examiple, sudden lack of support (fear of falling) anc! loud noises produce a clutching or grasping reaction in very young
children. It is perhaps very significant that these startle reactions are reported by Grastyan to be very easily conditioned
(11, p. 246-247). Considering these bits of information in combination, it appears quite reasonable that respiratory, car-
diovascular, and neuromuscular responses to changes in position and to motion develop not only by inherent maturational
processes, but that they are also shaped by early conditioning. It is proposed that the magnitude of these physiological
counterparts of emotion depend, at least partially, upon conditioning during the early passive stage of motion, during
early ambulatory acivity, and during later exploratory behavior. It is also, of course, quite likely that there are inher-
ited d'fferences in roactivity.

Parental hcndling i.nvolving sudden and unexpected changes in position migdt condition in an infant exceptional
respiratory and cardiovascular responses to sensed motion. Thus, 3ensed passive motion might be conditioned to produce
unusual respiratory, neuromuscuiar, and cardiovascular changes if a parent characteristically moved the child suddenly
without suffici",nt warning. In addition, emotional reactichs may 6e conditioned to sensed motion in other ways, Infants
are moved early in 12--e for feeding and in order to change diapers. A tense, harried mother may well predispose on indi-
vidual toward later problems with unnatural motions. The f•ecr of movement could even generalize to a fear of inveftiga-
tive activities and thus predispose a person toward inactivity, lethargy, and low-drive states.

In contrast to the situation in which a parent inadvertently exroses an infant to numerous sudden, unexpected changes
in position, let us consider the converse situation. Gentle handling in which pleasurable cutaneous stimuli signal the onset
of gcntle motion, such as in feeding accompanied by gentle rocking, might well predispose an individual to o quite dif-
ferent set of reactions to passive motion. Under such circumstances, the gentle warning permits anticipation of respiratory
and cardiovascular demands which are therefore not excessive. Under these circumstances, efficient respiratory and cardio-
vascular reactions to passive motion could develop in early life. Such an individual exposed to unnatural passiva motion
at a later date might well prove to he more adaptable to motion than is the person who was frequently exposed early in life
to sudden fear-producing movements. Is it possible that some of the differences among the calm, highly efficient person,

the highly energetic, fairly efficient person, the hyperkinetic, inefficient person are partially determined by these kinds
of differences in developmental conditioning?

Also relevant to considerations of the passive-motion stage of development is the fact that Navajo infants reared on
cradle boards, with little opportunity to e-.ercise their legs, walk as early as do Navajo infants reared with full opportuni-
ty to use their limbs. In contrast to this, orphanage in.ants who were eared for in regard to feeding, sanitation, adequate
ighting, and ventilation but who were not moved about were retarded in regard to Aocomotor developm.ent and several tests
of eadly intellectual function. Despite signs of later matvrational recovery, the potential influence of early conditioning
on a variety of functions is suggested (cf, 12, p. 60-64).

B. Early Voluntary Whole-BoA Movement

With further -woturation, voluntary movement becomes more cod more a natural activity. It is perhaps significant
that 2-year-old children recognize a triangle that has been rotatd•J through 120 deg from the training position only after a
head rotation, wl.'treas older human subjects do not need to make the head rotatiin to recognize the figure in the two posi-
tions (13, p. 346). Although there is some evidence that spatial abilities are a sex-linked recessive inherited trait (14),
there is also cordiderabie evidence that developmental zonditioning involving motor control of the head and body wili have
a considerable uiluence on the development of spatial and numerical abilities in children. Orienting or pointing toward
something desirud is an early form of communication involving spatial localization.

Things heard become things to look at; things seen become th;,gs to grasp; things grasped becorre
th.ngs to suck, etc. In-the course of such coordination, inouts from the distence receptors, and
especially the eycs, acquire control over motor activities. Intentions emerge, means ore dis-
tinguished from ends, interest in activities and in objects develops, and behavior becomes mpare
and more variable cnd adaptive. All this happens presumably as central processes become coor-
dinated and redifferentioted. The sensorimotor period ends when the child is about 18 months
aid and the sensorimotor schemata and imitations begin to become internalized as images. During
this same sensorin'.otor period of 18 months, objects acquire permanence while causality, space,
and tCme become objective. (From Huntý 12, p. 354, in his discussion of some of Pioget's concepts)

It is reasonable to suspect that any or all of these developmental activities mry be affected if exceptional emotional responses
are connected with movement; in other words, if the child is afraid of movement. Smith and Smith (9, p. 284-291) have
shown that cisociation between voluntary acts and control of passive motion can be learned in quite young-children. Inter-
estingly, these children son'-- -1 a variety of emotionol reactions, including some extreme ones, to passive motion.

Ear|" z.t*empts atcf. -ng and walking ore inefficient, with mistokes resulting in occasional punishmert from falling.
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Rewords occur as goals are achieved, and secondary reinforcements to rewards come from the recctions of parents when the
motion is successful or desirable. During this period, associations begin to develop between intention, voluntary initia-
tion of motor acts, and feedback from the senses pertaining to perceived space and movement relative to distant objects.

As these transport movements contin"e to develop, the potential of conditioning or imprinting, and there is a narrow
distinction here (11, p. 91-92), remains. Transport movement sometimes elicits violent reactions from parents when, for
example, a valued object is broken by the infant. In such cases, loud vocalizations from the pareit which. re fear inducing,
violent repositioning which Is fear inducing, and physical punishment which is fear inducing, sometimes result from the
transport movement. The vagaries of early life may well condition emotion and anxiety to voluntary motion. The ;,itio-
tion c¢f motion in response to external stimuli or in the exploration of the external world is an early form of planning and
communication with the external world. The images of the consequences of behavior are under development (15, 16). The
natural feedback resulting from motion, and the external feedback imposed by parents or by accidents toCether influence
image development, volition, and other cognitive functions. Relations between speech and control of motion undergo a
developmental sequence in which the child responds to simple commands, then initiates movement by his own speech, and
as skill is developtd, perForms in silence (of. 15-18).

Abnormally high cardiovascular reactions associated with motion may even reduce ability to learn as expioratory
behavior develops. Dicara, Weis', and Miller (19) have reported that conditioned heart rate affects learning in animals,
high rates adversely and low rates favorably. It has been shown (19-21) that man can learn to control heart rates, and the
training to reduce heart rate appears to reduce emotionality as well (19). In other words, it appears thct it is possible to
condition in some individuals voluntary control of a number of physiological activities ordinarily believed to be not subject
to voluntary control (21). Kimble and Perlmuter (15) hav. suggested, and have given evidence in support of the suggestion,

that the acquisition of control over involuntary processes is always accomplished with the aid of supporting respo.ses al-
ready under voluntary control. Such training might well prove effective in odapting individuals to stress situations in gen-
eral, and to motion stress "'n particular. Equally rolevant is the fact that these reactions are subject to conditioning late
irs life, and therefore it is quite reasonable to assume that they are also shaped by conditioning -orly in life. In this con-
nection Rogov (22, p. 84) has shown that vaso-reactions are more easily conditioned in 3- to 5-year- aid children thon in
8- to 10-year-old children.

As maturation progresses, the matching of sensory feedback with expected feedback i% part of a learning p-ocess
which reduces unnecessary muscular effort and produces more efficient movement. Piaget has described tendencies for
children to practice particular sensorywiotor skills with much evidence of pleasure and then to stop when Ihe skill is mas-
tered (12, p, 176-179). An early experiment of Davis is relevant to the increased efficiency of skillful performance. In
a simple weightlifting task in which children and adults were compared, Davis found that the most important difference
between the adult and the child was the type of distribution of muscular activity in the two groups. In adults, muscular
activity was more restricted to the responding arm than in children who showed more generalized muscular activity. Davis
suggested that the acquisition of voluntary control is a part of the mass action-differentiation sequence (15, p. 373-374).

With further maturation, roote-finding and returning home become a necessary part of life. Although there is a con-
sideroble evidence that homing and migrolory activities of some species seem to be built in, i.e., are ;ns.inctual (23),
there is also the distinct possibility that training aiong the way can exert control over this behavior in all species, especial-
ly those in which homing behavior is not so clearly inherent. Early experiences could affect route-finding and homing
activity, the extent to which it is attempted and if att-mpted, the rate at which it is learned. Excessive emotional over-
lay possibly reduces bath the expioration and the learning.

The development of the route-finding ability seems to involve the nondominant parietol lobe in man (24). Individuals
without vestibular function are unable to retraverse different paths while blindfolded, whereas individuals with vestibular
fiin.tion show good accuracy in this activity (24,25). Thus, in normal states the visual and vestibular systems work together
in the development of comprehension of spatial coordinates (24). Individuals with lesions of the nondorninant parietal lobe
but with intact vestibular organs are unable to retraverse paths normally "ven with the aid of vision (24). According to
Lurio, "Disturbances of the lower parietal lobe (cortical basis of spatiul aoolysis and synthesis) lead to a loss of spatial
orientation and the ability to count and comprehend complex grammatical constructions. This means that these three dif-
ferent behaviors are all based on a single factor - simultaneous spatial analysis " (26, p. 90). Thus it is possible that a
severe curtailment of this stage of development by parental restrictions or other external agencies -ould influence develop-
ment of a variety of important mental functions. It is perhaps quite significant that paper and pencil tests of spatial rela-
tions have been for years one of the better predictors of the success of naval flight training (27).

C. Mature Voluntary Whole-Body Movement

At maturity, orderly sequences of sensory messages occur as a consequence of each voluntary movement, but they are
not necessarily consciously perceived. Movement involves messages from the eyes, the auditory ard nonauditory labyrinths,
the muscles and joints, which occur in set contemporaneous and scquent;ol patterns. These messages contribute to the coor-
dination of complex movements and activities. The use of this feedback without our conscious awareness seems to be amply
demonsirnted by the 'surprise' of subjects when they first participate in experiments which involve delayed feedback.

The effect of delayed auditory feedback on speech is a well-known ph-.nomenon, but delayed visual feedback with
concurrent performance also produces severe disturbance in regulation of mo.ements (9). One ot the effects of delayed
visual feeibock is to produce a repetitious movement comparable to the artificial stutter in speech produc-cd by delayed
auditory feedback. Emotional disturbance and frustration produced by short-intervol delay are reported by Smith and Smir)h
(9) to be even worse than the effects of most geometric displacement. "These effects range from minor emotional disturbance
and frustration §nrough dizziness, giddiness, faintness to nausea and illness" (9, p. 109). They report thae gross anxiety A

and depression are not uncommon among subjects who try to wear inverting lenses which reverse objects for even a short
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period of time.

Thus, with maturity and proctict movements which were previously accomplished with generalized muscular exero
tior, and direct attention hove become differentiated and only those components necessary to efficient automatic function
remain. As much as possible, responses which con proceed without co.'eciousness recede from consciousness (15, p. 373-
377). The process of correcting a faulty golf swing in a skilled golfer involves reviewing all those various aspects of the
response which hove receded from consciousness to detect a faulty component. A comparable degree of skill is possessed
by most of us in walking and running, et cetera, and we expect our voluntary commands to movement to accomplish some
end result without our having to consciously check feedback on each component of movement. In long continued motion
such as runr.ing, periodic repetitive potterns ore set up by the inner ear organs, the joints and muscles, with the eye; fore-
telling necessary alterations to maintain efficient rhythmic motion in which m.uscles work synergistically. In some animals
while running over rough terrain, the head is amazingly well stabilized. The periodicity of foot impact with the Earth is
probably stored on a short-term basis to aid in the rhythmic motion and in the rhythmic demands on the muscular, cardio-
vascular, and respiratory systems. Thus a temporary neural copy of rhythm rnvy be a form of quick adaptution necessary to
efficient coordinated movement in which rhythmic demands are met with efficiency to steady the head and to reduce f.-
6gue. If so, the sacculor organ may provide ao important input to brain centers apparently involved in rhythm coP`i (17).

von Ho!st (in 13, p. 497) hat introduced terms that are now becoming commonly used in discussing voluntary move-
ment and the effects of unnatural sensory feedback occasioned by the movement. He distinguishes among exafference,
reafference, and efference. Exafference refers to all sensory messages initiated by the external environment, whereas
reafference refers to afferent information produced by muscular activity initiated by the individual. Thus exafference is
independent of motor impulses, whereas reofference is a term reserved for sensory activity that arises as a result of motor
actions. von Hoist assumes that the voluntary command (cf. Greenwald, 16) to commit an act, in addition to sending
motor impulses that initiate the muscular movement, nlso sets up somewhere in the nervous system what he calls an effer -
ence capy. Thus, the voluntary initiation of an action sets up an efference copy (image), and the reafference resulting
from this movement is compared with this efference copy. With ihese concepts, it is possible to explain a number of e,€-
perimental facts that shaw we have impressive ability to distinguish motion of the environment from our own motion (cf. 13,
p. 497-504). For example, ;n voluntary movement of the eye, we do not see the environment move, although images track
over the retina as though the environment has moved. lhb voluntary 6ye movement is presumed to set up an efference copy,
and the reafference from the retina matches this efference copy, nu'lifying it, and signifying that the surroundings have
not moved. If the eye muscles ore narcotized arid th.- voluntary attempt is made to move the eyes, a different situation
results; in this case, there is an efference copy but no moving retinal images, since no eye movement has occurred. Under
these circumstances, according to the von Hoist theory, the environment should appear to move in the direction of the vol-
untary effort to move the eyes. This is in fact what happens. The phenomenon called micropsia when the accommodative
mechanism is narcoti7ed can be similarly predicted. von Hoist, cf course, was anticipated by James (28), Mach (29), and
others in consideration of volition and "images" set up by voluntary acts; but his work has served well to extend and reacti-
vote some old ideas.

The point is that in the mature individual, motion is typically initiated volunta'ily. The sensory feedback or reaffer-
ence is compared in some way with expected return patterns, but this is largely on the subconscious level in natural move-
ments. Thus, rmny sequences of actions take place without any attention to components until some breakdown occurs. In
this case, attention is directed to the action and a correction is made.

In the pursued or pursuing animal or man, a mistake or brea'cdown in coordination con cause injury, loss of food, or
other severe embarrassment, anm] the process of recovery from a misstep may require quick emergency reactions. In modem
man highly skiliful motion is frequently requ'red in competitive sports activities. Here ioilure may produce physical injury,
a sense of failure, or "success may produce .:onfidnnce." Individuals may seek aviation training to extend their zxploi,"
tions of "good ,'oorlination" or to make up for failures. Thus, a breo'cdown in complex potte, -4 of well-learned voluntary
movement may be responded to with emotional and neurovegetative overtones dependent upon inrate mechanisms as well as
upon associations between control of movement and emotion developed over the years. In the context of these considera-
tions about how our reactions to motion mcra develop, let us consider some ,f the situations to which man is exposed .Yhen
he is required to perform on an unstable motion base.

Ill. INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN REQUIRED PERFORMANCE AND REACTIONS TO UNNATURAL WHOLE-BODY MOTION

A. Unnatural Passive Mntion: Passenger Inactive

Examples of the condition under consideration in this section are passengers in any moving vehicle who are motion-
less relative to the vehicle and who ore also not in control of the vehicle. What are some of the reactior.ns, and what are
some of the factors that control these reactions? Reactions may include perception of .,ovement; eye, head, body, and limb
compensatory movements; changes in respiration; sweatinc,; pallor; fear; drowsiness; depression; nausea; and vomiting. Con-
tributing to such reactions ore the individual sensory detectors of motion and their dynamic responso to the motion condition,
the sequential and concomitant pattern of sensory inputs fron various sensory channels, the previou, exposure to similar mo-
tion stimuli, the assessment of the current situation, the individual's reactions to motion stress in particular, and pirhaps the
individual's reaction to stress in general.

The dynamic response of individual sensory detectors is clearly important here. The motion must have choracteristics
that simulate the sensory detectors or typically no reaction will occur. For example, high-magnitude linear velocity will
not elicit a reaction if the man is encapsulated and cannot see relative motion between himself and some other reference
system. When stimuli are adequate, then patterning of sensory inputs and intensity of inputs from individual channels become
critical. If the patterns of individual intensities have been frequently experienced without previous emotion-evoaling associ-
otions, then an orienting reaction (attention or inspection) may occur initially, and after a few repetitions, most of the
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unnecessar7 aspects of the response may drop out, and the nece.sary responses may soon become ;ubconscious if they were
not so initially. What is necessary are those response patterns that tend to keep the body sufficiently stable relative to the
moving platform to avoid injury or threat of injury, i.e., to provide a feeling of security, and these compensatory reactions
are not tyolcally consciously perceived.

Patterns of input that evoke emotional reactions can be quite subtle. A gentle rocking metior. may be quite soothing
and may even be soporific if a Person is on a swing or ship. However, exactly the same rocking motion may elicit intense
adverse emotional responses if the person is in a hotel and has recently encountered an earthquake. Thus even in passive
involur.tary motion, the total reaction to the sensory input it produces depends upon the expectation of that input pattern
in the context of the particular environment as well as upon the frequency ane quality of previous experience with the par-
ticular motion pattern. Input patterns and sequences are compared with expected inputs, which depend upon the individu-
oi's assessment of his current situation as well as upon his previous experience with similar motions.

Assessment of the current situation can also influence the perception of motion in addition to influencing the immedi-
ate emotional consequences. For example, people encapsulated in a lighted room which is known to be capable of rotation
about an Earth-vertical axis frequently report commencement of rotation before rotation commences. These reports involve
no sign of emotion. On the other hand, such 5ubiective experiences rarely occur in an enclosed room which is known to Le
firmly fixed to the Earth, and when they do occur under these circumstances, they they are usually accompanied by emo-
tionl reaction. One important part of the treatment for Mensre's disease 2s to alleviate the emotional concern brought

on by the experience of motion (30).

A passive motion may initiate sensory inputs that call for mutually antagonistic motor reactions. For example, a
sinusoldal angular oscillation of sufficiently low frequency produces a semicircular canal response that can be phase ad-
vanced relative to the stimulus by as much as 2 seconds, depending upon frequency of oscillation. In a recent experiment
(31), severe problems with motion sickness were encountered during sinusoidal oscillation about an Earth-vertical axis when
the vertical canals were stimulated, but not when the horizontal canals were stimulated. The phase advance of the vertical
canal response is about twice that of tLe horizontal canal response in man ct the stimulus frequency used (0.04 Hz). The
point of reversal of rotation (endpoint) is confusing with this oscillatory stimulus because the subjective velocity and sub-
jective displacement sensations seem to be out of phase. This probably is caused by phase differences among various sen-
sory detectors of motion. Mach (29) proposed that such phuse differences might account for some motion sickness and he
was probably right. When the endpoint of yawing, rolling, or pitching, as detected by this sensory system, precedes the

actual endpoint by as much as 2 seconds, while other sensory input sources with d'fferent dynamic characteristics indicate

turning poirnts at other points in time, then there ore demands for preparatory bodily adjustments at different points in time
which require an adoptive change in the central nervous system. If external visual reference is excluded, then the absence
of this natural source for initiating anticipatory adjustments to upcoming demands for whole-bcdy responses places an addi-
tional handicap on the central adoptive mechanism. Thus with whole-body motion in which man is an inactive passenger in
a moving structure, the emotional consequences depend upon the immediate assessment of the current situation, the dis-
cordance of sensory inputs, previotn experience with the motion, and developmental conditioning. The assessment can
make the difference bctfveen almost no reaction and an extreme emotional reaction to motions that are, in essence: benign.
Other motios, however, may introduce a discordance of sensory inputs. The discordance is determined by the dynamic
response of sensory systems to the motion stimulus. In the example given, different sensory phase relations to o simple sinus-
oidal stimulus led to the discordance. Such discordance would be frequency dependent, and probably not very great except
at certain frequencies where phase mismatches ore especially prominent. This should vary somewhat between subjects be-
cause there are pronounced individual d-fferences in parameters of vestibulor response systems (32,33) and it also would
vary, depending upon the canal system stimulated. It is important to note that these mismatches in timing are closely anal-
ogous to deiayed visual or auditory feedback cxper~ments (9, p. 291), except that in this pcrticular excmple the actien

was not voluntarily initiated.

For more complex passive motions, discordance can be more than a phase mismatch in which essentially the same reac-
tion is required with only a mix-up in its timing; it can be a discordance in which reactions in different spatial planes are
called for at the same time. It is then analogous to the geometric displacement experiments (see reviews in 13, 3-4). The
magnitude of a planar mismatch presumob~y would depend upon both the magnitude of the plcnar angles and the magnitude
cf the individual sensory signals indicating the planes (cf. Guedry in 10). These forms of mutually incompatible sensory
messages are presumed to evoke immediate limbic system reactions due to their novel nature. When the mismatching signals
are sufficiently strong, they will evoke immediate emotional reactions independent of the assessment of the current sirua-
tion because the reaction incompatibility per se represents an emergency condition without the requirement for additionel
comparison with stored information.

The magnitude of the immediate emotional reactions, however, would decend upon the general anxiety state of the
individuol and also upon past associations, throughout his development, with motion stimuli in general and with si-.nilar un-
natural motion stimuli in particular. Ability io adjust to such stimuli may be inversely related to the deree of the emotion-
al recction. It is important to note that many of the conflictua! sensory inputs referred to here are not consciously sensed
as conflicts, for the vestibular sensory system is normally a silent partner in coordinated movement. "hus, perception of
te vestibular inputs in these conflictual situations may be desceibed as "confusion" or %s a * funni feeiing" and rot -,I a
clear, conscious perception of moving in two different directions at the some time.

Passive motion with the man continually inac.;ve is not a typical state for most passengers or crewmen in various modes
of transportation. If the person were completely passive, the situation would not involve those inf'erred processes of volun-
tary beaovior which von Hoist refers to as the matching of reafference and efference ccpy. For this reason, proionged ex-
posure and adaptation to -notion in this way may transfer only min~mally to situations in which comparable sensory input: are
coupled with voluntary movement. However, it is to be noted that if passive motions are sufficiently periodic or predict-
ably repetitive, then a certain amount of anticipation may develop and permit anticipated sensory patterns to be compare'd
with sensory inflow. If the subject has external visual reference, cs does the transported Navajo child (12, p. 60), then
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opportunity to compare inertial sensory data with verldical visual reference w-ould be a -gmented. This could improve the
immediate reaction (by improving accurate anticipation ond reducing inefficient preparatory responses), improve the obil-
ity to adjust, and perhaps afford some fnvorable transfer effect; io other conditions of motion.

B. Unnatural Passive Motion: Passenger Active

This section deals with renct;c;ts of passengers actively moving about in a vehicle that they are not cc..trolling. Ex-'
amples "nolJude active possenrrs or crew members on board ships at sea, aircraft in flight, rotating space station simulators,
et ceteru.-. -

As .",diccred earlier, during voluntary movement in a natural environment, highly ordered contenporanecus and
sequ;-en-Qt. .4'.rns of sensory messages occur as a consequence of voluntary move.ment. The orderly patterning is deter-
mined by "'K, -.snsitivity and dynamics of the Lensory movement detectors themselves. Sensory information about relative
position n"dt velocity of the limbs and about the position and movement of the whole body relative to the Earth is arvcilable
consciously, and thus normally monitored for reliability checks as motion-progresses. However, these checks ore typically
so automatic that we ore not consciously aware of their use until or. error in movement is actunlly perceived. Small errors
are typically corrected without conscious awareness of the correction in the process of approaching a goal.

Thus voluntary movement on a moving platform introduc'-s a new consideration. Initiation of a voluntary motion sets

up an image (efference copy) of expected upcoming offerent patterns (reafference). Because of the moving platform, the
reafference received from v--stibular and pr-eprioceptor systems as the movement progresses may not match the efference copy
at all. The highly conditioned expected sequence of events does not take place, at least as indicated by some of the of-
ferent data produced by the motion. These iiovel (stm.nge) patterns ore especially at variance with expected feedback in
the absence of external visual reference (information on relative movement between platform and Earth) which, when avail-
able, can revise initicl expectations at the outset or as motion progresses. This, then, is an additional challenge toithot
produced by passive nonvoluntary motion because the ability to carry out a voluntary action is threatened. In contrast, a
fon tilted passively on a rotating platform would have some conflict between otolith and cana's in the absence of visiont
with visibility of the internal capsule, he has conflict beiween vision and the semi%:ircu;:r canals. With voluntary head
movement, he has conflict between efference copy and semicircular canal data whether vision is present or not.

"Behavior is such as to bring the expected future coneition of the organisminto congruence with the desired condi-
tion' (Gerard, in I 1), and this has beer. challenged. Competence to sustain efficient voluntary movement within the spa-
tial environment Is an ability that can be rritical to survival of all higher forms of life, even including modern man w~th
his many means of t.anspartation. The nragnituc~e of the adaptation problem faced by the man in this situation depends upon
the motion chaoacterlistics of the platform, their consistency, the tasks he is attempting to carry out, and his developmental
conditioning.

e His emotional reaction to the situation would be influenced by the same factors that control emotional reaction in
the passive situation, but it would bi additionally influenced by his developmental conditioning in relation to achievement
cf getis, since in this case the motion is voluntarily initiated and an end result is expected. That motivation and drive
sOutes are adversely influenced in mary individuals under these circumstances has been frequently indicated (cf. 35). As
reported by Brurner in his interview w:th personnel of a destroyer escort squadron (1), the primary operotiot.al hazard of
this condition does not come as much from vomiting as from the foct that early in the syndrome, attitude toward work be-
comes negative, drowsiness sets in, and vigilance and individual initiatfve are degraded.

C. Unnatural Motion: Actively Controlled

Pilots of modern means of transportation such as aircraft voluntarily expose themselves to highly unnatural notions.
The sensory feedback generated by maneuvers in aircraft and other vehicles may 1-7ve any of the severai forms of discordance
indicated in the preceding sections.

There are a number of differences between this situation and that in the preceding section. First, the pilot is exposed
to certain amounts of passive motion by virtue of turbulence, but he does have the option of responding to this passive motion
and initiating voluntary compensatory actions which change the stimulus itself. In initiating a maneuver voluntarily, he
anticipates feedback and he eventuatly estoblishes an acceptance zone; i.e., a range of acceptable deviations from the
exact expected ,-es-ilt. He is provided a set of additional sensors, flight instruments, with which to chcck his orientation
and state of mot'on. The highly experienced pilot may nor have an immediate awareness of his anticipation of the results
of his control actions until unexpected sensory feedback occurs, but then he is k~enly aware of any discrepancy between
his expectations, his :mmediate perception, and his flight irstruments. With sufficient experience he adopts to the discord
imong various sensory-motion detectors, and he learns 4hat certain mismatches between his immediate perceptions and his
instruments are desirable, but when this new state of normality has developed, lie cannot afford'an additional level of
adaptotion. Perhaps the most important differences between the pilot and the crew is that the competence of the former's
decisions and rontrol actions are crucial to his survival, and he knows this. Thus, the difference between the pilot and
the crew is in some respecws comparable to the difference between Brady's executive ond nonexecutive performers (36).
The adaption problem for the pilot'! job shouid not be regarded as necessarily more demanding than that of the crew, but
it is different and may require personality ditferences. The crew has the odvantcge that the decisions on immediate control
of the aircraft are not required, but 'hey can oniy ;ndirectly onlicipote motions or initiate protective reactions. The pilot
has the "dvantage that he con anticipate motion and take actions that alter the state of motion. He has the disadvantage of
a sense of responsibility for his actions and coa build up an anxiety connected with his competence to meet the demand.

It is reasonable to believe that the limbic system, which integrates dispatate functions iito on orderly whole (37,
p. 135), which is involved in ;aying down neurcl traces of the contingency of relationship between one stimulus and anothet,
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which is involved In ascertaining novel stimuli and which is involved in the production of fear, nausea, sweating, respiro-
tory changes, and fainting when the stimuli are threa!ening, is brought into action by these unnatural patterns of sensory
input coupled with the task of controlling the aircraft. If we presume that, in some individuals, this situation can through
the developmental conditioning elicit abnormal arousal states that disrupt the normal function of the hippocampus and arnyg-

dala, then both immediate and long-range ability to adopt to the flight task may be severely limitedmuch as hippocampal
stimulation can induce severe fixation of attention (37, p. 121-122), and lesions in these creas limit recent and "mmediate
memory and the learning of sequential tasks (37).

IV. SOME EXPERIMENTS ON HABITUATION OR ADAPTATION TO UNNATURAL STATES OF MOTION

Habituation to various states of motion is a complex process. First, the total reaction to unnatural motion involves
many subsystems, and second, there are many states of unnatural motion; e.g., unnatural immobility produces m~easuroale
change, as doe" unnatural mobility.

If an *ndividuol is fixed relative to ihe Earth and the entire visual surrounds move, a variety of reactions can be elic-
ited, including perceived vwhole-body movement, ncPusea, and even vomiting (38). This appears to be a case involving dis-
cordance between the inertial st:ns,:s indicating no motion relative to tht Earth and the visual input indicating motion. It
is relevant to flight-simulation devices in which the p'lot's control mov.s the visual surrounds while tne pilot remains sta-
tionary. With such devices, it has been kund on severai occusions that experienc-d pilots encounter much more disturbance
than do beginners (10, p. 49-50). Introduction or some inertial feedback in tne situation reduces the disturbance. This
suggests that pilots develop strong associative bonds between control actions and anticipated visual, vestibular, and pro-
prioceptive feedback. In other words, they develop new matches between a pattern of reafference and efference copy.
The visual flight simulator provides the v:sual reafference without the vestibular and proprioceptive counterparts.

On moving platforms there are a variety of effects, some of which have been reviewed in the previous section. Usu-
ally the visual surrounds move more or less with a person who 4s in the interior of the vehicle. However, if he moves voa-
untarily, then there con be relative m.tion between the man and the visual surrounds, both of which are moving reoative to
the Earth. This latter movement is detected only by the inertial senses when the person is encopsulated, but when external
visual reference is available: for example on the deck of a ship, then the visual, vestihular, and proprioceptive senses Ln
detect the movement of the whole body relative to the Earth, but only the visual systemn detects movement cf the body rel-

ative to both the ship and the Earth.

Each of these several situations induces both physiological and subjective changes. It appears that something like
reafference and efference copy and interplay between the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems under voricus
conditions of internal and external reference ore important factors in controlling the kinds of adjustments which occur in
various modes of modern transportation. In considering hobituction or adaptation, it is not a simple matter to define what
is meant by satisfactory habituation or adjustment. Understanding the relevance of all of tho changes that occur during ex-
posure to various stat-s of motion to the functional integrity of the whole system is a prerequisite to defining this phrase, and
of course, it is this understanding which is one of our major goals. However, let us define satisfactory habituation or ad-
justment un a change in the state of the organism that contributes to improved efficiency in dealing with the state or states
of motion under considcration. This would include the reduction of misleoaing sensations and perceptions; the reduction
of inefficient cardiovascular, thermal regulatory, and respiratory responses; the reduction of inefficient sensory-motor re-
sponses; the reduction of nausea and. vomiting; the reduction of depression and discomfort; and, in general, an improvement
in efficiency of motor control and psychomotor coordination and in a sense of well-be-ng. We must recogni-e at the out-
set that a change which may be beneficial for one task performed in one state of motikn may be inefficient and maladoptive
for anather task or for the same tmk in another state of motion. For example, reduction of a particular sensation or sensory-
motor reflex as a result of repetitive stimulation is usually referred to as habituation or adaptation. This reduction may be
beneficial if the sensation or reflex is misleading or irrelevant, but maladoptive if the person's task and well-being depend
upon response to the sensory signal. There is evidence, however, that habituation may consist of several stages or levels,
some of which actually may :2,-ve to reduce the frequency of moadoptive forms of habituation.

With this rather lengthy but partial list of considerations relevant to habit .ation, it may seem incongruous to restrict
our consideration to the few experiments that ore reviewed below. However, this is not an attempt to even partially review
relevant experiments; it is, rather, a selection of a few experimental results that illustrate the fcct that changes in the
sensory, perceptual, and emotiornal reactions to unnatural states of motion do occur and that some of the factors controlling
these changes are subtle, but neveitheless potentially within the realm of understanding.

The sensory informotfon natirally provided by the vestibular system is angular velocity about any body (head) axis,
angular-position (attitude) information relative to gravity, and probably linear-velocity inforimation. The semicircular
cono!s provide angular-velocity input during angular acceleration, and the otoliths provide attitude information during
change in position (and also during maintained pisition). Vestibular linear-velocity information comes from a changing
utricular input combined with a "nio angular velocity" signal from the cooals. it is this combination that is probabiy the
sine qua non of the vestibular linear-velocity percept (39, p. 91). Although the first two functions are frequently sepa-
rated for licademic instruction, they almost never function separately in notural movement. Thus the angular velocity from
the canarls is normally coordinated with change in position information from the otoliths. Together they signal angular
velocity about a head-axis which is :ocated opproxinately relative to gravity by týe otoliths. In natural situations, this
information is typiclly supplementary to and interacting with visual informati6r, tactual information, and muscie-joint
information to maintain sequential sets of appropriate reflex actions during coo.din.ated movement. In considering ve-stibu
for adaptive reactions, it is necessary to consider the natural functional interaction of these systems.

A. Adaptation to Tilt
In connection with adaptation to tilt, it is necessary to take into account that we have been constantly exposed A
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phyiogenetically and ontogenetically to a I g-unlt field and have spent much time in various orientations relative to this
force field. Many of our activities do not demand perfect al:gnment with gravity and are carried out with the head or body
deviated from gravitational alignment by ;ome acceptable range of deviations. In running, we learn to line up approxi-
mately with the resultant of gravity and centripetal acceleration when we make fast turns of we full down. It is true that
some positions of static tilt lead to greater mean errors than others in adjusting a lighted line to vertical in darkness (40),
but in r -" ;f natu.ol situations the error remaining from one sensory channel is corrected to within acceptable limits for
equilibrium by suoplomentary information from several other senses. Thus, we are already adapted to many conditions of
tilt, and in considering experiments on this topic, it is necessary to evaluate how some of the experimental situations which
have been studied differ from our norrol adapted state.

In many experiments the primary difference from ti.a natural condition is that tLe tilt has been accomplished passively
and slowly and the static position has been carefully maintained. In one such experiment, subjects in seated positions
remained as motionless as possible in 12-deg iateral or backward tilt positions but were told that they were being smoothly
returned to upright aft' " report when upright position was achieved. Previous to this, they hod been shown that the de-
vice could w-.te very smoothly. Within 1 to 5 minutes, subjects reported upright position (Gueory, 1949, unpublished).
Upor. octuc. .-itsin to upright, they felt as if they were tilted in opposite direction and required about the same length of
time to, re.x, " spright again. This latter effect has been demonstrated in several experimeris in whic. misleading instruc-
tic;i: hod not L _en int,'oduced (Jý.'). The results demonstrate that undrer static well-supported seated positioning without
cixternal visual reference, ov:r position senses are fairly plastic. Thr.;. adaptation ?ffects, which are quite likely proprio-
ceptive a: well as vestibular, ore short term, and theie is no recson to suspect a retentior of such effects from one day to 7
the next.

In several water-immersion experiment:. (42-44), requiring repositioning of the body relative to gravity or pointing
in the direction of vertical, judr-ients; of verticality were found to be quite variable, and this variability, irrespective of
the cccuroc/ of mean judgments, suggests tht the otolith system by itself does .'.ot provide highly precise or strong signals
of --ercality. Ir "art, these experiments which have sought :o remove all save the otolith signals have in some cases
nimnuced complicating semicireular ccnol signals arnJ in others, very slow positioning has reduced "change-in-position"
infou~r.j'on which the otoliths .ad canals vould normally contribute.* To some extent, then, the large variability of judg-
menr, ih" .vould signify poor verticality discrimination my result from the complicating canal signals, the absence of
Ptoi,. t. ,-- in-position -ignals, and the lack of synergistic inputs from the other senses, rather than the paucity of oto-
Ii " 1i' Nevertheless, in t+,vse particular juJgment situations the otoliths do not apparently provide a very comFel-
lir • , ..-:,on of vert;colity, and it is clec'r that flight can introduce even more confusing conditions far judgments of
vr '- 'y.

in another class of experiments, . isual fields have been tilted independently of the subject. Studies in which the
subject is either statically positioned or is moved passively and slowly have shown that tle main lines of the visual field
influence the judgment of verticality (46). Pronounced ditferences in !.ow much the visual frame dominates these judg-
ments have been related to personality types (47). With highly sp'eciic instructions to subjects, these individual differences
are d:ninished (48), but once again a plasticity of man in the judgment of verticality under essentially static conditions
has oeen demonstrated. Witkin (49) found that training in situation• with conflicting visual and proprioceptive cue situa- A
tions "nduced some improvement in the "accuracy" of judgmenis, especially when the sub~ects were instructed conceming
the available orientation cues.

In a related series of investigations, body "tilting" has been accomplished by keeping the subject upright relative to
gravity, but by use of the centrifuge, a resultant inertial vector has been tilted relative to the body (29,50). Under these
circumstances, the perception, of the "gravitoinertial" vertical of a line of light logs c'.nsiderably behind the change in the ,
resultant vector (50,51). In this situation, the semicircular canals indicate rotation in a plane which i: approximately
orthogonal to the plane of the change in the resultant force. The slow change in the perception may signify a gradual
adaptive iiift from one frame of reference to another under some conditions (51), but under other conditions, the slow shift
seems to c:epend upon dissipation of discordant cnnal information (52).

Experiments in which subiects have been maintained under unusuai condition: of dynamic motion have not been typi-
cally regarded as "otolith habituation" studies, primarily because so many otner sensoey-notor interactions were also in-
volved. However, when an ;ndividuai Is is, flight, his readihess to shift to tilted visual framnes such as a false hori:on or
to perceived "upright in the cabin" as grr.itatio val upright may be even greater than the tendencies noted in tome of these
relatively 2tatic experimental condition,,. In fligh' conditions the direction of +he resultant force is freque:.tly not in align-
ment with gravity, and hence it is freoaently not pefpendicular to the visible horizon. Moreover, the direction of rotation
of the resultant vector may or may no' be signaled by the semicircular canals, depending upon the particular flight maneuver.
Under these conditions of highly unnatural combinations of inputs froa the orientati;n and riotion sensors, the dynomi.:s of
the perceptual judgments ore not predictable from knowledge of individual sensory systems. Habituation to these conditions
clearly involves more than adaptation to unusual otolitnic stimulation. Hobituution to complex :patiol sensory inputs will
be token up in a later section.

B. Habituation of Semicircuvir Canal Responses

Discussion of vestibular habituation is fr•quently restricted to changes in vestibular nystagmus during repeated semi-
circular canal stimulation. During the course of simple, repeated rotation about an Earth-vertical axis in darkness, nystoa-
mis declines when subjects are not kept mentally active (39, p. 10). Thus, as with other sensory stim.•i, monotonoui repe-
tition of stimul; (which demand no attention for practical reasons) yields a decline in vestibuiar nystogmnus. This is the

:Location of •ody position relative to gravity by the otoliths may be partially analogous to position sensi of limbs which
decays immeciatelv following movement (45). if so, some adaptation to tilt may be due to forgetting "change-in-pasition"
information.



*vestibular counterpart of habituation of the "orienting reaction" (cf. 22,53) which has been demonstrated for auditory,

visual, and other sensory stimuli. It is a mechanism that provides the ability to attend to one thing without being dis- A
tracted by all of the Incotisequential stimuii that are constantly present ;n almost any natural environment. It has been
repeatedly shown for many sense modalitie•i that subtle changes in the stimulus will re-elicit the orienting reaction. The
some teems to be true for nystagmus. What happens then Is that there is some kind of monitoring going on, though it may
be subconscious (5A, p. 307f), which passes a range ar band of various stimuli without diverting the individual from on-
going ,ictivity. When, however, a novel or donger-associoted stimulus pattern is outside this acceptance band, there is
an orienting reaction, or inspecting response. This process may !nvolve selective suppression of vestibular afferent inflow
to various centers, but it also involves an actomatic assessment and classification of the signal in relation to the current
situatlon.

There is an aspect of vestibular nystagmus and its relation to arousal which has been omitted from our consideration
thus far. There have been a number of studies which indicate that sensory signals (e.g., cuditory or visual) remain strong
while an animal is attending to that specific signa; source (cf. 22,53), buO when another distracting stimulus or mental
activity is required, the signals are reduced. More ro~the point of the prefent discussion, Hernandez Pe'on and Donoso
Q(n 55, p. 126-127) recorded fro: deep (subcortical) electrodes photic-evoked potentials from viA" .i radiations in humaon
subjects and noted thet the evoked potentials were markedly smaller during difficult arithmretic colculations. As soon as
solutions were reached, the evoked poieniials recovered. It is curious then that vestibular nystogmus which is diminished
after only a few stimulus repetitions (wherein the subject is no longer "arous,ýd" by the vestibular stimulus) can be made to
return in full intensity by assigning mentrl arithmetic problem! (56). Arithmetic computations that divert the subject's
attention from the vestibular sensations is c.t least as effective as is aittending to and reporting vestibuloa sensations. This
apparent paradox may well be due to the fact that in natural movement, the vestibular system must set off appropriate
reflex actions to motion when the man or animal is engrossed with another tusk. The vestibular syste"n typically functions
as a silent partner in contributing to coordinated movements when the person's attention is on something else. Benson
(personal communication) has recently shown that men oscillated angularly at frequenc;es up to 8 or 10 Hz still retain good
visual performance for objects fixed relative to the Earth, whereas when the man is stationary and the object is oscillated,
the visual performance drops off at oscillation frequencies between 0.5 and 1.0 Hz. In the former case when the man was
oscillated, the vestibular system contributed to the performance but the man's attention was on the visual :nput, not the
vestibular sensations. This is a typical example of vestibular function; vestibular coordination tokes place without att-Sn-
tion to the vestibular sensation because attention to on external vestibular eliciting agent is not ncturally required. Ves-
tibular signals ore usually initiated when the person voluntarily moves the head or whole body. The voluntary initiation of
tMe movement and the concomitant feedback from many other senses, which ore more clearly under conscious voluntary
control than is the vestibular sense, disguises the fact that we even have vestibular sensory data. Thus a pawson con volun-
tarily close or open his eyes, turn to see, close his ears, turn to better hear, touch himself or iurn to touch something else,
move to avoid being touched or hit, position a limb relative to the body or relative to gravity, or sequentially move limbs
to walk, and oil cf these visual, auditory, cutaneous, and proprioceptive sensory data are subject to a degree of conscious
voluntary control which is necessary for iAe person's commerce with the envirormint. But most of these some acts involve
stimulation of the vestibular system, which provides sensory data without conscious awar-ness and which probably functions
best when its contribution is not a matter of conscious awareness. When a person is highly active mentally or is attending
to other sensory inputs, as for example in the act of pursuing game, vesiibuaor reflex input to coordinated "automatic" move-
ment must be at its peak-, and attention to vestibular sensations mu;t be minimal. In this -ontext, it is not surprising that
mental arithinetic enhances vestibular nystagmus even though it distmcts the person from attending to vestibulc7 sensations.

From these considerations, several points emerge: 1) Vestibular sensations in a natural environment are less subject Z
to conscious awarehess and purposeful conscious control than am those of the other senses relevant to orientation and motion.
2) Mentnl arousal heightens vestibular reflex action even when attention to vestibular sensations is irrelevant to the task at

thund. 3) Reduction of vestibular nystogmus through "attention habituation" of this type is not an indication that a person
vii have suppressed nystagmus reactions to sem circular canal stimulation in the flight environment. 4) Much of the yes-

Nibukar stimulation in flight is unnatural, and it sets off reactions that. are functionally useiess. Because these stimuli are
novel, they at first evoke arousal that potentiates vestibular reflex actions. With more experience in flight, the acceptance
bond i, widened and fewer vestibular signals elicit thete nonfunctional reactions. 5) However, heightened mental oraunul
for any reason, including perceived threat, will potentiate the elicitation o. vestihulor relex actions when these reactions
have bteo reduced only by attention habituation. Increased unnecessary vestibular eactions or the tension created by their
potentiction and suppression con interfere with fine motor control (3,4,31).

Tnere is another form of r.sponse changi that occurs during a prolonged semicirc,,.;r canal stimuilus. During constant
angular acceleration, nystagmus peaks and declines and sensation peaks and declines even more quickly (39,57). Following

such a si;mulus, the. - is a rnversed or secondary reaction. These response characteristics are at voriance with theoretical
estiriatfs of cupuilar re ponses and have been regoaded as evidence of adaptation. Several models have been proposed to
occount for the effects (in i0, p. 363-380). These kinds of adaptation signs seem to occur during high arousal levels (57),
and they also occuv when arousal is rnt maintained throughout the response (39, p. 83). The latter point is important be-
cause it indicates that thot occutrence of the nystaous response itself is not a necessory condition for these signs of adopta-
tion. and tht former point is important because the response decline appears to be not just another sign of attention hob'tuo-
tion. This form of o•aptation seems to be more prominent in iower animals thun in man, but it is clearly present in man (58).
Recently Goldberg end Fernandez (59) found that some first-order ampullar neurons in monkeys showed changes in response
during and after prolonged stimulation, like those encountered in human nystagmus and sensation, whereas other neurons did
not exhibit "odoptation effects." The normal semicircuoar canal response is bilaterl and yields o differential input to the
central nervous system. Goldberg and Fernandez fouo4 a return toward spontaneous firing levels in units whose initial
response was decreased by the .Simulus, €s well as in units responding by incr(osed firing rates. Whether or not %uch neural
responses reflect a selectivn efferent suppression on some neurons or some kind of selecftve peripheral odc-tation process,
6tere is an analogous :suppression of the nystagmus response, and an even greater suppression of Cie subjeatmve sensations
during prolonged constant stimulation.
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Groen (60) has proposed that this kind of adaptction process is deficient in some men, and these individuals will con-
stitute a chronically "motion sick" group. There is some evidence which supports this contention and if it is correct, then
it should be possible to develop some reliable simple teits to select out such individuals. There is, however, some conflict-
ing evidence (61), and it appears reasonably certain that simple sensory tests used alone will nmt be sufficient to detect all
categories of individuals who will not readily adjust to unnatural motion environments.

Groen (60) also has proposed that during periodic stimulation, a neural copy of the sensory pattern develops so that
balance is maintained more or less automatically, and he adduced convincing evidence in support of th!s idea. There is
little question that something like this happens, but it is not at all established that the adaptation effects referred to in the
previous section are necessarily a sign of this process or of individual differences in this capacity. However, if they are,
then some very s'mple short quantitative tests will have far-recching significance, and this is a matter of current research
in Pensacola.

The most impressive evidence for Groen's "puttern copy" hypothesis comes from after-effects of prolonged exposure to
periodic or other unnatural stimulation in which the subjects have initiated voluntary move.ments In a lighted structured
visual field. Thus the coordination of visuai, vestibular, and proprioreptive inputs during a voluntarilv fijitiated task are
part of the exposure history in active fighter pilots who showed suppressed cupulogroms (62), sea voyaoets who experienced
a ro~ling countryside upon debarkation (60), and in man recovering from exposure on the Pensacola rotating room (63).

It is not intended to imply by these comments that some degree of pattern copy cannot develop in the absence of en-
forced visual, proprioceptive, and vestibular interaction. Indeed, Groen (personal communication) has found some experi-
mental evidence suggestive of pattern copy after simple sinusoidal oscillation in the dark. Also, Kennedy (64) has shown
impressive changes in phase relations during prolonged sinusoidal oscillation, ospecially when arousal was not maintained.
However, it is of practical importance to find those conditions which maxi-.,ize the development of pattern copy, control
the way that vestibular and associated responses are altered, and influen'ce the retention of altered responses.

A number of studies have indicated that acquisition of cont'ol over involuntary responses (15) is aided by pairing them
with supporting responses already under voluntary control. Re,-ent studies demonstrating that heart rate and other involun-
tary actions may be brought under a degree of voluntary control have heightened interest in this topic (19-21).

Vestibular nystogmuis and vestiLular sensations .ore not typically under voluntary control when these reactions are pro-
duced by passive rotation in a dark room. Howevi-r, when the person has a visual task that requires voluntary visual sup-

pression of nyztagmus, th,, the repeated pairig of such a visual task with the vestibular stimulus eventually results in a
habituation of vestibular nystogmus to that .rlm.'"s even in the dark. This is illustrated in Fioure 1.

HABITUATION CLOCI(WZSE ROtAt,•,ti _ o__________T_ Figure 1. Nystagmus Per Cent DeclineIOITOSVSA DARK *#VWuA1 owR DARKCOtIIDITIOWIS stm v ss. UNocc +pMO of in dr-o"ps of Ten Men Tested in Dark-
I1ASU ness with and without Computational

6o0% A-ousal before and after Habituation

PERCENT DECLINE - . UWrsW Sum PKM *on Series of 80 one-minute Rotation Trials.
WITH 40 4 4/m rmnam sw n~m L•uT During the hobituation, pstrotation

COMPUTATION nystagmus was visually suppressed in
20l Groups I and Ill by l?,esenting prob-

lems requiring visual control of eye
movements. Suppressed was nystagmus

right (-i) in Group I, nystagmus left
fE% -- (6) in Group Ill. Groups 11, IV, and

V were habituated in darkness, but
PERCENT DECUINE 40 Group V solved auditcrily presented

VATCOUT problems after each trial.COMPUTATION 2

GROUP I G11uPI GROUP1II GROUP IV 4ROuP v

Figure I also shows that .ontrol groups "hoabtuated" in darkness showed about the some nystogmts reduction as the visual
suppression groups when both groups were tested without requirement for arithmetic computations in darkness. However,
when the group were again tested in darkness while doing mental arithmetic, then only the groups habituated with visual
suopression of nystagmus showed a significant nystagmus habituation in darkness, and this was present only for the direction
of nystogm'us that hod been visually suppressed. This directionally specific nystogmus habituation imposed by the repeated
pairing of visual and ves~ibular stimuli in a particular way indicates that some sensory-motor retraining has token place which
cdrrie- over to the dark condition. This kind of nystogmus a.onge seems to be different from nystagmus changes brought about
by "arousal habituation" and from adaptation effects during prolonged single responses.

One of the most intercstir..j experiments on this topic hr's been carried out by Gonshor et al. (65) who showed that
prolonged sinusoidal oscill'.tlon did not produce nystogmus habituation to sinusoidal oscillation as long as mental arousal by
arithmetic computations was requirece. However, when subjects wore right-left reversing prisms throughout the day and were
tested from time to time by 2-minute periods of passive s;nusoidol oscillation in darkness during mental ctmputation, nystag-
mus was reduced, and there were marked changes in phase relctions (almost 180 deg) between n/stagmus reversal and chair
reversal; i.e., 'he ocular response to vestibular signals was phase shifted tc accomplish a functional coordination of the visual
and vestibujlar inputs. Thus the normal coordination between visual, vestibular, and preprioceptive inputs wc. rearranged by
active voluntary movement while the subjects wore right-'.2ft reversing lenses; evidence of this odaatative rearrangement was
obtained from "involuntary" vestibular nystogmus recorded during passive angular oscillation in darkne-s with the subjects
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doing arithmetic computations.

Arousal and focus of attention :ould -habituation process in several ways. First, arousal can reinstate
nystogmus that has been reduced by atterti- 'v -%Can. It may also Increase the amount of adoptive suppression if we
assume that the suppraision is proportional io lange in neural activity during the responie (53, p. 90-91). In this
connection, the difference b,:tween the dark auditcury arousal group (Group V) and the dark --ooccupied groups (Groups 11
and IV) in Figure 1 may be relevant. Focus of ottention (66) or gating (cf. 13, p. 634f) may influence which aspect of th~e
vestibular response is affected by pairing with a suppressing visual stimulus. Far example, the visual task required of Groups
I and Ill in Figure I required solution of visually presented maechanical -comprehension problems. There was little diiference
in sensation habituation (not shown in Figure 1) in the- fubjects and those groups habituated in darkness even though there
were differences in nystagmus; suppiession. This is In contrast to an early experiment in whiclý subjects were urged to report
cessation of sensation as soon as it occurred, anid significant differences were found between groups habituated with visual
iipjifcssion and thoses nabituoied in darkness (67). Soko~ov (63) and Fribramn (66) both emphasize the importance of cortical
levels of awareness to mnodel building and habituation.

C. Habituation to Complex Stimulus Environments

The experiment of Gonshof et af. (65) in which subjects wore right-left reversing prisms involved a mnore complex
form of habituation than simple changes in response to rotation about an Earth-vertical axis. The active movement with
visual feedback required central -nervous-system adjustment to new reletions between visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive
inputs in various planes of motion. This is one of a whole class of experiments involving what has been referred to as "geo-
metric Jisplacement" (9) or "sensory rearrangement" (cf. 13, 34). Typically, subjects have worn optical :Ievices such as
prisms, or mirrors, which displace, tilt, invert, or reverse the v~sual field. Quantitative performance measures have usu-
ally involved same kind of eye-hand coordination test or walking test during and after the periad of sensory rearrangement.
These studies have usually shown a considerable improvement in performance during the exposure period, impressive after-
effects when the disto-te, *-nput was removed, pronounced individual differences in the initial effects and in rote of per-
ceptual, performance, ani emotional adjustment to distorted input. In general, Held's work has demonstrated that sensory-
motor odjustments-are more readily learned wfien the subjects made active (voluntary) movements during the sensory rear-
rangement (13, p. 607f, and Chapt. 4 in 34), although this ir subjeit to same debate (cf. Chapts. 2 and 14 in 34). The
work of Taub and Berman (Chapt. 11I in 34), hawever,-strongly suggtsts that volition contributes to the learning process,
as indicated by the demonstration of l -earning after deafferentation of limbs. Something like reafference seems to influence
immediate perception and also learning.

It is perhaps significant that there is considerable ev idence for phylogenetic differences in the rearrangem~ent experia-
ments. Taub (Chapt. 6 in 34) indicates that below ... ."the class mammalia, there is no indicotion of ability to compen- 1
sate behaviorally eithe~r for visual inversion or for reversal of direction of action exerted by limb antagonists. The higher
mammals, on the other hand, are able to compensate for both types or rearrangement."

It is qot;e important to note that the kinds of rearranigements purposel) produced in these expptiments with visual tip-
poratus of various types are quite similar to the kinds of rearrangements that are introduced by somot forms of flight simulators.
The adjustment probobly involves a recalibration of several body systems, *including several mnotor systems, several sensory
systems, and comp~lex sensory-mnotor reactions during intentional as well as passive movements.

A recent serlies of investigations, originated by Graybiel (69), has been regarded as primarily of interest in vestibvlor
research, but this experimental situation is really a subtle arid important form of rearrangem~ent expe:riment (39,6:3). When
a person is free to mnove around in an enclosed. lighted, slowly rotating room, more:thon a simple rearrangemeni of vi'uol
and vestibulor inputs is involved. *Walking alosig a straight line on the floor of the room is really walking along a curved
path relative to the Earth. This curvature is sensed by the limb propriocepto. system while the visual system "reports" line-
ar motion. When the person stands still at the periphery of th room, the rooin on the other side looks "uphill" because the
resultant force (resolut~on of gravity and the force from the centrip..tol acceleration) is tilted relcY..e to gravity. Since
the angle of the resultant force relative to gravity diminishes toward center, the perceived tilt varies with the person's
osition in the roam. The most immediote'y distuibing effect is produced by head tilts about any axis that is approximately

at right angles to the axis of room rotation. During the head motion the axis of thi. resultant canal stimulus differs consider-
ably from the axis of intended head motion and from the axis of change in pos~ition signaled by the otoliths and neck. Upon
completion of the head motion, there is a rasidual canal signal (reafFerence), indicatieg motion at right angles to 4the in-
tended plane (efference copy) of motion, and this is alzo at vari--nce wo-4h concurrent otolitl' and propriocept*,ve information
that indicates the position change has stopped. Thus, in addrition to the required visual -vestibulor-proprhceptive rearrange-

-ment, there is an intralobyrinthine rearrargement since the two labyrinthine subsyst-wrrs which normally function synergisti-
cally now provide information that would require completely different sets of compensatory movements.

Individuals deprived of labyrinthime function experience all of the other visual proprioceptive rearrangement p~oblems;
of living ;n the rotating room and show per-raotaional and postrotatioral changes in motor coordination witFout being trouble-d
by nausea or motion sickness (70). From this and other related considerations, Money (35) has concluded iat a functional
labyrinth is necessary for the occurrence of motion sickness, and Reeson (71) hias concluded that a spatial sensory rearranige-
ment in which the vestibulor system is always one party in the conflict is necessary for motion sickness. At any rote, as .;th
the rearrangement experiments in which vision was distorted, ?he results of the rotating room experiments showed that peop!e
could "adjust" to this kind of environment even during fairly h;gqh rates of rotation. There were, as with the other rearrange-
mea-t experiment s, considerable individual differences in initial reocloioms an~d in rates of adjustment irrespective of whether
they were measured by reflex activity, such as nystogmus, emotional reactions (nevrovegetative signs), performance measures,
or subjective reprts; of mrotion sensations.

Nystoagnus and the sensations of motion are valuable signs of the kind of neurophysio~logical recoding which can take
place during exposure to this kind of situation, as shown in Figure 2.
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-,1 .ire_2. Canal Stimulus (S) and Response (R) during Head Tilts berore and
"EM• Z ufter Habituation in Normal and Rotation Environments.
MOUTHI In a natural environment, he•ad rotation about the x-axis from a left lateral••._••O•position tooaright lateral position produces acounterrolling eye movement

about the x-axis and a sensation of x-axis head tilt (A). As the .ead move-
ment steps, the sensation stops and the eye veiocity stops. In the enclosed

A rotating environment, however, the some head movement about the x-oxis
5 produces eye movement and rotary sensation about a changing axis intermedi-

SC ate between the x-, y-, and z-axes and an after-response of almost pure
y-axis nystagmus which in darkness requires 10 or 15 seconds to dissipcte (B).IOur'ng habituation, with active movement and visual suppressior. these dis-
cordant canal responses diminish (C). Shortly thereafter, testinC w,. dark-
nhess with head moivemrents in the natural nonrotating environnient reveals

eye movements and sensations cpposite in direction to those which hod oc-
curred in the rotation condition; this represents a new sensory-motor relation-

S" ship in which a particular sensory "nput in a natural environment produces asensation and nystagmus in - plane which differs by almost 90 deg (D) from
A _ the plane of the original response in the natural environment.

SEFOPE HSTUATtIN AFTER I-A8TUATION
At this time, a heed movement while the subject is standing unsupported and with eyes clated causes him to fall in a direction
compensatory to the receded messoie. A recodinig or reoaganization of sensory-motor and sensory-perceptual relations has
occurred (cf. 63).

These rotating room studies have served to emphasize that change in vestibular nystagmus. though an objectively meas-
urable reflex, is only one sign of habituation and that it is not always correlated with similar changes in other aspects of the
over-all reaition to spatial sensory rearrangement. Nystagmus may deciine while nausea increases, and after vomiting, the
opposite sometimes occurs. A conparilson of several experiments illustrates the subtle factors involved in these various changes.
Reason and Diaz (71) carried out a study in whi-h three groups of subjects made head movements in a rotating structure. One
group was enclosed in the structure and hod only internal visual reference (IVR); a second group had full view of the external
Earth-fixed room and had external visual reference (EVR); and a third group was blindfolded. All three groups were required
to give frequent ratings of motion sensations and of feelings of well-being. Under these circumstances, the IVR condition

clear.y provoked a greater decline of well-being and mc.re severe symptoris of motion sickness thcn either of the other condi-
tions. In re3ard to motion sickness, these results of Reason and Diaz appear to reverse earlier findings by Guedry (72), in
which a group habituated to head movements under IVR conditions exhibited less sickness (and nmore nystagmus habituation)
than a group habituated in darkness. However, in Guedry's study the IVR group was mentally occupied with visually-
presented problems, whereas the dark group was mentally unoccupied. Several experirnents, including recent work with the
Brief Vestibular Disorientation Test, have demonstrated that signs like pallor, sweating, noaseo and sickness are reduced by
assigned mental tasks during exposure to provocative stimuli in darkness (73,74).

Thus, controlled mental activity con amelioratc motion-sickness symptoms, whereas visual-vestibular interplay can fa-
cilitate nystagmnus habituation (72) or exacerbate . t.on sck,.. (10: p. 49. 38) or reduce motion sickness. In this connec-
tion the EVR group of Reason and Diaz (71) showed far less emotional disturbance than dire the IVM group. The immediate
amelioration of emotional disturbance of the EVR conditions can be easily demonstrated with the well-known Link trainer,
%lightly modified. During rotation at a fairly ropli rate je.g., 20 rp-n), head movements in the darkened interior will disturb
most ocaple. With the cockpit illuminated, the same head mov.ement; will again be highly disturbing. If, however, the
cockpit is opened so that the external room is visible, the e.notional effects of the head movements are striklngl> reduced.
The veridical visual information on mrotion ;elative to the external world melds the inertia! messages from the canals and oto-
litlis and the expected sensory feedback ;,o more synergistic inforrmation concerning head motion relative to the fixed extemal
frame of reference. For example, in dacness a right-lateral head tilt from upright position during clockwise rotation pmo•
duces a climbing %ensation and diagonal vertical nystagmus with slow phase down. The subject expects a sensation of right-
ioterel head tilt (efference copy) oavi gets something (reaffrrence) entirely different. With the external view available, how-
ever, it is clear as soon as the head movement starts that the lateral head tilt relative to~the body "causes" motion of the
visual field in a diagonal downward direction relative to the head; moreover, the diagonal vestibular nystogmus with slow
phase downward relative to the head is in a direction to aid visual acuity of this moving field. This is the condition under
which pilots usually learn to fly, i.e., with good visual reference. It is a favorable condition because the mental occupa-
tion with the flight task affords some reduction in the emotional consequences of discordant spat'l sensory data and also be-
cause the external visual reference con transform sensory discordance into nore nearly concordant information. On the other
Sanod, a person trained only under conditions of good visual reference may not be prepared for the emotional impact that con
result from discordant spatial sensory data when external visual reference 's either reduced, absent, or r..isleading. It is a
simple ineypensive matter to demonstrate the influence of the presence or cbsence of exte-,ol visual referenc* on the disturb-
ing qualities of unnatural motion Wt.muli.

Habituation to unnatural motion environments involves changes oa a number of different reaction systems, and the
conditlons of exposure, including intefactio.., of the various sensory inputs and the task of the individual, influence not only
the immediate perception, oculomotur reflex activity, and -motional reaction, but also the rates of habituation of these vari-
ous compon,'nts of the total reaction. It is p,.-ope,, Act !i.. way in which various involuntry response components change is
determined in part by association of these components with ot.ir components that are under more direct voluntary control
(cf. 15) and that naturally suppress or facilitate the 9paticular reaction. The most obvious exemple is the pairing of vestibu-
lor nystagmrs with a vituao task that requires voluntacy control of the eyes. The plane (63,72), the magnitude (63,72), and
the phase relations (65) of the ocu!omotor response can be changed itr this way. A less obvious example is the emotional as-
pect of the "action. This component, of course, con be omelk(rated when it is p!ssible to de s.onstrate that the exposure
reolly is not dangerous (whet,, in fact, it is not) but it is also passible that demonstrations of the effect of purposeful pairing
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of mental cor'nutotions with mildly disturbing stimuli may prove helpful in bringing the emotional components under voluntary
control. The person can be shown that mental distraction from the peculiar sensations reduces the disturbance they produce.
Another way which may be effective is to pair voluntarily controlled respiration with the unnatural stimulus. The Coriolis
"cross-co,,oling" stimulus produces gross changes in respiration in soa.e people. Some individuals seem uninfluenced by this
sti.'nulus, out others hold the breath, while still others incriea.e rate and depth of breathing, I have found myself doing the
latter while experiencing such stimuli. At these times I experience immediate fear despite the fact that I intellectually be-
lieve myself to be in s safe condition. By consciousiy controlling respiration before, during, and after the stimulus, these
immediate fear reactions seem considerably reduced. If this can be proven by future studies, it will be a nice tribute to the
classic James-Lange theory of emotion, and it may be a highly practical bit of knowledge for instructing and habituating
pilots in regard to a primary danger of disorientation stref s; i e., the immediate fear or panic recations.

In" sum-nary, it is clear that the habituation of practical interest to aviation medicine it volves irrich more than changes
in vestibular reactions per se. The various changes in vestibular rec-ctions cre, however, rntimately involved with raoious
sensory, cognitive, and emotional p-ocesses of habituaticn; in this context. an understanding Vf changes in vestibular reac-
tions, which typically ore not under conscious voluntary control, has far-reaching ,igr9ificcnce for a,iation medicine. It is
proposed that there are several mechanisms of vest*bula- habituation:

1. A short-term adaptive change whereby sustained change in level of vestibular sensory input initiates counterptoc- Ad
esses to return sensory inflow toward the in'tial level of activity (57,75). This process i; presumed to operate irrespective of
cognit~ve assessment of stimulus significance. It involves on inhibition or suppression of sigSaols at various sites in the nervous
syst-m and may be dependent upon efferent suppression from higher levels, as Groen has suggested for the vestibtLP. ystem
(60) and as others have suggested for other -ystems ;p. 104 in 53). That individual diifferences in decay of various responses
to prolonged sensory stimuli may represent idiosyncrat-c differences in general cortical suppression has been reviewed by
Reason (76).

2. An "attention habituation" whereby familiar stimuli are processed, classified as familiar and inconsequential, and
thus no reat.ion is elicited. Incoming signals are categorized and compared withn stored information with minimal conscious
awareness. The perceived current situation leads to an-expected orage of inconsequential messages, and messages falling
within this range do not elicit irrelevant vestibular reflex .:ctivity (except when there is extraneous mental arousal), and no
perceptual awareness. Messages outside this range elicit reflex activity and perceptual awareness. Exposure -o varied condi-
tions of motion in various situations involves a continual updating of 'hc significance of messages. This process is presumed
to involve more complex systems than those involved in the short-term adaptive change. Its functional value is that attention
and energies are not expended unnecessarily. However, heightened mental arousal can switch off this habituation and induce
vestibular reflex action. In flight, this could contribute ro undesirable tension at a time when fine sensory-motor coordina-
tion and quick-decision making ore essential. The processes proposed are comparable to the alerting, focusing, model-
forning propused by Pribrom (53, p. 87). Studies of the late components of cortical evoked potentials suggesting that they
are related to the cognitive signirficance of sensory stimuli (22, 37,53) also nrovide physiological evidence for this assumed
process.

3. A pattern copy process whereby repeating sequences a-e copied to :et up efficient immediate responses and also
effiws.,nt rhythms of response to iequences of contiruout movement. This usually involves the dropping out of physiologically
inefficient actions, .tuch o- senerolized muscle tens;on, and unnecessary cognitive attention to actions and reactions. This,
therefore, involves an updating of signals which is parr of the arousal ind attention habituation process.

4. Under unusual conditions a rearrangement of sensory-perceptual-and sensory-motor relations is se•,.'nded by the
environmental conditions and the individual's task. Rearrangement is a learning process. It is facilitated by volntary
nctivity and the pairing of sensory inputs that elicit voluntarily contro•eld responses, which naturally suppre~s or facilitate
responses not under voluntary control. Under such circumstances, 'he establishment of -New sensory-motor and ,ensory-
perceptual relations is fa:ilitated.

5. Components of the processes involved in attention habituation are necessary (and those involved in sl.ort-trm
adaptation may be necacsary) for this higher order (more complex) habituation. The lower order processes which effect either
the reduction or reactivation of natural responses, permit rapid adjustment of behavior to novel sensory inpts. They also
serve to prevent rapid development of sensory-motor rearrongements that would be mao;.daptive in most natural c.rcurnstances.
Thus it is asstmed that attentioan habituation and suppression may serve to prevent learning of rearrangements by preventing
cortical levels of awareness, except when this additional stage of learning is demanded by the tacsk and motion environment.

6. Visual, vestibular, and prop: inceFtive inputs relevant to orientation and motion that ore mutually discordant or
that involve mismatches between reafference and efference copy signify cr, emergency condition, which elicits emotional
and anxiet/ reactions. Individual differences in the magnitude of these emotionnl reactions influence the rate of habituation
by the vrrious mechanisms proposed above.

V. RELEVANCE TO SELECTION, ASSIGNMENT, A: - TRAINING IN AVIATION SPEIALTIES

Ir the preceding sections, evidence has been adduced for a speculative theory wh.ich proposes that emotional reactions
are ,onnected to positioning, movement, and the control of movement in vorious stages of development by ra.ural condition-
ing. Conditioned emotional reactions te control of movement influence personality, motivation (drive), and nognitive devel-
opmen', inchuding abilities with spatial relatinas Other factors that influence personality, inciudirmg inherited character-
istics, also influence the magnitude of emotional reactions to motion stimul;. The developmental st=ge in which unfavorrile
car Jitionirg occur. influences later adaptability to differ.n! control tasks during exposure to unnatural motion. Sensory in-

pus relevant to orientation and motion that are mutcaily discordant or that involve mismatches betwee.- reafferer.ce and ef-
ference cop/ signify on emergency condition whici, elicits emotional nod anxiety renctions. %%en ti.ese reactiizns are exces-
sive, the integrative fcnction of the limbic system may be temporarily disnapted. These excessive reactions can be detected
by the Brie% Ve-tibular Disorientation Test (BVDT) which produces effects and oerformanre change suggestive o; fu;sct;ons
that have been ascribed to the linbic system (37!. Excessive emotional reactivity to contro'. of totion ir flight, in adidition
to degrading fine motor control (2, p 11160, can interfere w3th detectino and re-mebering i;gn•ftint componer.ts of +he
stimulei, on.i ieairn•% new stirm.lus-rcspone sequen.es that ore necessary to free !he higher mental am.cses for higher-order
decision making (cf. 37, p. 126- 127). Conditioning procedures can reduce the ernotionoa r-coctivity, to discordanm motion

-ka
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stimuli and also can suppress some of the sensory discordance. To some extent the featibility of these procedures from a
practical point of view depends upon the individual degree of emotional reactivity as well as upon the presence or absence
of other abilities and exper'ence that control behavioral effectiveness.

Implications for Selection and Assignment o. Flight Personnel. Fr,,m the theoretical position presented, it is not surpriing
that the BVDT (5,73) and othier simrlar tW (W6 een found to be vnilid predictors of flight failures and attritions. Re-
cently 173) on inverse relatlon has been found between BVDT reactiv~ty scores end performan,:e rmquiring both vigilance and
short-term recall. This suppor.'s the idea th.t mental functionimportant to flight tasks can be degraded by such reactions.
It is also to be expected that some personality te.ts would correlate with the-BVDT, and there have bepi, recent findit.gs of
significant correlations (73), although crossvalidatiora must -t:ll be obtained This form of test may eventually-prove useful
in personality evaluation for a broader application.

The reaction to the cross-coupling effects of tilting the head during wnole-body rotation is what is eva'ueted by the
BVDT. In this stimulus situation it is primarily the semicircular canal reafference that is mismatched with otolith and p-opiio-
ceptar signals and with efference copy. For this reson, evaluation of vestibular nystagmus produced by simple semicircular
canal s'imulation 4t a valuable adjunct to the BVDT. During such testing it i! desirable to Introduce stimuli and techniques
that permit reliable asessmrent of the lower order adaptive suppression of prolonged reactions. If a iack of suppression here
would detect the absence of necessary centroi regu:,tory professes which is une of several requisites for adapting to unnciural
motion according to Groen (60), then this test wou!d detct such a deficiency. It might piave valuable also to test the sup-
pression of after-nystagmus and sensation by repositioning and Ly visual si:muli. Each of the" tests should have diagnostic
potential concerning basic requirements for higher order adaptation and, in combinmion, .:-ould be valuable for differenticl
diagnosis as well o2 for use in personnel selection.

Correlations between DVDT scores, spatial relations scores, and other tests of flight aptitsde are to be expected and
have been found M73). However, various combinations of scores on various te%ts relating to flight success should be examined
carefully for a number of reasons. Owing to differences between pilot and crew in regard to the immnediat4 feedback and con-
sequences of their control actions (cf. Section III above), it is tot unlikely that a combination of traits optimal for one group
will be !ess than optimal for the other. A person vho has success in sports and other activities that reward vniuntary contro.9
of highly coordinated motion may be a reasonably strong reactor on the BVDT. Early stages of €evelopmtntol conditionirg
may have produced an emotional reactivity to passive mat;on. However, iM a later developmental stage invnlv.ng voluntary
movement, rewards for voluntary control of -notion may combine with the above-average eo.tional reactivity to yield a high
motivatit.n for voluntary control of movement. Seeking challenges in the vo;,ntory control of motian could eventually lead
to success in sports. Such a p-rson might show a fairly strong BVDT reoction because the voluntary h•ead movement prcoduces
a mismatch between efference copy and :eafference, thereby challenging the volu-tarv con.ro* of behavior. However, the
external v;-uol refers'nce in early stages of flight training, the individual's motivation, and the voluntary initi;tion of octinrs
titat control sensory feedback in the piloting task may be a 'avoroblecombination for condfitioned suppression of the ineffi-
cient reactions; i.e., for the development of expectancies or models that cancel the discord. The same person might ýJi I as
a nonpilot flight officer whose functions would be important to the long-range micsion and safet/ of the flight, bur wViose
cortrol actions would in no way control the immediate response of the aircraft and whose actions would be carried out with-
out externai visual reference. For such reasons, it oppoors likely that refinements of the BVDT, including perfomonce test-
ing during both active and passive motions, may pro-tide additional predictive capability, including the poteotial for deter-
mining flight oss•gnment. In zhis connection, recent BVDT pe:formance test results have shown a stronger correlation to
nonpilot flight officer criteria than th.se for pilot trainees (73).

Relt;oti. to Training Devices. Initruction on disorientation is important in eviation because anticipation of provocative condi-
tions is nn effective countermeasure. Instructional material should be simpie and current because ein.ors con challenge t!'e
creditaoility of all the material presented. Flight demonstrations are highly desirable; however, this section is primrri;ly ad-
dressed to the use of training d'vicet. P* is important to make a distinction regarding the uwe oý these devices as quick 6emon-
strators, as trainers (including simulators) which "sawe" flght time, and as means of habituating or condiioning the indiviCuol.
MI regard to demonstrators, it is a simple and inexpensive mr-tter to set up a devicethat will suffice t-r demonstrating both
disorientation ari some factors that reduce it. The cross-coupling effects of tilting the head durin. rotation; the sensation of
no rotation during rotation and conversely of sensed rotation when stopped; and the pe--ceptien of tilt (relative to the Earth)
when in fact the tilt ;s relative to a resultant iorce vector can alo be demonstrated with a very inex iensivT device. The saoie
device zan serve to demonstrate how the expectation of rotation can lead to sensations of rotation under restricted visual con-
d.t'ons, and more important, how external visual reference can reduce disorienting effects. Because the magnitude of the
disorientation can be controlled, it is entirely feasible to demonstrate clearly to any nor-mal person that he can be disoriented,
that inattention cnn produce disorientation under mild condit;ans, and that a major part of disorientation con be overcome.

With very little more cpparotus expense, it can be demonstrated that flying by Instru•ents Juring disorientation is not
d ificult (when emol;on,! tensions ore not invoived), and it would cost only a little more in time to demonstrate that two or
three social drinks can serio,!y i.p•ir normal a•ility to "fly- y "t.'--.e.nts" during this so-.. d•srienting sti.nulus. All cf
these things can be done without major equipment expznse. In regard to trainers anrd flight simulatc.rs, with the device just
mentioned, it would be possible to train o person to track one flight ;nstrent and scan others duriý g disorientation. Improve-
ment in tracking ability could double as a selection me'_;.r. Wherever training Is given in motion devices other than in an
.ircraft, hoi.ever, the potential o r undesir.•ile transfer of training is present. Such devices, therefore, require careful con-
sideration. This is espee.olly !rue of simulaton and situlated flight profiles involving a cockpit mock-up of the real aircraft.
Wits multi-degree-of-freedom cenrifuges, i: is not 'zncommon to vary position of the mon reiulive to the resultant of the
gravity and the :entripetal acceleration rnmponents in order to simulate a flight profile. This al=ays introduces cross-
coupling effects that are different from those which would be experienced in the actual flight. Here the degree of training
CM staed purpose of the training may be qult, important. The simulator sometimes provides a more difficult flight control
task that does the a:rcraft; under such circumstances, the simulator can show that the "flight job" con be done under difficult
di.orienting circumstai-ce-. However, an extended training program without clarification of probable differences it, the
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simulated and real flight cornditions may lead to difficulties in flight, just as the absence of inertial feeaback cu~s led to
difficult'es in experienced pilots with the visual motior simulators (10, p. 49). The current knowledge of perceptual and
neuromuscular effects of variation in magnitude and direction of linear acceleration vectors combined with inertial torques
of various magnitudes and direction, though advancing, is not yet to the point where predictions of reactions con be made
with confidence. Because of its direct application both to the use of simulators ind in predicting and describing reactions
in flight, this remains on important area for additional research.

Habituation of Undesirable Reactions. In Section IV it has been indicated that many of the undesirable effects of sensory-
motor discordance produced by unnatural motion can be decreased by various habituation pronedures. There are several
questions about the practical ust of such procedures. First, there is the question of whether or not habituat;on will transter
from the conditioning procedusie to the fliqht environment. This has been answered affirmatively but tentatively by Dobie
(77). Still a question remains as tc which is the most efficient procedure. Based on theory proposed herein, conditioning
aimed at reduction of the emotional components of the total reaction would appear mare desirable than reductiun of the mag-
nitude of nystogmus or sensation to some particular stimulus. However, simply learning that this kind of specific habituation
is possible could serve to reduce emotional tensions in flight, which viould then enhance favorable adaptation to the flight
environment. Exposure to a variety of motion conditions, including both active and passive motion, would seem to be desir-
able on the basis of developing learning sets (cf. 12, p. 77f). This seems to be the procedure followed by Russian scientists
in preparing airmer and spacemen for flights (78). However, let us speculate on a procedure far reducing reactions to un-
natural .noticns. A device with several degrees-of-freedom can be used to closely control the magnitude of discordance
introduced by o variety of motion stimuli. The occurrence of passive stimuli con be foreworn•cd by U signal tone, and exces-
sive physionogical reactions con be signaled through other channels tz. the trainee and to the examiner. Methods of bringing
phys'ological reoctions under voluntary control, comparable to those in current use (19-21), should be included an'J explained
to the trainee. Control of graded passive motion stimuli should be kept within tolerance limits, measured by the magnitude
of subjective and physiological reactions. Active control of graded passive movements should also be provided, first with
external visual reference to reduce discordance and later with limited internal visual reference, Under the latter condition,
an instrument tracking task should be introduced to dietract attention from disturbing sensation and to build confidence in
visual-motor control during disorientation. In addition, some tosl6 involving voluntary head movements during passive motion
should be introduced, first durijig EVR, and then during IVR condition. In time, the magnitude of stimuli shovld be increased
and eventually the war.ing signals omitted. Wirh such techniques it seems likbely that a number of people could bc trained
to reduce erx..onal reactions and tensions caused by unnatural motion and to improve concentration on the central flig t task.

A second practical question pertains to the cost of uch conditioning- In its most elaborate farm it wouid be expensive
at the outset and wouid probably never be practical for routine use, especially with individuals who d% not otherwise pos.ess
favorable indices of flight aptitude. Likewise, individuals with exceptional BVDT reactions or without some of the baic
requisites for a•daptation to motion may be poor prospect. o&- such conditioning procedures. However, for tiose individuals
who do appear to be otherwise favorable prospects, some form of oddit.-onal training of this nature may be both feasible and
valuable. Pilots, pilot candidates, and flight personnel who encounter difficulty in the course of training can probably be
helved when they are highly motivated to fly and when they have the necessary basic skills For their jobs.

clv:ng is regard- d as a challenge by most people. A large percentage of the tales we recount involve either something
we thinK we have dotr: particularly well or some hardship or danger we have survived. A degree of aoxiety may be diesiroble
in a flight candidate, rmpeciaoly when it is a sign of a conscientious person who is willing to pursue a challenging goal.
Skilled athletes are sometimes sick before or ifter a record-. etting performance. The ptob!ems of selection, placement,
routine training, and special training are closely interrelated.
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DISCUSSION

The discussion following this paper was concerned mainly with the use of disorieintoion training
devices. Dr Guedry distinguished between the demonstration of disorientation and the use of simulator
like devices which might be used to 'save' flight time. He regarded the brief demonstration of the
false sensations which can be produced in simple devices, such as that to be described by Dr Collins,
as highly desirable, though he was in agreement with the opinion of Group Captain Dcbie that there was no
substitute for flight experience. He took a more cautious attitude towards dynamic simulators which he
considered might give rise to an undesirable transfe- of training, especially if an excer.ded training
programuc were to be carried out in such a simulator without the aviator having a clear understanding of
the differences between simulated and real flight conditions.

The use of the Brief Vestibular Disorientation Test (BVDT) was also discussed. Dr Guedry explained
that the BVDT assessed a broader dimension of individual differences than 'sensitivity to vestibular
stimulation'. Failure and attrition in flying training which correllsted with high reactivity on the
BVDT could not be attributed simply to difficulty in coping with orientational problems i- flight.
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SUoieARY

Techniques and procedures for providing on-the-ground familiarization of aviation perixonnel with dis-orientation problems are spelled out in detail. The techniques have been used with notable success both

at the Civil Aeromedical Institute and in the field. They are relatively inexpensiv.,; effective both for
pareicipants and observers, sud are readily accepted by flyers as pertinent to the aviation situation.
The extent to which disorientation is affected by the type of visual information available to the pilot is
examined under normal conditions and when alcohol is involved; ways of demonstrating the deleterious
effects of alcohol are described.r

A number of general avfttion pilots in the United States are unaware of the potential hazards of dis-
orientation or vertigo, and .many feel that they are Immune to these undesirable aspects 9f flying. The
major basis for this lack of experience is not immunity but the fact that most U.S. general aviation pilots
are "weekend pilots" (i.e., infrequent flyers who rarely fly under anything other than good VFR condi-
tions). Contributing to the latter is the fact that the vast majority of U.S. private pilots (about 96
per cent in 1969)1 do not have instrument ratings, and many who are so rated do not maintain .nstruwent
proficiency. Since disorientation end "pilot's vertigo" are most likely to occur under IFR conditions,
there is considerable danger in the feeling of security that pilots may develop regarding their ability
not to suffer disorlentation--a feeling that may be reitforced as a result of each VFR flight in which
disorientation does not occur. In addition to those general uviation accidents which can be attributed
directly to spatial disorientation, this unfortunate conviction is a possible contributing cause in many
of the NTSB fatal accident reports which indicate that the pilot "continued VFR flight into adverse weather
conditions."

The purpose of this report is to explain our approach to familiarizing aviation personnel with the
hazards of disorientation and to provide suggestions for use in other training programs. It is important
to note that our methodology is not designed to train pilots so that they will he im•une to disorientation
problems (no one with a normal vestibular system is immune), but only to familiarize them with many of the
unusual and false perceptions of vestibular origin which cin occur in flight, and to impress upon them the
importance of obtaining an instrument rating and of maintaining instrument proficiency.

OUR BASIC TECHNIQUES FOR DISORIENATION FAMILIARIZATION

We place considerable emphasis on the interaction of the various sensory systems, particularly those
of vision and the semicircular canals. Since the pilot almost invariably has soma visual frame of refer-
enc2 (e.g., if nothing else, at least the cockpit interior), his 4.nflight experience with disorientation
will involve vision in some way. Th-is is also one of the major reasons why the traditional dem.onstration
in the Barany chair is frequently not as effective as it might be; the subject is either blindfolded or
shuts his eyes, is rapidly whirled, and is asked to make a head movement. The resulting sensation
(Coriolis illusion) is usually striking, but appears to have littlre relation to the problems chat might be
encountered by a pilot in flight.

The Apparatus

Our first approagh to .roviding adequate disorientation demonstrations involved a simple modification
of a rotating device. Specifically (a) a partial enclosure (see Figure 1) was introduced around the
upper part of a motor-driven rotating chair (a Stille-Werner RS-3 Rotation Device), and (b) a removable
headrest (which could be rotated upward) was fab:icated "ith adjustable ungled side pie.es to control the
amount of lateral head movement. The enclosure comprxsed a simple light-weight metal frame of tijo pieces
that could be bolted to the back of the headrest. The entire inside of the frame (and the facing of the
headrest) was coeted with luminous paint and then sprayed with clear enamol as a radiation safety pre-
caution. Since the front-piece extended only halfway up the height of the frame, the ridor had a "window"
through which he could observe a set of three tiny lights which simulated an "approaching aircraft" (red
and green "wing-tip" lights and a flashing red "rotating beacon'-). The lights were imbedded in a small
plastic frame which was attached to the end of a rod. The base of the rod was secured to the rider's foot-
rest and extended upward -' tvay from him at a slight angle. A poe<: source for the lights was located
behind the chair.

Familiarization Procedure

Prior to rotation, the pilot is instructed to keep his head and body very still during the dconstra-
tion until be is asked to do otherwise. An outline and depiction of the complete sequence of procedural
events and the concomitant subjective reactions appear in Figure 2. 2o making latertl head mo-renents
(300-450), he is instructed to keep the back of his head against the headrest and simply to slide his head -
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Figure I. Modifications of a rotating
device to control head movements and to
Introduce an aviation-related visual
environment. Tho rod extenair.. upward
from the foot rest terminates in a plastic

0 - panel which contains three tiny lights (a
red and a green "wing-tip" light and a
flashing red "beacon") simulating an
approaching aircraft. (The chin rest
depicted here is used for research rather
than demonstration purposes.) The rmjor
section of a "cabin" has been boltad to
the back of the headrest; its base is
further supported by small metal exten-
sions projecting outward from the arms of
the chair. An "instrument panel" (not
shown here) is bolted across the lower
halt of the front of the "cabin"; thu
upper half of the "cabin"-front then

becm-ks a %window" for viewing the
"approaching aircraft" (see also ref. 6).
The interior of the "cabin" was coated
with iuminous paint.

iz
laterally until his cheek or temple touch the side-piece of the headrest. The head movement is to be
made briskly and is to involve no body movement, i.e., the axis about which the head is to move is desig-
nated as around the "Adam's apple." The rider is told that he will be asked questions during the
demonstration, which will be conducted in darkness. fie is to describe his experience as accurately as
he can.

Acceleration. Room lights are turned off and, since the room is light-proof, the pilot can see only

the "approaching aircraft," fran-ed through his "window," and the dimly lit interior of his "cabin":
nothing else in the room is vicible to him. After a few seconds, observers in the -oom can see the pilot
dimly outlined against the lum.inous "cabin."

The pilot is asked ti report the oqset of his experience of motion and his direction of turn. A
smooth clockwise acceleration of 5°/sec- for 18 seconds is then applied. During the acceleration period,
the pilot is-asked if his ;,need is changing at all. lie, of course, replies that his turning speed to the
right is incfeasing. He is then requested ro indicate any further change in direction or in speed.

Constant Velocity. After the i8-second acceleration period, a constant turr.ing velocity (15 rpM) is
maintained. A few seconds after reaching constant velocity the pilot reports a slowing of his turning
rate (if he does not report spontaneously, he is asked about it). Within another 5-20 seconds, he indi-
cates that he %to longer feels turning, i.e., that he is motionless. Shortly tfter this, some riders
report a slight turning sensation in the opposite direction (a secondary sensation). This apparent t.ation
to the left is a normal experience and, when the pilot spontaneously notes it, a strong impression is
ususlly made on the observers. (The secondary sensation is considerably weake. than that experienced
during acceleration and, in most cases, does not last longer' than a fe.; (10-15' seconds; in other cases.
it may be quite persistent and last for well over 30 seconds.)

Some individuals fail to report that tn--ir initial turninc sensation ever ends folleving the accel-
eration; all r-.port a clear slowing down of the turning experience, but some will maintain that they
continue to feel very .low movement to the right. (Note: This perception is probably unrelated to
sensing the actual turn; these same individual-s often report similar prolonged turning experience while
actually stopped following decelerationi,) In any event, after the first 3e seconds of constant velocity,
the vestibular system has returned from a stimulated condition to sufficiently near its normal "at rest"
state, to allow head movement* to be introduced. In order to maxinize the "Coriolis vestibular effects"
produced by these heid movements, it is important to allow sufficient time betvc'en the-., as well as
between the end of the acceleration and :he star: of the head rmovement. N'ote that the direction of the
illusory experiences (e.g., "pitching up") specit. d below are for CV rotation; the directions are revered
during CCv' rotation.
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'- Constant velocityC p ..... .......... ., E...

Stardstill Standstill N

N-® Rntator at standstill.

®-.'• CW acceleration (5°/sec2 for 18 soc).
Subject detects start of turning, direction of turn (to the right), and increasing velocity.

©- Period of constant velocity at 15 rpm.

®-.®• Subject perc,'ives velocity of right turn diminishing and, finally, all turning sensations cease.

-"•(® Subject makes head movements upon given signals.

Htad movement: Uprighi Tilt Return to Tilt Return to Upright
Right Upright Forward Upright

Sensation: Level Climb Dive Roll to Poll to Level
Right Left

E .- ( CW deceleration (51/sec2 for 18 sec).
Subiect detects start of turning, direction of turn (to the left), and increasing velocity.

)- Rototo. at standstill.

SSubject perceives aelGcity of lt turn diminishing and, finally, all turn'ng sensations cease.

Figure 2. Outline of the procedure for the CANI disorientation demonstrAtion. hoe entire procedure is
conducted with the subject able to see only the "cabin" which surrounds him and the "approcching aircraft."
Note that: (1) The sensations are reversed if CCW rotation is used; (2) returning the head to upright
fron a tilt to the right is equivalent to tilting the head to the left; (3) at least, 30 seconds should be
allowed between head movements; (4) the sensation experienced as a result of deceleration is direccionally
opposite that resulting from the acceleration and is perca.ved as a speeding-up rather than a slowing
eown.

Head Movements. The p• lot is reminded about how to make the head movement and is asked to tilt his
head to the right at the count of "three" (and to hold it there), and then to report what he experiences.
The count is made and the subject tilts his head. The sensation is one of pitching up (sometimes up and
to the right). The pilot is asked how many degrees "up" (between 20o-600 in most cases), and whether he
"saw" the whole "cabin" pitch up with him and the "approaching aircrrft" climb with him. It is important
to note that this Coriolis reaction is not a simple feeling of tilt; the rider experiences a ch-nge in
attitude (pitching up, for example) and an acceleration in that direction. Mornover, he not only "feels"
a body motion, but his visusl Information, the "cockpit," and the "approaching aircraft" all thange attitude
in a corresponding nanner. Some pilots also report sensations of pull.ng positive "G."

The sensation of pitchfnsi p a3d clirmabjn has a sudden onset and then gradually decays, i.e., the
- pilot's apparent rate of climb d.creases ind he gradually returns to a "straight and level" condition.

The amount of ti= required for this retirn can vary considerably among individuale but in any evcn.,
after 6V seconds (bur no less thawr 30 seconds, even if the pilot indicates "straight and level" earlier)
a signal for the return-to-upright head movement (this ic equivalent to a left tilt of the head from an
upright position) is given. The rider is usually warned that the sensation accompanying this head move-
ment is likely to be somewhat stronger than that resulting r-im his tilt to the right (Gor crtain
phynical and/or psychological reasons, it al=ost invariably is).

The signal ts given and the pilet briskly moves his head to upright from its tilted position; his
sensation is .noe of diving (soamimes down %nd to the right). Again he is asked how many degrees of
""dive" he experienced (between 300 -90 0 in most cases) and whether the "cabin" and the appr"ching aircraft
"dove" with him. This return-to-upright head tovemont occ-sicnall.y produces sensations similar- to
negative "G" in experienced pilots. (Agsin, it should be noted that the experience is not one of sii-ple
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tilt forward, but of accelerating downward, and the "cabin" appears visually to be displaced and "diving"
in that sane direction.)

After 30-60 senonds elapse following the head movement, nodding motions are introduced. Here, the
rider is instructed to look toward the floor or at his lap (as though he were seeking a dropped pencil)
by simply dropping his chin toward his cheat (i.e., by moving only his head). As with the other head
movements, he is to hold his head in that anteverted position until signalled to returr it to upr-'ght.
The questions and timing are similar to those presented above for lateral tilts but, in this case, the
pilot perceives roll of his aircraft to the right as a result of the forward movetent of his head, and
roll to the left upon returning his head to upright. It is sometimes necessary to clarify a ridt.r's
description of these experiences; some report a "turning" to the right or left, but, if questioned, they
indicate that it is not a sensation in the yaw plane, but rather in the roll plane, i.e., as though abouta barbecue spit.

(Note that the head Ivement should be straight forward and back, not at an angle, just as the
lateral tilts should not involve twistitG of the head. This recommended approach orients the semicircular
canals in such a way that, for the most part, the sensations and visual impressions are relAtively pure
rolls and (vertical) climbs and dives. Subjects who move theiv heads differently have sensations which
tend to be more complex, e.g., spiraling down and to the ri•ht, and therefore less simple for them to
describe and more difficult for the instructor to predict with accuracy.)

Sensations generated by the last (return-to-upright) head movement are allowed to dissipate for the
usual 30-60 second period. At the end of this time, the vast majority of riders perceive toemsel%-s as
"straight znd level" and still experience no turning sensation.

Deceleration. Prior to Initiating tle deceleration, the pilot is told that he is turning to the

right (although he is not experiencing that turn) and will very soon be slowed down in that same direc-
tion, and brought to a complete stop. (This gives the pilot intellectual information about whct will
transpire.) However, be is to report when he feels motion, in which direction he perceives his turn, and
is to give a running account of his experiences (i.e., to indicate when he is going faster, when he begins
to slow down, and when he feels that he is stopped).

A smooth deceleration of 50/see2 for 18 seconds is then applied. If the pilot neglects to indicate
that he detects motion, he is asked; he is then asked the direction and whether or not he is turning at
a faster or at a slower rate (his experieice is that of turning faster and faster to the left, although
he is actually slowing down in a right-hand turn, and he reports maximum turning velocity at, or very
shortly after, reaching a complete stop). He then experiences a gradual slowing down and, after 5-20
seconds at a complete standstill, firally feels stopped. Room lights are then turned on and the demon-
stration is terminated.

Some Ccutions

Too many head mwvments and higher turning velocities can cause the rider considerable discomfort
and can lef.d to motion sickness; hence, the four movements noted above, at the turning rate specified,
are usually sufficient to provide an adequate appreciation of disorientation problems. It is worthwhile
to. inquire of the pilot following the first or second movement whether or not he feels comfortable. A
very few Individuals (considerably less than 10 per cent) =9y experience early symptoms of motion sickness
("stomach awaren5qss," sweating, coldness, very slight headache, etc.). If riders report discomfort, or
if they indicate that the demonstration 3hould be discontinued, they should be asked to keep their heads

* very still (aven if in a tilted position) and should not be requested to make additional head movements;
the rotation device shoulV then be brought to a gentle stop. The rider's head should remain motionless
for an additional 30 seco".s after the device is stopped.

There are no formal data which indicate that pilots miSht be "sensitized" to experience disorienta-
tion, discomfort, or motion sickness in flight following a demonstration such as that outlined above.
However, toD many bead movements during rotation (or, in some few individuals, the four movemerts described
above) may produce a mild feeling of unease that might last for several hours. As a general rule, there-
fore, it is advisable for riders who feel no ill effects following the familiar~zation experience to
abstain from flying for at east one hour; where possible, the demoustration might best be given on a day
when the pilot is not going to fly at all. In any event, if a rider suffers discom:rt or any stage of
motion sickness during the familiarization (this is unlikely), he zight best not fly at all that lay.

There is a relation between the intansity of the sensations cccasioned by tL.e head tilts and tile
amount and speed of the movements. Thus, a vary slow, cautious, held tilt of Just a few degrees vill
elicit a relatively weak sensation whereas a head tilt of average sped thtcugh a greater arc will
produce a much stronger response. Adequate disorientation experiences can be accomplished with tilts of
300-450 when the head novemnts are mace briskly.

It is important to note that experierces of turning and Coriolis sensations are both markedly3
affected by the type of visual Irformation available. For example, If the walls of the room are visible
during rotation, that visual information vill change the character of the Co, Iolis sensation - the cockpit
will not appear to pitch or ro.l and the vestibular sensations will be characterized by discomfort rather
than hy displacement and acceleration. In a sense, the vestibular inform-.:ion is modified and made t
agree with the visual data (when the latter concerns objects fixed relative to the earth).

Advantages

The apparatus and procedures, noted above provide the pilot with a disorientation familiarization
exper.ence that is considerably more meaningful than the usual Barany chair demonstration. The pilot htas
an opportu' :. -o reoqLve correct ivormation: from his ?otion-detecting system (during acceleration) and
they can e.-- ance the failure of the systerz to provide accurate Information during the remaining phases

of the demoncration. The Coriolis effects acre perceived in a more appropriatc perspective when the head

- . .-. --- - - .---



movements are made within the lighted "cabin" and che powei ol this form of disorientation is better
appreciated when the pilor not only "feels" a false change '>f aZtitude and acceleration, bitt also "sees"
it occurring. The interaction between the 'dsual and vestib'ular systems and the manner in which the
visual information is made to agree with the vestibular sensations (when the visui'l objects art- nut fixed
relative to the earth) Is a very significant feature of this type of familiarization. All of these sensa-V
tions are, of course, referred back to rho lectur. material ;o chat the pilot will understand what hasA

happened an~l whv. 2

The fact that Lthe device does not tilc or move in any plane other than yaw seems to be an advantage.
Itapeartrintersif hexipressiod cldearnth pitchin when hel iees that:i the :deric "utnlso holdsth

tohuha idr i (eiepresdo mlareponcthegpilot when he sees tati tedons.olytrn-

Whndone as defcribed, i.e., in a light-proof room with the piloc reporting his experiences, respond-

ititerest of spectatccs while providing them with a learning experience. A most desirable situation is to
provide at least two of the group with the familiarization experience; this procedure allows the initial
pilot to sce exactly what the stimulus conditions were, permits an intercooange between the two (or-more)
riders regarding their experiences, and frequently provides the spectators with some notion of tý,e individ-
ual diffe-ences in disorientation experiences (e.g ., a 450 "div3" vs. a 900 "d~ve") as w.*U as .ifferences
among suujects in their reaction to the Coriolis effe'.ts (smac subjects, for example, .511 buco.-V extreme!y
excited, others will simply appe-ar to tense up, whil',- others enjoy it). Almost every p~ lot wh3 las ridden

in the device has indicated that everyone who flies ought to have this experience. e"g.,3,4

Ii

Nq Z

Figure 3. The CAflI Disorientation Device. The chair from the basic Stille-
Werner RS-3 Rotator (see Figure 1) was removed and was replaced by a 'ellatively
light-weight "cockpit" fabricated by the CAN1 Techn~cal Staff. Mhe Canopy is
made of molded, clear plexiglass. A small light source mounted in the instru-
ment panel is airected at the subject and, with the room in total darkness,
permits observers to see the subject- but the latter can see only the interior
of the "cocl'pit" tind the lights of the "approaching aircraft" (mounted or. the P
"fuselcge"). The headrest depicted here is padded, has fixed side pieces, and
can be adjusted vertically.

A Mlodification of our Apparatus. For purposes primarily relatted t-, research, toe basic Stille-Werner
Rcotation Dtvice was modified by the CAM'I Technical Staff by removing the standard chair and installing a
cockpit seat and a lightweight "cockpit" with a dior and plastic canopy which teta'Ly encloses the scatud
pilot (see Figure 3). A light source, located in the 'Instrum.ent panel," serves to light dimly tbv
!nteriazr of the "cockpit"; thQ rider can then bc vicacd by---------ýa in a toatally dark roomn, but cannot
hls~self see them. An "approaching aircraft" (the triad of red and green lights'/ was install-d In the
center of a small device on the fuselage which the pilot can see dimly thrcugh the niastic canopy (see
Figure 4). The functioning of the apparatus so modified Is, of course, not different fro= out first modelI
(although tl-e aviation-orientation of our demonstration is improved), and the procedures for dliorienta-
tion familiarization detailed above are the same with one exception- either an inter-cci is required, or
the canopy must be raised an inch or two to permit cor-munication bietweeu the rideýr and the instructor.

OTHR~ APPROACHES TO DISORM7ATION FAILIARIZATI0O'

The V.ertigon

During a visit tn CM1, engineers (and pilots) from Flight Products, Incorporated (Mloonachi... Neu
Jersey) were given the CAMl disorientation demonstration ard became convinced that the experience could be
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F18ttra 4. The Vertigon. The subject is
totally enclosed in this rocatitg device
and a sound movie depicting a flight from
engine warm-up through a landing approach
is projected on the "windshield." The
centrol system for the Vertigon is simple,
compact, and easy to operate

N5

of benefit to all pilots. They agreed to build an instrument to be used specifically as a familiarizatior.
tool and were providfed with basic specifications and timing procedures.

The Vertigon (see Figure 4) tctally encleses the pilot in a one-place "cockpit" and provides reason-
ably smooth angular acceterat~oas and decelerations. Sound movies projected on the windshield depict a
flight from engine start through taxi, take-off, climb, and bank. into clouds (where the head movements
occur); following the peri.od of head movements while "flying IFR," the plane breaks out of the clouds and
begins a landing approach. The soind portion of the film gives an introduction to the problem of vertigo,
indicates the possible thought pricosses of a pilot choosing to fly through clouds, adds realism to the
head movements by having the pilot make some of them by performing tasks (such as reaching for a pencil
and writing, on a pad in his lap, a simulated air traffic clearance, then returning the pencil), emphasizes
how powerful the illusory effects are (uhile assuring the rider that he is still, straight and level), and
indicates that only the instrumenta can provide the pilot with correct information. The sound track
concludes by e.ncouraging the pilot to earn an instrument rating and to maintain inszrument proficiency.
The entire "flight" takes only four minutes. A cdosed-circutf TV system can also be installed so that
observers can watch the facial expressions and hend movements of the subject.

The Vertigon has been notably successful as a familiarization technique. Riders are impressed With
the illusions and, as with the CAMI Disorientation Device, accept the procedural ronditions as pertin-nt
to the aviation enviromnent. The importance of "seeing" Lne instrument panel, "windshield," and "cabin"
surroundings pitch or roll in agre.ment with the vestibularly induced sensations cannot be over-emphasized.

The Vertigon has several advantages. 't is durable and requires exceptionally little maintenance. The
entire run can be program-ed (there is a switch for mar.ual or prograrm control) so that minimal skill is need-
ed to operate the device. It moves only it, the yaw plane, requires very little space (about 6 feet by 6 feet)
and can be used in a lighted room. Its acceleration characterlstics and the smoothness of its start and stop
are mare than adequate for a good demonstration. It can also be modified to introduce other tasks, program
meter deflections, require movements of the control wheel, etc. The film and sound track, of course, can
also be modified as desired.

Modified Link Trairer

Based on their CAM! experiences, several visitors have modified their own equipment to provide an
approach to disorientation fmltiarization similar to that of CAMI. A good example is the modified Link

trainer (Figure 5) used by a Colorado, U.S.A., flying school. The device is essentially quite like the
Vertigon. The trainer was stripped down except for the pedestal and cockpit box and modified so that only
vertical-axis (yaw) movement was possible. The base of the Zrain r was fitted with a pulley and belt
drive connected to a geared-down qlectric motor. A motor mount was fabricated and bo!ted to the base of
the simulator and a pulley size was selected to drive the device at 16 rpm. Pxisting wiring was used to
provide power (1) to the m~otor through a switch controlled from the cockpit box, (2) to separate plugs for
a =ovie projector and a tap.: deck, each with a separate switch, (3) to warning lights connected to
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Figure 6. The converted kitchen stool and .2

goggles used by the FAA in disorientation
familiarization for U.S. private pilots.

for the usual len5 in a pair of welder's goggles, and a lightweight rectangular extension wa& secured to 1
the frames. Op~enings for ti'o battery-operated pen-light bulbs were made in the sides toward the front of
the rectangular attachment. The interior of the attachmient was highly polished metal which produces
multi-reflectiona when the bulbs are lighted. Additional padding was Introduced around the face-.ask to
prevent outside Light leaks. The goggles prcv¢de several advantages: (1) room lights can be left on;
(2) some visual, effects can be demonstrated to the pilot; (3) they can be used with any rotating devict,
(4) :Uhey permit freedom of head movement. Disadvantages include: (1) some visual rivalry effects since
the bulbs are directly opposite the pupils of the eyes; (2) Coriolis illusions are attenuated in comoarison
with a "cockplt"-type surround; (3) the visaal field viewed through the goggles does not stay fixed (as
an instrument panel or a landing qtrip would) when the pilot makes a head move=ent, i.e., when the pilot
tilts his head, he tilts his visual field at the sana timer regardless of whether or not he is rotating.
One of the convincing features of the C-411 Disorientation Device, the Verri~on, 3nd the modified Link
trainer is the fact that illusory motion of the Instrument panel occurs in the absence of physical move-
mant of that panel.

The modified stools are reasonably effective. They are highly portable and inexpenbive. For
example, thcy can ba easily broken down into three sections, quickly packed in a carton, and ;arried by
hand. The base and the bearing system of this chair are of sufficient quality to insure safety, close
tolerance, and minimal friction; thus, a sinple manual push of the chair can set it an" a student in
motion for a minute or more of smooth, non-wobbling rotation. However, if not used carefully, the stools
ma-y pr sent a safety problem under some conditions. The procedures used with th2 chairs are outlined
below. S Note that each of the rive demonstrations described involves a differenL student.

PROCEDWRAL STEPS IN CLdSSROOX DDIONSTRATION

First Demonstration

t. Explain to the student-demonstrator and the class h.7w rotation of the Barany chair relates to
aircraft turning.

2. qave the sti*dent indicate, by pointing with his throbs or a Joy stick, his position or the direc-
tion of the sensation he is ex?eriencing. Caution him not to correct for illusions.

3. Plqce a hood (or goggles) over the student's eyes and have him sit erect. Rotate the chair to
the right. Rotate the chair so that the seat 4ill turn for at least one minute without additional pushing.

4. The student should first experience a sensation of rotating to the right, then almost a :ialt in
rotation; is the chair slows down, he should experience a sensation of rotating to the left, and finally
he will report stopping.
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Second DemonstratiA-

1. sotame the student to the right w.th eyes closed and wich no hood.

2. As soon as the student feels no sensation of rotation (or in about 20 seconds), stwn the chair
abruptlys

3. Stop the student in front of the class sad have him read from material on an appropriate chart
or sign.

4. Have the class focus its attention oit :he student's eyes,

S. The student's eyes should sweep or click to the left and right, thus demenstrating nystagaus.

Third Demonstration

1. Have the student don a hood.

Z. Rotate the student until he no longer experiences turnin3.

3. Have the student tilt his head to the right while rotating.

4. 3e should experaience an illusion cf a climb to the right.

Fourth Demonstration

1. Using a hood, rotate the student to the right with hic head tilted to the right.

2. Continue rotation until no sensation of turning is reported; then have the student return his
head to the upright position.

3. The student should experience an illusion of diving.

4. Caution! The student may have a violent reaction to this stimulus.

Fifth Demonstration

1. Again using a hood, have the student look down at the floor or at Lis lap belt.

2. Rotate him tt. the right with his head tilted downward.

3. Continue rotation until no sensation of turning is reported; then have the student return his
-head to upright.

A. The student should experience an illusion of rumbling or spiraling.r

5. Caution! A strong sensation of falling from the chair may be experienced.

Additional Tec.niques

The apnroaches noted above are not the only ones available. For example, the Spatial Orient3tion
Train.r (SOT) at Brooks AFB, Texas, is a highly sophisticated device which has four degrees of freedom cf
movement; totally encloses the rider in a cockpit that moves on rubber wheels around a circular track 10
feet in disaster; and perakts the pilot to control the attitude of the cockpit (at the discretion of the
console operator) by stick, rudder, and throttle. The device can be rotated 3bout its own axis (30 rpm)
or around the track, cap I- pitched +3n° f:om the horizontal, and can Ie rolled +90" from the vertical.
A preliminary evluatio- of the device using students from the Air Force Undergraduate Training Program
indicateg its issefulnes2 and acceptability to the students in augmenting the regulor flight training
program.

Stil*. other techniques exist; however, the purFose of the present report was simply to provide
cuggestions and procedures for inexpensive but meaningful diaorientatinn familiarization based on the
enthusiastic responses of generml aviation pilots wno have experitnced the CAHI approach, and to encourage
pilots to obt -- instrument ratings.

AlCOHOL AND DISORIEF1ATIONA

As a final area of consideration, the role which alcohol nay play in disorientation can be demon-
strated with any of the devices described above. In general, alcohol deprasses th- responses from stinu-
latitocf the semicircutar canals. Thus, .hen tested in darkness, both nMtagmus and subjective s!nsa-
tions of turning, as well as sensations produced by oriolis stiulation, are reduced by lcohol
However, alcohol also depresses the functioning of tt. visual fixation mechanist, such that the visual
rsstem becomes markedly less able to inhibit vestibular responses when alcohol is present. 7' 8 Thus, under

th., latter condition, vertigo and blurred vision are nc:iceably present following an augular deceleration
in the presetue of visual fixation 'iJectas. This phenrmenon is readily demonstrated by rotating subjecs-
In darkness (or with their eyes cised) %nd bringing then to a saven stop as the room light( are turned
on (or as zheir -yes are opened). In the atsence of slcohol, visual fixation en some object in the room
will auickly inhibit both the truning siusation and the nystagzic eye movements. However, one hour after
drithi:ng (about I 1/2-2cc of 100-proof liquor per kg of body weight, or about 3/4-1 ounce of 100-pt oof
jiquor per 33 poundo of body weight), if thc same procedure Is applied, visual fixation following the
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sudden stop will be ineffective in preventing bliarred vision, and vertigious senst•ions will be experi-
enced for several seconds.

As might be anticipated from the above, alcohol will affect performance on-at least some typs of
casks during angular acceleration, although performance might be relatively unaffected in the absence of
motion. Thus, for example, the ability to track a moving target by •e•ns of a stick control (eye-band
coordination) may not be impaired noticeably by alcohol whn: the subject is in a static (stationary) L
environment, but qyke significantly depressed in & dynamic (angular acceleration) situation is a result =A
of blurred vision.;' Statistically significant increases in tracking error Uave been obtained during
angular acceleration 'Jith blood alcohol levels as lw as .027 per ceitt; performance in the absence of
motion was not significant:/ impaired.10 Such findings i.•icate the insidious nature of the effects of

'.rcobol on performance. A pilot who drinks lightly may couvinca himself that his ground-level abilities
are unimpaired and thus be convinced that it is cafe to enter the cockpit. However, if while flying,
particularly at night with dim display illumination, that pilot encounters vestibular stimulation as a
result of mapeuvers, turbulence, or an inner ear dysfunction- he may readily experience disorientation
and blurring of vision. Control of hia eye movements by visual fixation will ha,.e been reduced by the
alcohol, and vertibular control will be free to take over the driving his eyes relative to the instru-
ments. Such occurrences will Increase the likelihood that the pilot will misread tue instruments and
react incorrectly. The results could well be fatal.
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DEM•NSTRATION

During the time allocated for discussion following the formal presentation, Dr Collijs demonatrated
the port-able rotating chair end goggles, illustrated in Fig. 6 of the paper. Ne enumerated the procedures
employed for disorientation familiarization and several members of the audience tried out the device.

Dc G'1sou also reported briefly recant work carried out at CAI and NAMRL on the effect of ethyl
alcohol on vestibular function. In particular he shoved how ethanol impa'red the suppression o0 can•l
nystagaus which occurs wben the subject attempts to Eixate on a stationary visual target. In addition
to EOG measures of nystagaus, the icpairmetnt of subject ability to see instruments and perform a simple
tracking task when intoxicated and extosed to torsional oscillation was described.
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Patterns of disorientation occurrences in the United 1KSncdom
RAFF end Army for the period 1,060-1970 are examined in order to
formulate possible cxplarations raid rQccndations concerning, in
p-rtoiciar, th- .•+ilosophy of instruoent fliM t training. The
aircraft types most co-ronly involved 3nd the ciLtastenaea con-
firm the liklihood of sensomy inconcruity being a contr1butory
factor in the majority of cases. The underlying differences
between 'prinaxy' and 'secondary" disorientation are discussed;
the latter te-r-n being u,"• "ti dereribe the type which leads to an
&a;i1ve sila~e of ccn1fuz;uzw. h-o wather rv'eestn that the pre-
acninant cnphasia both in aeromedical indoctrination and in-
str=ent flyi;n practice is concerned with preventing pri-ary
spatial disorientation, but thai: insufficient effort is =mde
tovards ensuring that pri=ary% ivsorientation when it occurs, does
not develop into the dangerous secondary stage. The various
methods of si••ulaticn of instrument flying are examined in this
liGht. Recc=endations are made for increasing the amount of
'stress' during IF practice, by increasing the mental work Ioa
and adding distractions and diversions zhilst carrying out Tho
'•cchanical' trackinG taa of flying on Instr=enta.

IH3h0DUCTIO41

Happily there has been a steady decrease in overall accident rates over the years. As aircraft rer-
iormance increases ho-ever, major accidents are often difficult to explain with certainty. rehen invest-
iEators are unable to turn up obvious tchnicr.; causes, the focus of attention Is turted upon the aircrew
LnY41ve& and in particular, the pilot. Cf t:e various h uan factors which can explain accidents and in-
cidents, spatial disolentatlen Is both w, intriguing and Important possibility.

Wing Cocnander Lof'ing fron the -=12 Directoruae of Flight Safety h"a already reviewed the United
Kinedom FAP and Army stitittics on srAtial disorientation in flight for the decade 196C-1970, (A2). Ln
this paper I shal diveum possible explanations for the pattern of these occurrences and -ake certain
recc=aendtiaons for reducing the incidence of this hazardous condition. In particular I shall dwell upcr.

the philosop-hy of instrumenzt fli&t training and its relationship to spatial disorientation.
ACCiDzZT PArLW"ZX;S

'he four fixed wing aircraft which feature significantliy in disorientation a'cid'n.t3 are. :, cbs•za,
Funter, Lirhtning and Jat Provoet. These four types of aircraft ha-.,e eckpit canopl.es rhich arc eiter
c=pletely clear and Ora=eless or have only a windscreen ar-ch. One can readily viu'at ize L. situatim
where either at hie. altitude or in h.ze conditions at low altItude, the pilots sitting in these open
'bubbles' would hv.ve a mini=al visual Input zhilst seaxching for a target, oth- aircraft or Ground feature.
These arc conditions which permit vostibular oa proprioceptive information to predominate leading to ran-
coz- incon6,ruity when cross checks are made with the aircraft instruzentaticn. In thJs context it is also
interesting to note that night flying 'ad inexperience have been chown to be sir.Ificant factozz pre-
-dispsing to airraft disorientatior accidentc. I believe thero is another Lumportant factor which is
c-.=o to that Group of aircraft nwaoly that they arc predomnantly f-con solo. This point is concer.ed
with underl-2ng rpychological factors related to disorientation and will be discussed later. Ln cne case
of the Sioux helicopter which has both the caopy 'buubble effect' and a lack of adequatt :n-truentation
at that tine, the situation is aa~ravated -tll further and reminor-S incengruity couid readily occur.

It has been shown hat no accidents in thc Royal Air Force during the perioa. 19c6C-1970 were apparently
caused by disorientation duing the landing approach, (A2). I believe thit one can account for this IL two
ways. Firstly, there has been considerable publicity given to the problem of cross refee-nce between the
aircraft instrxrents and tht. ground at this stage of the flight profile and I would like to think that the
avintlon medicine teaching has been effective in alertin6 pilots to this as a possible cause -of dis-
orientati--n. Secondly, at this stage of fli.t The pil.t is proedainantly 'lccked-e&n to his full In-
struzent panel and the time spent lecking tut at the outtide world is relatively short. I believe that.
tLis balance between the ti•e spent in rnd•ing reliable i'2fo.-.ation and 1hat likely to provo potential
conflict is less likely to rzoduce diserientttic.- than the zplcsite situation in which the pilot is pre-
do-inantly locking into a featurelesc oratside world and only lookLing at his instrWets occasionally.

It is interesting to note that of the r55 incidents attributed to disorientation, 23 of these appently
were associated with car infection, physical indispositlon or excessive head mvemerts. Although one is
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inclined to assoc-late these situations with a markecd increase in vestibular afferent si~nal flow I feel A
rore inclined to ask why this signal flow caused the individual to be disturbed. I =hall refer to thids
later when diccurning the underlying factors predisposing individuals to disorientation Which causes
occurrences.*5

Ilie vroportiox' of Inexperienced pilots in the incidents -tabulated was considerably -lower than in the
case of accidents from this Cause. It has. been zurgcestcd that perhaps inexperienced pilots do not report
these occurrences, (A2). This is certainly a possilvility but I uDsald like to sucgest an addltior~al ex-
planation. rilids nay be associated with the type or severity of the disorientation we are dealing- with.
In his excellent chapter on 'Spatial Disorientation In :-lirht' in thle textbock of Aviation Thyziloalo
Dr Benson referred to piryand sccondax:, dicorientation, secondary disorientation beingt the type which
leads to an active state of confusion. I autzgest that perhaps the moze experience the ariator~the =ore
prone he is to necordary sletial dirorlentation, because his experience uzar caused ccrtlain patterns to be
$act' in his wind and conflicting- cues arc riare likely to cause s.cnsoryT it.congreity. I- the case of the
inexperienced student aviator, on the other lama, lie has fewer- such 'set--' and perhaps he ie less prone
to secondary spatial disorientation. The higher accident rate associated With din--orientation in the in-
expezienced could be explained Ly them fact that when disorientatlon beccctcs sarked, in ssuchi cases, wheother
It be jriisary or zccondary, panic or not, the individuale lack of experience we-ans tha-t he is less able
to cope with theo difficult aircraft handling which is- necessury to prevent an accident.

p ~C~ :lM1Sp0SflNG WOLi~llTTC!

I have already recferred to yxrinary disorientation Which isa ± situation in Which the avinator is un-
aware that his -Yer-ccpticn of altitude or position I;% incorrect and it is only. iLben he chacrkz or emwrurerr
the orientation perceived by one uensory hre with that :,rew another that he Is ikely to realtac that
his origi~nal PCr'.epfieni of aircraft attitude -aas incorrect, (Berxssn). T7his caun then be followed by a
state of confunic-, or unccrta~ity which has been called sensory spatial disorientation, Cillirnghamn in
.ds; excellent 'Pxiza.-v of Vestibular :-%ncti.zn, .5:'ttial. Disorientation and Lotion Siclness' ree4 o h

Plack of s;ensory congruity as dtkter:irned by. previons ex1perIance as an lm;ýor~ant factor In the r-rouction
of n:otion sicktiess and the some can7 be said~ for dissorienitation. Allthough it is true that a ircraft Per-
forwace Is increasing pretty rapidy:, these fts: a, the occu-rcrenes which have occurred in the 'United
'Ungom are not always associated with. particularly drantA-iL aircrtift manocurriss. Vc.-- own exrience With.

A curilenetryjxhillst studying notion ~cssleads =e to believe that 'rlthowrh the erd-orZ~ x-cs'cn-e
apyarently vzaries Creatly 1ro= individuea to individual this Is due to the way in w-hich '.'..e indlvsual
handles this si~'.al flow. from the vestibular apparatus, rather than any t~iifrzence ir, the c.nd-or4un T--el
Vestibular stimulus is no doubt the 'seed'0 but , ' it "lite s'tate of the 'sol' namely, the individual him--
self, his personality, his state of training and hi* insight into s,' robicw which caur-.4 tlus hazzardcus -4
secondary spatial disorientation.

rcrhars then the ear ii cti .ons- and p-hysical frnditpositionzs that Were noted in variours Incidents in
the Hoyal Air Vorc) statisticc so adversely affectedl the indivIdual tamt hie van unable to cope with
strews whether it be vestibular in erigin or f--= any otherz source, for thamt wamtter.

crw refer-ro& earlier to the possible sioiificaince of thie uolo sitution. I- extrem-e casems, whýere :%iX-
cre ae .;fein fomsome p~hobic state they froqu ntl, emphiazise thtteprobltcwi ancme z when

f.yn oo e 1 asne h '.sn nweg of flyinc whatsoe-ver can enable a phobia pIlot to
cope uitl. his problen and aircraft in wrxy Lnstances. Perhars ebxthe sC-.o stlate is the 'strnr which
breaks the canel t s bac: and prev'onts the pilot htandline LIS secondary spatial disorilentatilor. In there
a very nazrow line between, t&at we call 'secondary spatial disorientation' an-d a 'pbobilc state?

M 04117411c": CF- DISC1Iimr.&''IC.

Yor are all veryý fewililar vith the =any usefula steps -chich ha-ve been taken in -recent yoazrr to z-cduce
the incidence of dicorientatica. A~rrmedical indoct rination has I a= sure been vex-; elfee;civo in bring.-
ing thin nzat~.er cut into the open and thamt in Itself is a bIi~ step foxxuard. 1 =m sure that trea-.Ini -.I- -
preblem as a !nox-4all occurrence han Civen reascu:-once and a sence of -nerstmznd to =:%:-y ameww.0
nitht have Got irito trouble., 1-tnvrtheLes-s I belli-ve that we can do =ore in a i.anctical -.;V 1;wticu~iarly
in our aibreexercises. Itis in thilasirea, that c hvild like to d-.ekl for a few. ==wnu b:7cy -n
secwething about the mlsph netlyi:-C instrmment fly.ing aiv ais 1 nee It.

G-vat ~rteas has been placed upon the xcecd for an Individual pIlot to be a-ble to Illy inctraments
Wellt Uiailai-ly L±ethcds- of instrumehi scanning have been iiprcvsed and tn.Chxi vzrr efiectively to ctý-ent-s
and extfOoriencte air'erew., Tis is ex,~ollent &-:d v.r;y necessazzy, but I belicve that ice hav-e ;Vrhaps- tr-ro
by placing, incufficient emphast-is on dealing with the stresS Which -Is assoclatud -.i'- Ln.rtr'.scnt flyine.

Airborne cl- lal disorientatio-n training has, tcendd to d~emonstrate the need f*-r InSt r*enzr -&ad it.1.
unreliability of 'zeat. of ttve pant;' asinsations. it hia; also stressed the need for the stucent to0
be'-ievc his instrujncnts whien disorientated. -1t-res are uzetial exvraisez but in ny vc w atIn faill to
Istress' the student zafcctyir the trsainin~ i~

TPerhaps 1 can- best wake qy joint about instrmnamt flying, clinulation !4a fli&ght by xsfnr. the sig-
nififoont consctituents of actua~l i:str1.rm-cnt fly.-Inf and its ascsociated p~roblems- fr= the 1point cf -.-,ew zf
the ijilot. T1hece are not uecezzarl~y in their order of priority.

a. ah ilo, anrt be able to porfons a tzracking task accurrately =Jd Cm-tywt 4 nmlgtn;

b. 1:c zzurt be able to vuyprea-e vislcadinC vesti-bular sad/ ,or visuall infcrzzatimn --Len it. coafl1-1-ts
with his instr17;cnt. PresentatIon;
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a. He curt be confident in hinsolf and his ability to cope with a high performaince aircraft in a
difficult instrument situation.

As far an perfortming & tracking tank In concerned, this in a mixture of rnatural ability and Coo
flying training. I suggest that Graduate pilots do not lose control of their aircraft for this reason
alone. I believe that the itand,.d of txaininr In the NZATO air forcer. In hi*h and such an aviator would
have been eliminated as being rell, belew the required standard. The s6ýond point deals with sensory in-
congruity in the real IF situation. 'When lockin.g-out of the cockpit into a hazy featureless sky, the
visual input Is minimal as I caid earlier and this can have two effects:

i. Mhe mislcading or inaccurate vestibular or 'seat of the pants' Information can become domintuit:

ii. Cs returniing to look, at the instrunent presenitation, the picture any now be at variance with 5
existing false perception frcca misleading sources.

Concerning the third poLint, tthe rilot'Is state of confiden~ce, Ithis demotes good practice and thc ability -

to cope with stressful sitcations from whatever cause.

I would suggest that IF uirsilativn as It is ecasonly practised does not coet. all thecse requirements;

a. Sim-ulated insstrument flying under the hood removes all sensory conflict, or nearly all, -since
the pilot canrot look out and hie therefore igets I. maxical. input of reliable vJ -2 information from
.his inst rumentation. There in some stress, but .this is minimized by t he presenve of the instructor
and no other stress in buIrilt in. Ons this point I was. interested to rend in a reeixst Boa~rc of Inquiry
the coeaents of a very senior Rojal Air Force officer rho wrote: 'dual will never lack the psycho-
loGical security of a qualified pilot at the students elbow.'. Having read tbat I wondered if I was
preachring to Thýe converted!

-b. When ai visor Is used instead of a hood the ccLments are similar, but lit addition, the trainee
hacrra that if the bgoing Is really tough a small head movemennt will give him a pictur2 of the outside
world. Even if' he does rot use thin facility, nevertheless the possibility detensifies' 'the

If ne ccetathese premises thumn a logical. approach to simulated flyinC practice can be -roposed:

a. Increase the 'stress'~ during; practice and Get away from a simrle tracking t.ack by arlmhsis'nc
pilot interpreted aids sota eindividual imaete think- 'tree-dirwnsiona3.ly' when on in-
struments. Re must be distracted from merely 'followinG Ids noodles', by havinjg te think ab-cut

othr roblers such as naviLution or aid inter-pretaticn, to a far Creater exta-nt.Q

b. lie m-ust somehow be made to loek out and 'suffer', if that Is the r-'ght word, the problem of
Oizinished visual input I endinG to conflict. This is rerhl'ps difficult t-s slmulatc but b7 no =eans
Impossible. I recall during Zorld a--r 2 thant one had to fl-y a ntumber of so called 'day-nildt'
Corties: before go~ig r.1.4ht flyi~nC. 14a students- used to reckon thatyusol aengtfyn
axpericncfa tefore doinr day-nlight practice because It seemed =o.,v sti"ssful -.his consirted of
.car.n Ier dar: aaber Cpe~lc and fly.ing cn rod!=m illuz~inated inditrurcn4.-%. 7he students co-.'ld ,ce
nothinC of the outside world except thlaee or four isolated sodium- !IC13ts on the ;m,--ird at the end of
a contznllcd apprIoach mnd he had to carryr out a landing using tlhese as his flare-pat h. Although
finals hays r'ot been acsocinted with =mvn aeccidentz this would certainly be one tay of :orcing- an
individual 01lock ut of the cockp~it and experience senaozry incmi,:ruity at the e-nd eX his imstrument
ap;-roach. rarious other cch~cas, such as 2 stage cont-ra-amnber and 2 sltnas cr:Atra-blue have been,
vsed. 2h'1ezc were a mixzure of b-lue ý,oCý;le :7ith an :sanbcr screen on the rceverze. a.-ete rsys ems
.crded to 1, cu:%bersome but tech-nologr has -'-proved so eac:h tlat the shortcm.:i.5's of the ..'d syrstems-
co.'ld be over-come new.

I hol also like to zec a student be given as. much, actue" instnument fly-ing r-- ,ocssible !: L.iz
training prograeac. Therre is no finer way to turni out a fully. competent pilot zho can. 1fi. Lin aircraft

toitr. limits. -To that end 1t is important that the iuml-sol; ratio -s watched --ccacul~s that
there t mut a minimr of soý.o sorwics before r. student is re-nmittec' C,, nicgt fl.-,g ".Itho-t doubt

no -t~dent ehoul-i be perai1tted to fly solo at nijiit until he 11as at leant 2;5 hours, das: sole 0o- type a:4dA
hrs aclieved a amsticfactoz-. level of iste't tnirning.

ceNUcL;SICI;

The ;Lilosolp.,y 1 havve -.rie-d to preach is that it Is not suffleolent for tne studlent to 10 able to cope '
on instrumecnts. Zaneerou!scodrysata disorientat~iin rep"esents a situation vhcre a distracllngý
vestibular inrut has pushed. a pilot fter the point of lalance of abillit:, - e cho-.ld be t.r-Ined ir. such a
way that he can. ca-rry or'. r. nuber of tasks- as well as flyinc, on -4.tr~aents accuzrately. ar4 ucii;-t is4
e-0i: býe beinL5 so trained that he ;ill be able too -I* back ar-4 'erjoy' his inat-rus-ent fyivnC. 11t is not.
mx!fIiilent to explain this to him during the lectuxe perIod hie =ast be so trained end sicl
'st-reszed' aurinc innt.xumut 'riicthat a blalnce is achievcJ 'xhich ensures that he WE!l acl--vC a
state cf confIdence i~n hils ability to fly.-. il--weather =Ictnles naturally. 7h~r -"=on that r..cncvcr he' c.

cofetdwith some curivus visual illusion. or when he loser his loeýder in fcrmat;.on in ct~.;.-r Is
ar-ked to uinn5' a radio 'rqucyat a criticaltie or his bladder _'C--If-:: k-r ..c .r:f.:nn
of there 711)g ti e s0 =aCh to the Ifore at ccnscious4r C-.c3 that he 1i-c b u-nable t 5 j- e tj e- arid
t'e unable to cope with a cemplex tractJ:zg naz= in t~he form of =n in.-rr~sent f~l 1.igh irocf.Quro.

tl A j sOl~t5) zjatial Direri en.ta3ns-on in. 111iht. Iar 4Z..
(.~~I :~~A. : (!~v)A 'rizer of Vea-tllular P-Unction, Uratal isrentatir., anudl ct4-

--view 4--ee, VlA dA.,..
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DISCUSSION

SCAND. This is only a practical question. Did you find any special correlation butween the incidence
of disorientation and fatigue or lack of sleep?

DOM3E. The investigation of any possible case of disorientation is always fraught with difficulties
and I cannot demonstrate any specific correlation betueen sleep deprivation or fatigue and
disorientation. Nevertheless, in relation to the views which I h6ve presented in this paper
I would expect that these would be typical of many 'personal factors' which can contribute to
disorientation.

LOFTING. You expressed your belief in the need for further instrument flying training techniques, which
accords very mrch with the DFS view from a study of air accidents. Do you consider that these
new techniques nuit be done in the air, that is, an artifically loaded real-flying situation?
Or do you see ground simulation in sophisticated visual-and-motiou trainers as a field for
the new techniques which we need to arm our pilots against the killer sittiations of disorientaticn?I DOBI£. I believe that whatever ground orientation demrostration devices are used, ultimately the
pr;gramme must be taken in to the air. This orientation training in flight would consist of
a iorm of instrument flying practice designed to 'load' the pilot progressively to the maximm
with a variety of inputs. Ideally, flying on iustruments should be as 'natural' to the trained
pilot as flying Contact (VMC).

S -A
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CLINICAL EVALUATION AND TREATiMT OF DISORIENTATION IN AIRCREW

Air Commodore P. J. O'Connor

SUITA!AY: A specia panel exists in Great Britain for evaluating disorientation in
Kicrrew. 90 cases were seen in the period 1960 to 1971. Most of the patients were
military aircrew; test pilots and helicopter pilots were more common than expected.
Disorientation was common in the third and fourth decades. Presenting symptoms we-e
divided into:

1. Increased sensory input.

2. Decreased sensory input.3. Disturbed central thought Processes.

Treatment was by explanation and reassurance with the addition of rehabilitation flying
an4 treatrent of any associated psychiatric disorders. 60% returned to ftll flying.

This paper deals with 90 aviators complaining of disorientation in the air in the
period190t17.

In Great Britain w2 have a pane•. for dealing with cases of disorientation in the
air of such severity that they merit specialist investigation. This panel consists of
an Ear, Nose and Throat Consultant, a Physiologist who is an international authority on
disorientation and myself, a Neuropsychiatrist. All cases of disorirmtation, whether in
militaryv f1ying or civil, which are thought to require expert guidance, are referred to
this panel.

One tenth of the patients were civilian and of this number three were test pilots.
The low incidence of disorientation in civil aircrew probably reflect the fact that the
military aviator end the test pilot fly their aircraft to the limit of its capability.
In civil flying the emphasis is at all times upon smooth flying and the avoidance of any
manoeuvre which might cause passenigers alarm. Because the military pilot has to fly the
aircraft to the limits of its capability and has to be trained in such precision flying as
is required in low level attack and formation flying, any symptom which undermines his
confidence in his ability to control his aircraft assumes much greater importance. It
is for these reasons that we see far more military aviators and test pilots than civil
afircrew at the disorientation panel

One tenth of the disorientation patients had developed their symptoms in helicopters.
This is a higher :incidence in helicopter pilots than was expected as helicopter pilots do
nct make up one tenth of tle total strength of airerew in this country. I believe that
disorientation ie disproportionately common in helicopter flying because this aircraft
demands far more control to keep it in the air than a fixed winS aircraft which can be
flown by the automatic pilot if the captain is temporarily in-lisposed.

90% of the disorientation referrals were pilots. Clearly disorientation is more
important to a pilot than to a navigator as far as the safety of the aircraft is concerned.
Figure I shows the age of the aviator at the time he was referred to the panel.

Fig. I - AMe st onset of disorientation

Ag Gop4 20 veariS 20-29 30--39 >40Age Gro

% ol' disorientation cases in this group 5 42 42 11

I was surprised to find the high incidence of diaorientation in the thdrd mnd fourth
decades.

The presenting oymptoms may be clessified in relatnon to the psychophysio~ogy of
disorientation. The brain needs to know continuously the attitude of the body. This
knoledge Is computed from information from the eyes, the labyrinth, the rascle stretch
receptors and in the case of the aviator from the instrument panel of the aircraft. The
cues from these sources are computed to give an updated model of the body's position in
saCe. This orienting mechanism may be upset in a number of ways. The way in which
the mechonlan is disturbed dictates the forb the disorientation will take.

I. Increased signal strength in one channel may upset the compvtintr nechamism;
Coriolis sti v~us, preosure vertigo, districting stimuli such as cur ,.eadli:hto trr qelling
at right angles to the runway or the sudden falling away of the terrain on flying over
a cliff edge; faulty flylng ma•oeuvres such as stalling at the top of a loop.
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2. Reduction of sensory I •put; sudden change from VM0 to DXC especially on unexpee-
tedly entering a cloud at night; the break-off phenomenon at altitude when the horizon
has fallen below the comfortable level of vision; completely calm sea witbort ripples;
at about 5000 feet it is no longer possible to pick up the detail of vegetation and some
aviators feel disorientated at this stage.

3. Heightened arousal may interfere with central ;hought processes in a number of ways;
the span of attention-ymy be narrowed, usually due to anxiety, and this my caus6
coning down of vision onzo one instrument instead of scanning the essential dials. in
target fixation the pilot tends to fly into the target he Is attacking instead of
breaking off in good time. The toxic effect of an alcoholic hangover seen to lower
the threshold for becoming disorientated. Anxiety states and hyperventilation have
similar effects. Input over2oad my occur when a great number of cues have to be
attended to at the same time as in formation flying or Iow level attacks at night In
single scat eircraft. The tenr.ca engendered by the presence of an examiner during
instrument rat:ngs increases iha tendency to disorientation. Unexpected visual efftcts
as on looking through a window in the floor of en aircraft. Hypochondriacal fear that
any altered bodily sensation may be a prelude to losing consciousness often gives rise
to disorientation. Illusiones of position (the leans) and the more striking illusion
that the aircraft is upside dorn are related in part to the sensory deprivation. A
less comon forz of disorientation is the inabi lty to appreciate subjectively the
motion of the aircraft with the resultine belief that the plane is stationary or that
it has not turned after banking,

Treatment of disorientation must be by reassurce and rehabilitation. If the
disorientation has been of recent onset and can be explained to the pilot in terns which
he understands, this aay be all that is reouired. Sometimes the explanation-must be
coupled with rehabilitatory flying especially if this can be supervised by a doctor who
is hinself.a pilot. If the pilot has worried about his disorientation for some time
before seeking advice and if he is predisposed to neurosis, the disorientation may lead
into a phobic fear of flying which requires prolonged treatment, If the aviator is
severely predisposed to neurosis or if the disorientastion has spread to other methods
of travel such as trains or cars the prognosis is worse. In our experience 60%
return to full flying, 7% to rest:-ted flying while 33% -ere grounded.

DISCUSSION

jONES. You said you were able to recover two thirds of the ... lots who ca= under medical care because
of disorientation. Uhat was the dLsposition of the other third? Were any of these officers in
their non-flying career allowed to co~and or control aviators?

O'CONNOR. Of the aircrew with disorientation whom I have seen, 60% returned to normal flying duties,
7Z went bach to restricted flying and 332 were grounded. The third who were grounded were
probably quite fit for most ground duties, but it is an executive decision that aircrew who
are grounded for neuropsychistric causes are generally discharged from the Service. They are
not employed as Air Traffic Controllers.

5
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TECHlICAL EVALUATION

The Disorientation Incident vas the them of the first part of the 28th Meeting of the AGARD

Aerospace Medical Panel held in Luchon, France, on i8-30 September, 1971. In his introductory remarks

Dr Benson explained that the objective of the Aerospace Medical Panel in choosing Spatial Disorientation

as a special topic fer this meeting was to determine the operational significance of this perceptual

disturbance in the flight environment. He suggested that it was widely recognisad that all aircrew

suffered from disorientation at sometime or other, but little up to date information was available about

the incidence of disorientation or how frequently it uas the prime or contributory cause of aircraft

accidents. Apart from information about the operational consequences of disorientation, it was important

that the underlying mechanism of the condition should be understood in order to provide a scientific Alm

basis for the development of techniques and training procedures which would reduce the incidence of

spatial disorientation in flight.

During the course of the meeting which occupied two half-day sessions sixteen papers were presented.

Full texts of all the pipers were available in AGARD Conference Preprint No 95, so the speakers were able

to spend the time available in the explanation of essential findings. This technique appeared to work -Z

well and allowed adequate time for discussion after each presentation. The papers presented could be

broadly classified underfour main headtngs: a. Description and analysis of incidents reported by aircrew.

b. Analysis of accidents attributable to disorientation. c. Laboritory -tudies. d. Training procedures.

Disorientation Incidents

Although spatial disori6ntation has been recognised, and to a large extent understood, for many years

it was spparent both from formal-presentations and ensuing discussion that aircrew continued to experience

illusory perceptions of aircraft orientation.

The findings of two recent questionnaire studies were.reporttdi one carried out on 2,000 US Navy

pilorz and the other on 336 US MiliLary pilots. The experience of disorientation of one type or anocher

during flight was almost universal (93-97%), yet only 112 of the pilots reported that they had

disorientation 'frequently'. Nevertheless 382 considered that their safety in flight had been hazardedIy a disorientation incident. The frequency with which the different types Of incidents were noted was

similar to that found in a comparable survey carried out in 1956. The most commonly reported type of

disorientation was a false perception of the attitude or motion of the aircraft, disorientation due to

the misinterpretation of visual information was less frequent although 92% of pilots flying alone in jet
aircraft reported confusion of stars with surface lights.

In general, however, aircraft type and operational role c'd not appear to influencz the frequency

with which the different types of disorientated were reported. Notably, helicopter pilors reported the

same sort of incideuts as pilots of fixed Wing aircraft. Among these, mention should be made of the

dissociative sensations characterised by the 'break-off phenozenon' whirb, as several speakers pointed

out, is not restricted to pilots of single seat, fixed wing aircraft flying at high altitude, but can

occur in helicopters when flying as low as 500 ft.

In addition to the 'break-off' phenomenon several specific types of disorientation were discussed in

*• some detail. The illusory sensation of a pitch-up change in attitude, brought about by the changing force•-!
environment associated Wt.th catapult launch or turbulence penetration (Jet upset), is of special importanco

as accidents have been directly attributable %othe pilot pushing the control colum forward to coret fnr

the apparent change in aircraft attitude. The special problems of vertigo induced by a change in pressure

(alternobaric or pressure vertigo) were also discussed, though sy-pto"ms of this type were only reported by

about 101 of the aircrew population.
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From formal presentation and discussion it was appareut that a considerable amount of information

was available about the different types of spatial disorientation and the frequency such incidents *re

reported. Knowledge avout how frequently aviators become disorientated is lesb certain, though a

qualitative assessment of the incidence of disorientation was provided by the US Navy questionnaire. Yet

more important is the frequency ith which disorientation jeopardises flight safety. Over a third of the

pilots had experienced an incident which they regarded as a hazard either to themzelves or to the aircraft,

but little is known about the frequency of occurrence of these incidents. Yet potentially far more

dangerous are those situations in which the pilot is not aware that his perception of aircraft orientation

is incorrect. Such incidents are, as ore speaker remarked, the 'real killer' anO not amenable to

anunestic study.

Analysis of Accident Statistics

Four papers were presented which dealt with aircraft accidents in which spatial disorientation was

considered to be a causal factor. In analysing the chain of events wh.ich leads to an aircraft accident

spatial disorientation poses special problems, for the !rvesLigar,-r is rarely provided with unambiguous

evidence that the error in zhe pilot's control of the aircraft was directly attrijuýable to an error in

his perception of the motion and attitude of the aircraft. Hore commonly the conclusion that an accident

was caused by spatial disorientation must be obtained by inference, which itself is likely to be influenced

by the attitude, experience aud judgement of the investigators. This feature was illustrated by UK (RtAF

and Army) accident statistics which showed a higher incidence of accidents attributable to disorientation

in the period 1966-1970 than during the p:evious quinquennium, when the problem of disorientation was less

publicizrz in the Service. It was suggested-thdt the figures for tue period 1966-1970 were a wore accurate

measure of the disorientation accident rate. Over this period the rate was 3.7Z of all accidents or

approximately IIZ of aircrw error accidents. Analysis of US Army accident statistics for 1966-1967 indicated

the 7.1% of all accidents could be classified as 'orientation error' wnich represented 10.3% of the pilot

error accidents. US Navy statistics showed that 6.8Z of all accidents in 1969 were coded for disorientation/

vertigo, although on detailed exanination of the accident reports only 1 of the accidents could be

definitely attributed to spatial disorientation.

Aircrzft accidents, it particular those due to pilot error, rarely have a single cause. Indeed, only

in 42 of all US Navy accidents coded for disorientation in 1969 and 1970 waq this perceptual disability

considered to be the sole cause of the accident. In the remainder, other psychological or environmental

factors were coded along with disorientation in the accident report. Of these contributory factors,

restriction of visibility by weather, haze or darkness vas the most frequently reported. The association

of disorientation with instrument flight, and in particular the transfer from external visual reference to

instrument reference was clearly demonstrated by UK and US accident data as well as by the incident

questionnaires referred to in the previous section.

US Naval accident statistics also showed that the frequency of orientation error accidents were

proportionately higher during the first two years of flying than during subsequent phases of the aviators

career. The experienced aviator is not immune from spatial disorientaticn, but it would appear that he is

less likely to allow his control of the aircraft to be disturbed by the iMlusory *ensations whi.ýh

characterise spatial disorientation.

Laboratory Studies of Certain Aspects of Disorientation

The environmental, physiological and psychological factors concerned in the aetiology of spatial

disorientation are numere-s, 6o it was understandable that in a short meeting the detailed analysid of

specific types of disorientazioa would not be comprehensive.

A notable contribution tothe undemstanding of the illusory rerception of a pitch up change in attitude

which can occur daring catapult launch was providLd by the results of experiments in which subjects were

exposed to a simulated launch profile in the NA&C centrifuge. It was found that an X-axis acceleration
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pulse of approximately 4Z acting for 3 sec led to an -illusorr perception in pitch attitude which persisted

for-up to 60 sac ater the stisulus. This illustration of the change in perception of attitude, brought

about by a transient X axis acceleration complssented the established data for long duratica low amplitude

accelerations and esphasised the importance of the use of flight instrmunts if aircraft attitude is to be .

correctly perceived in a changing force environment.

Transient changes in the force environment were also used in & simulated flying situation in an

attempt to induce the.perceptual and motor disturbances of what has been called the 'Giant Hand Phenomenon'.

Strictly this is not spatial disorientation, but rather an involuntary movement of tOe pilots limbs in

which he feels as if the control co).um is being pulled cway from him as if by a 'giant hand'. The

condition is apparently not common, but three incidents were described, which included one ejection.

The effects of ethyl alcohol on vestibular function were discussed, and the inability of intoxicated

subjects to suppress nystalogus induced by rotational stimulus was clearly demonstzated in a cing-filn.

Result# of other experiments were also reported which provided quantitative evidence of the failure of

suppressive mechanism and of the decrement in visual performance in subjects who had been given alcohol.

These findings euphasi..d the dangers of flying after drinking and illustrated that in addition to the

impairment of cerebral function engendared by alcohol, it also degrades the aviator's ability to see

instruments when exposed to potentially disorientating motion.

Selectfon and TrainIOIM

roe psychological functions influencing an individual's reaction to motion stimuli and the adaptation

itch occus when exposed to a novel motion environment were reviewed in detail. This work provided a

theoretical framework for training procedures and selection tests relevant to the problem of spitial

disorientati.on in flight. The Brief Vestibular Disorientation Test has been found to be a valid predictor

of failure in flying training, but has not been related to en idividuals susceptibility to impairment of

control by disorientating sensations or specifically to an orientation error ac~ident, However, it was

considered that with further development the test would have a predictive capability in assessment of an

inJividuals susceotibility to in-fligbt disorientation.

Ihere was general agreement with the opinions of several speakers -who considered that orientation error

accidents would be decreased if training, both on the ground and in the air were improved. Apart from

lectures, which inform aircrew about the various forms of disorientation and the conditions of flight in

which they occur, the benefits of various technique6 for 'disorientation familiarization' were discussed.

A simple, portable, rotating chair was demonstrated and the manner described in which it was used to

produce sensory and visual illus;ons comparable to those expelieneed in the flight environment. The range

of illusions which can be demonstrated is enhanced by the use of eccentric rctation (eg a Centrifuge), but

if such a device is used for training as a dynamic flight simulation rather than for a simple demonstration

of disorientating sensations it was suggested that there could be an undesirable transfer from simulatý,d

to actual flight.

While the ground based demonstration of disorientation is a useful contribution te the training of

aircrw, it vas agreed that a high degree of proficiency at instrument flying was the aviator's best

.protection alainst the impairment and poýsible loss of control engendered by conflictingaand distracting

sensations. Apart from the demonstration of disorientation in the flight environment it %as argued that

it was not sufficient for the student pilot Just to ba able to fly hj instruments; he should be trained to

use instruments under0 'stressful' conditions so that he develope' the confidence to fly all weather missions

and the ability to deal with critical in-flight incidents withoi t disorganization of aircraft control. The

high incidence oC disorientation which occurs on transition fr = external visual reference to instruments

implies that greater emphasis should be placed on this aspec' of the flying task during training.

t
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RECOI•fMDATIONS

1. Training

The importsnce of ground and flight training in reducing the incidence of spatial disorientation

end oriantation error accidentg was emphasised by many participants. Accordingly it was decided to

form ah Ad Hoc Working Group which would prepare an advisory report on orientation training. The

Working Group would review training procedures and make recommendations on a. topics to be covered

in ground school lectures, b. the use of disorientation familiarization devices and disorientation

trainers, c. the natures of in-flight training and in particular instrument flight training

procedures and d. the maintenance of instrument flying skill and refresher training.

2. Instrument displays

Other methods of reducing orientation-error accidents were suggested: A

a. Instrtcent displays should-be developed which allow aircraft orientation to be determined more

rapidly and more certainly than with the existing cockpit instruments. The objective should be to

provide flight instruments which have the 'force' of information available during contact (VC) flight.

b. The potential benefits of the bead-up display in aiding VMC-IMC (VFR-IFR) transition and the

possible amelioration of disorientation during this critical phase of flight should be evaluated.

c . He-Iicopters should be provided with instrumentation appropriate to this type of flight vehicle,

with -adequate indication of translational motion and ground clearance.

A 3 MNSON
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